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        Questions Nos. 1 to 13, inclusive, answered orally.

15/10/2019WRA00400Cabinet Committee Meetings

15/10/2019WRA0050014. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Taoiseach when Cabinet committee C, European Union 
including Brexit, last met; and when the Cabinet committee on Brexit, foreign and European 
affairs is scheduled to meet. [37565/19]

15/10/2019WRA00600The Taoiseach: Cabinet Committee C last met on Thursday, 21 June 2018.

Following a Government decision on 25th July 2019 on the establishment of Cabinet Com-
mittees, Cabinet Committee structures were reorganised.  

A Cabinet Committee on Brexit, Foreign and European Affairs was established to ensure 
a coordinated approach in the areas of Brexit, Foreign and European Affairs, including Global 
Ireland 2025.

The Committee met for the first time on 10 September 2019 and is due to meet again before 
the end of the year.

  Questions Nos. 15 and 16 resubmitted.

15/10/2019WRA00800Cabinet Committee Meetings

15/10/2019WRA0090017. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach when Cabinet committee G, jus-
tice and equality, last met; and when the Cabinet committee on security is scheduled to meet. 
[38482/19]

15/10/2019WRA0100018. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Taoiseach when the next meeting of the Cabinet com-
mittee on security is due to meet. [39684/19]

15/10/2019WRA01100The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos. 17 and 18 together.

Cabinet Committee G (Justice and Equality) last met on 10 June 2019 and Cabinet Commit-
tee F (National Security) last met on 1 April 2019. 

Since then a new Cabinet Committee on Security has been established which deals with is-
sues relating to justice, defence, Garda reform and national security.  

This Cabinet Committee was scheduled to meet on Thursday, 10th of October but the meet-
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ing was postponed as I travelled to England on that day to meet with the British Prime Minister. 
A meeting of the Cabinet Committee will be rescheduled in the near future 

  Question No. 19 resubmitted.

15/10/2019WRA01300Legislative Programme

15/10/2019WRA0140020. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach the status of Bills under preparation 
in his Department [38484/19]

15/10/2019WRA01500The Taoiseach: The sole Bill being prepared by my Department is the National Economic 
and Social Development Office (Amendment) Bill. 

This Bill will provide for the dissolution of the National Economic and Social Develop-
ment Office (NESDO) corporate framework which is no longer necessary. It also deals with 
related matters including the transfer of functions to the National Economic and Social Council 
(NESC).  

Work is underway to prepare the heads of a Bill but it is not a legislative priority for Gov-
ernment at present as it is a technical change which does not impact on the essential functions 
of the NESC.

  Questions Nos. 21 to 28, inclusive, resubmitted.

15/10/2019WRA01700Taoiseach’s Meetings and Engagements

15/10/2019WRA0180029. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his recent en-
gagements regarding the candidature of Ireland for the UN Security Council. [39603/19]

15/10/2019WRA0190030. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his attendance 
at the recent United Nations climate action summit. [39604/19]

15/10/2019WRA02000The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos. 29 and 30 together.

I travelled to the US on 22 September for a five-day programme in New York and Los Ange-
les. My programme in New York centred around the 74th Session of the UN General Assembly, 
where I joined Heads of State and Government from around the world for a series of events. 

On Monday 23 September, I participated in the UN Climate Action Summit with Minister 
Bruton. I made a national statement outlining Ireland’s approach to climate action, including 
the Government’s commitments under the Climate Action Plan, our intention to ring-fence car-
bon tax revenue for climate action and just transition measures, as well as the climate aspects 
of our overseas development aid.

While at the UN, I also met a number of leaders to discuss Ireland’s candidature for a seat 
on the UN Security Council, including Heads of State and Government of Serbia, North Mace-
donia, Egypt, Lichtenstein, Senegal, Somalia, St Vincent and the Grenadines, and the Vice 
President of Indonesia. 

  Questions Nos. 31 to 34, inclusive, resubmitted.

15/10/2019WRA02200Taoiseach’s Meetings and Engagements
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15/10/2019WRA0230035. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his meeting with 
Mr. Donald Tusk when in New York; the issues that were discussed; and his plans to meet again 
before 17 October 2019. [39627/19]

15/10/2019WRA0240038. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his most recent contacts 
with the President of the European Council and the President of the European Commission. 
[39454/19]

15/10/2019WRA0250039. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Taoiseach if he will report on his recent meet-
ing with the President of the European Council, Mr. Donald Tusk. [39605/19]

15/10/2019WRA02600The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos. 35, 38 and 39 together.

I attended the recent meeting of the UN in New York between 23 - 25 September, where I 
had the opportunity to meet with President Tusk. 

We took stock of the most recent Brexit developments. President Tusk reaffirmed the EU’s 
solidarity with Ireland. 

Following a phone call with UK PM Johnson on 2 October, I spoke by phone with Presi-
dents Tusk and Juncker on 3 October.

  Questions Nos. 36 and 37 resubmitted.

  Questions Nos. 38 and 39 answered with Question No. 35.

  Questions Nos. 40 to 53, inclusive, resubmitted.

  Questions No. 54 to 64, inclusive, answered orally.

15/10/2019WRA03100Fish Quotas

15/10/2019WRA0320065. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine his views on the actions taken by Iceland in significantly increasing its mackerel share 
for 2019; the actions he and the EU Commission propose to take against Iceland for fishing in 
this unsustainable manner; if the revised ICES advice for mackerel stocks will form the basis 
for setting an increased TAC for Ireland in the 2020 fisheries quota talks; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41760/19]

15/10/2019WRA03300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): In July 2019, 
Iceland communicated its decision to the North East Atlantic Fisheries Commission (NEAFC) 
to increase its unilateral quota for mackerel for 2019 from 107,000 to 140,000 tonnes. As a re-
sult, the share of the Icelandic unilateral quota has effectively increased to 21.5% of the overall 
TAC. Since 2014, they have had an average unilateral TAC of 16.5% - well in excess of the 
amount set aside for the three parties outside the agreement.

I am strongly opposed to this latest action by Iceland.  Ireland, as the second largest share-
holder in the EU, has led calls for strong measures to be taken in response to this unilateral and 
unsustainable action. The parties to the 2014 agreement, EU, Norway and Faroes have jointly 
written to Iceland demanding that they reverse this action. The situation has been exacerbated 
by both Greenland and Russia also increasing their unilateral quotas, albeit at a lower level.  
The EU, Norway and Faroes have also written to those countries.

The issue has been discussed at the Council Fisheries Working Party on a number of occa-
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sions and I also raised the matter at the Fisheries Council in Luxembourg this week.  

The advice from ICES for the Total Allowable Catch for 2020 is 922,064 tonnes. This would 
equate to a 41% increase on the 2019 TAC of 653,438 tonnes.  In my view, there is absolutely 
no reason for the full ICES advice not to be applied and this is the position that Ireland will be 
arguing for at the consultations taking place in London this week. 

15/10/2019WRB00200Knowledge Transfer Programme

15/10/2019WRB0030066. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine if the knowledge transfer scheme will be extended for a further year and opened for appli-
cations in 2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41971/19]

15/10/2019WRB00400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Knowledge 
Transfer (KT) Programme, which was funded under the Rural Development Programme(RDP) 
2014 -2020, concluded in August 2019, as provided in the Rural Development Programme. 
Budget 2020 provides for residual payments under this programme. I am fully committed to the 
future of the Knowledge Transfer Programme however, and will be working in 2020, towards 
the development of a new programme in due course, within the confines of available resources. 

Negotiations in relation to the post-2020 CAP regulations are ongoing and these will form 
the basis for the next iteration of CAP schemes when they are finalised.  It is envisaged that 
knowledge transfer measures will form a key part of the next CAP.

At present, the Department is seeking submissions from stakeholders in relation to the 
SWOT analysis which will underpin the range of measures to be included in the next CAP.

15/10/2019WRB00500Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRB0060067. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if 
he or his officials have received briefings on the ongoing protest by beef farmers; and his views 
on the matter. [37414/19]

15/10/2019WRB00700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There have 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef sector stakeholders, facilitated by my Depart-
ment, since early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on 
Sunday 15 September.

The full text of the Agreement is available on my  Department’s website: https://www.agri-
culture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15September170919.pdf

The Agreement involves a number of interventions which will provide immediate benefit 
for beef producers, as well as a range of strategic measures which seek to address structural 
imbalances in the sector.

Beef producers will benefit from an immediate increase in a range of bonuses. This will 
increase the level of bonus being paid on certain animals, as well as significantly increasing the 
number of animals which are eligible for a bonus. The cumulative effect is that over 70% of 
all steer and heifers slaughtered will now be eligible for a bonus on top of the base price paid.

A number of actions in the area of market transparency, beef promotion and strengthening 
the position of the farmer in the supply chain are included in the Agreement. These measures set 
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a course towards greater clarity for all stakeholders involved in the beef supply chain, primarily 
farmers.

My Department is also proactively engaging with several potential beef Producer Organisa-
tions, which have to potential to strengthen the bargaining power of beef farmers in the supply 
chain.  Two beef producer organisations have been formally recognised by my Department in 
recent weeks.

I have established a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability. The Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments 
entered into in the Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the 
Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders, including retailers and regulatory authorities.

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting.  It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

15/10/2019WRB00800Agriculture Scheme Expenditure

15/10/2019WRB0090068. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
plans he is putting in place to distribute the €22 million underspend in the BEAM scheme in 
view of the fact that the initial plan fell short of what it was meant to achieve. [41700/19]

15/10/2019WRB01000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The objective 
of the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) is to provide temporary exceptional adjustment 
aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in EU Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132.  BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and 
Exchequer support, provided in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have 
been facing as a result of market volatility and uncertainty.

The implementing regulation was within the competence of the European Commission; 
member states were invited to comment on the contents of the draft regulation, however, it was 
not open for negotiation.  Ireland subsequently published a formal notification of the scheme as 
required under the regulation. 

The scheme was designed to target aid to those who had been most impacted by the market 
disturbance for which it was requested. The reduction/restructuring requirement was required 
by the Commission; it was also required to be at individual farm level. 

As the scheme is voluntary, it is a decision for individual eligible farmers as to whether to 
participate or not.  In response to requests from farm bodies, the period for receipt of applica-
tions was extended to 20 September and there was support and advice available to prospective 
applicants from my Department at the National Ploughing Championships.   

In total 34,517 applications were received, representing a potential payment of €78,192,380. 
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A further 560 applicants, who did not qualify for the support as they had failed to meet the eli-
gibility criteria laid down in the scheme Terms and Conditions, submitted an application under 
appeal in order to have their eligibility for the scheme reviewed.  

Under the implementing regulation, Ireland may grant additional national support for the 
measures taken under Article 1 of the regulation up to a maximum of 100% of EU funding. 
Therefore, undrawn funds cannot be used for other purposes outside of the measure.  

The Deputy will be glad to know that, in Budget 2020, I have provided almost €85 million 
in targeted schemes to support sustainable beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for 
the Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP), and a further €40 million for targeted sup-
ports.  I intend to consult with stakeholders as to the use of these funds.  

In addition,  in the event of a No-Deal Brexit, my colleague the Minister for Public Ex-
penditure and Reform confirmed in Budget 2020 that a Brexit contingency fund of €650 mil-
lion will be available to support our most vulnerable sectors, to be activated in tranches as the 
full impacts emerge. €110 million will be made available through my Department in the first 
tranche, of which €85 million will be provided in immediate supports for beef farmers. This 
will, of course, be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided from the EU under the CMO 
regulation.

15/10/2019WRB01100Agriculture Schemes

15/10/2019WRB0120069. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
plans to increase funding for suckler cow farmers, the existing BDGP and BEEP schemes and 
the ANC. [41976/19]

15/10/2019WRB01300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Irish 
Government has provided significant financial support to the beef sector over the past number 
of years through national funding and the rural development programme.

The Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP) provides Irish beef farmers with up to 
€300 million in funding over the current Rural Development Programme (RDP) and provides a 
high degree of important performance data to beef farmers to drive efficiency through facilitat-
ing  better decision making.

My Department has rolled out a range of other schemes from which beef farmers benefit, as 
part of the €4 billion RDP including GLAS, ANCs and Knowledge Transfer Groups. Suckler 
farmers also benefit, of course, from the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) and Greening payments 
under CAP Pillar I.

In 2019, a further €20 million of exchequer funding was made available through the Beef 
Environmental Efficiency Programme, to encourage farmers to measure the weaning efficiency 
of their suckler cows.

And, of course, the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) has provided temporary excep-
tional adjustment aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in 
EU Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132. 

BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and Exchequer support, provided in light of 
the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have been facing as a result of the market 
volatility and uncertainty. Over 34,500 farmers had applied for BEAM at its closing date of 20 
September, representing potential commitments of almost €78 million.
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In recognition of the important income support role played by the ANC scheme, the total 
allocation for the scheme has been increased by €48m over the last two budgets (€25m in Bud-
get 2018 and €23m in Budget 2019). In both 2018 and 2019, payment rates in the scheme were 
increased, with a targeting of increases corresponding to the different level of constraint in the 
different categories of land in the scheme.

In Budget 2020, I have provided almost €85 million in targeted schemes to support sus-
tainable beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for the Beef Data and Genomics Pro-
gramme (BDGP), and a further €40 million for targeted supports. I intend to consult with stake-
holders as to the use of these funds.  

In addition, in the event of a No-Deal Brexit, my colleague the Minister for Public Expen-
diture and Reform confirmed in Budget 2020 that a Brexit contingency fund of €650 million 
will be available to support our most vulnerable sectors, to be activated in tranches as the 
full impacts emerge. €110 million will be made available through my Department in the first 
tranche, of which €85 million will be provided in immediate supports for beef farmers. This 
will, of course, be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided from the EU under the CMO 
regulation.

15/10/2019WRB01400Climate Change Policy

15/10/2019WRB0150070. Deputy Pat Deering asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the key 
elements of the climate action plan 2019 which will put Ireland on a course for carbon neutral-
ity without compromising capacity for food production. [28561/19]

15/10/2019WRB01600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The All-of 
Government Plan to tackle climate breakdown sets out a target to reduce emissions from 20.2mt 
in 2017 to less than 19mt by 2030; equating to cumulative abatement of between 16.5 and 18.5 
Mt CO2 eq over the period 2021 to 2030 for the agriculture, sector. In addition, the sector will 
also deliver an additional 26.8 Mt CO2 eq cumulative abatement through better land use man-
agement such as afforestation and improved management of peaty grasslands.  

The plan identifies 34 actions for the sector that will contribute to our transition to a low 
carbon economy and society across abatement measures, carbon sequestration measures and 
displacement of fossil fuels and reflects our three-pillar policy approach to achieving carbon 
neutrality without comprising sustainable food production of:  

1. Reducing agricultural emissions; 

2. Increasing carbon sequestration; and  

3. Displacing and substituting fossil fuel and energy intensive materials. 

These actions in the plan are informed by the recent Teagasc Marginal Cost Abatement 
Curve report (MACC) - An Analysis of Abatement Potential of Greenhouse Gas Emissions in 
Irish Agriculture 2021-2030 as an identifiable suite of actions for delivery. These actions in-
clude both efficiency measures such as the Dairy EBI programme and technical measures such 
as changes in fertiliser type or low emissions slurry spreading as well as a series of forestry and 
bioeceonomy measures. 

While the target for the sector is challenging, immediate action and early adoption is key 
and there are three important actions that can be advanced immediately. 
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- Deepening engagement with farmers and other stakeholders to promote the necessary de-
ployment of new technologies and changes in farming practices.  

- Improving nitrogen use efficiency such as widespread adoption of low emissions slurry 
spreading or introduction of clover in grassland swards; and 

- Continuing our support for research and innovation such as the potential of novel feed ad-
ditives in grass-based production systems. 

To reach the target of 19 Mt CO2   eq or lower in 2030 will require us to manage the emis-
sions profile from the sector between now and then through mobilisation of as many of these 
actions as possible as early as possible with high levels of take-up across our 139,000 farms. 
While I am confident that these actions once implemented early can deliver emissions reduc-
tions that would allow maintenance of our current national herd count, market conditions are 
likely to indicate a reorientation of systems within the herd.

There are already a significant number of measures in place which support these actions 
ranging from enhanced regulation to improve nitrogen use efficiency such as seen in the recent 
review of our Nitrates derogation to incentives which encourage afforestation and improved 
animal efficiency such as the BDGP and BEEP schemes.  However, I am not complacent on this 
important issue and my Department continues to review and develop new measures that will 
realise the ambition for the sector.

 Higher ambition on environmental and climate action are part of the new CAP, post-2020, 
and it is proposed that 40% of the overall CAP budget will contribute to climate action. This 
will require farmers to achieve a higher level of environmental ambition through both manda-
tory and incentive-based measures.  All mechanisms, such as the CAP reform, market incentive 
and regulation will be investigated in full by all the relevant stakeholders, including industry, 
to mobilise the necessary actions as swiftly as possible.  While the mitigation potential for ag-
riculture is limited, agriculture can and must play a key role in contributing to Ireland’s climate 
change and energy targets in the years ahead.

15/10/2019WRB01700Greyhound Industry

15/10/2019WRB0180071. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the way in which he can ensure that a key objective of the Irish Greyhound Board’s strategic 
plan 2018-22, which is to maintain animal welfare at the centre of the industry, will be met; 
the way in which the greyhound care fund is addressing the welfare and health issues of grey-
hounds. [41885/19]

15/10/2019WRB01900Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Bord na gCon 
(BnG) is a commercial state body, established under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly 
to control greyhound racing and to improve and develop the greyhound industry.  Bord na gCon 
is a body corporate and a separate legal entity to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine.  

BnG has assured me that it continues to make significant progress in the areas of welfare 
and regulation under its Strategic Plan 2018-2022. One of the pillars of the plan is maintain-
ing animal welfare at the centre of the industry. Actions proposed under the plan include the 
introduction of a traceability system, now provided for in statute under the Greyhound Racing 
Ireland Act 2019, an extended racing life for greyhounds, strategic partnerships with organisa-
tions solely dedicated to the welfare of greyhounds and an increased focus on re-homing.
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A confidential phone line has been established by BnG to enable reports of welfare breaches 
to be  investigated by the relevant agency. A Greyhound Care Fund has been established funded 
by a percentage from sponsorship and admission fees effective from September and, in addi-
tion, from a percentage of the Tote income from November.       

I am confident that Bord na gCon is rebuilding the industry within a modern framework 
with the welfare of the racing greyhound at its core.

15/10/2019WRB02000Common Agricultural Policy Negotiations

15/10/2019WRB0210072. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
position on what the upper limit for basic payments should be under the Common Agricultural 
Policy. [41602/19]

15/10/2019WRB02200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The new leg-
islative proposals for the Common Agricultural Policy 2021 - 2027 were launched in June 2018 
by Commissioner Hogan.  The proposals, as drafted, involve significant changes, including in 
relation to governance, the distribution of direct payments among farmers and the increasing 
environmental conditionality attaching to such payments.  There will be some additional discre-
tion for Member States in configuring the measures available, within parameters laid down in 
the draft proposals.   

I have previously indicated that I am open to considering some level of capping of pay-
ments.  Ireland has already applied the maximum level of degressivity allowable under the cur-
rent regulations for payments over €150,000. 

The new proposals include a number of measures which concern redistribution of direct 
payments, including:  

- an overall mandatory cap of €100,000, 

- progressive reduction of payments above €60,000, 

- a complementary redistributive income support, and 

- the convergence of payments towards a minimum of 75% of the average payment per 
hectare nationally.   

My Department is at present examining these proposals carefully to assess their potential 
impact on applicants. There are a number of elements involved, and it will be necessary to con-
sider all of these, as well as the way they interact. 

Initial modelling indicates that capping is unlikely to release a substantial amount of fund-
ing for reallocation.  Furthermore, it is important that any such mechanisms are straightforward 
for Member States to administer so that they can be implemented without undue complexity for 
the individual farmer.

Negotiations on the draft proposals are continuing at EU level. While significant progress 
has been made to date, decisions on key issues have yet to be agreed.  I will continue to work 
with the Commission and other Member States to shape these proposals into an effective new 
CAP for the period post-2020.

15/10/2019WRB02300Rural Environment Protection Scheme
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15/10/2019WRB0240073. Deputy Eamon Scanlon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if 
the reintroduction of a rural environmental protection scheme will be considered; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41380/19]

15/10/2019WRB02500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I want to take 
this opportunity to emphasise my commitment to agri-environment schemes in general which 
recognise the vital role farmers play in delivering public goods which will enhance Ireland’s 
sustainability credentials into the future. This was demonstrated by the extra €5million allo-
cated to agri-environment schemes in the recent budget, bringing the total allocation for 2020 
to almost €235 million.

My Department has a strong record in the delivery of agri-environmental schemes begin-
ning with the Rural Environment Protection Scheme (REPS) which commenced in 1994. The 
subsequent Agri-Environment schemes, the Agri Environment Options Scheme (AEOS) and 
the Green Low Carbon Agri -Environment Scheme (GLAS), have also proved to be very popu-
lar with farmers. In the case of GLAS, which was introduced under the Rural Development 
Programme for the period 2014-2020, the original target of 50,000 participants was surpassed 
well ahead of target. 

As regards the proposals for new regulations for the CAP 2021-27 which were launched 
in June 2018 by Commissioner Hogan, the proposals, as drafted, involve significant changes, 
including in relation to governance, the distribution of direct payments among farmers and the 
increasing environmental conditionality attaching to such payments.   

Decisions on any future agri-environment schemes, will be informed by the final outcome 
of CAP negotiations and the available budget. Negotiations on the draft proposals are continu-
ing at EU level. While significant progress has been made to date, decisions on key issues have 
yet to be agreed at EU level.  In the meantime, I would encourage all stakeholders to engage 
with the ongoing national CAP consultation process and let their views be known on future 
agri-environment policy.  

15/10/2019WRB02600GLAS Administration

15/10/2019WRB0270074. Deputy Bobby Aylward asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
plans to reopen the GLAS scheme for new applications; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41963/19]

15/10/2019WRB02800Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Green 
Low Carbon Agri-Environment Scheme (GLAS) is a measure funded by the Rural Develop-
ment Programme (2014-2020). GLAS promotes practices to assist the preservation of habitats 
and species as well as addressing the issues of climate change mitigation and water quality, in 
support of sustainable Irish agriculture. 

Since the launch of GLAS tranche 1 in 2015, the Scheme has been extremely successful 
in terms of uptake with in excess of 50,000 farmers approved into the GLAS scheme over the 
first three tranches exceeding the participation target almost two years ahead of schedule.  The 
GLAS scheme is now fully subscribed and the overall RDP budget is on track to be fully spent. 
There are currently no plans to re-open the scheme.

As regards the proposals for new regulations for the CAP 2021-27 which were launched 
in June 2018 by Commissioner Hogan, the proposals, as drafted, involve significant changes, 
including in relation to governance, the distribution of direct payments among farmers and the 
increasing environmental conditionality attaching to such payments.   
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Decisions on any future agri-environment schemes, will be informed by the final outcome 
of CAP negotiations and the available budget.  Negotiations on the draft proposals are continu-
ing at EU level. While significant progress has been made to date, decisions on key issues have 
yet to be agreed at EU level. In the meantime, I would encourage all stakeholders to engage 
with the ongoing national CAP consultation process and let their views be known on future 
agri-environment policy. 

15/10/2019WRB02900Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRB0300075. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if the 
concerns of the beef industry here will be addressed; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41378/19]

15/10/2019WRB03100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There have 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef sector stakeholders, facilitated by my Depart-
ment, since early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on 
Sunday 15 September.

The full text of the Agreement is available on my  Department’s website: https://www.agri-
culture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15September170919.pdf

The Agreement involves a number of interventions which will provide immediate benefit 
for beef producers, as well as a range of strategic measures which seek to address structural 
imbalances in the sector.

Beef producers will benefit from an immediate increase in a range of bonuses. This will 
increase the level of bonus being paid on certain animals, as well as significantly increasing the 
number of animals which are eligible for a bonus. The cumulative effect is that over 70% of 
all steer and heifers slaughtered will now be eligible for a bonus on top of the base price paid. 

A number of actions in the area of market transparency, beef promotion and strengthening 
the position of the farmer in the supply chain are included in the Agreement. These measures set 
a course towards greater clarity for all stakeholders involved in the beef supply chain, primarily 
farmers.

My Department is also proactively engaging with several potential beef Producer Organisa-
tions, which have to potential to strengthen the bargaining power of beef farmers in the supply 
chain.  Two beef producer organisations have been formally recognised by my Department in 
recent weeks.

I have established a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability. The Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments 
entered into in the Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the 
Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders, including retailers and regulatory authorities.

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting. It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
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on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

15/10/2019WRB03200Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRB0330076. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the contingencies being operated and supports that will be in place to safeguard farmers 
and the agrifood sector for all scenarios including a no-deal hard Brexit, including measures in 
budget 2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41969/19]

15/10/2019WRB03400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I have intro-
duced a number of supports to assist farmers and the agri-food sector in preparing to address 
the challenges posed by Brexit.  These include most recently: 

- the €300 million Brexit Loan Scheme for Brexit-impacted SMEs and mid-cap businesses 
whose funding arrangements ensure that at least 40% of the fund is available to food business-
es. Up to 4 October 2019, 754 loans have been approved of which 199 to the value of €44.1m 
have been sanctioned.  36 of these, to the value of €9.29m relate to food businesses;  and 

- the Department of Agriculture Food and the Marine/Department of Business, Enterprise 
and Innovation “Future Growth Loan Scheme”, which will make up to €300 million of long-
term strategic investment loans available to eligible Irish businesses, including farmers and the 
agri-food & seafood sectors.  Businesses have been able to apply for loan eligibility through 
the Strategic Banking Corporation of Ireland since 17th April 2019.  1,364 loans have been ap-
proved, including 530 to farmers and 163 to food companies, up to 4 October 2019. The total 
number of loans progressed to sanction at bank level is 296 to the value of €50.1m. 

In Budget 2020, the Government announced that it will provide a ‘no-deal’ contingency 
fund to support our most vulnerable sectors, with up to €650 million available overall, to be 
activated in tranches as the full impacts of Brexit emerge.  €110 million will be made available 
for the agri-food sector in the first tranche, to be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided 
by the EU.

The provision of immediate supports for our beef sector will be a first priority, as will sup-
port for our fishing fleet. We also want to support food companies to re-orient towards new 
products and markets, and to support other sectors to improve their competitiveness.

While supports cannot fully address the negative effects of a no-deal Brexit for the agri-food 
and fisheries sectors, this first tranche of supports will be used to ameliorate the immediate im-
pact on farmers and fishermen, as the full impact of a no-deal Brexit crystallises, and to make 
some of the adjustments needed to improve resilience for businesses in the face of new market 
realities.

15/10/2019WRB03500Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRB0360077. Deputy Martin Heydon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
priorities from the establishment of the beef market task force; the timeline for progress of 
meetings; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41987/19]

15/10/2019WRB03700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There have 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef sector stakeholders, facilitated by my Depart-
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ment, since early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on 
Sunday 15 September.

The full text of the Agreement is available on my  Department’s website: https://www.agri-
culture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15September170919.pdf

The Agreement involves a number of interventions which will provide immediate benefit 
for beef producers, as well as a range of strategic measures which seek to address structural 
imbalances in the sector.

Beef producers will benefit from an immediate increase in a range of bonuses. This will 
increase the level of bonus being paid on certain animals, as well as significantly increasing the 
number of animals which are eligible for a bonus. The cumulative effect is that over 70% of 
all steer and heifers slaughtered will now be eligible for a bonus on top of the base price paid. 

A number of actions in the area of market transparency, beef promotion and strengthening 
the position of the farmer in the supply chain are included in the Agreement. These measures set 
a course towards greater clarity for all stakeholders involved in the beef supply chain, primarily 
farmers.

My Department is also proactively engaging with several potential beef Producer Organisa-
tions, which have to potential to strengthen the bargaining power of beef farmers in the supply 
chain.  Two beef producer organisations have been formally recognised by my Department in 
recent weeks. 

I have established a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability. The Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments 
entered into in the Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the 
Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders, including retailers and regulatory authorities.

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting.  It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

15/10/2019WRB03800Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRB0390078. Deputy Bobby Aylward asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if he 
requested compensation at European level to assist farmers who have incurred beef price losses 
since May 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41964/19]

15/10/2019WRB04000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I have had 
ongoing discussions with Commissioner Hogan and Commission officials in regard to the sig-
nificant beef market disturbance which has already occurred, and particularly in relation to 
the threat posed to the beef sector in Ireland, as well as in other Member States, by a No-Deal 
Brexit. I raised these issues again during a bilateral yesterday en marge of the Agriculture Coun-
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cil in Luxembourg.

It is significant that the European Commission’s communication of 3rd September in rela-
tion to No-Deal preparations highlighted the market support measures under the CMO regula-
tion, which, of course, include exceptional aid provisions. The Commission committed that 
“the full spectrum of exisiting instruments for market support and direct financial support to 
farmers will be made available to mitigate the worst impact on agri-food markets”.  

The Irish Government has provided significant financial support to the beef sector over the 
past number of years through national funding and EU funding under the €4 billion Rural De-
velopment Programme (RDP) 2014 - 2020. 

The Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP) provides Irish beef farmers with up to 
€300 million in funding over the current RDP and provides a high degree of important perfor-
mance data to beef farmers to drive efficiency through facilitating  better decision making.

My Department has rolled out a range of other schemes from which beef farmers benefit, 
as part of the RDP including GLAS, ANCs and Knowledge Transfer Groups. Suckler farmers 
also benefit, of course, from the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) and Greening payments under 
CAP Pillar I.

In 2019, a further €20 million of exchequer funding was made available through the Beef 
Environmental Efficiency Programme, to encourage farmers to measure the weaning efficiency 
of their suckler cows.   

And, of course, the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) has provided temporary excep-
tional adjustment aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in 
EU Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132. 

BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and Exchequer support, provided in light of 
the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have been facing as a result of the market 
volatility and uncertainty. Over 34,500 farmers had applied for BEAM at its closing date of 20 
September, representing potential commitments of almost €78 million.

In recognition of the important income support role played by the ANC scheme, the total 
allocation for the scheme has been increased by €48m over the last two budgets (€25m in Bud-
get 2018 and €23m in Budget 2019). In both 2018 and 2019, payment rates in the scheme were 
increased, with a targeting of increases corresponding to the different level of constraint in the 
different categories of land in the scheme.

In Budget 2020, I have provided almost €85 million in targeted schemes to support sustain-
able beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for the BDGP, and a further €40 million for 
targeted supports. I intend to consult with stakeholders as to the use of these funds.  

In addition, in the event of a No-Deal Brexit, my colleague the Minister for Public Expen-
diture and Reform confirmed in Budget 2020 that a Brexit contingency fund of €650 million 
will be available to support our most vulnerable sectors, to be activated in tranches as the 
full impacts emerge. €110 million will be made available through my Department in the first 
tranche, of which €85 million will be provided in immediate supports for beef farmers. This 
will, of course, be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided from the EU under the CMO 
regulation.   

15/10/2019WRB04100Greyhound Industry Data
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15/10/2019WRB0420079. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the details of the deaths and injuries of greyhounds at tracks here from 1 January 2019 to date. 
[41934/19]

15/10/2019WRB04300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Bord na gCon 
(BnG) is a commercial state body, established under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly 
to control greyhound racing and to improve and develop the greyhound industry.  Bord na gCon 
is a body corporate and a separate legal entity to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine. 

Instances of fatalities in greyhounds at stadia are extremely rare and are regrettable when 
they do occur, with best veterinary care and advice followed in each case.  Bord na gCon (BnG) 
has informed me that of the 67,220 greyhounds raced from 1st January 2019 to date, 0.34% of 
these have been injured while 0.11% have been euthanized.   

The percentage of greyhounds injured or put to sleep (PTS) has shown a downward trend 
in the last 5 year period. This is as a result of a continued focus by Bord na gCon on track 
maintenance and improvement procedures, together with the cancellation of racing where it is 
determined that there is a risk due to factors such as severe weather. It is intended as part of their 
priority focus on care and welfare to continue to improve the injury and PTS statistics. 

In August 2019, BnG introduced a Greyhounds Injured at Tracks Support Scheme which 
provides financial assistance for greyhound owners towards severe injuries so that the grey-
hound can continue a healthy life into retirement.  Bord na gCon also held regional seminars 
earlier this year for all greyhound owners and trainers to continue to promote the positive ap-
proach to welfare within the industry. 

15/10/2019WRB04400Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRB0450080. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine if he has formally submitted an application to the EU Commission for market disturbance 
funding for beef farmers under Article 219 of the CAP in view of the fact that prices have fallen 
further since May 2019. [41973/19]

15/10/2019WRB04600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I have had 
ongoing discussions with Commissioner Hogan and Commission officials in regard to the sig-
nificant beef market disturbance which has already occurred, and particularly in relation to 
the threat posed to the beef sector in Ireland, as well as in other Member States, by a No-Deal 
Brexit. I raised these issues again during a bilateral yesterday en marge of the Agriculture Coun-
cil in Luxembourg.

It is significant that the European Commission’s communication of 3rd September in rela-
tion to No-Deal preparations highlighted the market support measures under the CMO regula-
tion, which, of course, include exceptional aid provisions. The Commission committed that 
“the full spectrum of exisiting instruments for market support and direct financial support to 
farmers will be made available to mitigate the worst impact on agri-food markets”.  

The Irish Government has provided significant financial support to the beef sector over the 
past number of years through national funding and EU funding under the €4 billion Rural De-
velopment Programme (RDP) 2014 - 2020. 

The Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP) provides Irish beef farmers with up to 
€300 million in funding over the current RDP and provides a high degree of important perfor-
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mance data to beef farmers to drive efficiency through facilitating  better decision making.

My Department has rolled out a range of other schemes from which beef farmers benefit, 
as part of the RDP including GLAS, ANCs and Knowledge Transfer Groups. Suckler farmers 
also benefit, of course, from the Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) and Greening payments under 
CAP Pillar I.

In 2019, a further €20 million of exchequer funding was made available through the Beef 
Environmental Efficiency Programme, to encourage farmers to measure the weaning efficiency 
of their suckler cows.   

And, of course, the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) has provided temporary excep-
tional adjustment aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in 
EU Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132. 

BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and Exchequer support, provided in light of 
the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have been facing as a result of the market 
volatility and uncertainty. Over 34,500 farmers had applied for BEAM at its closing date of 20 
September, representing potential commitments of almost €78 million.

In recognition of the important income support role played by the ANC scheme, the total 
allocation for the scheme has been increased by €48m over the last two budgets (€25m in Bud-
get 2018 and €23m in Budget 2019). In both 2018 and 2019, payment rates in the scheme were 
increased, with a targeting of increases corresponding to the different level of constraint in the 
different categories of land in the scheme.

In Budget 2020, I have provided almost €85 million in targeted schemes to support sustain-
able beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for the BDGP, and a further €40 million for 
targeted supports. I intend to consult with stakeholders as to the use of these funds.  

In addition, in the event of a No-Deal Brexit, my colleague the Minister for Public Expen-
diture and Reform confirmed in Budget 2020 that a Brexit contingency fund of €650 million 
will be available to support our most vulnerable sectors, to be activated in tranches as the 
full impacts emerge. €110 million will be made available through my Department in the first 
tranche, of which €85 million will be provided in immediate supports for beef farmers. This 
will, of course, be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided from the EU under the CMO 
regulation.   

15/10/2019WRB04700Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRB0480081. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine when the first meeting of the beef market task force will take place; the timeline for imple-
mentation of all the actions agreed by farming organisations and the meat industry at talks that 
concluded on 15 September 2019; if he formally submitted an application to the EU Commis-
sion for market disturbance funding for beef farmers under Article 219 of the CAP in view of 
the fact that prices have fallen further since May 2019; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41970/19]

15/10/2019WRB04900Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There have 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef sector stakeholders, facilitated by my Depart-
ment, since early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on 
Sunday 15 September. 
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The full text of the Agreement is available on my  Department’s website: https://www.agri-
culture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15September170919.pdf

I have established a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability. The Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments 
entered into in the Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the 
Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders, including retailers and regulatory authorities.

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting. It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

I have had ongoing discussions with Commissioner Hogan and Commission officials in 
regard to the significant beef market disturbance which has already occurred, and particularly 
in relation to the threat posed to the beef sector in Ireland, as well as in other Member States, 
by a No-Deal Brexit. I raised these issues again during a bilateral yesterday en marge of the 
Agriculture Council in Luxembourg.

 The Irish Government has provided significant financial support to the beef sector over the 
past number of years through national funding and EU funding under the €4 billion Rural De-
velopment Programme (RDP) 2014 - 2020. 

In 2019, a further €20 million of exchequer funding was made available through the Beef 
Environmental Efficiency Programme, to encourage farmers to measure the weaning efficiency 
of their suckler cows.

And, of course, the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) has provided temporary excep-
tional adjustment aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in 
EU Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132.  BEAM is funded by a combina-
tion of EU aid and Exchequer support, provided in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish 
beef farmers have been facing as a result of the market volatility and uncertainty. Over 34,500 
farmers had applied for BEAM at its closing date of 20 September, representing potential com-
mitments of almost €78 million.

In Budget 2020, I have provided almost €85 million in targeted schemes to support sustain-
able beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for the BDGP, and a further €40 million for 
targeted supports. I intend to consult with stakeholders as to the use of these funds.

In addition, in the event of a No-Deal Brexit, my colleague the Minister for Public Expen-
diture and Reform confirmed in Budget 2020 that a Brexit contingency fund of €650 million 
will be available to support our most vulnerable sectors, to be activated in tranches as the 
full impacts emerge. €110 million will be made available through my Department in the first 
tranche, of which €85 million will be provided in immediate supports for beef farmers. This 
will, of course, be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided from the EU under the CMO 
regulation.
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15/10/2019WRB05000Organic Farming

15/10/2019WRB0510082. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
plans for re-opening an organic horticulture scheme. [41605/19]

15/10/2019WRB05200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Latest figures 
indicate that there are now some 72,000 hectares under organic production in Ireland, an in-
crease of nearly 50% on the position at the start of the current Rural Development Programme 
in 2014.  

Following the recommendation of the Organic Strategy Group, my colleague Minister 
Doyle announced the re-opening of the Organic Farming Scheme on a targeted basis on the 19 
November 2018.  The areas targeted were areas for which there is a clear market demand, and 
which are critical to the further development of the Organic Sector namely horticulture, cereals 
and dairy.  The Scheme remained opened for applications up to the 19 December and a total 
of 225 applications were received. The re-opening of the scheme was widely publicised at the 
time and all groups and their representatives on the Organic Strategy Group also publicised it 
to their members. 

The Organic Farming Scheme, under the current RDP, has more than achieved its targets 
in terms of new land converted and the maintenance of organic land.  The current budget al-
location for the Organic Farming Scheme is now fully committed based on the current level of 
farmers in the scheme and I have no plans to re-open the scheme beyond last year’s re-opening.  

The Organic Strategy Group, in their deliberations considered the question of the Organic 
Farming Scheme post-2020.  The inclusion of an Organic Farming Scheme in a new Rural 
Development Programme was recommended to stimulate and support increased organic food 
productions.  As there will be more scope for adjustments to the scheme under a new Rural 
Development Programme, consideration was given by the Group to how it might operate more 
effectively in stimulating organic production in areas where market opportunities are greater.  

CAP negotiations, currently in progress, will ultimately guide and shape the Organic Farm-
ing Scheme under the new RDP. I would urge all stakeholders to engage with the CAP con-
sultation process currently underway and make their views known on a future scheme for the 
organic sector. 

15/10/2019WRB05300Agriculture Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRB0540083. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the estimated amount if all applications submitted to the beef emergency aid measure 
scheme were approved; the value of approved applications to date; the number of payments 
that have issued and the total value of all approved applications under the beef environmental 
efficiency pilot; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41972/19]

15/10/2019WRB05500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Applications 
under the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure(BEAM) were accepted from 19 August until 20 Sep-
tember of this year.  In total 34,517 applications were received with a potential total payment 
of €78,192,380. 

Arrangements for the processing of these applications are in place in order to ensure the 
timely issuing of payments under the measure in December of this year.

Some 19,135 farmers registered their interest in participating in the Beef Environmental Ef-
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ficiency Pilot(BEEP) and they will qualify for payment provided they comply with the require-
ments to weigh each cow and calf and provide the requisite data to ICBF in accordance with 
the Terms and Conditions. The €20 million funding available will allow for payment of up to a 
maximum of €40 per calf. 

Some 476,432 calves were registered to these 19,131 herds in the relevant period with a 
potential payment of €19,057,280 should all those calves be weighed.  With three weeks re-
maining, 286,974 of these have had their weights recorded under BEEP to date. Payments to 
participants who have completed the requirements under the Pilot are scheduled to commence 
in the coming months.

15/10/2019WRB05600Targeted Agricultural Modernisation Scheme

15/10/2019WRB0570084. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his 
plans to increase TAMS funding. [41975/19]

15/10/2019WRB05800Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The overall 
indicative budget for TAMS II for the full duration of the Rural Development Programme 
(2014-2020) is €395m.  The annual budget allocations are, of course, subject of the usual na-
tional budgetary processes.  I was very pleased, therefore, to announce that the 2020 budget 
for TAMS II payments will amount to €81.5m. This represents an increase of over 17% on the 
2019 budget.

 TAMS II continues to be very popular with Irish farmers. Over 2,600 new applications 
were received under tranche 15 which closed recently, when added to the applications rolled 
over from the previous tranche, means that there are 3,300 applications for consideration.  The 
Deputy should also be aware that there are some 12,000 approved applications with farmers 
who have yet to submit payment claims. These outstanding payment claims represent com-
mitted expenditure worth approx €145m.  Until such time as these approvals are acted upon 
or expire, the budget for TAMS must include provision for the potential expenditure involved.  
Current estimates indicate that the total budget available will be fully spent. 

 I would urge all approved applicants to submit a payment claim as soon as they have com-
pleted their approved works so that payments can be released as soon as possible.

15/10/2019WRB05900Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRB0600085. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the level of Brexit preparedness in the agrifood sector; if the dedicated help line and email ad-
dress of his Department are receiving many queries weekly; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [41377/19]

15/10/2019WRB06100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Brexit, in 
whatever form it takes, will have a significant impact on Ireland, and requires planning by Gov-
ernment, businesses and citizens, as well as at EU level.  My Department and its agencies have 
been preparing themselves and the wider agri-food sector for the potential implications, and 
will continue to do so, through extensive contingency planning and stakeholder engagement.  

The Department has engaged with stakeholders through extensive outreach activities, in-
cluding: 

- direct meetings with businesses and representative associations,  
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- attendance at the Ploughing championships and other agricultural shows, 

- participation in the Getting Ireland Brexit Ready seminars, and  

- through a focused communications campaign utilising its website, social media, and print 
and broadcast media. 

The Department is also encouraging relevant operators to register with Revenue for an 
EORI number, and with my Department as an importer or exporter, so that they can continue 
trading with the UK post-Brexit. A ‘Brexit Checklist’ has also been prepared and widely dis-
tributed in recent months. 

In addition, Revenue trade data with the UK in 2018 has been used to identify nearly 30,000 
agri-food importers and exporters, to whom a notice has been issued on my Department’s be-
half, encouraging them to take the necessary action if they haven’t already done so. My De-
partment has also recently hosted a number of Brexit seminars on “Keeping Agri-food trade 
moving”, attended by about 600 businesses and representative bodies.  These initiatives come 
on top of the stakeholder consultative meetings, sector-specific focus groups and meetings with 
representative bodies and individual companies that have been an ongoing component of our 
Brexit preparations. 

My Department established a dedicated Brexit Information line and Brexit Call email ad-
dress earlier this year to assist anyone looking for information on Brexit, particularly those 
involved in agri-food trading with the UK.  The number of calls and queries has increased to 
approximately 100 per week as we approach the deadline of 31 October. 

I would urge agri-food businesses to avail of all of these services, and in particular to reg-
ister with Revenue and with my Department as a matter of urgency, if they have not already 
done so.  

15/10/2019WRC00200Afforestation Programme

15/10/2019WRC0030086. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine his plans to increase and diversify forest cover here; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42001/19]

15/10/2019WRC00400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The forest es-
tate is expanding and has reached 770,000 hectares, which is 11% of the total land area. This is 
as a result of significant State investment. We now have a new challenge, to meet 8,000 hectare 
of new planting each year, as set out in the Climate Action Plan. I am very aware that this is in 
the face of declining planting rates. 

It will, I believe, require a collaborative effort from government, the private sector, public 
bodies and local communities to meet this target. For our part, I have commissioned a Scottish 
consultant to review my Department’s processes and procedures on forestry applications and 
approvals similar to an exercise undertaken in Scotland.  I expect to receive this report by the 
end of November. 

Support from Government is delivered through the generous grants and premiums avail-
able, across 12 different planting categories which offer real options to suit every landowner.  
Farmers can continue with livestock farming, while supplementing their income by planting 
trees, and we intend communicating this message widely.
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Public bodies have a role to play too.  I very much welcome the recent announcement by 
Coillte and Bord na Mona of their plans to plant 4 million native trees on 1,500 hectares over 
the next three years.  I will be encouraging others to follow suit.

As regards diversification, the aim under the Forestry Programme 2014-2020 is that 30% of 
all new trees planted are broadleaves. We achieved 27% in 2018.  This is a result of increased 
grants and premiums introduced under the Mid-Term Review of the Forestry Programme. We 
also increased the percentage of broadleaves in each new plantation from 10 to 15%. 

The Woodland Environmental Fund supports the planting of native woodland through sup-
plementary support of €1,000 a hectare from businesses. 

Finally, in support of the National Biodiversity Strategy, we have committed to increase the 
uptake of the Native Woodland Conservation Scheme five-fold during the lifetime of the cur-
rent National Forestry Programme. 

15/10/2019WRC00500Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRC0060087. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
future Border checks on the island of Ireland post Brexit relating specifically to the movement 
of food and animals; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41604/19]

15/10/2019WRC00700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Govern-
ment is working closely with the European Commission on how to avoid a hard border in the 
case of a “no-deal” Brexit, while also protecting the integrity of the Single Market and Customs 
Union and Ireland’s place in them.  Intensive discussions with the Commission are continuing 
to find solutions.  All options are being discussed within the rules of the Customs Union and 
Single Market. This includes issues related to food and animal health standards and movements. 

Without a Withdrawal Agreement, avoiding a hard border would become more complex 
and challenging. There are no easy answers, and any solution will be suboptimal compared to 
the backstop. The Government wants to avoid physical infrastructure at the border, but is also 
required to take steps to protect the single market. 

On 2 October 2019, the UK submitted formal proposals to Brussels on an alternative to 
‘the backstop’.  The Commission noted that there are still some problems with this proposal, 
notably with regard to the governance of ‘the backstop’.  It stated that we must have a legally 
operational solution that meets all the objectives of the backstop: preventing a hard border, 
preserving North-South cooperation and the all-island economy, and protecting the EU’s Single 
Market and Ireland’s place in it.

15/10/2019WRC00800Agriculture Schemes

15/10/2019WRC0090088. Deputy Eamon Scanlon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
incentives and schemes in place to encourage young persons to take up farming; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41381/19]

15/10/2019WRC01000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): My Depart-
ment currently has a range of measures to support young farmers and generational renewal, 
both under the Common Agriculture Policy (CAP) and nationally.

Under the CAP, the National Reserve and the Young Farmers Scheme provides financial 
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support to young farmers and new entrants to farming during the crucial early years immedi-
ately following the setting up of a farm enterprise. 

Between 2015 and 2018, some 8,500 young farmers have received payments under the 
Young Farmers Scheme each year.  Over €78 million has issued to successful applicants under 
the scheme during this time.  Over 9,500 applications have been received under the scheme in 
2019.

Also between 2015 and 2018 almost 8,000 successful applicants have benefitted from the 
National Reserve, with new allocations of payment entitlements valued in excess of €30 million 
made to successful applicants during this time.  A further 780 applications have been received 
under the scheme in 2019. 

Under the TAMS II Young Farmer Capital Investment Scheme, young farmers can avail of 
the enhanced grant rate of 60% as compared to the standard rate of 40%. Under this Scheme, 
€74.5m has been paid to over 2,700 young farmers to date.

There are also a number of national taxation measures aimed at young farmers, specifically 
the ‘100% Stock Relief on Income Tax for Certain Young Trained Farmers’ and the ‘Stamp 
Duty Exemption on Transfers of Land to Young Trained Farmers’.  Both of these measures 
assist farm succession and transfer. Other measures such as the relief from income tax for long-
term leasing relief also benefit young farmers by increasing land mobility.  

In addition, in 2017, I launched the ‘Succession Farm Partnership Scheme’. This provides 
for a €25,000 tax credit over five years to further assist with the transfer of farms within a 
partnership structure, promoting and supporting the earlier intergenerational transfer of family 
farms. This scheme also encourages important conversations within farm families regarding 
succession planning.  

Teagasc’s recent publication “Teagasc Education Vision – meeting future needs” outlines 
the importance of education for young farmers and the development of their skills through edu-
cation and training. This core function of Teagasc is supported and funded by my Department.

Earlier this year, I launched the Future Growth Loan Scheme which is a long-awaited source 
of finance for young and new entrant farmers, especially the cohort who do not have high levels 
of security.  

Supporting young farmers and generational renewal continues to be a priority for my De-
partment and will form an important part of the CAP post-2020.  My Department and I are 
actively engaging with other Member States and the EU on these issues during the current ne-
gotiations on new CAP proposals.

15/10/2019WRC01100Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRC0120089. Deputy Martin Heydon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
steps he is taking to improve oversight and transparency in the beef processing sector; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41115/19]

15/10/2019WRC01300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There has 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef sector stakeholders, facilitated by my Depart-
ment, since early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on 
Sunday 15 September.
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The full text of the Agreement is available on my  Department’s website: https://www.agri-
culture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15September170919.pdf

The Agreement involves a number of interventions which will provide immediate benefit 
for beef producers, as well as a range of strategic measures which seek to address structural 
imbalances in the sector.

Beef producers will benefit from an immediate increase in a range of bonuses. This will 
increase the level of bonus being paid on certain animals, as well as significantly increasing the 
number of animals which are eligible for a bonus. The cumulative effect is that over 70% of 
all steer and heifers slaughtered will now be eligible for a bonus on top of the base price paid.

A number of actions in the area of market transparency, beef promotion and strengthening 
the position of the farmer in the supply chain are included in the Agreement. These measures set 
a course towards greater clarity for all stakeholders involved in the beef supply chain, primarily 
farmers. 

Actions specifically in relation to transparency include: 

 - An independent review of market and customer requirements, specifically in relation to 
the four in-spec bonus criteria currently in operation in the Irish beef sector; 

 - An independent examination of the price composition of the total value of the animal, 
including the fifth quarter, along the supply chain, and 

 - a summary of competition law issues as relevant to the Irish beef sector

 - additional detailed price reporting on the Beef PriceWatch app;

 - examination of transparency models in other jurisdictions; and

 - a consultation process on the transposition of the Unfair Trading Practices (UTP) Direc-
tive.

In addition, Bord Bia will develop a beef market price index model based on 3 components: 
cattle price index, beef market price index (retail and wholesale) and an offal price indicator. 

I have established a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability. The Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments 
entered into in the Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the 
Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders, including retailers and regulatory authorities.  The Taskforce is comprised of key beef 
sector stakeholders, with Michael Dowling as independent chair. 

The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, as members of the 
Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting. It is in the interests of everyone involved 
in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Taskforce’s remit is to 
monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached on 15 September 
and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stakeholders.  It was a 
great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate concerns of farm-
ers at the Taskforce.

15/10/2019WRC01400Common Agricultural Policy Negotiations
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15/10/2019WRC0150090. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
outcome of discussions at recent EU Agriculture Council meetings regarding CAP funding post 
2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41953/19]

15/10/2019WRC01600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The European 
Commission has proposed, as part of the Multiannual Financial Framework (MFF) 2021 - 2027, 
an approximate cut of 5% to the CAP budget post-2020.  The proposed cut is unacceptable for 
Ireland, and I have used every opportunity in the course of discussions at EU Agriculture Coun-
cil meetings to call for the CAP budget to be maintained.

It is important to note that funding for the CAP is outside the remit of Agriculture Ministers.  
Negotiations on the MFF proposals are running in parallel to the CAP post-2020 negotiations, 
and agreement requires unanimity at the EU Council.  There are diverging views amongst 
Member States on the appropriate level for the budget, and further discussion is required before 
agreement can be achieved.  The impact of Brexit further compounds the budgetary issue, with 
some €12 billion per annum in UK net contributions being removed from the EU budget post-
2020.  

I have been working with my European counterparts to raise awareness and build consensus 
around maintaining a strong CAP budget post 2020:

 - In May 2018, I co-signed a Joint Memorandum in Madrid, calling for the CAP budget to 
be retained at current levels for the EU 27 post-2020.  The memorandum has been supported by 
up to 20 other EU Agriculture Ministers. 

 - I have consistently called for an adequate CAP budget to meet the increasing demands be-
ing placed on farmers, in particular in achieving greater climate ambition.  I have held multiple 
bilateral meetings with my European colleagues and have also raised the matter on several oc-
casions with Commissioner Hogan.

 - Yesterday, at the Agrifish Council in Luxembourg, I joined with 16 Ministers from a num-
ber of EU Member States to reiterate the call for the CAP budget to be maintained post-2020, 
to meet the new challenges faced by European agriculture and forestry. 

I will continue to work with my European counterparts with a view to maintaining the CAP 
budget as the negotiations for the CAP post-2020 and its budgetary allocations progress.

15/10/2019WRC01700Rural Development Programme

15/10/2019WRC0180091. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if he 
has communicated with the Minister for Rural and Community Development regarding the low 
allocation of TAMS II funding under the Rural Development Programme 2014-2020; if so, his 
plans to re-allocate this funding; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [30466/19]

15/10/2019WRC01900Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Rural De-
velopment Programme (RDP) 2014 – 2020, for which my Department has overall responsibili-
ty, consists of a total programme budget of approx. €4 billion over the seven-year lifespan of the 
Programme. In line with EU requirements, this budget must cover measures and sub-measures 
as set out in Regulation (EU) No. 1305 of 2013. The funding was allocated and phased over the 
Programme period in line with the requirements of measure design and budgetary resources. 

There are no plans to reallocate funding already committed under the RDP to the Targeted 
Agricultural Modernisation Schemes (TAMS II).  I am satisfied that the RDP as a whole will 
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spend its entire budget and, therefore, there is no scope for substantial reallocations across 
schemes.  

The total budget allocated under the TAMS II is €395m which is a substantial allocation 
for a capital investment scheme.  To date, total expenditure under TAMs, including transitional 
expenditure, has exceeded €170m and we continue to pay approximately €1.4m every week. 
The annual budget allocations are, of course, subject of the usual  national budgetary processes.  
I was very pleased, therefore, to announce that the 2020 budget for TAMS II payments will 
amount to €81.5m. This represents an increase of over 17% on the 2019 budget.

TAMS II continues to be very popular with Irish farmers. Over 2,600 new applications were 
received under tranche 15 which closed recently, when added to the applications rolled over 
from the previous tranche, means that there are 3,300 applications for consideration.  The Dep-
uty should also be aware that there are some 12,000 approved applications with farmers who 
have yet to submit payment claims. These outstanding payment claims represent committed 
expenditure worth approx €145m.  Until such time as these approvals are acted upon or expire, 
the budget for TAMS must include provision for the potential expenditure involved.  Current 
estimates indicate that the total budget available will be fully spent. 

15/10/2019WRC02000Meat Processing Plants

15/10/2019WRC0210092. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine his plans 
to establish veal units at two locations nationally; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41701/19]

15/10/2019WRC02200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Deputy 
will be aware that the establishment of meat processing facilities is a commercial matter.  I can 
confirm that my Department does not currently have any open applications for the approval 
under the European Communities (Food and Feed Hygiene) Regulations 2009, S.I. 432 of 2009 
for any veal processing units - if my Department were to receive such an application, it would, 
of course, consider it in accordance with the relevant regulations.

It should be noted that Ireland traditionally produces very small quantities of veal. Live ex-
port trade of calves has increased significantly in the last number of years and serves primarily 
European markets where there is a domestic demand for veal.

Live exports are a critical part of the infrastructure of our livestock industry.  They play a 
significant role in stimulating price competition and provide an alternative market outlet for 
farmers.  My Department facilitates this trade, recognising its critical importance to the agri-
sector, while ensuring that live animal exports meet the highest welfare standards.  I continue to 
prioritise efforts to gain access to new third country markets and, equally importantly, to deepen 
existing markets for live exports.

15/10/2019WRC02300Capital Expenditure Programme

15/10/2019WRC0240093. Deputy Peadar Tóibín asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the de-
tails of each State infrastructure project that is in development or is due for completion in 2019 
which it is in excess of the budget assigned to the project for its current stage to date. [39522/19]

15/10/2019WRC02500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I wish to ad-
vise the Deputy that a High Containment Laboratory has been developed at the Backweston 
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Laboratory Campus to provide my Department with the capacity that it requires to deal with 
a potential outbreak of exotic viral diseases, and to fulfil my Department’s regulatory require-
ments for diagnostic testing of high-consequence viruses. Exotic viral diseases such as foot-
and-mouth disease (FMD), avian influenza and the swine fevers are an ever-present risk to the 
Irish agri-food industry, with serious consequences for animal welfare and the export trade.  
Rapid and reliable laboratory confirmation of suspect cases is an essential prerequisite to the 
full deployment of the emergency disease control measures that are required in an outbreak 
situation.  

The budget for the High Containment Laboratory project was €5.521m, comprising ten-
dered building works of €4.971m, consultancy fees of €412,000 and equipment at €138,000, 
to be paid over a number of years.  This process was managed by the Office of Public Works 
on behalf of my Department.  Some unforeseen engineering difficulties and associated delays 
resulted in an increase in the project cost and the timeline. The associated additional costs for 
the project totals €1.5m, bringing the overall project cost to €7m.

15/10/2019WRC02600Coillte Teoranta

15/10/2019WRC0270094. Deputy Eamon Ryan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if he will 
consider amending the mandate of Coillte to encourage it to provide a wide range of forestry 
services; and if he will direct Coillte to commence the planting of new forests. [41988/19]

15/10/2019WRC02800Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Coillte was 
established under the Forestry Act 1988, Section 12 of which states the objectives of the com-
pany.  These objectives are to carry on the business of forestry and related activities on a com-
mercial basis and in accordance with efficient silvicultural practices, to establish and carry on 
woodland industries, and to participate with others in forestry and related activities consistent 
with its objectives.  

This mandate already enables Coillte to provide a wide range of forestry services.  Coillte 
currently manages some 440,000 hectares of land, the bulk of which is under forestry. The 
company sells a range of wood products and its forests and lands also provide the public with 
a range of ecosystem services such as nature conservation, carbon sequestration along with 
extensive recreational opportunities. The launch of Coillte Nature expands it remit  and focuses 
on  non-commerical activities.  Its inaugural Dublin Mountains Conversion project  converts 
commercial forests to recreational forests and is supported by native woodland grants from  my 
Department.

The company continues to look for options to establish new forests and is actively consider-
ing the role it can play in facilitating the overall growth of the national forest estate.  I welcome 
the recently announced collaboration between Coillte and Bord na Móna to plant 4 million 
native trees across 1,500 hectares of Bord na Móna land over the next 3 years. This project 
will bring a range of environmental benefits through the use of native species and will actively 
contribute to meeting the afforestation targets under the Government’s Climate Action Plan. I 
believe that there are other possibilities for Coillte to engage in afforestataion as indeed there 
are for other public bodies who own land. My Department will be engaging more intensively 
with these bodies to explore these opportunities. 

15/10/2019WRC02900Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRC0300095. Deputy Aindrias Moynihan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
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the efforts being made to ensure the funds committed to the beef emergency aid measure are 
used in full; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41954/19]

15/10/2019WRC03100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The objective 
of the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) is to provide temporary exceptional adjustment 
aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in EU Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132.  BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and 
Exchequer support, provided in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have 
been facing as a result of market volatility and uncertainty.

The implementing regulation was within the competence of the European Commission; 
member states were invited to comment on the contents of the draft regulation, however, it was 
not open for negotiation.  Ireland subsequently published a formal notification of the scheme as 
required under the regulation. 

The scheme was designed to target aid to those who had been most impacted by the market 
disturbance for which it was requested. The reduction/restructuring requirement was required 
by the Commission; it was also required to be at individual farm level. 

As the scheme is voluntary, it is a decision for individual eligible farmers as to whether to 
participate or not.  In response to requests from farm bodies, the period for receipt of applica-
tions was extended to 20 September and there was support and advice available to prospective 
applicants from my Department at the National Ploughing Championships.   

In total 34,517 applications were received, representing a potential payment of €78,192,380. 
A further 560 applicants, who did not qualify for the support as they had failed to meet the eli-
gibility criteria laid down in the scheme Terms and Conditions, submitted an application under 
appeal in order to have their eligibility for the scheme reviewed.  

Under the implementing regulation, Ireland may grant additional national support for the 
measures taken under Article 1 of the regulation up to a maximum of 100% of EU funding. 
Therefore, undrawn funds cannot be used for other purposes outside of the measure.  

The Deputy will be glad to know that, in Budget 2020, I have provided almost €85 million 
in targeted schemes to support sustainable beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for 
the Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP), and a further €40 million for targeted sup-
ports.  I intend to consult with stakeholders as to the use of these funds.  

In addition,  in the event of a No-Deal Brexit, my colleague the Minister for Public Ex-
penditure and Reform confirmed in Budget 2020 that a Brexit contingency fund of €650 mil-
lion will be available to support our most vulnerable sectors, to be activated in tranches as the 
full impacts emerge. €110 million will be made available through my Department in the first 
tranche, of which €85 million will be provided in immediate supports for beef farmers. This 
will, of course, be supplemented by any exceptional aid provided from the EU under the CMO 
regulation.

15/10/2019WRC03200Greyhound Industry

15/10/2019WRC0330096. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
further to Parliamentary Question No. 1418 of 6 September 2019, if his attention has been 
drawn to the issue that the claim that a greyhound suffered a heart attack at Shelbourne Park is 
at variance with an eye witness report (details supplied). [41935/19]
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15/10/2019WRC03400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Bord na gCon 
is a commercial state body, established under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly to 
control greyhound racing and to improve and develop the greyhound industry.  Bord na gCon 
is a body corporate and a separate legal entity to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine. 

Bord na gCon has informed me that it is aware of a greyhound fatality at Shelbourne Park 
Greyhound Stadium on Saturday, 17 August 2019. Following racing, the greyhound and his 
handler left the track and made their way to the car park. The greyhound then collapsed and 
the veterinary surgeon on duty at the track immediately left the examination room and attended 
to the greyhound at the scene. Examinations indicate that the greyhound passed away due to a 
cardiovascular problem. Instances of fatalities in greyhounds at stadia are extremely rare and 
are regrettable when they do occur, with best veterinary care and advice followed in each case.

15/10/2019WRC03500Greyhound Industry

15/10/2019WRC0360097. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the number of greyhounds buried in the grounds of Shelbourne Park Greyhound Stadium; if this 
practice was approved by the Irish Greyhound Board; if dogs continue to be buried there; and 
the procedure for incidents involving dogs that die at Shelbourne Park Greyhound Stadium and 
other IGB tracks. [41936/19]

15/10/2019WRC03700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Bord na gCon 
is a commercial state body, established under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly to 
control greyhound racing and to improve and develop the greyhound industry.  Bord na gCon 
is a body corporate and a separate legal entity to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine. 

Bord na gCon has informed me that it has no knowledge of greyhounds buried on the 
grounds of Shelbourne Park Greyhound Stadium. 

The bodies of greyhounds that pass away or are euthanised at all Bord na gCon licensed 
stadia are collected and disposed of by incineration. This practice is done by persons authorised 
under the EU (Animal –By-Products) Regulations 2014 in accordance with Article 12 of the 
European Parliament and Council Regulations No 1069/2009.

Sudden deaths of greyhounds at tracks are extremely rare and, where they do occur, the 
designated veterinary surgeon on duty decides whether a detailed post-mortem examination is 
required.  In such instances, organ/tissue samples are submitted to a veterinary laboratory for 
further investigation. 

15/10/2019WRC03800Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRC0390098. Deputy Aindrias Moynihan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
when he expects to have the names of the members of the beef market task force; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41955/19]

15/10/2019WRC04000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I have estab-
lished a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustainable pathway for 
the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social sustainability. The 
Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments entered into in the 
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Irish Beef Sector Agreement of 15th September, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  
Furthermore, the Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement 
with key stakeholders, including retailers and regulatory authorities. 

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting.  It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

15/10/2019WRC04100Greyhound Industry

15/10/2019WRC0420099. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the changes being made to the greyhound sector in view of a meeting by his officials with the 
CEO of an organisation (details supplied) on 21 June 2019 to discuss an investigation into the 
sector; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41376/19]

15/10/2019WRC04300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Bord na gCon 
is a commercial state body, established under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly to 
control greyhound racing and to improve and develop the greyhound industry.  Bord na gCon 
is a body corporate and a separate legal entity to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine.  

The meeting, referred to by the Deputy, on the 21st June this year was convened to discuss 
how the industry can put welfare to the forefront of all business operations, and Bord na gCon’s 
care plan was devised in response to this.  

Bord na gCon has assured me that it continues to make significant progress in the areas 
of welfare and regulation under its Strategic Plan 2018-2022. One of the pillars of the plan is 
maintaining animal welfare at the centre of the industry. Actions proposed under the plan in-
clude the introduction of a traceability system, now provided for in statute under the Greyhound 
Racing Ireland Act 2019, an extended racing life for greyhounds, strategic partnerships with or-
ganisations solely dedicated to the welfare of greyhounds and an increased focus on re-homing.

A confidential phone line has been established by Bord na gCon to enable the reporting of 
welfare breaches and follow up investigation by the relevant agency. A Greyhound Care Fund 
has been established which will be funded by a percentage from sponsorship and admission 
fees, effective from September 2019 and will be further funded from a percentage of the Tote 
income from November.       

I am confident that Bord na gCon is rebuilding the industry within a modern framework 
with the welfare of the racing greyhound at its core.

15/10/2019WRC04400Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRC04500100. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
status of the beef crisis; his plans to assist farmers on this matter; and if he will make a statement 
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on the matter. [41983/19]

15/10/2019WRC04600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There have 
been a series of formal negotiations with beef sector stakeholders, facilitated by my Depart-
ment, since early August, culminating in an agreement being reached between stakeholders on 
Sunday 15 September. 

The full text of the Agreement is available on my  Department’s website: https://www.agri-
culture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agreement15September170919.pdf 

The Agreement involves a number of interventions which will provide immediate benefit 
for beef producers, as well as a range of strategic measures which seek to address structural 
imbalances in the sector.

Beef producers will benefit from an immediate increase in a range of bonuses. This will 
increase the level of bonus being paid on certain animals, as well as significantly increasing the 
number of animals which are eligible for a bonus. The cumulative effect is that over 70% of 
all steer and heifers slaughtered will now be eligible for a bonus on top of the base price paid. 

A number of actions in the area of market transparency, beef promotion and strengthening 
the position of the farmer in the supply chain are included in the Agreement. These measures set 
a course towards greater clarity for all stakeholders involved in the beef supply chain, primarily 
farmers.  

My Department is also proactively engaging with several potential beef Producer Organisa-
tions, which have to potential to strengthen the bargaining power of beef farmers in the supply 
chain.  Two beef producer organisations have been formally recognised by my Department in 
recent weeks. 

I have established a Beef Market Taskforce to provide the leadership to develop a sustain-
able pathway for the future of the beef sector in terms of economic, environmental and social 
sustainability. The Taskforce will provide a robust implementation structure for commitments 
entered into in the Agreement, with timelines and stakeholder engagement.  Furthermore, the 
Beef Market Taskforce will offer a suitable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders, including retailers and regulatory authorities.

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting.  It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

Taoiseach’s Meetings and Engagements

15/10/2019WRC04700101. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Taoiseach if the European Union (Withdrawal) 
(No.2) Act 2019 was discussed when he met Prime Minister Johnson recently.  [41960/19]

15/10/2019WRC04800The Taoiseach: I met with Prime Minister Johnson  in Cheshire on 10 October.  We had 
detailed and constructive discussions on the current situation which concentrated on the chal-
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lenges of customs and consent. It was clear that we both continue to believe a deal is in every-
body’s interest and we agreed that we could see a pathway to a possible deal.

We also discussed the potential to strengthen bilateral relations, including on Northern Ire-
land.  We agreed to reflect further on our discussions and that officials would continue to engage 
intensively on them.

Following our discussions, I consulted with the EU Task Force and the UK Brexit Secretary 
met Michel Barnier the following morning.

15/10/2019WRD00200Legislative Measures

15/10/2019WRD00300102. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Taoiseach the number, date of publication and de-
tails of post-enactment reports published by his Department since March 2011, in tabular form. 
[41590/19]

15/10/2019WRD00400103. Deputy Shane Cassells asked the Taoiseach the number of Acts passed since March 
2011 that his Department is responsible for; and the date each Act was signed into law. [41591/19]

15/10/2019WRD00500The Taoiseach: I propose to take Questions Nos. 102 and 103 together.

No legislation has been passed by my Department since March 2011.

15/10/2019WRD00700Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRD00800104. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Taoiseach the number of full-time and part-time 
civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to 
date in 2019; and the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has lost 
due to retirement by grade in the same period. [41825/19]

15/10/2019WRD00900The Taoiseach: The information requested by the Deputy regarding to the number of re-
cruitments and retirements from 2014 to date, is set out in the following tables. 

My Department uses workforce planning and succession planning to ensure that there are 
sufficient staffing resources in place to deliver the Department’s strategic goals. In the main, 
staff are recruited to my Department through the Public Appointments Service (PAS) by way 
of competition. 

Vacancies are also filled by way of mobility through the Civil Service Mobility Scheme, 
internal promotions and secondments from other Government Departments and the public ser-
vice, which are not reflected in the tables.

Table 1 - Recruitment

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018  to date 2019
Secretary General 0 0 0 0 0 0
Second Secretary General 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assistant Secretary 0 0 0 1 0 1
Principal Officer 0 0 0 0 1 0
Assistant Principal Officer 0 0 1 4 2 2
Higher Executive Officer 0 0 0 0 3 1
Admin. Officer 3 5 3 5 1 4
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Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018  to date 2019
Executive Officer 0 3 0 3 2 2
Clerical Officer 0 9 6 15 7 10
Services Staff & Cleaners 2 1 2 2 0 0
*Table excludes politically appointed staff.

** Staff numbers reflect headcount rather than whole time equivalent. 

Table 2 - Retirements

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018  to date 2019
Secretary General 0 0 0 0 0 0
Second Secretary General 0 0 0 0 0 0
Assistant Secretary 0 0 0 0 1 0
Principal Officer 1 0 0 0 0 1
Assistant Principal Officer 1 0 0 0 3 0
Higher Executive Officer 0 0 0 0 1 0
Admin. Officer 0 0 0 0 0 0
Executive Officer 0 0 1 0 0 0
Clerical Officer 1 1 0 0 1 0
Services Staff & Cleaners 0 0 0 1 0 1
*Table excludes politically appointed staff.

** Staff numbers reflect headcount rather than whole time equivalent. 

15/10/2019WRD01000Defence Forces Recruitment

15/10/2019WRD01100105. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the status of an ap-
plication by a person (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41653/19]

15/10/2019WRD01200Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): The application 
process for entry into the Defence Forces involves a number of stages, some of which have been 
outlined in the details supplied to the question.

 Applicants are only contacted in relation to induction when the entire process is complete 
and in the case of the individual on whose behalf the enquiry has been made, this process is still 
ongoing.

15/10/2019WRD01300Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRD01400106. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the number 
of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each of the 
years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his 
Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41815/19]

15/10/2019WRD01500Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): My Department 
recruits staff for full-time positions.  However, a range of reduced attendance schemes, which 
are available to established civil servants, are availed of members of the staff of my Depart-
ment.  Therefore, some of those retiring will be working a reduced attendance pattern and are 
shown as part-time in the second table at the link. The first table shows the staff recruited in my 
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Department and the second table shows the number of full-time and part-time staff who retired 
from my Department from 2014 until 9 October 2019.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq106-15-10-19_en.docx”>Department Staff Tables</a>]

15/10/2019WRD01600Air Corps Equipment

15/10/2019WRD01700107. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence if funding will be 
made available for the replacement of Cessna FR 172H aircraft in the Air Corps; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41832/19]

15/10/2019WRD01800Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): My priority as 
Minister with Responsibility for Defence is to ensure that the operational capability of the De-
fence Forces is maintained to the greatest extent possible so as to enable the Defence Forces to 
carry out their roles as assigned by Government.

The White Paper on Defence provides for the replacement of the current Air Corps Cessna 
fleet with three larger aircraft which will be equipped for Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Ac-
quisition and Reconnaissance (ISTAR). Following an open tender competition, a contract was 
placed with Pilatus Aircraft Ltd in December 2017 at a cost of some €32m for the provision of 
three PC-12 fixed wing utility aircraft suitably equipped for ISTAR tasks which will replace the 
Cessna FR 172H fleet. The contract is well underway and it is expected that the three aircraft 
will be delivered in 2020.

The Deputy may wish to note that the White Paper  also provides for the replacement of 
the two CASA 235 Maritime Patrol Aircraft with consideration of their replacement with larger 
more capable aircraft, which would enhance maritime surveillance and provide a greater degree 
of utility for transport and cargo carrying tasks. A public tender competition for the replacement 
of the CASA Maritime Patrol Aircraft has recently been completed in my Department and a 
preferred bidder has been identified. 

In accordance with the National Development Plan, the capital allocation for Defence has 
been increased to €113 million for 2020, an increase of €7 million on the 2019 allocation. The 
NDP provides for a total of €541 million over the period 2018 to 2022. This level of capital 
funding will allow the Defence Organisation to continue the programme of sustained equipment 
replacement and infrastructural development across the Army, Air Corps and Naval Service as 
identified and prioritised in the Defence White Paper and builds on the significant investment 
programme over recent years. The replacement of the Air Corps Cessna aircraft and the CASA 
235 Maritime Patrol Aircraft are among the projects included for funding.

15/10/2019WRD01900Departmental Properties

15/10/2019WRD02000108. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the work 
ongoing to identify suitable locations for car parking spaces on the Curragh; his plans to address 
antisocial behaviour on the land; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41862/19]

15/10/2019WRD02100Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): As the Deputy 
may be aware, as Minister for Defence, pursuant to the provisions of the Curragh of Kildare 
Act 1961, I am the custodian and guardian of the Curragh Plains.  I believe it is important to 
bear in mind, as recognised in the aforementioned Act, that the Curragh Plains is a working en-
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vironment as well as being a place of historical, environmental and cultural importance. Sheep 
grazing and horse racing are centuries-old practices on Curragh lands and in addition the entire 
Plains are a working facility for the Defence Forces. As a place of work for those named groups 
and a high value amenity in terms of ecological and historical importance, I am very aware of 
the requirement to balance the needs of all parties when it comes to the ongoing management 
of the Curragh Plains.

As the Deputy is aware, there has been an increase in the team of Lands Staff employed by 
my Department to assist with the management of the Curragh Plains.  This increase has pro-
vided a greater presence on the ground to monitor the users of the Plains, I am advised that the 
Lands Staff have a good working relationship with An Garda Siochána who are called upon to 
deal with incidences of antisocial behaviour.  The Deputy may wish to note that a recent com-
petitive tendering process was concluded by my Department.  As a result a new environmental 
management contract was recently entered into and the Lands Staff will be engaged directly 
with the contractors in relation to the operation of this contract.  In relation to future infrastruc-
ture provision and services, my Department continues to engage regularly with Kildare County 
Council on many and various local issues in relation to the Plains including the future manage-
ment of the Curragh Plains.

15/10/2019WRD02200Civil Defence

15/10/2019WRD02300109. Deputy Jack Chambers asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence if Civil De-
fence uniforms were collected by his Department in 2017; the locations in which they were 
collected; the locations where they were stored; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42019/19]

15/10/2019WRD02400Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): I can confirm to 
the Deputy that discontinued Civil Defence uniforms were collected by my Department in 2017 
and delivered to Civil Defence Headquarters in Roscrea, Co Tipperary. 

 The uniforms were collected with the view to using them for charitable purposes.

 The items were placed into a container which was provided by a registered charity. The 
loaded container left Civil Defence Headquarters in late 2017. 

 My officials have been subsequently informed that the items were not delivered as planned 
and this matter is currently being examined.

15/10/2019WRD02500Defence Forces Data

15/10/2019WRD02600110. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Taoiseach and Minister for Defence the full 
list of capital projects valued at over €2 million in the Defence Forces that are ongoing at pres-
ent; and when each capital project will be completed. [42336/19]

15/10/2019WRD02700Minister of State at the Department of Defence (Deputy Paul Kehoe): Under the Na-
tional Development Plan, as part of Project Ireland 2040, the Defence Vote was allocated €541 
million in capital funding for the period 2018 to 2022. This level of capital funding allows the 
Defence Organisation to undertake a programme of sustained equipment replacement and in-
frastructure development across the Army, Air Corps and Naval Service and demonstrates the 
Government’s commitment to ensuring that the Defence Forces have the capabilities necessary 
to deliver on all their assigned roles, both at home and overseas. 
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The following table sets out the full list of Defence capital projects, valued at over €2 mil-
lion, that are ongoing at present and their anticipated completion date.

Programme/Project     Programme/
Project Value      

Anticipated 
Completion Date      

Armoured Personnel Carrier Mid-Life Upgrade and Maintenance 
Programme

€68.0m 2022

Air Corps Fixed Wing Utility Aircraft Project €43.1m 2020
Defence Forces 4x4 Vehicle Replacement Programme €17.4m 2022
Storage Facilities at Defence Forces Training Centre, Curragh Camp €13.5m 2019
Virtual Desktop Architecture IT Project €12.8m 2021
Naval Service Vessel Mid-life Refit (Phase 1) €4.0m 2020
Naval Service Vessel Mid-Life Refit (Phase 2) €3.6m 2020
Dining Hall Refurbishment at Custume Barracks, Athlone €4.1m 2019
Accommodation Upgrade at Casement Aerodrome, Baldonnel €3.3m 2020
Development of training facilities at Stephens Barracks, Kilkenny €3.2m 2020
Accommodation Upgrade at Cathal Brugha Barracks, Dublin €2.8m 2020
Fuel Storage Safety System, Haulbowline, Cork €2.4m 2020
Accommodation Upgrade at Defence Forces Training Centre, Cur-
ragh Camp, Co Kildare

€2.0m 2020

15/10/2019WRD02800Dublin-Monaghan Bombings

15/10/2019WRD02900111. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade if he will consider reintroducing high level meetings between officials to address out-
standing issues relating to the Dublin and Monaghan bombings; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41890/19]

15/10/2019WRD03000Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): 17 May 
last marked the 45th anniversary of the appalling attacks of the Dublin and Monaghan bomb-
ings in which 33 people were murdered. The Minister for Justice and Equality, Charles Flana-
gan TD, represented the Government at the remembrance ceremony in Dublin. 

The Government stands in solidarity with all those who lost loved ones or were injured on 
that day, and who suffer still as a result of these bombings. 

The implementation of the All-Party Dáil motions relating to the Dublin and Monaghan 
bombings is a priority for the Government, as highlighted in the Programme for a Partnership 
Government. 

The All-Party motion on the 1974 Dublin Monaghan bombings adopted by the Dáil on 25 
May 2016 has, like those adopted in 2008 and 2011, been conveyed to the British Government.

These motions call on the British Government to allow access by an independent, interna-
tional judicial figure to all original documents relating to the Dublin and Monaghan bombings, 
as well as the Dublin bombings of 1972 and 1973, the bombing of Kay’s Tavern in Dundalk and 
the murder of Seamus Ludlow.

The Government is committed to actively pursuing the implementation of these all-Party 
Dáil motions. We have consistently raised the issue with the British Government on a bilateral 
basis, including at the British-Irish Inter-Governmental Conference on 8 May.

I and Minister Flanagan made clear to our counterparts at the Conference that the absence 
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of a response from the British Government is of deep concern to the Government, and that there 
remains an urgent need for a response. 

The Government will continue to engage with the British Government on this request, at 
senior political level and in senior official level engagement by my Department, to pursue all 
possible avenues to achieve progress on this issue, consistent with the request made by this 
House and until a resolution is found.

I will be pleased to engage further with the Deputy and other Members of the House who 
are also active on this most important issue.

The Government will also maintain a close and cooperative relationship with Justice for the 
Forgotten, as we continue work to seek the full facts of the appalling events of 25 May 1974 
and of other attacks in this jurisdiction during the Troubles.

15/10/2019WRD03100Passport Applications

15/10/2019WRD03200112. Deputy Bríd Smith asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade the 
reason a child (details supplied) has not had their application processed; the reason the child’s 
father has been asked to supply additional documentation that is readily available to the authori-
ties; and if the request for a passport requires additional documentation. [42190/19]

15/10/2019WRD03300Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): All 
passport applications are subject to the provisions of the Passports Act, 2008 (“The 2008 Act”). 
The Act provides, among other things, that a person must be an Irish citizen before a passport 
can be issued to him/her. In order to meet this legal requirement, each person must demonstrate 
an entitlement to Irish citizenship in his/her passport application.

As part of the identity and citizenship verification process, the Passport Service requires 
applicants themselves, or the applicant’s guardian in the case of applications for children, to 
submit all necessary supporting documents in order to establish the applicant’s identity and 
entitlement to citizenship. It is not possible for the Passport Service to obtain these documents 
on an applicant’s behalf from other State or non-State bodies. 

The applicant referred to was born in Ireland after 1 January 2005. Any possible claim to 
citizenship for the applicant is governed by the terms of the Irish Nationality and Citizenship 
Act, 1956 as amended (“The 1956 Act”). Section 6A of the 1956 Act provides that a person 
born in the State on or after 1 January 2005, where neither parent is an Irish or British citizen 
or otherwise entitled to reside in the State or Northern Ireland without restriction at the time of 
that person’s birth, may claim citizenship by birth in the State (and thereby establish eligibility 
for an Irish passport) only where a parent has been lawfully resident in the State for three years 
of the four years preceding his/her birth.

In such cases, proofs of lawful residence in the State are required to determine if a parent 
has the required three year residence. The 2004 amendment of the 1956 Act makes particular 
provisions for nationals of EU Member States, who may make a declaration concerning their 
residence in the island of Ireland within the 4 years preceding their child’s birth. In such cases, 
the EU national is regarded as having resided on the island of Ireland for the declared periods 
for the purposes of the 1956 Act, unless the contrary is proved. These declarations must be 
supported by documentary evidence to verify residence in the State. For non-EU parents, per-
mission to remain in the State recorded on passports, and/or registration cards, as issued by the 
Garda National Immigration Bureau (GNIB), are acceptable proofs of a parent’s lawful resi-
dence in the context of a passport application.
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In this case, proof of lawful residence in the State for either of the parents for the required 
time-period prior to the applicant’s birth was not submitted in support of the passport applica-
tion. In the absence of such proof of lawful residence, an entitlement to citizenship, and there-
fore eligibility for an Irish passport, was not established. I am advised by the Passport Service 
that letters were issued to the applicant’s father on 23 September and 30 September outlining 
what documents were required in order to establish this lawful residence. 

If lawful residence in the State for the required time-period cannot be established, it may be 
open to the applicant in question to apply for Irish citizenship through naturalisation. A parent 
or guardian may lodge an application for naturalisation on behalf of a child if and when the 
conditions for naturalisation (including minimum residency terms) are satisfied. Citizenship, 
including naturalisation, comes under the remit of the Department of Justice and Equality. Fur-
ther information on citizenship and naturalisation is available on the website of the Irish Natu-
ralisation and Immigration Service.

15/10/2019WRD03400Syrian Conflict

15/10/2019WRD03500113. Deputy Seán Crowe asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade his 
views on a planned Turkish invasion of northern Syria; his views on whether such an invasion 
by the Turkish military poses a threat to the Kurdish community and minority ethnic and reli-
gious groups in the region; his further views on whether such an invasion will also hamper the 
fight against Daesh-ISIS; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41742/19]

15/10/2019WRD03600118. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
his views on the US Administration’s decision to withdraw troops from northern Syria; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [41749/19]

15/10/2019WRD03700126. Deputy Ruth Coppinger asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade his views on the military action by Turkey in the Kurdish controlled part of Syria; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [42285/19]

15/10/2019WRD03800Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 113, 118 and 126 together.

On 6 October, the US announced the withdrawal of US troops from north-east Syria, ahead 
of a Turkish offensive into Syrian territory. Turkey commenced military operations on 9 Oc-
tober, with the stated aim of preventing ‘the creation of a terror corridor’ along its border with 
Syria. These developments are deeply troubling. Turkey’s military action has the potential to 
further destabilise a region which is still reeling from the fight against ISIS.

While we understand Turkey’s security concerns about its own territory, these concerns 
should be addressed through political and diplomatic means, in accordance with international 
humanitarian law. I am particularly concerned about the humanitarian impact of a military es-
calation and its potential to cause further displacement of civilian populations. In a statement on 
9 October, I stressed that the protection of civilians and respect for international humanitarian 
law must be paramount. 

I am also concerned about the long-term security implications of these developments. The 
fight against ISIS made decisive progress earlier this year. However, there remain individuals 
who have the potential to take advantage of any relaxation of vigilance Any unilateral military 
action against those groups which played a decisive frontline role in the fight against ISIS risks 
undermining this progress. It is also imperative that terrorist fighters remain securely detained, 
until their situation can be resolved, in order to prevent them joining the ranks of terrorist 
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groups.

The position of the EU was made clear in a Declaration released on 9 October by the High 
Representative, reaffirming that a sustainable solution to the Syrian conflict cannot be achieved 
militarily, and calling upon Turkey to cease the unilateral action. 

It is unlikely that the so-called ‘safe zone’ in north-east Syria, as envisaged by Turkey, 
would satisfy international criteria for refugee return as laid down by UNHCR. Ireland and the 
EU have maintained that returns of refugees and internally-displaced people to their places of 
origin must be voluntary, dignified and safe. The EU has been clear that any attempt at demo-
graphic change would be unacceptable. The EU will not provide stabilisation or development 
assistance in areas where the rights of local populations are ignored.

All military action in Syria risks undermining the work of the UN in attempting to facilitate 
a negotiated end to the conflict, and a political transition which meets the legitimate aspirations 
of the Syrian people. I take this opportunity to reiterate Ireland’s strong support for the work of 
the UN Special Envoy and urge all parties to engage with the UN-led process.

15/10/2019WRD03900Foreign Conflicts

15/10/2019WRD04000114. Deputy Seán Crowe asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
his views on the ongoing protests in Hong Kong and the escalating tensions and violence; if he 
has discussed the situation with his Chinese counterpart; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41743/19]

15/10/2019WRD04100Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): I am 
concerned about the ongoing protests in Hong Kong, and in particular the escalation in the 
levels of violence in recent weeks. Ireland fully supports fundamental freedoms such as the 
freedom of assembly and the right to peaceful demonstration. As I have noted previously in this 
House, Ireland has consistently called for these freedoms to be upheld, while encouraging all 
sides to refrain from violence, to exercise restraint, and to engage in an inclusive dialogue. In 
that regard, we welcome recent moves towards dialogue from Chief Executive Carrie Lam and 
the Hong Kong authorities.

I have not discussed the protests with my Chinese counterpart, as I have not had an op-
portunity to meet with him since the protests began in June. At a bilateral level, officials in my 
Department have engaged with the relevant Chinese authorities on the matter, including with 
representatives of the Hong Kong Government. Furthermore, the Consul General of Ireland in 
Hong Kong, and the Ambassador of Ireland to China, along with the EU Office, and representa-
tives of other EU Member States in Hong Kong, have all been engaging regularly with Hong 
Kong authorities on this matter. 

The EU, with the support of Ireland, has issued statements in response to developments in 
Hong Kong. The most recent statement was released on the 2 October by High Representative 
Mogherini on behalf of the EU. This statement recalled the EU’s support for the “one country, 
two systems” principle, and reiterated the EU position that restraint, de-escalation and dialogue 
are the only way forward. During the most recent session of the Human Rights Council on 10 
September, the EU also expressed support for the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights’ 
call for the demonstrations to remain peaceful and for the respect of fundamental rights and 
freedoms, including the freedom of assembly.

The Consulate General of Ireland in Hong Kong, along with the Embassy of Ireland to 
China, and officials in my Department, continue to monitor the situation closely. 
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15/10/2019WRD04200EU Issues

15/10/2019WRD04300115. Deputy Seán Crowe asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
if his attention has been drawn to the questioning of the designate EU high representative and 
vice-president for foreign affairs and security policy Mr. Josep Borrell by the foreign affairs 
committee of the European Parliament; his views on his comments on the need to reinforce the 
military capacity of the EU and his desire to conduct overseas military missions by majority 
and to redivert the €10.5 billion European peace facility to pay for EU battlegroups to go into 
action; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41744/19]

15/10/2019WRD04400Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): I look 
forward to working closely with Mr Borrell when he takes up duty on 1 November. His recent 
hearing covered a broad range of issues in varying levels of detail and, while interesting as indi-
cations of his thinking, can only be properly evaluated within the institutional context in which 
the EU and its Member States work. 

The Treaty on the European Union stipulates that the Council adopts Common Foreign and 
Security Policy decisions by unanimity. While there are very limited circumstances in which 
Qualified Majority Voting (QMV) can be used, such as when appointing a Special Representa-
tive on the basis of a proposal by the High Representative/Vice President, the Treaty explicitly 
precludes decisions having military or defence implications from any such derogations. Under 
the Treaty therefore, EU military crisis management missions can only be approved by a unani-
mous decision of the Council. 

With regard to the security-related aspects of Mr Borrell’s remarks, we understand them 
to refer in part to the European Defence Fund, but primarily to the proposed European Peace 
Facility, which remains under discussion at technical working group level in Brussels. Many 
aspects of the proposal remain unresolved in the technical discussions which are taking place in 
advance of any political decision on establishment of such a Facility. Such a decision is for the 
Council to make by unanimity.

One of the specific issues which has not been agreed among Member States is the proposal 
to expand the share of costs from military CSDP operations which would be funded in common, 
rather than directly by the troop contributing State. As to the overall level of spending envis-
aged, the outgoing High Representative/Vice President proposed that the European Peace Facil-
ity should have a budget of €10.5 billion over seven years. However, this budget would include 
all aspects of the proposed new European Peace Facility, including the incorporation into it of 
other existing EU initiatives which are currently funded through other mechanisms including, 
for instance, the African Peace Facility which funds important work by the African Union in 
preventing and resolving conflict on that continent. The proposed figure of €10.5 billion over 
seven years has not been agreed by Member States. Many Member States, including Ireland, 
would regard this figure as excessive.

15/10/2019WRD04500Foreign Conflicts

15/10/2019WRD04600116. Deputy Seán Crowe asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
if his attention has been drawn to the fact that the Saudi-led coalition has illegally stopped all 
commercial ships, including those carrying food and fuel, from entering the Yemeni port of 
Alhodeidah (details supplied); and if he will raise this urgent issue with his Saudi counterpart. 
[41745/19]

15/10/2019WRD04700Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The 
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ongoing crisis in Yemen remains extremely worrying. Ireland and the EU have been clear from 
the beginning that this situation can only be solved by political means, and that efforts to impose 
a military solution will be both fruitless and dangerous. We fully support the efforts of the UN 
Special Envoy for Yemen, Martin Griffiths, to bring about a political resolution, starting with 
the implementation of the December 2018 Stockholm Agreement, which was signed by the 
Government of Yemen and the Houthi de facto authorities.

After more than four years of conflict in this extremely poor country, almost 80% of the 
population of Yemen is in need of humanitarian assistance. Humanitarian access is a critical 
issue in a context where millions are unable to pay for food and medical care even when it is 
available, due to the collapse of the economy under the strains of conflict. Commercial access 
is also extremely important, since the Yemeni population cannot survive on aid alone. Bureau-
cratic impediments and delays to movements have unfortunately been common across Yemen, 
both in areas under Coalition or Government control, and areas controlled by the Houthis. It is 
imperative that the implementation of the Stockholm Agreement is progressed to ensure that 
humanitarian and commercial goods can enter Yemen freely.

The EU is the largest donor to the UN Verification and Inspection Mechanism (UNVIM). 
UNVIM was established in May 2016 to facilitate more efficient verification that imports of 
commercial goods at Yemen’s ports do not contain arms. Following the Stockholm Agreement, 
UNVIM has also been assigned the role of supporting the Yemen Red Sea Ports Corporation 
in the management and inspection of ports. Ships are checked for arms and other contraband 
by UNVIM first in Djibouti and again at an arrival point 30km off the port of Hodeidah. The 
UNVIM operation is making an important contribution to ensuring the continued flow of com-
mercial goods to Yemen.

I am aware of reports of a recent surge in the number of ships which are waiting to dock 
in Yemen, due to additional checks being undertaken by the Coalition after UNVIM checks. I 
understand that this delay in access is leading to a fuel crisis in Yemen which is exacerbating 
an already dire humanitarian situation. UNVIM was established at the request of the official 
Government of Yemen, and these additional checks are not acceptable given the importance of 
these goods to the people of Yemen. 

I understand that UNSE Griffiths is currently working with all parties towards a solution 
which will bring the ships currently being held by the Coalition to dock in Hodeidah. Mr. 
Griffiths enjoys our full support in these efforts. 

I have made my views on the importance of unrestricted humanitarian access and the free 
flow of commercial goods to Yemen absolutely clear to the Coalition parties. At my last meet-
ing with the Saudi Ambassador I relayed Ireland’s concerns in this regard directly, and officials 
from my Department remain in regular contact with the Saudi and UAE embassies. Ireland does 
not have contact with the Houthis but my Department has made our concerns known to Iran, 
which has lines of communication with them. 

Ireland takes every opportunity to press for a political solution to the crisis in Yemen, and 
for an end to violations of human rights and international humanitarian law, and for unfettered 
humanitarian and commercial access to Yemen. Since 2015, Ireland has provided over €21.5 
million in humanitarian assistance to Yemen, including a contribution of €5 million this year. 
Ireland will continue to do what we can to assist the political and humanitarian effort in Yemen, 
through supporting the efforts of the UN, as well as advocating for an end to the conflict in our 
bilateral contacts.
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15/10/2019WRD04800Human Rights

15/10/2019WRD04900117. Deputy Seán Crowe asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
his views on whether lack of compliance by Ireland with the European Convention on Human 
Rights and the United Nations Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities due to 
the fact that a number of sections of the Mental Health Act 2001 do not meet the standards 
of either convention is damaging the international reputation of Ireland; his further views on 
whether this lack of compliance hinders Ireland’s ability to speak with authority on respect for 
human rights and the European Convention on Human Rights; his further views on whether it 
is damaging to the campaign for election to the UN Security Council in 2020; and the steps he 
is taking to ensure Ireland is in compliance with international obligations. [41746/19]

15/10/2019WRD05000Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): My 
Department acts as the Agent for the Government before the European Court of Human Rights. 
There are no outstanding judgments of the European Court of Human Rights finding the Men-
tal Health Act 2001, or any section thereof, in breach of the European Convention on Human 
Rights. Nor are there any pending communicated applications before the Court regarding the 
Mental Health Act 2001.

Ireland is due to submit  its initial report  under the Convention on the Rights of Persons 
with Disabilities in March 2020,  two years after we ratified the Treaty.  This document, to-
gether with shadow reports submitted by civil society, will form the basis for a review by the 
relevant Treaty Monitoring Body, the Committee on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities, on 
how the State is complying with its obligations under the Convention.

The promotion and protection of the human rights of all is fundamental to Ireland’s ap-
proach to the United Nations, informing our work on gender equality, sustainable development, 
humanitarian action and peace and security. In seeking election to the UN Security Council 
next year, Ireland is emphasising this strong tradition of engagement on human rights at the 
UN. Should we be successful at the election next year, this tradition will inform our actions as 
a member of the Security Council. 

  Question No. 118 answered with Question No. 113.

15/10/2019WRD05200Middle East Issues

15/10/2019WRD05300119. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade if 
the nation state law that is being implemented in Israel has been discussed at the EU Foreign 
Affairs Council; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41750/19]

15/10/2019WRD05400Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): I have 
previously expressed my concerns about the passing of the Nation State Law in Israel in the 
Dáil last year. 

Much of the Law is declaratory in nature, and a year on it remains to be seen how much 
direct impact it will have in practice. However, even on a symbolic level, it risks marginalising 
Israeli citizens who are not Jewish, in particular the 20% of Israeli citizens who identify as Arab 
or Palestinian. It sends worrying signals about their status and their right to equality in the coun-
try which is their home. Some of these Israelis have expressed fears that the new law, which has 
the status of a Basic Law, may be a starting point for discrimination against minorities within 
Israel. There have been public demonstrations in Israel to express concerns about this Law, and 
concerns about the law have featured in debates during this year’s Israeli election campaigns. 
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The Israeli Declaration of Independence stated that Israel will ensure complete equality of 
social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of religion, race or sex. For those 
Israelis whose first language is Arabic, the official status which that language has hitherto had 
is symbolically important of their status as equal citizens, as well as being important from a 
practical perspective.  This law sets out to privilege Jewish communities, and I know that many 
Israelis, both Arab and Jewish, have reacted with dismay to this. 

A key point is that this new law states that “... the right to exercise national self-determina-
tion in the State of Israel is unique to the Jewish people”. Nobody is denying the strong con-
nection between the Jewish people and Israel. But Israel is also a home to many who are not 
Jewish, and this law sends a worrying signal about their rights as Israeli citizens, and the part 
they have to play in Israel’s democracy.   

I am also particularly concerned about the references to Jewish settlement. There have been 
different interpretations of whether this refers to Israel only, or also to the West Bank, but the 
ambiguity is very unhelpful in a volatile situation. The Government is wholly opposed to the 
construction of settlements in the occupied Palestinian territory. This language is also extremely 
worrying in the context of a number of pieces of legislation being proposed, and already passed, 
by the Knesset, which blur the lines between Israel and the West Bank.

The EU made its views on the Nation State Law known to Israel at the time, including the 
fact that this law could complicate the path to the two state solution. The law has not been spe-
cifically discussed at the EU Foreign Affairs Council. Last year my Department signaled our 
concerns about the Nation State Law to the Israeli Embassy in Dublin. We continue to monitor 
the situation closely through our Embassy in Tel Aviv and Representative Office in Ramallah. 
Israel is currently in the process of forming a Government and we will continue to follow the 
actions of the new government in this area. 

15/10/2019WRD05500Northern Ireland

15/10/2019WRD05600120. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
the status of efforts to restart the Executive in Northern Ireland; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41751/19]

15/10/2019WRD05700Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The 
continuing absence of the power-sharing Executive and Assembly in Northern Ireland and the 
North South Ministerial Council is of grave concern for the Government, as it is for the British 
Government.

I have engaged extensively with the Secretary of State for Northern Ireland throughout the 
latest talks process, to encourage the parties to reach an accommodation. I remain in regular and 
ongoing contact with Secretary of State Smith, and I am meeting him this week, as we continue 
to work to seek an agreement between the parties to get all of the institutions of the Agreement 
up and running again. 

All five political parties have engaged constructively in the talks process with that objective 
over the last number of months. Progress has been made across a range of important issues. 
However, some key outstanding issues remain and finding final agreement on these issues will 
require genuine and courageous dialogue and leadership by the party leaders in Northern Ire-
land. 

The awful murder of Lyra McKee and the outpouring of public feeling that followed de-
mands a serious response at political level. People want the devolved power-sharing institutions 
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up and running again to represent their interests and deal with the issues and challenges that 
Northern Ireland faces at present, not least the issues raised by the UK exit from the European 
Union, however this proceeds. 

The functioning of the North South Ministerial Council is also urgently required, to bring 
together the Executive and the Government to oversee and develop co-operation on the island, 
and as a vital part of the Good Friday Agreement. 

In this context, the political parties, in particular the two largest parties, must live up to 
their responsibilities and be open to fair and workable compromises on the small number of 
outstanding issues, to secure the overall interests of people in Northern Ireland and to protect 
and operate the institutions of the Good Friday Agreement again. 

This will be difficult, but the two Governments believe that this can, and must, be achieved. 

Accordingly, the Government will continue to do everything possible to support continuing 
engagement and progress in discussions between the political parties, working with the UK 
Government in any scenario, as co-guarantors of the Good Friday Agreement.

15/10/2019WRD05800Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRD05900121. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by 
grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-
time civil servants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41819/19]

15/10/2019WRD06000Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): In re-
cent years my Department has recruited a significant number of additional staff. As well as  
recruitment to fill vacancies that arose during the embargo, staff have been allocated to support 
brexit-related negotiations and preparations following the decision by the UK in 2016 to leave 
the EU. Further investment since then relates primarily to the enhancement of Ireland’s mis-
sion network as part of Global Ireland 2025, including operational and policy reinforcement in 
headquarters to support that objective.

In the past year new Embassies have opened in Wellington, Bogotá, Amman, Monrovia and 
Santiago de Chile, and new Consulates General in Vancouver, Mumbai, Cardiff, Frankfurt and 
Los Angeles. This brings to ninety the number of diplomatic Missions in the network.  Next 
year new Embassy openings are planned for Kyiv, Manila and Rabat. 

My Department has strengthened capacity in the Passport Service by recruiting additional 
permanent and temporary staff over the past twelve months to respond to a general increase in 
applications as well as from Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

Full-time and part-time Civil Servants in my Department recruited between 1 January 2014 
and 30 September 2019 are detailed by grade in the following table. 

2014   
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   1 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   2 
THIRD SECRETARY   25 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER   1 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   1 
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2015   
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   1 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   3 
SENIOR ARCHITECT   1 
THIRD SECRETARY   11 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   3 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   3 
CLERICAL OFFICER   23.6 
SERVICES OFFICER   2 
2016   
PRINCIPAL OFFICER   1 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   4 
ASSISTANT LEGAL ADVISOR   2 
FIRST SECRETARY   3 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT GR 1   1 
THIRD SECRETARY   30 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   4 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   13 
CLERICAL OFFICER   53 
SERVICES OFFICER   4 
2017   
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   1 
ASSISTANT LEGAL ADVISOR   1 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   6 
FIRST SECRETARY   17 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT GR 1   1 
THIRD SECRETARY   21 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER   1 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   27 
CLERICAL OFFICER   63 
2018   
COUNSELLOR 2 
PRINCIPAL OFFICER   1 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   5 
FIRST SECRETARY   7 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   3 
ARCHITECT 2 
THIRD SECRETARY   37 
ARCHIVIST 1 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   11 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   22 
CLERICAL OFFICER   93 
SERVICES OFFICER   3 
SERVICES ATTENDANT   1 
2019 to date   
PRINCIPAL OFFICER   1.7 
PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTANT   3 
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FIRST SECRETARY   14 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   6 
ASSISTANT LEGAL ADVISOR   2 
THIRD SECRETARY   52 
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER   1 
ARCHIVIST GRADE III   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   9 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   19 
ICT APPRENTICE   1 
CLERICAL OFFICER   145 
SERVICES OFFICER   2 

Full-time and part-time Civil Servants in my Department that have retired between 1 Janu-
ary 2014 and 30 September 2019 are detailed by grade in the following table.

2014   
SECRETARY GENERAL   1 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   4 
COUNSELLOR 5 
PRINCIPAL OFFICER   3 
SENIOR DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   1 
PROFESSIONAL OFFICER GRADE III   1 
STAFF OFFICER   1 
CLERICAL OFFICER   5.3 
2015   
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   5 
COUNSELLOR HIGHER   7 
PRINCIPAL DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   1 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   3 
FIRST SECRETARY   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   3 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   0.6 
STAFF OFFICER   2 
CLERICAL OFFICER   8.7 
2016   
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   4 
COUNSELLOR 2 
FIRST SECRETARY   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   1.8 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   1.5 
STAFF OFFICER   1 
CLERICAL OFFICER   6 
NIGHTWATCHMAN 1 
CLEANER 1 
2017   
SECRETARY GENERAL   1 
DEPUTY SECRETARY   1 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   4 
SENIOR DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   1 
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ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   2 
FIRST SECRETARY   1 
DEVELOPMENT SPECIALIST   0.8 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   3 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   2 
CLERICAL OFFICER   21.2 
SERVICES OFFICER   1 
2018   
DEPUTY SECRETARY   1 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   1 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   1 
FIRST SECRETARY   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   2 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   2.6 
CLERICAL OFFICER   9.3 
2019 to date   
SECRETARY GENERAL   2 
ASSISTANT SECRETARY   1 
COUNSELLOR 1 
ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL   2 
FIRST SECRETARY   1 
HIGHER EXECUTIVE OFFICER   6.5 
EXECUTIVE OFFICER   0.8 
CLERICAL OFFICER   6.6 
SERVICES OFFICER   1 
CLEANER 1 

The tables include staff recruited to fill vacancies or newly approved posts. 

The lists do not include political staff such as Special Advisers or Temporary Clerical Offi-
cers (TCOs) who are engaged annually on fixed- term contracts primarily to assist the Passport 
Service during the annual peak demand period.

The tables do not include temporary Third Secretaries, officers transferred in on a ‘head-to-
head’ basis, or on mobility.

15/10/2019WRD06100Human Rights Cases

15/10/2019WRD06200122. Deputy Tony McLoughlin asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade the efforts being made to highlight at EU level the imprisonment of former Bangladeshi 
Prime Minister, Begum Khaleda Zia, and the need for international assistance to return democ-
racy to Bangladesh; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42044/19]

15/10/2019WRD06300Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The EU 
is fully aware of the case of former Prime Minister Khaleda Zia and is monitoring the process 
of appeals closely. After the general elections in Bangladesh in December 2018, the EU noted 
that there was strong mobilisation of voters and participation of the opposition in the elections, 
but stated that the national authorities should properly examine allegations of irregularities and 
commit to transparency in their resolution. 
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In June of this year, Eamon Gilmore, in his capacity as EU Special Representative for Hu-
man Rights, visited Bangladesh and engaged with representatives about the need for the Gov-
ernment of Bangladesh to address issues including inclusiveness of the political process, the 
rule of law, and space for civil society. 

The EU is currently in the process of funding projects in Bangladesh that work to strengthen 
and promote democracy through the European Instrument for Democracy and Human Rights. 
In addition, the EU has raised human rights issues and respect for the rule of law with the Gov-
ernment of Bangladesh within the framework of the EU-Bangladesh Joint Commission. 

The Embassy of Ireland in New Delhi (which is accredited to Bangladesh), in close part-
nership with the EU Delegation to Bangladesh, will continue to monitor the political situation.

15/10/2019WRD06400Syrian Conflict

15/10/2019WRD06500123. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade if 
his attention has been drawn to reports that authorities in Lebanon are forcefully returning Syr-
ians to Syria; the steps that have been taken at EU level regarding the issue; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42149/19]

15/10/2019WRD06600Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The 
conflict in Syria has caused over 5.6 million people to flee Syria since 2011, the majority to 
neighbouring countries in the region. The Syria crisis has persisted for eight and a half years, 
and refugees have had to remain in neighbouring countries far longer than expected. Lebanon 
has welcomed a particularly large number of refugees from Syria, reportedly up to 1.5 mil-
lion people. This number is equivalent to a third of the country’s population, and is the highest 
concentration per capita of refugees in the world. This has placed a huge strain on Lebanon’s 
resources and public services, making daily life a struggle for many refugees and indeed for 
host communities also.

Following rising concerns in Lebanon over the provision of public services, and with the 
Lebanese economy under severe pressure, there has been a growing wish in Lebanon that Syrian 
refugees would be in a position to return home. In May 2019 Lebanese authorities announced a 
decision to deport all Syrians who entered Lebanon irregularly after 24 April. I understand that 
Lebanon has already deported over 2,700 refugees to Syria under this decision. 

The EU recognises the right to safe, voluntary and dignified returns, as an individual right 
of refugees and internally displaced persons, and returns should be based on an accurate picture 
of the conditions in the cuontry of origin. Refugee returns require a sustainable and safe envi-
ronment, rehabilitation and the restoration of national protection structures. Ireland shares the 
position of the European Union and UNHCR, that the conditions for safe and dignified returns 
are not currently met in Syria. Nor is it possible to monitor the reintegration of Syrian refugees 
back into their country of origin, to ensure their continued safety. 

Ireland continues to show solidarity with refugee hosting countries, and has been a com-
mitted donor to the humanitarian needs of affected populations. This year, Ireland provided just 
over €6m in direct assistance to UN agencies and NGOs operating in Lebanon. Our partners 
undertake programmes to provide basic assistance needs, as well as to provide resilience and 
livelihood opportunities for people living in protracted displacement. A further €2.95m of fund-
ing earmarked by Ireland to the World Food Programme (WFP) for the Syria Region in 2019, 
has been disbursed in Lebanon.
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15/10/2019WRD06700Syrian Conflict

15/10/2019WRD06800124. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade 
the safeguards that have been put in place by the EU to assist persons forced to flee Syria to 
neighbouring countries; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42150/19]

15/10/2019WRD06900Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The 
Syrian conflict has created one of the worst humanitarian crises of our time, causing more than 
5.6 million people to flee their country. Neighbouring countries who have been hosting millions 
of refugees, particularly Turkey, Lebanon and Jordan, are under immense strain as services and 
resources are stretched to breaking point. The military action by Turkey in north-east Syria 
which began on 9 October risks exacerbating the situation with further displacements.  

The EU is a key actor in responding to the Syrian crisis, and works with governments, the 
UN and with civil society across the region to provide support for refugees and host communi-
ties. The EU hosted the third conference on “Supporting the Future of Syria and the Region” in 
March 2019. The Conference renewed the political, humanitarian and financial commitment of 
the international community to support the Syrian people, and the neighbouring countries most 
affected by the conflict.  Pledges by participants amounted to €6.2 billion for 2019, and multi-
year pledges of close to €2.1 billion. Ireland pledged €25 million at the Conference, bringing 
our total funding for the Syria crisis to over €143 million since 2012 – our largest ever response 
to any single crisis. 

In total, the EU and its Member States have mobilised almost €17 billion since 2012 for 
humanitarian, stabilisation and resilience assistance to support Syrians inside the country and 
in Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, Turkey and Egypt. This figure includes a 2019 pledge of €2.57 billion 
from the EU Budget.

EU support is channelled through a range of partners including UN agencies, the Interna-
tional Committee of the Red Cross and Red Crescent Movement, the World Food Programme, 
local and international NGOs, as well as EU Trust Funds. The EU’s partners provide those in 
need with humanitarian supplies and access to urgently-needed health, education, water, and 
sanitation services, as well as cash-based assistance for Syrians affected by the crisis. 

Since its establishment in December 2014, a significant share of the EU’s support to help 
Syrian refugees has been provided through the EU Regional Trust Fund in Response to the Syr-
ian Crisis, which is focussed on an integrated EU aid response to address longer-term resilience 
for Syrian refugees, as well as easing pressure on host communities and their administrations. 
The EU also funds the Facility for Refugees in Turkey (FRIT), which aims to meet the immedi-
ate humanitarian needs of Syrian refugees in Turkey and to bring about long-term sustainable 
improvements in their health, education and self-reliance.  

Ireland and the EU have been clear in our support for those Syrian refugees who wish to 
return to their homes. However, we believe that any returns must be voluntary, dignified and 
safe, and based on an accurate picture of the conditions at home. 

I discussed the situation in Syria with my EU colleagues at the Foreign Affairs Council 
yesterday. We condemned Turkey’s military action, which seriously undermines the stability 
and the security of the whole region, and urged Turkey to cease its unilateral military action in 
North East Syria and to withdraw its forces. Member States also unanimously agreed that they 
would suspend arms exports to Turkey.  

The EU remains committed to the unity, sovereignty and territorial integrity of Syria. This 
can be assured only through a genuine political transition in line with UNSCR 2254 and the 
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2012 Geneva Communique, negotiated by the Syrian parties within the UN-led Geneva pro-
cess. Ireland will continue to work with the EU to respond to recent developments in north-east 
Syria, to contribute to the humanitarian effort, and to support the UN-led peace process.

15/10/2019WRD07000Human Rights

15/10/2019WRD07100125. Deputy Frank O’Rourke asked the Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and 
Trade his views on the position of Ireland on the ongoing political crisis and human rights viola-
tions in Bahrain; if he will consider introducing a joint statement at the Human Rights Council 
in Geneva condemning the ongoing abuse of human rights in Bahrain and demanding the re-
lease of political prisoners; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42166/19]

15/10/2019WRD07200Tánaiste and Minister for Foreign Affairs and Trade (Deputy Simon Coveney): The hu-
man rights situation in Bahrain remains a matter of concern. Although Bahrain has repeatedly 
stated its commitment to improving its human rights record and safeguarding human rights as 
enshrined in the Bahraini Constitution, there are ongoing instances of violations of fundamental 
freedoms there, including violations of freedom of opinion and expression, as well as the tar-
geting of human rights defenders. Ireland attaches a high priority to safeguarding human rights 
defenders, and continually advocates for freedom for civil society actors to operate in a safe and 
enabling environment, without repression.  

I was alarmed to learn of the executions of three people in July, including two human rights 
activists. A moratorium on the death penalty had been in place in Bahrain since 2010, and we 
saw the resumption of capital punishment in Bahrain in 2017 as a very negative development. 
Ireland condemns the use of the death penalty in all circumstances. Along with our EU partners, 
Ireland calls on Bahrain to again introduce a moratorium on executions, as a step towards the 
abolition of the death penalty. 

I am also aware of reports of inhumane detention conditions as well as allegations that polit-
ical prisoners in Bahrain have been tortured. I understand that a large number of prisoners held 
in Jau Prison in Bahrain went on hunger strike in response to these conditions. Ireland urges 
all States to safeguard the human rights of prisoners and detainees and is committed to the pre-
vention and eradication of torture and other forms of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or 
punishment.

Respect for human rights is an integral part of Ireland’s foreign policy and we consistently 
seek to raise our concerns on human rights issues through the most appropriate and effective 
channels. Our active participation at the UN Human Rights Council is particularly important 
in that regard. Ireland regularly raises the case of human rights in Bahrain at that forum, in the 
form of national statements and its support to EU Statements. For example, in September 2018, 
Ireland expressed concerns about the ongoing restrictions on civil society space and the treat-
ment of human rights defenders, and called on Bahrain to respect freedom of opinion and ex-
pression. In February 2019, Ireland reiterated concern at the ongoing detention of human rights 
defenders. In our Item 4 statement at the Human Rights Council in July 2019, Ireland called 
on Bahrain to ensure respect for freedom of opinion and expression, and the right to a fair trial. 

Ireland also took the opportunity at the most recent Council in September 2019 to reiter-
ate its opposition to the use of the death penalty in all circumstances. Since 2012, Ireland has 
signed five Human Rights Council joint statements on the human rights situation in Bahrain, 
which expressed concern on a number of fronts including the mistreatment of detainees, repres-
sion of demonstrations, and the arbitrary deprivation of nationality without due process. We 
shall consider carefully any opportunity to participate in a joint statement at a future Human 
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Rights Council session, and I have asked my officials to keep the matter under review.

Our principled stance on human rights also feeds into our bilateral dialogue and we raise 
our human rights concerns directly with the Bahraini authorities at every opportunity. When I 
met the Bahraini Foreign Minister in New York last month I made a point of raising the human 
rights situation directly with him, expressing the hope that we can have an open and honest 
discussion on these issues. In addition, officials from my Department meet regularly with advo-
cacy groups and Bahraini human rights defenders to discuss the situation in Bahrain. 

Ireland will continue to monitor developments in Bahrain, and to call on the Bahraini Gov-
ernment to deliver on its stated commitment to make progress in relation to human rights. We 
shall do so both directly with Bahraini officials, as well as at EU and international level, includ-
ing at the Human Rights Council, whenever opportunities arise.

  Question No. 126 answered with Question No. 113.

15/10/2019WRE00200NAMA Portfolio

15/10/2019WRE00300127. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Finance the buildings owned by 
NAMA in Newbridge, County Kildare; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41863/19]

15/10/2019WRE00400Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As the Deputy may be aware, NAMA 
does not own property, rather NAMA has acquired loans for which properties act as security. 
I am advised by NAMA that its debtors and receivers control a small number of properties in 
Newbridge, County Kildare. 

Under Sections 99 and 202 of the NAMA Act, NAMA is prohibited from disclosing confi-
dential debtor information, including information on the location and type of assets owned by 
debtors. It is therefore not possible to identify particular assets which secure NAMA loans in 
Newbridge as to do so would identify the owners as NAMA debtors. 

15/10/2019WRE00500Tax Reliefs Data

15/10/2019WRE00600128. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Finance further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 108 of 17 September 2019, the number of properties that have been converted 
from purpose-built student accommodation to private rented accommodation following the end 
of the ten-year stipulation under section 50 of the Finance Act 1999; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42202/19]

15/10/2019WRE00700Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Section 50 of Finance Act 1999 pro-
vided for a student accommodation scheme whereby expenditure incurred on student rental 
accommodation can be set against the rental income from the property and against other Irish 
rental income, thus reducing the taxable income of the person incurring the expenditure. The 
relevant provisions in the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997 are contained in Part 10,Chapter 11, 
sections 372AK to 372AV.

The scheme has now terminated, in so far as the termination date for incurring qualifying 
expenditure has now passed. The qualifying period applied up to 31 December 2006, although 
under certain circumstances the qualifying period could be further extended to 31 July 2008. 
Claims in relation to qualifying expenditure incurred before the termination date may continue 
to arise.  
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I am advised by Revenue that the number of properties availing of tax relief for student ac-
commodation, up to the most recent year for which data are available, is as follows:

Year Uptake
2017 246
2016 292
2015 361
2014 414
2013 537
 2012  606
 2011  640

Information on the number of properties that have been converted from purpose-built stu-
dent accommodation to private rented accommodation following the end of the ten-year stipu-
lation is not available from tax returns.

15/10/2019WRE00800Insurance Costs

15/10/2019WRE00900129. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Finance the progress made to date in 
controlling spiralling insurance costs; the average increase in insurance costs in each of the 
years 2010 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the proposed further steps to be taken in 2020 to deal 
with this issue; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42214/19]

15/10/2019WRE01000Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): At the outset, it is important to note that 
as Minister for Finance, I am responsible for the development of the legal framework governing 
financial regulation and my Department does not collect or publish the type of information be-
ing sought by the Deputy.  However, the Central Statistics Office, does  track the cost of insur-
ance to consumers as part of the Consumer Price Index (CPI).  

My officials advise me that the CPI statistics include price indices for certain types of insur-
ance, such as health insurance, insurance related to a dwelling (property insurance), and motor 
insurance.  They would note however that it would be difficult to determine a meaningful figure 
for the increase or decrease in overall insurance costs as each type of insurance may not neces-
sarily reflect an overall average figure.  However, with regard to the types of insurance with 
which I have policy responsibility for, I understand that the overall increase as per CSO data 
over the period requested for motor insurance is approximately 22.5% and for property insur-
ance is approximately 19%.  The Deputy will appreciate that for motor insurance, this doesn’t 
reflect the fact that prices fell in the early part of the decade, increased substantially between 
2013 and 2016, and have since fallen 24% from their peak.  With regard to the figures for motor 
insurance between 2018 and 2019, the cost of motor insurance has decreased by 8.3% and the 
cost of property insurance has increased by 2.6%.  I would note however that insurance costs to 
businesses are not tracked through the CPI index therefore it is not possible to provide informa-
tion on employer and public liability insurance.  

Notwithstanding the limitations of the figures above, it is widely recognised that there have 
been issues around the cost and availability of insurance in more recent years, particularly with 
regard to motor, and employer and public liability insurance.  This is why the Government es-
tablished the Cost of Insurance Working Group in 2016.  It has produced two reports, the Cost 
of Motor Insurance Report and the Cost of Employer and Public Liability Insurance Report, 
and is continuing to work to implement the recommendations of each report.  Its most recent 
Progress Update was published in July and shows that the vast majority of recommendations 
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and actions due by Q2 2019 have been completed. Going forward, there are some further mea-
sures that will be carried out by Government over the next few months and into 2020.  These 
include the following:

- Commencement of the remaining parts of the Judicial Council Act 2019, which provides 
for the establishment of a Personal Injuries Guidelines Committee.  It is now matter for the 
Judiciary to put in place the Judicial Council and to operationalise the Personal Injuries Guide-
lines Committee, which will introduce new guidelines to replace the Book of Quantum; this is 
an essential step if award levels are to be reduced.

- The completion of the Central Bank’s feasibility study into adding Employer and Public 
Liability insurance to the National Claims Information Database (NCID). In addition, the first 
report of the NCID, on motor insurance, is due by the end of the year;

- The completion of the CSO’s feasibility study into tracking the cost of business insurance, 
as it does with other forms of insurance including motor. The CSO is due to report back to my 
Department by the end of the year;

- The Law Reform Commission’s work to undertake a detailed analysis of the possibility of 
developing constitutionally sound legislation to delimit or cap the amounts of damages which 
a court may award in respect of some or all categories of personal injuries. It is expected that 
there will be a public consultation on this by the end of the year; and,

- The furtherance of measures necessary to implement Pre-Action Protocols (PAPs) for per-
sonal injury cases, beginning with medical negligence cases.

Finally, as mentioned above in the context of the commencement of the Judicial Council 
Act 2019, it is recognised that the single most essential challenge to be addressed, if we are to 
overcome issues regarding the cost and availability of insurance, is a sustainable reduction in 
insurance costs, in particular award levels.  In this regard, this Act provides for the establish-
ment of a Personal Injuries Guidelines Committee upon the formal establishment of the Judicial 
Council.  This Committee is tasked with introducing new guidelines to replace the Book of 
Quantum.  While the Government cannot interfere in their deliberations, I would hope that the 
Judiciary will recognise the importance of this issue and prioritise it accordingly.

15/10/2019WRE01100Carbon Tax Implementation

15/10/2019WRE01200130. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Finance the impact assessments 
his Department has carried out regarding increased carbon taxes; and his views on the various 
NGO reports that estimate that those least well off in society are the most impacted by carbon 
taxes such as the one introduced in budget 2020. [42290/19]

15/10/2019WRE01300Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As part of a joint research programme 
between the Department of Finance, the Revenue Commissioners and the Economic and Social 
Research Institute (ESRI), the ESRI published research on the impacts of increases in the car-
bon tax, including distributional impacts. This research paper can be accessed at:  https://www.
esri.ie/publications/the-economic-and-environmental-impacts-of-increasing-the-irish-carbon-
tax. 

I recognise that the research points to carbon tax increases disproportionately impacting low 
income households.  In order to minimise the impact of the increase on heating costs, I have 
delayed the increase on home heating fuels until 1st May 2020.  I am also increasing the fuel 
allowance by €2 per week. This increase applies from the first of January 2020 and means an 
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annual increase of €56 to each household. Based on the findings from the aforementioned ESRI 
research, this will leave the 370,000 households who are in receipt of the fuel allowance better 
off than before the increase in the carbon tax. This ensures that the most vulnerable in society 
are protected from the increased carbon tax.

Alongside this I am providing increases to programmes that help to address the causes of 
fuel poverty. The Warmer Homes scheme provides free energy efficiency upgrades to house-
holds deemed to be in or at risk of energy poverty. This reduces the energy required to heat a 
home adequately, thus reducing a household’s exposure to increases in energy costs.  This will 
be more effective in the long run at reducing heating costs than increases in the fuel allowance. 
An extra €13m will be provided for this scheme in 2020, bringing its total budget allocation for 
the year to over €50m.

These measures will help to protect the most vulnerable in society from the impact of the 
carbon tax increases in the short, medium and long term. 

15/10/2019WRE01400Carbon Tax Implementation

15/10/2019WRE01500131. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Finance his views on whether it 
is necessary to introduce legislation to ensure that revenues raised from carbon duty measures 
to combat climate change will be ring-fenced for just transition and climate mitigation as he 
indicated. [42292/19]

15/10/2019WRE01600Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): In Budget 2020 I announced that the 
revenues from the increase in the carbon tax from €20 to €26 per tonne CO2 would be ring 
fenced and the funds used to:

- Protect the most vulnerable in society;

-  Just Transition; and

- Investing in low carbon transition

On 9 October 2019, the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform published “The car-
bon tax increase - what it will be spent on”, which sets out specific details in relation to where 
the ringfenced monies will be going. This can be accessed at:  https://assets.gov.ie/35942/
a72c67a62786496686fa9257b3f6fa64.pdf  

These are increases that would not have taken place in the absence of an increase to the car-
bon tax and the increased funding is additional to that provided by the National Development 
Plan.  All funds are ring-fenced for these schemes only. Departments will not be allowed to use 
the carbon tax revenues for any other purpose, other than those schemes detailed below. This 
guarantees that all funds raised by the carbon tax will go towards climate action.

I am satisfied that this approach will enable the continued ringfencing of additional carbon 
tax revenues to just transition and climate mitigation areas in future years.

15/10/2019WRE01700Corporation Tax Regime

15/10/2019WRE01800132. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance if he will provide an outline 
of the OECD corporate tax proposals; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42349/19]
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15/10/2019WRE01900156. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the fiscal impact in mon-
etary terms of the new corporate tax proposals put forward by the OECD; if this is not possible 
at this stage when he expects to have such an analysis completed; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42341/19]

15/10/2019WRE02000157. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the process and timelines 
now that the OECD has put forward proposals on corporate tax reform; if this will involve all 
countries signing up to the proposals; the result if all countries do not sign up to the proposals; 
the result if only a majority of countries sign up; if countries that do not sign up can ignore the 
proposals; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42342/19]

15/10/2019WRE02100Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to take Questions Nos. 132, 
156 and 157 together.

The OECD is currently undertaking a significant project to address the tax challenges of 
the digital economy.  The work is being divided across two Pillars – Pillar One and Pillar Two.  

I understand that the deputy is referring to the public consultation document published on 
9 October in respect of the ‘Pillar One’ proposals. The consultation paper outlines a proposed 
‘Unified Approached” developed by the OECD Secretariat after continuous consultation with 
countries.   

The work under ‘Pillar One’ focuses on the distribution of taxing rights in respect of highly 
digitalised activities and seeks to undertake a coherent review of the profit allocation and nexus 
rules used in the existing international tax framework.  There has been three differing proposals 
under discussion and this unified approach is an attempt to find consensus based on the common 
features of those proposals.  

The unified approach is an OECD Secretariat proposal to allow for discussion and to form 
the basis for future negotiation between countries. The unified approach has been referred to 
by the OECD as “sketching the first draft of an architecture” of an eventual solution. While the 
unified approach represents an advancement of the Pillar One proposals, there are significant re-
maining questions and a huge amount of technical consideration and discussion is still needed. 

The detail of the proposal is set out in the OECD public consultation document which is 
available at: http://www.oecd.org/tax/beps/public-consultation-document-secretariat-proposal-
unified-approach-pillar-one.pdf 

In summary, the OECD document proposes creating a new taxable nexus for certain highly 
digitalised consumer facing businesses and rules for calculating how much profit should be 
considered to relate to this new nexus.  At the same time, the approach largely retains the cur-
rent transfer pricing rules based on the arm’s length principle but complements them with new 
solutions in areas where tensions in the current system are the highest.    

The proposal also seeks to increase tax certainty for taxpayers and tax administrations by 
agreeing rules on how the tax due in respect of marketing and distribution functions should be 
calculated.  

At this early stage it is not possible to estimate the potential impact in monetary terms of 
the implementation of any outcome which may eventually be agreed at the OECD.  Technical 
working parties at the OECD are examining the various issues in detail and no decisions have 
yet been made. Work on estimating any potential impact is underway by my Department and 
the Revenue Commissioners and this work will continue to evolve as the proposal develops. 
Currently however there is insufficient clarity to properly assess the potential impact on tax rev-
enues of any of the proposals under discussion at the OECD. Ultimately any monetary impact 
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will depend on the detail of whatever is actually agreed globally.   

Regarding the issue of whether all countries must sign up to the proposal, the OECD oper-
ates on the basis of consensus.  It is hoped and envisaged that a consensual agreement is reached 
that all members of the BEPS Inclusive Framework will sign up to.  Where all countries do not 
sign up to a final proposal, this may damage the effectiveness of any agreement, and may result 
in further fragmentation to the international tax system with the potential for double taxation. 

Ultimately, any changes will also need to be implemented by countries for them to be effec-
tive, either through domestic law changes or via multilateral instruments similar to the OECD 
BEPS Multilateral Instrument.    

In terms of timelines, the OECD’s ambition is to seek political agreement during 2020 al-
though further technical work and work in respect of implementation is likely to continue over 
a longer period. 

A further public consultation will be launched on the separate ‘Pillar Two proposals’ in mid-
November.  

Ireland recognises that further change to the international tax framework is necessary to en-
sure that we reach a stable global consensus for how and where companies should be taxed.  A 
certain, stable, and globally agreed international tax framework is vital to facilitate cross border 
trade and investment.  We remain convinced that the OECD BEPS Inclusive Framework is the 
correct forum for this work to be carried out. There are a variety of views at the OECD table 
and the eventual outcome of the work will need to strike a balance to reflect these differing 
perspectives.

15/10/2019WRE02200Tax Exemptions

15/10/2019WRE02300133. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Finance if exemptions can be 
made in the case of a person (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41613/19]

15/10/2019WRE02400Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I am advised by Revenue that two spe-
cific reliefs are provided for in section 134(1), Finance Act 1992 in respect of persons transfer-
ring their residence to the State and transferring a business into the State.  Qualifying conditions 
are set out in Statutory Instrument No. 59 of 1993 Vehicle Registration Tax (Permanent Reliefs) 
Regulations, 1993 in respect of transfer of residence (regulation 4) and transfer of business 
(regulation 5).

In general, where a person is transferring their residence they must show to the satisfaction 
of Revenue that they have had possession and use of the vehicle for greater than six months 
prior to the transfer in the UK.  In respect of a transfer of business, a vehicle may avail of the tax 
relief if it has been used by the business that is transferring for a period of at least twelve months 
prior to the date of ceasing business in the UK and starting up a similar activity in the State.  In 
respect of the transfer of residence or a transfer of business, the vehicle must be brought into 
the State within twelve months.

Where Revenue finds that the conditions for the relief involved have not been met then 
it will point out the shortcomings in the application to the applicant and try to resolve them.  
Where it cannot be resolved to Revenue’s satisfaction then the application for relief from the 
tax will not be allowed.  If the deputy wishes to provide more details of this particular case, my 
officials can refer the matter to Revenue for direct reply.
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Further information on the reliefs can be found on the Revenue website at the following 
link: https://www.revenue.ie/en/importing-vehicles-duty-free-allowances/guide-to-vrt/reliefs-
and-exemptions/index.aspx and in respect of appeals at https://www.revenue.ie/en/importing-
vehicles-duty-free-allowances/guide-to-vrt/appeals/index.aspx.

15/10/2019WRE02500Tax Data

15/10/2019WRE02600134. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Finance the amount of revenue raised 
from taxation on rental income in each of the years 2011 to 2018 and to date in 2019, in tabular 
form. [41670/19]

15/10/2019WRE02700135. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Finance the number of persons who re-
ported and-or paid taxation on rental income in each of the years 2011 to 2018 and to date in 
2019, in tabular form. [41671/19]

15/10/2019WRE02800136. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Finance the number of persons who de-
clared overall losses on a rental property in each of the years 2011 to 2018 and to date in 2019, 
in tabular form. [41672/19]

15/10/2019WRE02900Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I propose to take Questions Nos. 134 
to 136, inclusive, together.

Regarding the Deputy’s question on the amount of revenue raised from taxation on rental 
income in each of the years 2011 to 2018 and to date in 2019, I am informed by Revenue that 
income tax is calculated on the total income of a taxpayer; total income can arise from multiple 
income sources that are not separately identified on tax returns. For this reason, it is not possible 
to separately identify tax revenue arising from rental income.

Regarding the Deputy’s question on the number of persons who reported and/or paid taxa-
tion on rental income in each of the years 2011 to 2018 and to date in 2019, the following table 
contains data in respect of income taxpayers up to 2017 (the latest year for which data are cur-
rently available). 

Number of Taxpayer Units* declaring rental income   

Year  Irish Rental Income  Foreign Rental Income 
 2017  195,200  15,200
 2016  193,100  15,800
 2015  183,500  15,300
 2014  178,500  15,900
 2013  166,700  16,300
 2012  157,900  16,500
 2011  149,400  16,500
 *  Jointly assessed couples are counted as one taxpayer unit

Regarding the Deputy’s question on the number of persons that declared overall losses on 
a rental property in each of the years 2011 to 2018 and to date in 2019, the following tables 
include: the numbers of income taxpayers that declared losses on rental income from 2011 to 
2017; and those using losses carried forward from a previous year. The information provided is 
up to 2017 (the latest year for which data are currently available).

Number of Taxpayer Units with rental income with no profit declared
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 Year  Irish Rental Income Foreign Rental Income  
2017 13,300 2,500
2016 13,900 2,700
2015 15,300 2,900
2014 17,600 3,200
2013 19,100 3,500
2012 20,400 3,900
2011 21,500 4,300 

Number of Taxpayer Units declaring unused losses from a prior year   

 Year  Irish Rental Income  Foreign Rental Income 
2017 20,000 4,100
2016 23,300 4,400
2015 26,000 4,400
2014 28,500 4,800
2013 29,600 5,000
2012 30,000 5,000

15/10/2019WRE03200Insurance Coverage

15/10/2019WRE03300137. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Finance his plans to assist persons who 
are endeavouring to ensure their properties against loss and damage in view of the fact that 
there are a number of houses of long standing in Limerick city and its environs in areas that 
have now been designated as a flood plain as a result of which the owners cannot obtain house 
insurance; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41741/19]

15/10/2019WRE03400Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Deputy will be aware that the pro-
vision of insurance is a commercial matter for insurance companies, which is based on a proper 
assessment of the risks they are willing to accept. This assessment will in many cases include 
insurers own presumptions based on their private modelling and research. Consequently, nei-
ther I, as Minister for Finance, nor the Central Bank can interfere in the provision or pricing of 
insurance products or have the power to direct insurance companies to provide flood cover to 
specific individuals or businesses. This position is reinforced by the EU framework for insur-
ance (Solvency II Directive) which expressly prohibits Member States from doing so.

Having said that, I am conscious of the difficulties that the absence or withdrawal of flood 
insurance cover can cause to homeowners and businesses, and that is one of the reasons the 
Government has been prioritising investment in flood defences over the last number of years.

In May last year, the OPW completed the most extensive and comprehensive study on 
flood risk through the National Catchment-based Flood Risk Assessment and Management 
(CFRAM) Programme which identified the flooding risk to 300 communities. The Flood Risk 
Management Plans prepared under the CFRAM Programme identify 118 flood relief schemes 
in addition to the 35 flood relief projects that are already in design and development under the 
existing capital programme. I have been informed by the OPW that Flood Relief Works have 
already been completed in a number of areas in Limerick City, including Clancy’s Stand and 
Harry’s Mall (mid 2000’s) and Howley’s Quay (2012).
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Current government policy in relation to increasing flood insurance coverage is focused 
on the development of a sustainable, planned and risk-based approach to managing flooding 
problems. This it believes should in turn lead to the increased availability of flood insurance. To 
achieve this aim there is a focus on:

- prioritising spending on flood relief measures by the Office of Public Works (OPW) and 
relevant local authorities,  

- implementation of flood relief management plans by the OPW to implement flood relief 
schemes, and   

- maintaining channels of communication between the OPW and the insurance industry, in 
order to reach a better understanding about the provision of flood cover in marginal areas.  

This commitment is underpinned by a significant capital works investment programme to 
be delivered by the OPW and Local Authorities, and complemented by a Memorandum of Un-
derstanding between the OPW and Insurance Ireland, which provides for the exchange of data 
in relation to completed flood defence schemes. 

The nature of this arrangement is that, overall, there has been an increase in the provision 
of flood insurance cover observed in areas protected by these schemes over the period 2015 to 
2019, according to Insurance Ireland Flood Survey Results. It should be noted that my Depart-
ment is continuing to actively examine what can be done to increase the level of cover in areas 
with demountable defences.

In terms of the use of flood maps and insurance provision, flood maps are community based 
maps and provide a useful resource for planning and cannot be used for commercial purposes. 
The Disclaimer and Conditions for Use of OPW Flood Maps on floodinfo.ie includes a provi-
sion that users of the website must not use the flood maps, or any other content of the website, 
for commercial purposes. It should be noted that the insurance industry has informed OPW that 
it uses its own flood modelling tools for assessing the level of risk that it is willing to underwrite 
in relation to individual properties, and does not use the OPW Flood Maps to inform its flood 
modelling.

Finally, you should be aware that a consumer can make a complaint to the Financial Servic-
es and Pensions Ombudsman in relation to any dealings with a Financial Services or Insurance 
provider during which they feel they have been unfairly treated. In addition, individuals who 
are experiencing difficulty in obtaining flood insurance or believe that they are being treated 
unfairly may contact Insurance Ireland which operates a free Insurance Information Service 
for those who have queries, complaints or difficulties in relation to insurance ((01 676 1914 or 
feedback@insuranceireland.eu).  

15/10/2019WRE03500Insurance Costs

15/10/2019WRE03600138. Deputy Noel Grealish asked the Minister for Finance the number of businesses im-
pacted by increased employer and public liability insurance; the estimated proportion that could 
be forced out of business as a result of increased insurance costs over the next couple of years; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41782/19]

15/10/2019WRE03700Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): At the outset, it is important to note that 
as Minister for Finance, I am responsible for the development of the legal framework governing 
financial regulation and my Department does not collect the type of information being sought 
by the Deputy. I understand that the Central Bank does not collect such information either.  
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Therefore, I am unable to provide the Deputy with information on the number of businesses 
impacted by increased employer and public liability insurance costs, or the number that might 
be expected to be effected by such increased insurance costs in the next couple of years.  

Notwithstanding this, I am very much aware that there are certain businesses that are having 
difficulties arising from either the affordability or even the availability of insurance, particularly 
in specific sectors such as leisure, hospitality and recreation. In this regard, the work of the Cost 
of Insurance Working Group (CIWG), particularly its Cost of Employer and Public Liability 
Insurance Report highlights these difficulties. Therefore, there is a clear understanding of the 
impact of this problem on businesses across the country.  

Unfortunately, neither I, nor the Central Bank of Ireland, have any direct role over the pric-
ing of insurance products.  This position is reinforced by the EU framework for insurance, 
which expressly prohibits Member States from adopting rules, which require insurance com-
panies to obtain prior approval of the pricing or terms and conditions of insurance products. A 
further constraint is the fact that, for constitutional reasons, the Government cannot direct the 
courts as to the award levels that should be applied.

The Deputy should note however that through the work of the CIWG, there is a recognition 
that the single most essential challenge which must be addressed if we are to overcome the cur-
rent cost and availability problems is to provide for a sustainable reduction in insurance costs. 

In this regard, the establishment of the Personal Injuries Commission (PIC) and the publi-
cation of its two reports, which included a benchmarking of award levels between Ireland and 
other jurisdictions for the first time has been very helpful in identifying the scale of the problem 
that is faced.  This research showed that award levels for soft tissue injuries in Ireland were 
4.4 times higher than in England and Wales.  The PIC recommended that a Judicial Council 
be established and that it should compile guidelines for appropriate general damages for vari-
ous types of personal injury. In carrying out this exercise, the PIC believes that the Judiciary 
will take account of the jurisprudence of the Court of Appeal, the results of its benchmarking 
exercise, etc.

As the Deputy is aware, the Government with the support of all parties in the Oireachtas 
prioritised the passing of the Judicial Council Act 2019.  This Act provides for the establish-
ment of a Personal Injuries Guidelines Committee upon the formal establishment of the Judicial 
Council.  This Committee is tasked with introducing new guidelines to replace the Book of 
Quantum.  While the Government cannot interfere in their deliberations, I would hope that the 
Judiciary will recognise the importance of this issue and prioritise it accordingly.

Other steps taken to date to address the cost of insurance include the following: 

- The establishment of the National Claims Information Database in the Central Bank to 
increase transparency around the future cost of private motor insurance.  The Central Bank is 
due to make its first report by the end of 2019, and will make recommendations to me regard-
ing potentially expanding the scope of the Database to include employer and public liability 
insurance.  I would also note that the CSO is due to report to the CIWG shortly on a final view 
as regards the feasibility of tracking insurance prices for businesses, following completion of a 
pilot project it has been conducting on the same;

- Reforms to the Personal Injuries Assessment Board through the Personal Injuries Assess-
ment Board (Amendment) Act 2019  to strengthen the powers of PIAB around compliance with 
its procedures;

- Commencement of the amendments to Sections 8 and 14 of the Civil Liability and Courts 
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Act 2004   to align the timeframes by which claims should be notified to businesses with GDPR 
time limits on the keeping of CCTV footage to make it easier for businesses and insurers to 
challenge cases where fraud or exaggeration is suspected;

- The reform of the Insurance Compensation Fund to provide certainty to policyholders and 
insurers, resulting from the failure of Setanta Insurance; 

- Various reforms of how fraud is reported to and dealt with by An Garda Síochána, includ-
ing increased co-ordination with the insurance industry, as well as the recent decision by the 
Garda Commissioner to develop a divisional focus on insurance fraud which will be guided by 
the Garda National Economic Crime Bureau (GNECB) which will also train Gardaí all over the 
country on investigating insurance fraud, and the recent success under Operation Coatee, which 
targets insurance-related criminality, and;

- The commencement and prioritisation by the Law Reform Commission (LRC) of its work 
to undertake a detailed analysis of the possibility of developing constitutionally sound legisla-
tion to delimit or cap the amounts of damages which a court may award in respect of some or 
all categories of personal injuries, as part of its Fifth Programme of Law Reform.

I believe that these reforms are having a significant impact with regard to private motor in-
surance (CSO figures from September 2019 show that the price of motor insurance is now 24% 
lower than the July 2016 peak).  The Government is determined to continue working to ensure 
that these positive pricing trends can be extended to other forms of insurance, particularly those 
relevant to businesses.

In conclusion, I would like to assure the Deputy that important reforms are taking place and 
that I am confident that if the level of awards are reduced as a result of the Personal Injuries 
Guidelines Committee, then the insurance premium and coverage issues that are being experi-
enced by certain businesses should recede.

15/10/2019WRE03800Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRE03900139. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Finance the number of full-time 
and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each of the years 2014 to 
2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department 
has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41818/19]

15/10/2019WRE04000Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I wish to inform the Deputy that the 
number of full-time and part-time civil servants the Department of Finance has recruited by 
grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-
time civil servants the Department of Finance has lost due to retirement by grade in the same 
period is outlined in the attached document. 

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq139-15-10-2019_en.xlsx”>Departmental Staff</a>]

15/10/2019WRE04100Tax Data

15/10/2019WRE04200140. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Finance the estimated amount it would 
cost to scrap the 50 cent stamp duty per cheque or bills of exchange; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41835/19]
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15/10/2019WRE04300Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I am advised by Revenue that the Stamp 
Duty charge on cheque payments in 2018 amounted to almost €13 million.

Revenue has also confirmed that the annual cost to the Exchequer would be broadly similar 
if the charge was abolished. 

15/10/2019WRE04400Universal Social Charge Application

15/10/2019WRE04500141. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Finance the reason a person (details sup-
plied) did not qualify for the USC charge reduction in 2019. [41839/19]

15/10/2019WRE04600Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Section 531AN of the Taxes Consoli-
dation Act (TCA) 1997 provides for a reduced Universal Social Charge (USC) rate of 2% on 
all income above €12,012, where a person’s total income in a year does not exceed €60,000 
and where the person is aged 70 or over or holds a full medical card. A rate of 0.5% on the first 
€12,012 of income applies to all taxpayers.

Revenue has advised me that it has reviewed the tax position of the person in question for 
2015 to 2018 inclusive and to date in 2019 and is satisfied that the reduced rate of USC was 
applied in each year.

15/10/2019WRE04700Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRE04800142. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the breakdown of the €30 
million measures to support enterprise, SMEs and the agri-sector in the tax policy changes bud-
get 2020 document; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41997/19]

15/10/2019WRE04900Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): In Budget 2020 I announced policy 
changes to a number of taxation measures, to include Income Tax; Corporation Tax; Capital 
Gains Tax; and Excise Duties, with the objective of supporting Enterprise, SMEs and the Agri-
sector. The combined cost (€30 million in 2020) of the policy changes was provided in the 
Budget 2020 Summary of Taxation Measures document, which was published on Budget day. 

Further details of the nature of these policy changes, including a breakdown of the €30 mil-
lion cost, is provided in the table below. 

 Measure Exchequer Cost (€M)
 Key Employee Engagement Programme Enhancements to the programme 0.5 
 Employment and Investment Incentive Enhancements to the incentive 21 
 Special Assignee Relief Programme Extension in its present form until 31 De-
cember 2022*

0

 Foreign Earnings Deduction Extension in its present form until 31 December 
2022*

0 

 R&D Tax Credit -Enhancements to credit for small and micro companies-In-
creased third level outsourcing limit

0 

 Microbrewery relief Production ceiling for qualification raised 0 
 Diesel Rebate Scheme Relief for users of the scheme from increase in carbon 
tax

4.9 

 Betting Tax relief Introduction of a relief from betting duty and betting inter-
mediary   duty up to a limit of €50k per calendar year (applying only to single   
undertakings) 

2.6 

 CGT relief for Farm Restructuring Extension in its present form to end 2022  1
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*As matters stand currently, this relief has a sunset clause of 31 December 2020.

15/10/2019WRE05000Fuel Rebate Scheme

15/10/2019WRE05100143. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Finance the details of the diesel re-
bate scheme; the annual cost of the scheme; the way in which it compares to the previous rebate 
scheme; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41998/19]

15/10/2019WRE05200Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Diesel Rebate Scheme (DRS) was 
introduced in 2013 and offers a partial refund to qualifying road operators on the excise paid on 
diesel when the retail price is €1.00 (Vat exclusive) or above. The maximum rebate is 7.5 cents 
per litre when the retail price is €1.25 (Vat exclusive) or above.   

Certain qualifying criteria apply, for example, auto diesel must be purchased in the State, 
either in bulk (over 2,000 litres) or via a Revenue approved Fuel Card, and used in a qualifying 
vehicle for the purpose of business transport activities. Operators with a licence issued in other 
EU Member States are also eligible to claim on diesel purchased in the State subject to meeting 
all the other scheme criteria.

The cost of this scheme depends upon the average retail price of diesel as well as the uptake 
of the scheme by qualifying road transport operators. While claims in respect of 413 million 
litres of diesel were made in respect of 2014, at a total cost of €21 million, the relatively low 
price of oil in recent years has resulted in low costs for the scheme. The scheme cost €2.4 mil-
lion in 2018 and €8.4 million in the year to date.  

In recognition of the challenges facing the road haulage sector due to the uncertainty sur-
rounding Brexit, I announced in my budget speech that the Diesel Rebate Scheme is being 
enhanced. The publication of the Finance Bill on Thursday 17th October will set out the details 
of the enhancements to the Scheme. This is intended as a temporary support measure, to be 
reviewed as part of the annual budgetary process.

15/10/2019WRE05300Fiscal Compact Treaty

15/10/2019WRE05400144. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Finance if he and his officials read 
the analysis piece by a person (details supplied) on the fiscal treaty and the 2012 referendum in 
particular; his views on same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42006/19]

15/10/2019WRE05500Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The article to which the Deputy re-
fers concerns the EU fiscal rules, which are a key component of the architecture of European 
Monetary Union. The rules aim to preserve national fiscal autonomy but, at the same time, to 
constrain the fiscal stance of individual Member States in order to ensure fiscal sustainability 
and prevent negative spill-overs to other participants. The EU’s fiscal rules have been an inte-
gral part of our own fiscal framework for a number of decades, dating back to the Stability and 
Growth Pact in 1997. These rules were strengthened following the crisis, including through 
the Treaty on Stability, Coordination and Governance, which was approved by referendum in 
Ireland in May 2012.  

Of course, no set of rules is perfect and on Budget Day, my Department published a scoping 
paper entitled Addressing Fiscal Vulnerabilities.  Amongst other things, this paper identifies 
and outlines vulnerabilities arising from the ‘one-size-fits-all’ approach taken by the European 
fiscal framework. From an Irish perspective, the fact that the rules are formulated in GDP terms 
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is increasingly problematic. As my Department has outlined on many occasions, GDP over-
states the ‘true’ size of the Irish economy and, as such, ratios expressed as a share of GDP give 
a misleading picture. 

In addition, the calculation of adherence to the MTO remains troublesome. This requires 
estimates of the structural budget balance: the headline balance adjusted for the impact of the 
economic cycle (cyclical component) and excluding temporary measures. The cyclical compo-
nent, in turn, requires an estimate of the output gap - an unobserved variable that is calculated 
using a harmonised, one-size-fits-all approach which does not sit well with the Irish economy. 
The difficulties inherent in the structural balance are well understood in the EU. In many senses, 
some of these complexities are a necessary evil, as to promote counter cyclical policies, esti-
mates of the cyclical position of the economy are needed. However, Ireland is more affected 
than most by these issues given the unique aspects of our economy.

These issues notwithstanding, I am encouraged by recent discussions regarding the fiscal 
rules at EU level. In particular, I support efforts to increase the transparency, predictability and 
simplicity of the rules. I, along with my officials, will continue to engage in these talks. That 
said, I do accept that there are difficult trade-offs involved. This means that finding agreement 
may be challenging. As such, we must continue to consider the domestic application of the 
existing fiscal rules. 

15/10/2019WRE05600Carbon Tax Implementation

15/10/2019WRE05700145. Deputy Michael Fitzmaurice asked the Minister for Finance if the increase in the 
carbon tax immediately applies to white diesel, green diesel and kerosene; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42021/19]

15/10/2019WRE05800Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The increase in carbon tax applied to 
auto diesel and petrol from midnight on Budget night. I have delayed the increase on all other 
fuels which the carbon tax is applied to until May 2020 after the winter heating season.   

15/10/2019WRE05900Carbon Tax Exemptions

15/10/2019WRE06000146. Deputy Michael Fitzmaurice asked the Minister for Finance if an exemption exists 
within the tax system regarding the increase in the carbon tax for an agricultural contractor who 
is carrying out agricultural work for a farmer; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42022/19]

15/10/2019WRE06100Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): In my Budget 2020 speech, I announced 
an increase from €20 to €26 in the carbon tax.  Following the approval of the Dáil, this increase 
has been applied to Mineral Oil Tax (MOT) rates for mineral oils used as auto-fuels (for cars 
and trucks) from midnight on 9 October 2019. All other MOT rates remain at their current lev-
els until 1 May 2020 when new rates will take effect subject to the enactment of the Finance 
Bill 2019.   

The current rate of MOT for marked gas oil (MGO), also referred to as “green agricultural 
diesel”, is €102.28 per 1,000 litres, comprised of a carbon charge component of €54.92 and a 
non-carbon charge component of €47.36 per 1,000 litres.  These rates did not increase from 
Budget night. From 1 May 2020 the MOT rate for MGO will be €117.78 per 1,000 litres, arising 
from the increase of the carbon component from €54.92 to €70.42; the non-carbon component 
will not change from its current level of €47.36 per 1,000 litres. 
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When carbon tax was increased in Budget 2012, provision was made for a tax relief for 
farmers to compensate them for the increase. The statutory basis for the tax relief is section 
664A of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997. It is available to individuals and companies that 
carry on a trade of farming and are entitled to claim an income tax or corporation tax deduction 
in respect of farm diesel.   

Section 664A provides that a farmer may take an income tax or corporation tax deduction 
for farm diesel (including any carbon tax charged in respect of the diesel) and then a further de-
duction for farm diesel which is equal to the difference between the carbon tax charged and the 
carbon tax that would have been charged had it been calculated at the rate of €41.30 per 1,000 
litres of farm diesel (the 2012 baseline).  Revenue advise me that agricultural contractors are not 
entitled to this relief as they are not carrying on a trade of farming. This, they advise, is because 
farming, which is defined in section 654 of the Taxes Consolidation Act 1997, requires the oc-
cupation of farm land and agricultural contracting does not involve the occupation of farm land. 
However, Revenue agricultural contractors who incur expenses in relation to farm diesel in the 
course of their trade of agricultural contracting may claim an income tax or corporation tax de-
duction for those expenses, including any carbon tax charged in respect of the diesel.

15/10/2019WRE06200Corporation Tax Regime

15/10/2019WRE06300147. Deputy Peadar Tóibín asked the Minister for Finance the effective rate of corporation 
tax that has been charged to companies here in the past year; the effective rate of corporation 
tax that has been charged to indigenous businesses in the past year; and the effective rate of 
corporation tax that has been charged to foreign direct investment companies in the past year. 
[42026/19]

15/10/2019WRE06400Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I am aware that on the matter of the 
effective corporate tax rate paid by corporations in Ireland, there have been seemingly conflict-
ing figures and methodologies used in reference to Ireland. I would advise the Deputy that 
significant work has been undertaken on this matter by my own Department, by Revenue and 
by others.  

I am advised by Revenue that the effective rate of Corporation Tax for all companies is set 
out on page 19 of its report on ‘Corporation Tax 2018 Payments and 2017 Tax Returns’ which 
is available on the Revenue website at link https://www.revenue.ie/en/corporate/information-
about-revenue/research/research-reports/corporation-tax-and-international.aspx.

This paper shows that for the year 2017, the latest year available, the effective rate of Cor-
poration Tax on aggregate net taxable profits, after taking account of various deductions, allow-
ances, charges and reliefs was 10.2 per cent, an increase on the 10 per cent figure recorded for 
2016.  

The effective tax rate on taxable income, calculated on tax returns filed by foreign owned 
multinational companies for 2017, is 10.7%. The effective tax rate on taxable income for all 
other companies for 2017 is 8.6%. 

Analysis of effective rates of Corporation Tax for 2018 will be made available in 2020 when 
all returns for 2018 have been filed and analysed.

The Deputy will also be aware of an analysis undertaken by my Department in 2014, co-
authored by Mr Seamus Coffey as an independent academic, which confirmed that the overall 
effective rate of corporation tax, using the most appropriate methodology, paid by corporations 
in Ireland is between 10% and 11%.  
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While these percentages are lower than the 12.5% headline rate, this can be attributed to the 
availability of the small number of targeted tax measures, such as the Research and Develop-
ment Tax Credit, available in Ireland that may lower the effective rate of corporation tax paid 
in Ireland. 

15/10/2019WRE06500Tax Reliefs Costs

15/10/2019WRE06600148. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Finance the estimated cost in 2020, 
2021 and 2022 of extending the SARP scheme in its present from up to 31 December 2022. 
[42031/19]

15/10/2019WRE06700Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Special Assignee Relief Pro-
gramme (SARP) is an income tax incentive designed to help reduce the cost to employers of 
assigning skilled individuals in their companies from abroad, to take up positions in the Irish-
based operations of their employer or an associated company, thereby facilitating the creation 
of jobs and the development and expansion of businesses in Ireland. 

As the Deputy will be aware, earlier this year I commissioned an independent review of 
SARP. The report of this review (published on Budget day 2019) confirmed the strong policy 
rationale for the existence and continuation of the relief. Following on from these findings, I 
announced in my Budget speech that I intend to extend the relief until 31 December 2022. 

With regard to the Deputy’s specific question, Revenue advise me that it is not possible to 
estimate accurately the cost of extending the SARP scheme, in its present form, up to 31 De-
cember 2022. The reason for this is that there are currently no data available that would enable 
such calculations to be made.

The Deputy will be aware that in Finance Bill 2018 I re-imposed an upper salary ceiling of 
€1 million on the relief with effect of 1 January 2019 for new entrants and for existing beneficia-
ries of the programme from 1 January 2020. Such data as are available within the system relate 
to years before 2019 (no cap existed between 2015 and 2019). It would therefore be necessary 
to assess the cost-saving impact of the cap as well as taking account of evolution in the take up 
of the relief during the current year in order to begin to estimate the savings or costs that might 
arise in 2020 or subsequent years. 

15/10/2019WRE06800Tax Reliefs Data

15/10/2019WRE06900149. Deputy Pearse Doherty asked the Minister for Finance the number of persons that 
have availed of the SARP scheme in each of the years 2016 to 2018 and to date in 2019; and the 
number projected to avail of the scheme in 2020, 2021 and 2022. [42032/19]

15/10/2019WRE07000Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Special Assignee Relief Pro-
gramme (SARP) is an income tax incentive designed to help reduce the cost to employers of 
assigning skilled individuals in their companies from abroad, to take up positions in the Irish-
based operations of their employer or an associated company, thereby facilitating the creation 
of jobs and the development and expansion of businesses in Ireland. 

The number of individuals that availed of the SARP scheme in the years 2016 and 2017 (the 
most recent year for which data are available) is outlined in the table below:
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Year    No. of individuals 
2017 1,084
2016 793

SARP, like all tax expenditure measures, is demand led, and so it is not possible for me to 
accurately predict future take-up. The extent to which I can rely on retrospective data is limited 
as it will not reflect the recent changes that I made to the scheme. As the Deputy will be aware, 
in Finance Act 2018 I re-imposed an upper salary ceiling of €1 million on the relief with effect 
from 1 January 2019 for new entrants and for existing beneficiaries of the programme from 1 
January 2020. 

15/10/2019WRE07100Tax Code

15/10/2019WRE07200150. Deputy Peadar Tóibín asked the Minister for Finance the taxes that are levied on 
aviation fuel; and the estimated revenue that would be raised by the State if VAT and excise du-
ties were applied to aviation fuel. [42048/19]

15/10/2019WRE07300Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Ireland’s excise duty treatment of fuel 
used for air navigation is based on European law as set out in Directive 2003/96/EC on the 
taxation of energy products and electricity, commonly known as the Energy Tax Directive. 
Under this Directive, Member States are obliged to exempt certain fuels used for commercial 
aviation purposes from excise duty. The scope of this exemption must include jet fuel (which 
is the most commonly used heavy oil in air navigation) and must encompass such fuel used for 
intra-Community and international air transport purposes. 

A Member State may waive this exemption where it has entered into a bilateral agreement 
with another Member State to tax fuel for intra-community flights. With regard to fuel for in-
ternational transport, the scope for a Member State to take a unilateral approach to taxation is 
limited by international law and a range of bilateral and multilateral agreements that operate 
under 1944 Convention on International Civil Aviation (known as the Chicago Convention).  

VAT is charged on domestic and private usage of jet fuel at the reduced rate of 13.5%, while 
VAT is charged at the standard rate of 23% on aviation gasoline used for the same purpose.  The 
supply of aviation fuel for international air travel is zero rated and airline tickets are exempt 
from VAT throughout the EU.

I am advised that consumption data required to estimate the revenue that could be accrued, 
if the Excise Duty applied fully to aviation fuel with no exemptions, is not readily available. 
According to the CSO, the revenue foregone due to the excise exemption on aviation fuel was 
€494 million in 2016. However, this is a theoretical amount that cannot be realised under the 
current EU and international legislative framework.       

Finally, I am informed by Revenue that the breakdown of taxes levied on the different types 
of aviation fuel as provided for under the Finance Act 1999 and Energy Tax Directive are shown 
in the table below. 

Aviation Fuel/Use Energy Tax Directive Finance Act 1999
Light oil (aviation gasoline) used 
for domestic commercial aviation 

No mandatory tax exemption, 
Member States may opt to exempt 
or partially exempt

Partial relief from MOT, effective 
rate of €369.42 per 1,000 litres 
(section 97B Finance Act 1999)
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Aviation Fuel/Use Energy Tax Directive Finance Act 1999
Light oil (aviation gasoline) used 
for intra-Community/international 
commercial aviation

No mandatory tax exemption, 
Member States may opt to exempt 
or partially exempt

Partial relief from MOT, effective 
rate of €369.42 per 1,000 litres 
(section 97B Finance Act 1999)

Light oil (aviation gasoline) used 
for private pleasure flying

Mandatory taxation Full MOT rate of €601.69 per 
1,000 litres (section 96 Finance 
Act 1999)

Heavy oil (jet fuel) used for do-
mestic commercial aviation

No mandatory tax exemption, 
Member States may opt to exempt 
or partially exempt

Full exemption (section 100(2)(b) 
Finance Act 1999)

Heavy oil (jet fuel) used for used 
for intra-Community/international 
commercial aviation

Mandatory tax exemption, except 
where bilateral arrangement 
entered into with another Member 
State

Full exemption (section 100(2)(b) 
Finance Act 1999)

Heavy oil (jet fuel) used for pri-
vate pleasure flying

Mandatory taxation Full MOT rate of €494.90 per 
1,000 litres (section 100(2)(b) 
Finance Act 1999) 

15/10/2019WRE07400Central Bank of Ireland

15/10/2019WRE07500151. Deputy Noel Grealish asked the Minister for Finance the position regarding CP 116; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42075/19]

15/10/2019WRE07600Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): CP116 as the Deputy is aware relates 
to the Central Bank of Ireland’s consultation paper on ‘intermediary inducements- enhanced 
consumer protection measures’ published in November 2017. In keeping with its mandate to 
protect the consumers of financial services, the Central Bank reviewed potential risks posed 
to consumers through the existence of commission arrangements between intermediaries and 
product producers. The Central Bank consulted with various stakeholders including the broker 
representative bodies. Officials from my Department also engaged with the Central Bank on CP 
116 and they and Minister of State D’Arcy met the broker representative groups on a couple of 
occasions as part of this overall process. However, it is important to note the independence of 
the Central Bank in carrying out this role.

In line with Section 117 of the Central Bank Act 1989, the Central Bank consulted with 
me as Minister for Finance prior to amending the code. They then published, on 25 September 
2019, new rules to be included in the Consumer Protection Code 2012 on the payment of com-
mission to financial intermediaries involving new requirements on transparency for consumers 
and prohibitions on certain types of commission arrangements. The Central Bank will be super-
vising firms’ compliance with these new rules when they come into effect on 31 March 2020. 

Under the new rules, the Central Bank will require intermediaries to publish details of the 
commissions they receive from product producers on their website. In addition, the Central 
Bank will no longer permit intermediaries to describe themselves and their regulated activi-
ties as ‘independent’ where they accept and retain commission in circumstances where advice 
is provided.  The Central Bank is enhancing the conflict of interest provisions- certain criteria 
must be met in order for commission to be acceptable and commission linked to targets that do 
not consider a consumer’s best interests, and soft commission will no longer be permitted

In conclusion, you should note that I support these changes, which should increase transpar-
ency in the commission and inducements arrangements of intermediaries and result in a more 
level playing field between industry and consumers. 

For further information please see the Central Bank’s website which has a press release and 
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further information on the new rules for intermediaries.

https://www.centralbank.ie/news/article/press-release-intermediary-commissions-25-
sept-2019

15/10/2019WRF00200Cycle to Work Scheme

15/10/2019WRF00300152. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Finance his plans to review the bike to 
work scheme in order to allow for the purchase of e-bikes and cargo-bikes that are substantially 
more expensive to purchase but would open up the option of cycling to more persons; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42098/19]

15/10/2019WRF00400Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As I informed the Deputy in my reply 
to PQ reference 27163/19 on 26th June this year, the Cycle To Work scheme provides an ex-
emption from tax on the first €1,000 of expenditure incurred by an employer in connection with 
the provision of a bicycle or safety equipment to an employee or director. The bicycle must be 
for the employee/director’s personal use in undertaking the whole or part of the journey to or 
from work.  Safety equipment includes helmets, lights, bells, mirrors and locks but does not 
include child seats or trailers.

The scheme applies to a pedal cycle, tricycle and a pedelec. A pedelec means a bicycle or 
tricycle which is equipped with an electric motor (with a maximum continuous rated power of 
0.25 kilowatts) which cuts out when a speed of 25 kilometres per hour is reached, or sooner if 
the cyclist stops pedalling the bicycle or tricycle.  

It is assumed that the reference to “cargo bikes” by the Deputy means a bicycle specifically 
designed to carry a load. Such a bicycle would qualify under the cycle to work scheme, assum-
ing all of the required conditions are satisfied. 

It should be noted that the cost of a bicycle purchased under the scheme may indeed be more 
than €1,000, however the exemption from tax does not apply above this limit.

While schemes of this nature are reviewed in the context of the annual Budget and Finance 
Bill process I have no plans at present for any increase.

15/10/2019WRF00500NAMA Social Housing Expenditure

15/10/2019WRF00600153. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Finance the progress he is making with 
the NTMA to establish a funding vehicle capable of facilitating off-balance sheet investment in 
delivering social and private housing; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42103/19]

15/10/2019WRF00700Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The NTMA have informed me that this 
delivery mechanism has been superseded by the Enhanced Long-Term Social Housing Leasing 
Scheme, which was launched on 31 January 2018.  The NTMA, as the National Development 
Finance Agency, acted as financial advisor to the Department of Housing, Planning and Local 
Government in respect of the development of this long-term leasing model, however the NTMA 
has no role in relation to implementation of the scheme.

The Enhanced Long Term Social Housing Leasing Scheme is one of a suite of measures in-
troduced under Pillar 2 of “Rebuilding Ireland: An Action Plan for Housing and Homelessness” 
aimed at private investment in order to deliver social housing at scale.
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The principal objective of that scheme is to encourage increased levels of private investment 
in social housing while ensuring that the resulting leasing arrangement is off-balance sheet in 
respect of Government expenditure. 

The scheme is targeted at new build or new to the market properties to be delivered at scale 
and will complement the existing long-term leasing arrangements, which will continue to be 
available for leasing existing properties. The scheme was launched in 2018 and the first closing 
was completed in June 2019. 

The Housing Agency is the national co-ordinator of this scheme and manages and admin-
isters it on behalf of the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government and local 
authorities.

Further detail on this initiative is available at: https://www.housing.gov.ie/housing/social-
housing/leasing/enhanced-long-term-social-housing-leasing-scheme.

15/10/2019WRF00800Living City Initiative

15/10/2019WRF00900154. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Finance if the living city initiative will be 
extended beyond current designated areas; and the costs associated with this scheme by year 
since it was introduced in tabular form. [42126/19]

15/10/2019WRF01000Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As the Deputy will be aware, the Liv-
ing City Initiative (LCI) was provided for in Finance Act 2013 and commenced on 5th May 
2015. In my Budget 2020 speech I announced that the LCI would be extended from 5 May 2020 
to 31 December 2022.

In Finance Act 2014, LCI was extended beyond the original planned pilot city special regen-
eration zones of Limerick and Waterford, to include the special regeneration zones of Dublin, 
Cork, Galway and Kilkenny. In line with my Department’s commitment to evidence based 
policy-making, the inclusion of these additional four city special regeneration zones followed 
the completion of a comprehensive, independent ex-ante cost benefit analysis.

I currently have no plans to extend LCI beyond the special regeneration zones mentioned.

The following table outlines the uptake and cost for LCI from 2013 to 2017 (the most recent 
year for which data are available):

Year  No. of claimants Amount claimed (€M)
 2017  20 0.4
 2016  15 0.5
 2015  13 0.5
 2014  N/A 0.2
 2013  N/A 0.1

15/10/2019WRF01100Tax Code

15/10/2019WRF01200155. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Finance if he or his officials have been 
in discussion with the EU regarding the cost of airline fuel; if it will be increased.; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42254/19]

15/10/2019WRF01300Minister for Finance (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): I am presuming that the Deputy is re-
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ferring to the taxation of aviation fuel rather than its overall cost. 

The Energy Tax Directive (2003/96/EC) currently mandatorily exempts the application of 
tax on aviation fuel used in intra EU and international flights, save where bilateral arrangements 
are entered into between Member States.       

The European Commission recently published an evaluation of the Energy Tax Directive 
and has indicated that it will follow this up with an impact assessment of the Directive. As the 
Deputy will be aware the European Commission has the legislative right of initiative.  

I am aware that there is an increasing focus on the current tax exemptions for aviation fuels 
in the context of broader efforts to address climate change as well as to level the playing field 
with other forms of transport fuels which are subject to taxes. 

Neither I nor my officials have been in discussion with the European Commission on the 
matter of aviation fuel taxation. I recognise the environmental and fiscal merits of the case 
being made for the application of aviation taxes and Ireland will engage constructively in any 
future negotiations on this issue.

  Questions Nos. 156 and 157 answered with Question No. 132.

15/10/2019WRF01600Parental Leave

15/10/2019WRF01700158. Deputy Marcella Corcoran Kennedy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and 
Reform if consideration has been given to increasing the parental leave age for civil and public 
servants up to 15 years; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41698/19]

15/10/2019WRF01800Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): In relation to 
parental leave matters, as Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, I only have responsibil-
ity for the civil service. Other Ministers have responsibility for parental leave matters in the 
different sectors of the wider public service.

With effect from 1 September, 2010, the upper age limit of the child increased in the civil 
service from 8 to 13 years on an administrative basis for civil servants.

In the case of a child with a disability or long term illness, the age limit of sixteen years is 
applicable.

The age limit under the Parental Leave Acts was amended with effect from 1 September 
2019 from 8 to 12 years.

I have no current plans to increase the age limit for civil servants as we are already beyond 
the new limits set in the Parental Leave (Amendment) Act 2019.

15/10/2019WRF01900Forensic Science Ireland Laboratory

15/10/2019WRF02000159. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
status of the forensic science laboratory in County Kildare; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [41758/19]

15/10/2019WRF02100Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Forensic Science Ireland Laboratory Project at the Backweston campus, 
the delivery of this project is managed by the Office of Public Works. A preferred Main Con-
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tractor has been identified. The reserved specialist tender submissions were received on 27th 
September 2019. Currently, these tender submissions are been assessed which is expected to be 
complete by the end of October 2019. As with the Main Contractor, a Letter of Intent has to be 
issued with a 14 calendar day standstill period from the date of this letter.

Please note that no contract will be awarded until that process is complete and the necessary 
pre-contract meeting takes place and required assurances are subsequently received. It is antici-
pated this process will be complete in Q4 2019. It is anticipated that construction will start by 
the end of Q4 2019 with a view that construction be complete in late 2021/early 2022.

15/10/2019WRF02200Public Services Card

15/10/2019WRF02300160. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if ad-
vice (details supplied) will be made public that was given to the Department of Children and 
Youth Affairs regarding plans for an alternative application system for the national childcare 
scheme that would not necessitate a public services card and a MyGovID identification; the 
reason officials in his Department were opposed to this alternative application method; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [41616/19]

15/10/2019WRF02400Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As the Dep-
uty is aware the Public Services Card and MyGovID are a means of assisting the delivery of 
public services to the people who need them. They were brought about to ensure personal data 
is protected, and to ensure people get access to public services safely, securely and efficiently.

As Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, I am responsible for ensuring the proper 
use of resources and the provision of cost-effective public services.

The National Childcare Scheme is a landmark new scheme which will provide financial 
supports to families for childcare. It establishes an equitable and progressive system of univer-
sal and income-related subsidies for children up to the age of 15, and provides an innovative 
and user-friendly online application process to access those subsidies.

As part of the online application, there is a requirement to identify individuals in order for 
them to apply for these childcare subsidies. Government has already invested in MyGovID - a 
safe, secure and reusable system for online verification of individuals, and it is appropriate that 
MyGovID be utilised for the delivery of the scheme.

It does not make sense for the Department of Children and Youth Affairs to develop its own 
electronic identity system to support its digital services. Building an alternative online identi-
fication system for the National Childcare Scheme would mean that Government is spending 
taxpayers money on two different systems to do the exact same thing, where one reusable, legal 
and secure alternative exists. The scheme’s use of MyGovID is Government acting in a joined 
up manner.

I will continue to insist on and drive value for money through the modernisation of how we 
deliver our public services. Where we already have a suitable, reusable identification system in 
place for the Public Service, I will not allow taxpayers’ money to be directed into the building 
of redundant infrastructure in this area. Importantly, the money spent on building redundant 
identity infrastructures, or the money spent on inefficient methods of identification for every 
public service transaction, is money not spent on the actual end product of the services, which, 
as I am sure the Deputy will agree, is what people are actually interested in and need.

The Department of Children and Youth Affairs will use MyGovID to deliver the National 
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Childcare Scheme quicker and cheaper than it would otherwise be in a position to do so if 
MyGovID were not in existence. A paper based channel, which is more resource intensive and 
slower to set up, will open shortly afterwards as an alternative route.This is Government striv-
ing to deliver the benefits of the scheme to people as quickly and as efficiently as possible.  It 
will assist the delivery of quality, accessible and affordable childcare that families in Ireland 
need.

15/10/2019WRF02500Flood Risk Management

15/10/2019WRF02600161. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
progress made regarding the flood risk management for County Louth and east County Meath 
under CFRAM; the stage of each project; the expected dates of commencement and comple-
tion; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41691/19]

15/10/2019WRF02700Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kev-
in Boxer Moran): The Catchment Flood Risk Assessment and Management (CFRAM) Pro-
gramme was the largest ever flood risk study carried out in the State and covered 300 areas 
believed to be at significant flood risk. The CFRAM programme culminated with the launch 
on 3 May 2018 of 29 Flood Risk Management Plans, which proposed 118 new outline flood 
relief projects, on top of the 42 major projects already completed and the 33 major schemes at 
planning, design or construction within the existing capital works programme of the Office of 
Public Works (OPW). 

The flood relief schemes at Dundalk / Blackrock South, Drogheda, Carlingford / Greenore, 
Baltray and Ardee are in the first tranche of projects to be progressed by Louth County Council:

- The proposed flood relief scheme at Dundalk / Blackrock South, Co. Louth, for which the 
CFRAM Programme estimated a total preliminary cost of €40.54 million, would involve a se-
ries of hard defences, including flood embankments and walls, rock armour coastal protection, 
demountable barriers, road raising, a sluice gate and tanking of two properties, protecting 1,880 
properties when completed.

- The proposed flood relief scheme at Drogheda, Co. Louth, for which the CFRAM Pro-
gramme estimated a total preliminary cost of €16.83 million, would involve construction of a 
series of hard defences (flood embankments and walls) along the River Boyne and improve-
ment of conveyance, hard defences and a flow diversion channel on various tributaries, protect-
ing 381 properties when completed.

- The proposed flood relief scheme at Carlingford and Greenore, Co. Louth, for which the 
CFRAM Programme estimated a total preliminary cost of €23.41 million would involve con-
struction of a series of hard defences (flood embankments and walls) and two pumping stations, 
protecting 409 properties when completed.

- The proposed flood relief scheme at Ardee, Co. Louth for which the CFRAM Programme 
estimated a total preliminary cost of €840,000 will also be progressed directly by Louth County 
Council with full funding from the OPW. The work proposed will involve the construction of 
a series of hard defences (embankments and walls) protecting 7 properties when completed. 

- There is one proposed scheme initially not included in the first tranche of implementation. 
The scheme at Baltray, Co. Louth at a projected cost estimate of approximately €1.93 million 
would involve the construction of a series of hard defences (embankments and walls) protect-
ing 73 properties when completed. However, the countywide project steering group comprising 
OPW and local authority representatives, has decided to progress this project simultaneously 
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with Drogheda.

OPW has also established Engineering Consultancy Framework Agreements, which Louth 
County Council will be using to procure services to progress the design, development and plan-
ning of each project and which will help to speed up the process to construction. In addition, 
the Council has been provided with additional staffing resources by OPW to assist in the imple-
mentation of these schemes.

The Steering Group for flood relief schemes in County Louth has proposed the following 
prioritisation for progression of first tranche projects for County Louth:

1.  Dundalk/Blackrock South and Ardee - to be progressed simultaneously.

2.  Drogheda and Baltray - to be progressed simultaneously.

3.  Carlingford/Greenore

The Steering Group last met on 9 October 2019 where the tender documents for the ap-
pointment of consultants for Dundalk/Blackrock South & Ardee were formally signed off. 
Louth County Council are expected to tender for environmental and design consultants for the 
Dundalk/Blackrock South and Ardee Flood Relief Schemes in the coming weeks with a pro-
posed tender return date of January 2020. Work will commence on tender documentation for 
engineering consultants to progress the Drogheda and Baltray schemes shortly thereafter.

It is important to note that the measures set out in the flood risk management plans are not 
definitive and final, and that as part of the project-level assessment required to prepare the mea-
sure for planning/ Public Exhibition, more detailed assessments are required at a local level and 
further public and stakeholder consultation will be undertaken. As such, there is further scope 
for the community’s views to influence the measures that are progressed to implementation.

In County Meath, the proposed flood relief scheme at Mornington, with an estimated cost of 
approximately €530,000, will be progressed directly by Meath County Council with full fund-
ing from the OPW. The work proposed will involve the construction of a series of hard defences 
(embankments and walls) protecting 51 properties when completed. 

Once consultants are appointed to progress each scheme, consultation with statutory and 
non-statutory bodies, as well as the general public, will take place at the appropriate stages to 
ensure that all parties have the opportunity to input into the development of the proposals within 
the scheme. 

15/10/2019WRF02800Office of Public Works Projects

15/10/2019WRF02900162. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform 
the status regarding extra costs submitted by a contractor associated with the Kevin Street Gar-
da divisional headquarters to the Office of Public Works; if he will provide the sum associated 
with the additional costs; if the OPW are disputing the bill in its entirety; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41720/19]

15/10/2019WRF03000Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The issues under dispute between the Office of Public Works and the Contrac-
tor have been referred by the contractor for conciliation under the dispute resolution procedures 
provided for in the Public Works Contract. A Conciliator has now been appointed and both 
parties are engaging in the conciliation process.  At this stage of the process it is not considered 
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appropriate to be disclosing the sums involved. 

15/10/2019WRF03100Office of Public Works

15/10/2019WRF03200163. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
applications received for funding from Louth County Council or other public bodies includ-
ing Fáilte Ireland relating to maintenance or other development works to St Laurence’s Gate, 
Drogheda, the Old Abbey, Drogheda, the Drogheda town walls and so on; his plans to enable 
the OPW to develop heritage or cultural sites and centres in Drogheda town; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41765/19]

15/10/2019WRF03300Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Office of Public Works has received no application for funding from Louth 
Co. Council in respect of the St. Laurence’s Gate, which is a National Monument in OPW’s 
care. Any funds required for maintenance of this structure are provided within the subvention to 
the OPW for National Monuments and the Local Authority has no function in the matter. 

OPW has no role in relation to the other heritage structures mentioned and i snot responsible 
for their maintenance or visitor development. Insofar therefore as it has any plans to develop 
heritage or cultural locations in Drogheda, the focus is on St. Laurence’s Gate solely where,once 
the serious structural issues with the Monument are addressed, the intent is to make it avail-
able to visitors, building on the access which is already provided during special events such as 
Heritage Week, local festivals etc. Given that a visitor proposal for St. Laurence’s Gate is not in 
sight in the short term, the question of an application for funding to Fáilte Ireland does not arise.

15/10/2019WRF03400Civil Service Staff Data

15/10/2019WRF03500164. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform his 
plans to extend the duration for which a civil servant may take a career break in order to gain 
private sector and-or other public service experience and-or avail of full-time study; the number 
of civil servants on career break in each of the years 2016 to 2018 and to date in 2019; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41808/19]

15/10/2019WRF03600Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The Career 
Break Scheme in the Civil Service is covered by Circular 4 of 2013. https://circulars.gov.ie/pdf/
circular/per/2013/04.pdf

Under the terms of the Scheme, a career break consists of special leave without pay for a 
period of:

(a) not less than six months and not more than five years for the following reasons:

- Family reasons

- Other domestic reasons

- Travel

- Educational purposes (educational purposes may include training courses with a practical 
training element for which there is a nominal payment/grant made to the student), and

(b) not less than six months and not more than three years for the purpose of taking up em-
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ployment in the private sector or becoming self-employed.

Working in the wider public service is excluded under the Scheme. Mobility between the 
civil service and public service is covered by separate secondment arrangements.

I have no plans to amend the Scheme as this point in time.

The number of civil servants commencing a career break from 2016 to date are set out be-
low.

Year Nos.
2016 181
2017 145
2018 190
2019 157

15/10/2019WRF03700Public Sector Staff Data

15/10/2019WRF03800165. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform 
the number of additional public servants employed in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date 
in 2019, by sector; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41809/19]

15/10/2019WRF03900Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The change 
in the number of public servants,(on a full-time equivalent or FTE basis), employed across the 
Public Service at the end of quarter 4 in each of the years from 2014 to 2018 is set out below.  
For 2019 the numbers employed at the end of the second quarter are compared with the num-
bers at the end of quarter 4 in 2018.

2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019(as at 30 
June 2019)

Civil Service 108 226 818 1,267 1,337 1,680
Civil Service 
Industrials

(54) (59) (10) 139 32 34

Defence (12) (131) (41) 45 (254) (237)
Education 2,455 2,388 3,368 4,301 2,847 413
Health (2,086) 5,780 2,984 3,800 3,799 1,543
Justice (234) 247 378 513 472 35
Local Au-
thority

(757) (156) 232 587 893 1,246

NCSA 2,086 (51) 434 356 692 305
Total 1,507 8,243 8,163 11,007 9,817 5,018

The increase in 2014 under Non-Commercial State Agencies (NCSAs) and the correspond-
ing decrease under Health arose from the transfer of the Child and Family Agency to being 
under the aegis of the Department of Children and Youth Affairs.

15/10/2019WRF04000Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRF04100166. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform 
the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in 
each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil 
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servants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41823/19]

15/10/2019WRF04200Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): The informa-
tion requested by the Deputy is set out in the table below.

Recruitment

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total 
Clerical Officer 82 64 18 14 19 19 216 
Staff Officer 5 8 0 0 0 0 13 
Executive Officer 49 31 10 11 7 14 122 
Administrative Officer 21 29 38 37 16 21 162 
Higher Executive Officer 43 25 10 16 15 8 117 
Assistant Principal 34 20 18 10 20 4 106 
Principal Officer 10 2 7 4 9 1 33 
Assistant Secretary 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 
Deputy Secretary 1 0 1 0 0 0 2 
Secretary General 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 246 180 103 92 86 67 774 

Retirements

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total 
Clerical Officer 0 0 3 3 1 0 7 
Staff Officer 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Executive Officer 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
Administrative Officer 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Higher Executive Officer 1 3 2 3 2 2 13 
Assistant Principal 5 1 0 1 4 2 13 
Principal Officer 0 2 3 1 1 3 10 
Assistant Secretary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Deputy Secretary 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Secretary General 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 8 7 9 9 9 8 50 

All recruitment to my Department is carefully considered in terms of staffing requirements 
and approved operating budgets.

15/10/2019WRF04300State Properties Data

15/10/2019WRF04400167. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
number of vacant desk spaces in each State-owned Civil Service accommodation outside Dub-
lin city; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41836/19]

15/10/2019WRF04500Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): There are in the region of 130 State owned office buildings outside of Dublin 
City within the State property portfolio managed by the OPW. The accommodation in these 
buildings is allocated to Government Departments/Offices based on their business and opera-
tional needs. The vacancy rate across OPW’s office portfolio is currently less than 1% which, 
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when compared with other European countries, is very low.The day-to-day management of the 
space allocated to a Department and the day to day use/occupancy of actual desks is a matter 
for each Department. 

15/10/2019WRF04600Office of Public Works Properties

15/10/2019WRF04700168. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
number of buildings owned by the OPW and not in use in County Kildare; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41856/19]

15/10/2019WRF04800Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Commissioners of Public Works (CPW) have advised that there are cur-
rently no vacant properties owned by the CPW in County Kildare.

15/10/2019WRF04900Office of Public Works Properties

15/10/2019WRF05000169. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if 
there are buildings owned by the OPW that could be used by an association (details supplied) 
in County Kildare; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41857/19]

15/10/2019WRF05100Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): I have been advised by the my officials that there is currently no property 
owned by the Commissioners of Public Works in Co. Kildare that would be suitable for use by 
the association.

As the Deputy is aware, the role of the Commissioners of Public Works is to provide of-
fice accommodation primarily for use by Government Departments and other State bodies. In 
instances where a property becomes vacant, the Commissioners may consider alternative use 
or disposal, provided it has been established that the property is surplus to requirements. At 
present, there is no available property in Co. Kildare that is surplus to the OPW’s requirements.

15/10/2019WRF05200Flood Risk Assessments

15/10/2019WRF05300170. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if 
the attention of the OPW has been drawn to flood issues on the River Toni at Celbridge, County 
Kildare; the plans by the Office of Public Works to conduct a study on part of the river or carry 
out works in the context of nearby land and property developments impacting; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41866/19]

15/10/2019WRF05400Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): I am advised that local flooding issues are a matter, in the first instance, for 
each Local Authority to investigate and address. This area does not form part of any Arterial 
Drainage Scheme which would fall under the remit of the Office of Public Works (OPW) under 
the 1945 Arterial Drainage Act and therefore OPW has no responsibility for the maintenance of 
the channel, nor any authority to carry out any works there.

Funding was approved in 2009 to Kildare County Council under the OPW Minor Flood 
Mitigation Works and Coastal Protection Scheme for works at this location. Ongoing mainte-
nance of these works is the responsibility of Kildare County Council.
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OPW has not been advised of any flooding at the location mentioned by the Deputy. 

15/10/2019WRF05500Equality Proofing of Budgets

15/10/2019WRF05600171. Deputy Mary Lou McDonald asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform 
when he will publish the OECD report that undertook a policy scan of equality budgeting here; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41962/19]

15/10/2019WRF05700Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Building on 
the Equality Budgeting pilot, the Department of Justice and Equality, and the Department of 
Public Expenditure and Reform requested the OECD to take stock of actions that the Govern-
ment of Ireland has taken to mainstream equality considerations as part of the budget process. 

To conduct the scan an OECD delegation met with both departments and a large number of 
stakeholders during the summer. This Scan provides options and recommendations on future 
directions for equality budgeting in Ireland, in light of national developments and international 
experience. Recommendations build on the strengths of the existing budget framework and the 
momentum of ongoing and planned public financial management reforms.

The Equality Budgeting Expert Advisory Group (https://www.gov.ie/en/policy-information/
aec432-equality-budgeting/#expert-advisory-group), which was consulted, is strongly behind 
the recommendations. A workplan is now being drafted to prioritise recommendations and out-
line implementation.

The report was published on Budget Day, Tuesday 8th of October: https://www.gov.ie/en/
policy-information/aec432-equality-budgeting/#oecd-scan-equality-budgeting-in-ireland

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq171-15-10-2019_en.pdf  “>OECD Scan</a>]

15/10/2019WRF05800Capital Expenditure Programme

15/10/2019WRF05900172. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
breakdown of the €130 million allocation of additional resources in the health capital allocation 
for 2020; the amount of this that is being used for the national children’s hospital; the amount 
coming from the €200 million reserve set aside for the national children’s hospital and National 
Broadband Plan; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42000/19]

15/10/2019WRF06000Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): As the Depu-
ty will be aware the capital allocation for Health increased by €80 million in the recently pub-
lished Budget figures. The increase in the Health capital expenditure allocation for 2020 takes 
account of the additional funding required for the National Children’s Hospital, as well as the 
re-profiling of other elements of capital expenditure both within the Health sector and within 
the overall NDP capital envelopes. As such, there was no substantial charge made in respect 
of the National Children’s Hospital on the €200 million expenditure reserve announced in the 
Summer Economic Statement. 

15/10/2019WRF06100Garda Station Refurbishment

15/10/2019WRF06200173. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if 
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he will provide a schedule of works for each Garda station in the context of planned retrofitting 
and-or renovation works in 2019, 2020, 2021 and 2022; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42007/19]

15/10/2019WRF06300Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Capital Investment Plan (2016 - 2021) for An Garda Síochána, launched in 
October 2015 details all major refurbishments, essential remedial works, upgrading and mod-
ernising of prisoner detention areas, developing Property & Evidence Material Stores (PEMS), 
and includes a Public Private Partnership (PPP) programme as part of the overall capital invest-
ment.

To date a number of projects have been completed, e.g Wexford, Galway, Kevin Street, 
Glanmire and Transaer House, Dublin Airport. Projects currently on site are - Donegal, Ath-
lone, Fitzgibbon St. and the remainder of projects are in planning / procurement stages.

At this point, future works for 2022 have not yet been identified or agreed with An Garda 
Síochána.

15/10/2019WRF06400Estimates Process

15/10/2019WRF06500174. Deputy Brendan Howlin asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the 
details of the Supplementary Estimates required for 2019 by Department, Vote and expenditure 
programme in which the additional expenditure is required; if the details of these additional 
Estimates is outlined in the budget documentation; and if he will make a statement on the mat-
ter. [42052/19]

15/10/2019WRF06600Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Paschal Donohoe): Section 
1.1.5,on pages 47 to 49 of Expenditure Report 2020, sets out the detail in relation to potential 
Supplementary Estimates for this year based on the information available at this point in time. 
This section of the Expenditure Report provides a reconciliation between the net voted expendi-
ture amounts in the Revised Estimates for Public Services 2019 and the White Paper - Estimates 
of Receipts and Expenditure, taking into account estimated Supplementary Estimates and cur-
rent estimations in relation to additional appropriations-in-aid and underspends. 

The main areas requiring Supplementary Estimates, as detailed in the Expenditure Report, 
are outlined below. In particular, substantive Supplementary Estimates will be required to deal 
with emerging expenditure pressures in Health, Education and Justice. 

The overall estimated Supplementary Estimate requirement for Health in 2019 is €335 mil-
lion. It is estimated that an additional amount of c. €50 million will be required by Education 
in 2019 to meet projected pay and pension costs and school transport payments. In Justice, It is 
estimated that an additional amount of just over €50 million will be required to provide for the 
estimated overrun in Asylum Seekers Accommodation and to meet the additional costs on the 
Garda Vote arising from the visits of President Trump and Vice-President Pence.

The policy decision to provide a 100% Christmas Bonus for long-term Social Welfare recip-
ients has a gross cost of c. €279 million. Approximately €125 million of this amount being will 
be funded from voted expenditure and will necessitate a Supplementary Estimate. However, in 
terms of the impact on the General Government balance it is anticipated that the cost of the bo-
nus will be fully offset by additional PRSI receipts. At the end of September, PRSI receipts were 
€0.3 billion ahead of the level estimated in the Revised Estimates for Public Service 2019 and, 
based on latest assessments, could finish the year approximately €400 million ahead of profile. 
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As outlined in the Expenditure Report, additional Brexit related expenditure may also give 
rise to the need for Supplementary Estimates and there will also be a requirement for Supple-
mentary Estimates in certain Departments to meet some one-off costs. 

In line with previous years, it can be expected that there may be a number of technical 
Supplementary Estimates.

Work will be ongoing over the coming weeks to finalise details in relation to all necessary 
substantive and technical Supplementary Estimates before their presentation to Dáil Éireann. 

15/10/2019WRF06700Flood Relief Schemes Status

15/10/2019WRF06800175. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform the sta-
tus of flood alleviation schemes in Ballina and Foxford, County Mayo in view of budget 2020; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42191/19]

15/10/2019WRF06900Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The position in relation to the Ballina and Foxford flood relief schemes is as 
follows:  

Ballina:

The project team for the Ballina Flood Relief Scheme is currently in the process of procur-
ing Engineering and Environmental Consultants to progress the design and planning of the 
scheme.   

It is envisaged that consultants will be appointed in late 2019/early 2020. When consultants 
have been appointed, a programme and more information on the scheme will become available.   

Foxford:

In the Flood Risk Management Plan for the Foxford area two properties were predicted to 
flood in the 1 in 100-year design event.   

A flood forecasting and warning system (FFWS) is the preferred option in Foxford, recom-
mended by the Plan consultants. As such no structural flood defence scheme for Foxford has 
been recommended.  

However, Foxford has been identified as requiring review in light of more recent flooding 
events in the town. This review will look again at any new information available since the origi-
nal assessment of options under the CFRAM Programme was carried out. It is not possible at 
this stage to say what the outcome of the review is likely to be.

Budget 2020 will not have any impact on the planning and progression of the Ballina scheme 
or other planned flood relief schemes.

15/10/2019WRF07000Forensic Science Ireland Laboratory

15/10/2019WRF07100176. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform further 
to Parliamentary Question No. 145 of 17 September 2019, if the contract has been awarded; 
if so, when will the contractors will be on site; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42262/19]
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15/10/2019WRF07200Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): Further to my response to Parliamentary Question No. 145 of 17 September 
2019 regarding the Forensic Science Ireland Laboratory Project at the Backweston campus, 
the delivery of this project is managed by the Office of Public Works. A preferred Main Con-
tractor has been identified. The reserved specialist tender submissions were received on 27th 
September 2019. Currently, these tender submissions are been assessed which is expected to be 
complete by the end of October 2019. As with the Main Contractor, a Letter of Intent has to be 
issued with a 14 calendar day standstill period from the date of this letter. 

Please note that no contract will be awarded until that process is complete and the necessary 
pre-contract meeting takes place and required assurances are subsequently received. It is antici-
pated this process will be complete in Q4 2019. It is anticipated that construction will start by 
the end of Q4 2019 with a view that construction be complete in late 2021/early 2022.

15/10/2019WRG00200Drainage Schemes

15/10/2019WRG00300177. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform if re-
quired works will be carried out on a stream beside the residence of a person (details supplied). 
[42289/19]

15/10/2019WRG00400Minister of State at the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (Deputy Kevin 
Boxer Moran): The Office of Public Works (OPW) is responsible for the maintenance of Arte-
rial Drainage Schemes and catchment drainage schemes designated under the Arterial Drainage 
Acts of 1945 and 1995. The OPW is responsible for the maintenance of the channel in question.

 Weed and vegetation cutting is scheduled to take place shortly, taking into account available 
resources, access and environmental conditions.

15/10/2019WRG00500Online Safety

15/10/2019WRG00600178. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans to ad-
dress cyberbullying in schools; if new measures will be brought forward in the context of the 
Education (Student and Parent Charter) Bill 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41629/19]

15/10/2019WRG00700179. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans to ad-
dress the use of Internet enabled devices in schools; if new measures will be brought forward 
in the context of the Education (Student and Parent Charter) Bill 2019; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41630/19]

15/10/2019WRG00800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 178 and 179 together.

I published the Education (Student and Parent Charter) Bill 2019 last month and it com-
pleted Second Stage in the Seanad on 2 October. 

The overall aim of the legislation is to improve the level of engagement between schools and 
students and their parents by inviting feedback, comment and observations from students and 
parents and by developing a listening culture in the school.  Under the legislation each school is 
required to prepare, publish and implement a Student and Parent Charter in accordance with na-
tional guidelines to be published by the Minister after consultation with the education partners. 
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Decisions regarding the use and deployment of digital technology in schools is a matter for 
the Board of Management of each school. Circular 0038/2018, which issued to all schools last 
year, requires schools to consult with teachers, student and parents in the development of policy 
around the use of digital devices in school. This consultation requirement will be underpinned 
in law once the Parents and Students Charter Bill is enacted.  

It is important for schools, in conjunction with parents to retain local autonomy for deci-
sions on the use of digital technology, including tablet devices, laptops, and learning platforms 
and how to manage their integration into classroom practice based on their own particular con-
text and needs.

While recognising the potential benefits associated with the use of digital technology, to 
enhance teaching and learning, as set out in the Digital Strategy for Schools, it is also very 
important that we continue to work together to raise awareness to the risks and provide support 
to teachers, students and parents in developing their awareness to combat any risks associated 
with the use of the internet.

The Digital Learning Framework, which is in its second year of dissemination to schools, 
provides clarity for school leaders and education providers on how to create a shared vision 
for the effective use of digital technologies in teaching and learning. The dissemination of the 
Framework is accompanied by an extensive CPD programme provided by my Department’s 
teacher support service, the PDST. This includes guidance for schools on how to develop a 
digital learning plan and complements School Self Evaluation planning processes. 

The Professional Development Service for Teachers (PDST) and its Technology in Educa-
tion team offers advice to schools on the use of digital technology in education with wide range 
of information available on its website on the use of devices and offers  support to schools on 
teaching, learning and assessment, to facilitate students’ active learning and collaboration. Spe-
cific items for consideration including software and hardware requirements, purchasing regula-
tions, are addressed in this support information.

As regards online safety, there are extensive training and curricular supports available, in-
cluding through the Social Personal Health Education (SPHE) curriculum and the Framework 
for Junior Cycle and the Webwise Programme to assist schools in the development of policies 
and practices on the safe use of the internet and to promote students’ mental, emotional, social 
and physical wellbeing.  This includes supports on the development of an Accepted Usage 
Policy (AUP) in schools and on prevention of bullying and harassment using the internet. The 
Webwise Team have developed (and consistently update) a Teachers Hub; A Parents Hub and a 
Youth Hub which includes resources to tackle issues such as cyberbullying, image sharing and 
online coercion and extortion. Its most recent resource HTLM Heroes is targeted at primary 
school children and was developed to assist and support educators when teaching students 
about the safe and responsible uses of the internet. HTML Heroes will be taught as part of So-
cial, Personal and Health Education (SPHE) curriculum.

The Action Plan on Bullying sets out my Department’s approach to tackling bullying in 
schools. These actions focus on support for schools, teacher training, research and awareness 
raising and aim to ensure that all forms of bullying, including cyberbullying, are addressed. 
As part of the implementation of the Action Plan the National Anti-Bullying Procedures for 
Primary and Post Primary school, were published and are being implemented by all primary 
and post primary schools in the country. Under the procedures the prevention of bullying must 
be an integral part of the written anti-bullying policy of every school and must outline the spe-
cific education and prevention strategies to be implemented by the school.  This must include 
documenting the measures being taken by the school to explicitly address the issues of cyber-
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bullying as well as other explicit forms of bullying.

Arising from the Action Plan my Department also funds a number of awareness raising 
initiatives, including the provision of anti-bullying training for parents to enable them to assist 
their children when issues of bullying arise.  Funding is also provided to the National Anti-Bul-
lying Research and Resource Centre (ABC) to carry out research into all forms of bullying and 
towards the ongoing maintenance and development of the national anti-bullying website www.
tacklebullying.ie, which provides a single point of information and support for young people, 
parents and teachers affected by bullying. 

The PDST has a dedicated Health and Wellbeing team comprising 22 full time personnel. 
This team supports teachers and schools, through the Social Personal Health Education (SPHE) 
curriculum to develop and promote the personal development, health and wellbeing of the stu-
dent; to create a positive school environment and culture; and to prevent and tackle bullying 
including online bullying and harassment.    

The Government’s Online Safety Hub, a single online access point www.gov.ie/besafeon-
line provides links to a wide range of online safety resources and information for parents, 
teachers, young people and the general population from the six key Government Departments 
responsible for the implementation of the Government’s Action Plan on Online Safety.

15/10/2019WRG01000Departmental Functions

15/10/2019WRG01100180. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills the position re-
garding the establishment of a new department of higher education and research; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41631/19]

15/10/2019WRG01200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): There are no plans to establish 
a new department of higher education and research.  

The importance of the higher education system in the wider education sector, and the econ-
omy as a whole, has been underlined through the existence of a dedicated Minister of State 
for Higher Education who has overseen a significant programme of reform to safeguard and 
enhance the higher education system in Ireland.  

This includes, but is not limited to delivery of the System Performance Framework for 
Higher Education 2018-2020; the Technological Universities Act, 2018 which enabled the es-
tablishment of the first Technological University in January 2019; the Qualifications and Quality 
Assurance (Amendment) Act, 2019 which is designed to safeguard the integrity of the National 
Framework of Qualifications and the reputation of higher and further education and training in 
Ireland.  This Act will also improve standards in the international education sector in Ireland.  

In addition, the Senior Academic Leadership Initiative has been launched which will intro-
duce an additional 45 senior academic leadership posts over the coming years to assist in accel-
erating gender balance at senior levels. The preparation of new legislation to reflect the current 
higher education and higher education research system in Ireland and Government policy for 
the sector is also under way, with additional stakeholder consultation due in the near future. 

Most recently, and building on progress in previous budgets, Budget 2020 provided for a 
€153 million increase in funding for Tertiary Education.  Including a multi-annual programme 
of €90 million for Technological Universities and a new initiative to promote Research Excel-
lence.  This brings total spend on the HE sector to €1.88bn, the highest level to date of spend 
on higher education in a single year and delivering an increase of 25% over the past four years. 
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15/10/2019WRG01300Technological Universities Status

15/10/2019WRG01400181. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills the mechanism 
by which a Cork Institute of Technology will not take on the debts of IT Tralee in the event that 
they merge to form a new university; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41632/19]

15/10/2019WRG01500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I issued a letter to the Chairs 
of the Governing Bodies of IT Tralee and CIT in relation to the application from their institu-
tions for designation as a Technological University.  

In the letter I stated:

“I also note that the report of the advisory panel raised questions regarding the resolution of 
financial deficits at IT Tralee, stating that the panel did not receive information about plans to 
address them.  I understand that the HEA is currently awaiting a stability and sustainability plan 
in respect of IT Tralee, to be finalised by the end of this month. On receipt of this plan the HEA 
will be required to assess it and engage further with the Institute, if necessary, to secure further 
measures in the plan.  I will be advised of the assessment by the HEA and, subject to a positive 
assessment and an endorsement by HEA of the plan, I propose to initiate a working group to 
consider the requirement for additional funding support to respond to the systemic structural 
challenges of the Institute.  These challenges arise from, for example, the Institute’s small size, 
peripheral location, the demographic profile of its catchment area and the high level of competi-
tion it experiences from other HEIs in the region.  The MTU Working Group will be composed 
of all key stakeholders and consistent with the similar approaches adopted previously for other 
institutions that have experienced financial difficulty.  A major element of the work of this group 
will be to assess how the potential transition to a TU provides opportunities to significantly 
strengthen the profile and offering in Tralee.  

As manifested in the high-level of financial support provided to date to IT Tralee, the Gov-
ernment is committed to the continued provision of higher education in Kerry and more widely 
in the South –West region.  In that context, there is no question that the actions to secure a 
resolution to the financial difficulties in IT Tralee would be expected to give rise to creation of 
a potential financial burden that would have the effect of undermining the financial stability, 
sustainability and development of the potential MTU.”

The question of a mechanism raised by the Deputy does not therefore arise. 

15/10/2019WRG01600State Examinations

15/10/2019WRG01700182. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills the actions which 
will be taken to ensure that the junior certificate results are released in line with previous years 
from 2020 onwards; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41633/19]

15/10/2019WRG01800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The State Examinations Com-
mission has statutory responsibility for operational matters relating to the certificate examina-
tions. 

In view of this I have forwarded your query to the State Examinations Commission for di-
rect reply to you.

15/10/2019WRG01900National Training Fund
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15/10/2019WRG02000183. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills if there will be 
no replacement of Exchequer funding with funding from the National Training Fund in budget 
2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41634/19]

15/10/2019WRG02100Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy John Halligan): 
Since 2017 the National Training Fund (NTF) has been deployed to support close-to-labour-
market skills programmes in areas of identified skills needs through support for enterprise-
focused higher education programmes.  

The use of the NTF to fund priority skills-focused programmes in higher education is fully 
consistent with the detailed recommendations of the Independent Review of the National Train-
ing Fund carried out by the economic consultants Indecon and published in August 2018. The 
report specifically recommended utilising the NTF to support investment in Higher Education.

The targeted support of these key skill areas from the NTF has facilitated broader invest-
ment in higher education from the Department of Education and Skills so that since 2017, a 
re-distribution of funding between the NTF and Exchequer in tandem with the levy increases 
has been implemented on a phased basis. 

In 2020, €28.2 million of previously exchequer funded enterprise focussed higher education 
programmes will now be funded by the NTF which will allow the exchequer to invest additonal 
resources in key initiatives in higher education such as the technological universities transfor-
mation fund and higher education research excellence.  

It is important to note that there has been a continuing increase in investment in higher 
education funded by the Exchequer over recent years, including a €60m increase in in current 
funding to provide for increased student number over the three year period 2018-2020.

15/10/2019WRG02200Pupil-Teacher Ratio

15/10/2019WRG02300184. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills the number of pri-
mary teachers, secondary teachers, special needs assistants and other staff required to maintain 
current pupil-teacher and-or staff ratios in the 2019-20 academic year; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41635/19]

15/10/2019WRG02400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Budget 2020 provides the 
fourth successive year of major reinvestment in our education and training system as we con-
tinue to implement the Action Plan for Education, our plan to make Ireland’s education and 
training service the best in Europe by 2026.  In 2020, the budget for the Department of Educa-
tion and Skills will increase by €360 million, a 3.4% increase on last year.  In total, the Educa-
tion budget will have increased by almost €2 billion compared to 2016.

Over 580 additional posts in schools will be funded to cater for children with special needs, 
growth in student population and small schools. This builds on the Budget 2018 measure which 
provided a one point improvement in the staffing schedule in primary schools which brings the 
position to the most favourable ever seen at primary level and Budget 2019 which provided 
over 1300 additional posts in schools.

The number of teachers has increased from 63,556 in 2015/16 to almost 71,000 in 2019/20, 
an increase of over 7,300 teaching posts.  At the end of 2019, there will be up to 15,950 SNAs 
working in our schools, an increase of over 51% since 2011.  

The Statistics Section of my Department’s website contains extensive data in relation to our 
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schools including pupil teacher ratios and teacher numbers. The latest figures in relation to pu-
pil teacher ratios show an improved ratio of teachers to students from 16:1 to 15.2:1 at primary 
level and 13.8:1 to 13:1 at post primary level when comparing the 2015/16 school year to the 
2018/19 school year.  It is expected that these ratios will further improve when the statistics for 
the 2019/20 school year are published.

15/10/2019WRG02500School Accommodation

15/10/2019WRG02600185. Deputy Paul Kehoe asked the Minister for Education and Skills the status of an appli-
cation by an organisation (details supplied) for building works; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41652/19]

15/10/2019WRG02700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I wish to advise the Deputy 
that my Department has no current record of receiving an application for additional accommo-
dation from the school in question. 

My Department’s capital investment programme provides for devolved funding for addi-
tional classrooms for existing schools where an immediate enrolment need has been identified. 
All school capital projects that have been approved, by my Department, under the Additional 
School Accommodation Scheme (ASA), may be viewed on my Department’s website, www.
education.ie, which is updated regularly. 

15/10/2019WRG02800Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRG02900186. Deputy Jan O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Education and Skills when works will 
commence on a new school building for a school (details supplied); and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41654/19]

15/10/2019WRG03000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The building project for the 
school  to which the Deputy refers has been devolved for delivery to the local Education and 
Training Board (ETB).

I can confirm that the Service Level Agreement between my Department and the ETB has 
been signed and sealed. The ETB has now procured a design team for the project to design the 
buildings, obtain the necessary statutory planning permissions, and move the project onward to 
construction in due course.  As the project is at an early stage in the delivery process, it is not 
possible at this time to give a date for its completion.

15/10/2019WRG03100Special Educational Needs Service Provision

15/10/2019WRG03200187. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the need to re-
view the rejection of a child’s application (details supplied) for SNA support will be examined; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41696/19]

15/10/2019WRG03300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The National Council for 
Special Education (NCSE) is responsible for allocating a quantum of Special Needs Assistant 
(SNA) support for each school annually taking into account the assessed care needs of children 
qualifying for SNA support enrolled in the school.  

The NCSE allocates SNA support to schools in accordance with the criteria set out in De-
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partment Circular 0030/2014, which is available on my Department’s website at www.educa-
tion.ie, in order that students who have care needs can access SNA support as and when it is 
needed.  

In considering applications for SNA support for individual pupils, the NCSE take account 
of the pupils’ needs and consider the resources available to the school to identify whether ad-
ditionality is needed or whether the school might reasonably be expected to meet the needs of 
the pupils from its current level of resources. 

SNAs are not allocated to individual children but to schools as a school based resource.

SNA allocations to all schools can change from year to year as children with care needs 
leave the school, as new children with care needs enrol in a school and as children develop more 
independent living skills and their care needs diminish over time.

The NCSE Appeals Process may be invoked by a parent or a school where it is considered 
that a child was not granted access to SNA support because the requirements outlined in Circu-
lar 0030/2014 were not complied with.  Schools may also appeal a decision, where the school 
considers that the NCSE, in applying Department policy, has not allocated the appropriate level 
of SNA support to the school to meet the special educational and/or care needs of the children 
concerned.

Where a school has received its allocation of SNA support for 2019/20, but wishes new 
enrolments or assessments to be considered, which were not taken into account when the initial 
allocation was made, they may continue to make applications to the NCSE.  

As this question relates to a particular child, I have referred the question to the NCSE for 
their direct reply. I do not have a role in making determinations in individual cases. 

15/10/2019WRG03400Special Educational Needs Service Provision

15/10/2019WRG03500188. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Education and Skills if a language unit 
will be provided in mid-County Tipperary to complement the units at Clonmel and Nenagh, 
both of which have long waiting lists, in order that the children of the area have an opportunity 
to access this important service; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41704/19]

15/10/2019WRG03600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): My Department provides an 
extensive range of supports for pupils with Specific Speech and Language Disorder (SSLD). 
This includes provision for the establishement of special classes for pupils with SSLD in pri-
mary schools.

The opening and retention of a Speech and Language special class is contingent upon the 
Health Service Executive (HSE) being in a position to provide Speech and Language therapy to 
the students in the class.  The availability and provision of speech and language therapy is the 
responsibility of the HSE.

63 Specific Speech and Language Disorder special classes in mainstream primary schools 
will be provided for the 2019/20 school year. This compares to 60 such special classes in 
2011/12. In the period 2011 to 2019, the number of SSLD special classes has ranged from 60 - 
65, depending on need.

The National Council for Special Education is an independent statutory body, whose func-
tions include planning and coordinating the provision of education and support services to 
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children with special educational needs in conjunction with schools and the Health Service Ex-
ecutive (HSE). This includes responsibility, through its network of Special Educational Needs 
Organisers (SNEOs) for establishing special classes.  Applications meeting the criteria for es-
tablishment of special classes, including Specific Speech and Language special slasses are ap-
proved by the NCSE.  

The NCSE continues to monitor and review the requirement for special class places in 
particular areas and has capacity to establish such new classes or retain current classes where 
necessary, subject to the willingness of schools to open/retain classes.  The NCSE welcomes 
expressions of interest from schools in opening special classes to meet the demand for special 
class provision.  In deciding on the location of a special class SENOs take into account both 
the present and the future potential need for special class provision, and they must also be satis-
fied that the special class is sustainable and appropriately located.  SENOs liaise with relevant 
professionals in their area to arrive at an informed decision.

There are currently three SSLD special classes in Tipperary, two in Clonmel and one in 
Nenagh. As the Deputy’s question refers to the provision of further SSLD classes in this area, it 
has been forwarded to the NCSE for direct reply.

15/10/2019WRG03700Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRG03800189. Deputy Jan O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parlia-
mentary Questions Nos. 247 and 251 of 19 February 2019, the status of progress on the delivery 
of a new campus for a school (details supplied); when building will commence; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41747/19]

15/10/2019WRG03900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): As the Deputy is aware, a 
new school building for the school to which the Deputy refers is included is included in my 
Department’s  School Building Programme to be delivered as part of the National Development 
Plan.  Officials in my Department are currently finalising a brief of the school.  The purchase of 
a prefab was recently approved by my  Department to cater for the school’s immediate needs.

In order to facilitate the project, the acquisition of a school site is necessary.  In this regard, 
agreement in principle has recently been reached with the landowner, following technical con-
sideration and the legal conveyancing process has recently commenced.  The planning for the 
new school can run simultaeously with the conveyancing process for the site.

15/10/2019WRG04000School Transport Appeals

15/10/2019WRG04100190. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Education and Skills the status of an 
appeal by Bus Éireann (details supplied); if the response from the transport provider will be 
reviewed; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41762/19]

15/10/2019WRG04200Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy John Halligan): 
School Transport is a significant operation managed by Bus Éireann on behalf of the Depart-
ment.  

The purpose of the Department’s School Transport Scheme is, having regard to available 
resources, to support the transport to and from school of children who reside remote from their 
nearest school.

In the 2018/2019 school year over 117,500 children, including over 13,000 children with 
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special educational needs, were transported in over 5,000 vehicles on a daily basis to primary 
and post-primary schools throughout the country covering over 100 million kilometres at a cost 
of over €200m in 2018. 

The School Transport Appeals Board, which is independent of my Department, determines 
appeals against decisions made by, or on behalf of, the Department of Education and Skills re-
garding the provision of school transport services and/or grant-aid under the terms of the School 
Transport Schemes.

With regard to the case referred to by the Deputy, an appeal was lodged with the School 
Transport Appeals Board on 28 August 2019.

The Board has requested the School Transport Section of the Department of Education and 
Skills to provide a report in accordance with the terms of the Board’s Operating Procedures.

When received, the Board will liaise directly with the family regarding the appeal date and 
their subsequent deliberations.

15/10/2019WRG04300Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRG04400191. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Education and Skills when a school (de-
tails supplied) will have a permanent building; the arrangements that have been made to ensure 
that the school can continue in its current temporary facility until the new permanent school is 
ready to occupy; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41787/19]

15/10/2019WRG04500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The procurement process for 
a bundle of projects is due to commence in the coming weeks with the publication of a contract 
notice to determine a shortlist of interested contractors.  The new school building for the school 
referred to by the Deputy is part of this bundle of projects.

The procurement process (and the associated tendering to short-listed contractors) for this 
bundle of projects will be ongoing during Q4 2019 and Q1 2020.

It is anticipated that construction of this school building project will commence in Q2 2020. 
A phased construction programme is planned to facilitate occupation of the new permanent 
school building by end 2020/early 2021.

My Department is well aware of the urgency of this project and the issues in relation to it’s 
current temporary location and will be working with the school authorities in relation to solu-
tions for same.

15/10/2019WRG04600Student Grant Scheme Administration

15/10/2019WRG04700192. Deputy Joe Carey asked the Minister for Education and Skills the reason SUSI when 
establishing the shortest most direct route under Article 27 (3)(a) of the student grant scheme 
2019 as it applies to adjacent, non-adjacent qualification rate is using an application (details 
supplied) for the quickest route based on live traffic at 1 a.m. in view of the fact this time does 
not reflect when a student may be travelling to or from college; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41794/19]

15/10/2019WRG04800193. Deputy Joe Carey asked the Minister for Education and Skills the number of third lev-
el student grants that have moved in the 2019-20 academic year from non-adjacent to adjacent 
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rate as a consequence of SUSI using an application (details supplied) to calculate the quickest 
route as opposed to the shortest route based on live traffic; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [41795/19]

15/10/2019WRG04900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 192 and 193 together.

The current qualifying distance of 45km for the higher non-adjacent rate of student grant, 
takes into account a reasonable radius within which students may commute on a daily basis. 

The measurement of the distances relating to the award of adjacent or non-adjacent rates of 
student grant is a matter for the relevant grant awarding authority. The distance measurement 
for student grant rates is governed by Article 27(3)(a) and (b) of the Student Grant Scheme 
2019. This provides that the relevant distance will be measured in line with agreed guidelines. 

The guidelines require that the shortest most direct route between the applicant’s normal 
residence and the institution being attended should apply. In determining the shortest most di-
rect route, the relevant awarding authority shall establish:

- the method for measuring a route; and

- the factors to be taken into account in establishing and measuring a route. 

SUSI has progressively introduced a number of measures that are intended to make the 
Student Grant Scheme more efficient for students. One of these measures is the introduction of 
Eircode which has helped to reduce processing times for applicants. 

However, the actual calculation of distance from a student’s home to college has not changed 
from previous years, and SUSI continues to use google maps to calculate distance.

With regard to the number of students who have moved from the non-adjacent to the adja-
cent rate in 2019/20, there can be a number of reasons why a student may move from one grant 
rate to another. These include: students returning from studying abroad e.g. for work placement 
or Erasmus; change of college or campus; permanent change of normal address etc. For the 
2019/20 academic year SUSI has advised that to date, 210 renewal students have moved from 
non-adjacent to adjacent. SUSI has also advised that to date, 170 students have moved from 
adjacent to non-adjacent 

If an individual applicant considers that she/he has been unjustly refused a student grant, 
or that the rate of grant awarded is not the correct one, she/he may appeal, in the first instance, 
to SUSI. Where an individual applicant has had an appeal turned down in writing by SUSI and 
remains of the view that the scheme has not been interpreted correctly in his/her case, an ap-
peal may be submitted to the independent Student Grants Appeals Board within the required 
timeframe. Such appeals can be made by the appellant on line via www.studentgrantappeals.ie 

15/10/2019WRG05100Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRG05200194. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Education and Skills the sta-
tus of an application by a school (details supplied) for a new school building; the progress made 
on the project over the past six months; the timeline for the complete delivery of this school 
project in County Donegal; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41802/19]

15/10/2019WRG05300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The building project referred 
to by the deputy is included in my Department’s Construction Programme which is being deliv-
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ered under the National Development Plan.

The project is currently working through the architectural planning process at Stage 2a (De-
veloped Design) where the preferred option design is developed to a stage where the project is 
fully cost planned and prepared to lodge for statutory approvals.

My Department recently received the Stage 2a submission from the Design Team, which is 
now under review.  Following the Department’s review of the submission, a Stakeholders meet-
ing will be arranged, to which the school will be invited, and if there are no issues outstanding 
after the Stage 2(a) meeting the project can be authorised to progress to Stage 2b (Detailed 
Design Stage).  This stage includes the applications for Planning Permission, Fire Certificate, 
Disability Access Certificate and the preparation of Tender Documents.  

15/10/2019WRG05400Schools Refurbishment

15/10/2019WRG05500195. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Education and Skills if a 
school (details supplied) will be added to the major capital schools programme 2016 to 2021; if 
his attention has been drawn to the scale of works required at the school through rapid expan-
sion of its school enrolment; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41803/19]

15/10/2019WRG05600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Under my Department’s Ad-
ditional Accommodation Scheme approval has been given to the management authority of the 
school in question for the provision of a 2 classroom SEN Base, 6 mainstream classrooms, GP/
Dining area and 1 moderate/mild learning disability classroom and the delivery of this accom-
modation has been devolved to school authority.

In addition the school referred to by the Deputy has also submitted an application for Roof 
repairs under my Department’s multi-annual Summer Works Scheme (SWS) 2020 onwards. I 
wish to advise the Deputy that commensurate with the level of funding available for the SWS in 
2020, applications will be assessed on a top down basis in accordance with the prioritisation cri-
teria outlined in the governing Circular Letter for the Scheme. This Circular Letter (0027/2019) 
is available on my Department’s website www.education.ie.

As the Deputy is aware, under the National Development Plan (NDP), increased funding 
has been provided for the school sector capital investment programme.  This funding allows 
for a continued focus on the provision of new permanent school places to keep pace with de-
mographic demand and also provides for an additional focus on the refurbishment of existing 
school buildings, starting in the second half of the Project Ireland 2040 period. 

15/10/2019WRG05700Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRG05800196. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Education and Skills the number 
of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each of the 
years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his 
Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41816/19]

15/10/2019WRG05900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The information requested by 
the Deputy is provided in the table at the link, which outlines the numbers of staff who were 
recruited into my department via open or interdepartmental competition and staff who retired 
or resigned between 2014 and 2018 and up to 30 September 2019.
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In relation to the request for information on retirements, it should also be noted that my de-
partment does not lose staff solely due to retirement or resignation. The majority of departures 
from my department arise from our people being successful in interdepartmental and open pro-
motional competitions run through the Public Appointments Service. They  can also relocate 
under the Civil Service Mobility scheme or on Secondment.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq196-15-10-2019_en.xlsx  “>Departmental Staff</a>]

15/10/2019WRG06000Home Tuition Scheme Eligibility

15/10/2019WRG06100197. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Education and Skills if home 
tuition will be approved for a child (details supplied) in County Donegal from September 2021; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41840/19]

15/10/2019WRG06200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The matter raised by the Dep-
uty relates to pre-school education and childcare.  These matters fall within the remit of my 
colleagues, the Minister for Children & Youth Affairs.  

My Department does not provide funding to pre-school services other than to early interven-
tion for children with Autism.  

Supports for childcare, including pre-school education, are provided by the Department of 
Children and Youth Affairs (DCYA). 

15/10/2019WRG06300Schools Refurbishment

15/10/2019WRG06400198. Deputy Pat The Cope Gallagher asked the Minister for Education and Skills the 
status of an application by a school (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41848/19]

15/10/2019WRG06500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I wish to confirm that my 
Department received an application for capital funding in 2018 for a new sports hall, from the 
school referred to by the Deputy.  

As the Deputy is aware, under the National Development Plan (NDP), increased funding 
has been provided for the school sector capital investment programme.  This funding allows 
for a continued focus on the provision of new permanent school places to keep pace with de-
mographic demand and also provides for an additional focus on the refurbishment of existing 
school buildings, to include the building and modernisation of PE facilities in post-primary 
schools.

Under Project Ireland 2040, we will invest €8.4 billion (compared to €4.9 billion in the pre-
vious decade) in primary and post primary school buildings.  The government is committed to 
a PE Hall build and modernisation programme, starting in the second half of the Project Ireland 
2040 period. 

15/10/2019WRG06600School Placement

15/10/2019WRG06700199. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Education and Skills the assistance 
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in place to aid parents trying to secure places in schools for the 2020-21 school year; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41850/19]

15/10/2019WRG06800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): This Department’s main re-
sponsibility is to ensure that schools in an area can, between them, cater for all pupils seeking 
school places in the area. Parents have the right to choose which school to apply to and where 
the school has places available the pupil should be admitted. In schools where there are more 
applicants than places available a selection process may be necessary. 

It is a matter for the Board of Management which selection criteria are included in their 
enrolment policy and in what priority these criteria are applied. The selection process and the 
enrolment policy on which it is based must be non-discriminatory and must be applied fairly in 
respect of all applicants. However, this may result in some pupils not obtaining a place in the 
school of their first choice. 

A list of schools in the area can be found on my Department’s website at the following link: 
https://www.education.ie/en/find-a-school 

Section 29 of the Education Act, 1998 provides for an appeal by a parent or guardian to the 
Secretary General of my Department, or in the case of an Educational Training Board (ETB) 
school to the ETB in the first instance, where a Board of Management of a school, or a person 
acting on behalf of the Board, refuses to enrol a student in a school. Further information on the 
Section 29 appeals process is available on the Department’s website at the following link: 

https://www.education.ie/en/Parents/Services/Appeal-against-Permanent-Exclusion-Sus-
pension-or-Refusal-to-Enrol/

However, if parents are in a position that they cannot secure any place for their child they 
may wish to call the Education Welfare Service of the Child and Family Agency (Tusla) which 
is the statutory agency which can assist parents who are experiencing difficulty in securing a 
school place for their child. The EWS can be contacted at 01-7718500.

15/10/2019WRG06900School Accommodation

15/10/2019WRG07000200. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the steps he is 
taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Kinsealy, Malahide and Portmarnock; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41871/19]

15/10/2019WRG07100201. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Swords; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41872/19]

15/10/2019WRG07200202. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Donabate; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41873/19]

15/10/2019WRG07300203. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Balbriggan; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41874/19]

15/10/2019WRG07400204. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Rush; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41875/19]
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15/10/2019WRG07500205. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Skerries; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41876/19]

15/10/2019WRG07600206. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of primary school places in Lusk; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41877/19]

15/10/2019WRG07700207. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Kinsealy, Malahide and Port-
marnock; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41878/19]

15/10/2019WRG07800208. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Swords; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41879/19]

15/10/2019WRG07900209. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Balbriggan; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41880/19]

15/10/2019WRG08000210. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Donabate; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41881/19]

15/10/2019WRG08100211. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Rush; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41882/19]

15/10/2019WRG08200212. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Lusk; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41883/19]

15/10/2019WRG08300213. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
he is taking to resolve the shortage of secondary school places in Skerries; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41884/19]

15/10/2019WRG08400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 200 to 213, inclusive, together.

In order to plan for school provision and analyse the relevant demographic data, my Depart-
ment divides the country into 314 school planning areas and uses a Geographical Information 
System, using data from a range of sources, to identify where the pressure for school places 
across the country will arise. With this information, my Department carries out nationwide de-
mographic exercises to determine where additional school accommodation is needed at primary 
and post-primary level. 

 Major new residential developments in a school planning area have the potential to alter de-
mand in that area. In that regard, as part of the demographic exercises, my Department engages 
with each of the local authorities to obtain the up-to-date data on significant new residential 
development in each area.  This is necessary to ensure that schools infrastructure planning is 
keeping pace with demographic changes as there is a constantly evolving picture with planned 
new residential development.

Where demographic data indicates that additional provision is required, the delivery of such 
additional provision is dependent on the particular circumstances of each case and may, depend-
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ing on the circumstances, be provided through either one, or a combination of, the following:

- Utilising existing unused capacity within  a school or schools,

- Extending the capacity of a school or schools,

- Provision of a new school or schools.

As the Deputy will be aware, in April 2018 the Government announced plans for the estab-
lishment of 42 new schools over the next four years (2019 to 2022), including the following 
new primary schools to be established in the areas referred to by the Deputy:

- A new 8-classroom primary school to serve the Swords school planning area (South) to be 
established in 2019; 

- A new 8-classroom primary school to serve the Swords school planning area (North) to be 
established in 2019, which will now open in 2020.

- A new 16-classroom primary school to serve the Donabate school planning area to be es-
tablished in 2020.

In addition, the following new post-primary schools were also established in the areas re-
ferred to by the Deputy in recent years:

- A new 1,000 pupil post-primary school established in 2013 to serve the Rush & Lusk 
school planning area;

- A new 700 pupil post-primary school established in 2014 to serve the Balbriggan school 
planning area;

- A new 700 pupil post-primary school established in 2016 to serve the Balbriggan school 
planning area;

- A new 1,000 pupil post-primary school established in 2018 to serve the Malahide and Port-
marnock school planning areas as a regional solution; and

- A new 1,000 pupil post-primary school established in 2018 to serve the Swords school 
planning area.

I wish to advise the Deputy that the current status of large-scale projects being delivered 
under project Ireland 2040 may be viewed on my Department’s website, www.education.ie and 
this information is updated regularly. 

The Capital Programme also provides for devolved funding for additional classrooms, if 
required, for schools where an immediate enrolment need has been identified or where an ad-
ditional teacher has been appointed. Details of schools listed on this programme can be found 
on my Department’s website www.education.ie and this information is also updated regularly.

The requirement for new schools will be kept under on-going review and in particular will 
have regard for the increased rollout of housing provision as outlined in Project Ireland 2040.

15/10/2019WRH01400Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRH01500214. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Education and Skills the status of a 
new school building project (details supplied) which is due to commence in 2019; if this school 
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is being prioritised due to the continued deterioration of the prefabs which make up the school 
structure; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41891/19]

15/10/2019WRH01600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The building project referred 
to by the deputy is included in my Department’s Construction Programme which is being deliv-
ered under the National Development Plan.

The project is currently working through the architectural planning process at Stage 2a (De-
veloped Design) where the preferred option design is developed to a stage where the project is 
fully cost planned and prepared to lodge for statutory approvals.

My Department recently received the Stage 2a submission from the Design Team, which is 
now under review.  Following the Department’s review of the submission, a Stakeholders meet-
ing will be arranged, to which the school will be invited, and if there are no issues outstanding 
after the Stage 2(a) meeting the project can be authorised to progress to Stage 2b (Detailed 
Design Stage).  This stage includes the applications for Planning Permission, Fire Certificate, 
Disability Access Certificate and the preparation of Tender Documents.  

15/10/2019WRH01700Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRH01800215. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Education and Skills the status of 
a school (details supplied) which has been waiting for a new school build since 2006; if the 
school will be prioritised based on the increasing enrolment rate by 73% since 2006; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41892/19]

15/10/2019WRH01900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The project to deliver a new 
school building for the school to which the Deputy refers requires the acquisition of a suitable 
site.  The relevant local authority has been assisting my Department in this regard under the 
Memorandum of Understanding for the acquisition of school sites.  Unfortunately, the site ac-
quisition process has proved extremely challenging to date. However, a number of identified 
site options are currently being pursued and officials in both my Department and local authority 
are working to secure a site for the school as quickly as possible.

Once this site has been acquired, my Department will look to progress the project into the 
architectural planning process.

15/10/2019WRH02000Site Acquisitions

15/10/2019WRH02100216. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Education and Skills when a permanent 
site will be purchased for a college (details supplied). [41895/19]

15/10/2019WRH02200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): My Department requested the 
patron of the College to which the Deputy refers to identify suitable site options.  In response 
to this request  my Department has recently been provided with one site option which is of of 
significant scale and cost.  This site option will have to be appraised in a wider context, includ-
ing in the context of the strategy for the Further Education and Training sector generally.

15/10/2019WRH02300Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRH02400217. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Education and Skills if funding for 
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a school (details supplied) will be prioritised; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41914/19]

15/10/2019WRH02500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The major building project 
for the school referred to by the Deputy is at an advanced stage of architectural planning, Stage 
2(b) - Detailed Design, which includes the application for statutory approvals and the prepara-
tion of tender documents. 

A replacement Quantity Surveyor has recently been appointed to the project who is cur-
rently working with the Design Team members on the completion of the Stage 2(b) submission 
which will incorporate NZEB requirements.

Upon receipt and review of the Stage 2(b) submission the Department will be in contact 
with the school regarding the further progression of this project at that time.

15/10/2019WRH02600Pupil-Teacher Ratio

15/10/2019WRH02700218. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Education and Skills if he will respond 
to the campaign of an organisation (details supplied) for investment in primary education, which 
is calling for a reduction in class sizes to bring them in line with the European average of 20:1; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41929/19]

15/10/2019WRH02800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): In the current school year, the 
numbers employed in our schools have reached the highest ever level. Over 1,300 additional 
posts in schools have been funded, including more than 370 teaching posts to cater for growth 
in student population and additional special classes. This builds on the Budget 2018 measure 
which provided a one point improvement in the staffing schedule in primary schools which 
brings the position to a general average of 26 pupils to every 1 teacher, the lowest ever alloca-
tion ratio at primary level.   

The latest figures in relation to pupil teacher ratio show an improved ratio of teachers to 
students from 16:1 to 15.2:1 at primary level when comparing the 2015/16 school year to the 
2018/19 school year.  Average class sizes at primary level improved from 24.9 to 24.3 in the 
same period.  

Budget 2020 has provided for a budget of more than €11 billion for the Department of 
Education and Skills in 2020. This is the highest ever allocation to the sector and an increase of 
nearly €2 billion since 2016.  

The Budget 2020 measure of improved teacher staffing levels for schools with four teachers 
or less will see a more favourable pupil teacher ratio in small schools from September 2020.  
This improved schedule will apply in two, three and four teacher schools and ensure one less 
pupil is required to retain/recruit a teacher.

15/10/2019WRH02900Special Educational Needs Service Provision

15/10/2019WRH03000219. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Education and Skills the reason an ap-
plication by a person (details supplied) for additional accommodation was not allocated in full; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41994/19]

15/10/2019WRH03100Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The school’s application for 
a second ASD classroom and a sensory room is currently being reassessed by my Department 
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and a decision will be conveyed to the school authority as quickly as possible. 

15/10/2019WRH03200Special Educational Needs Staff Data

15/10/2019WRH03300220. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Education and Skills if the 1,000 spe-
cial needs assistant positions announced in budget 2020 are additional to the 900 announced in 
2019; the number of the 900 positions that have been filled; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [42050/19]

15/10/2019WRH03400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Budget 2019 provided for 950 
additional SNA posts. To date over 900 of these posts have been allocated with the remainder 
expected to be allocated by the end of the year. 

By the end of this year, there will be up to 15,950 SNAs working in our schools, an increase 
of over 51% since 2011.   

Budget 2020 has provided for 1,064 additional SNAs posts which will bring the total num-
ber of SNA posts in schools to over 17,000 in 2020. 

15/10/2019WRH03500School Placement

15/10/2019WRH03600221. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Education and Skills the status 
of a school place for a child (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42076/19]

15/10/2019WRH03700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Under the provisions of the 
Education Act 1998, the Board of Management is the body charged with the direct governance 
of a school.

My Department’s main responsibility is to ensure that schools in an area can, between them, 
cater for all pupils seeking school places in the area. Parents have the right to choose which 
school to apply to and where the school has places available the pupil should be admitted. In 
schools where there are more applicants than places available a selection process may be neces-
sary. It is a matter for the Board of Management which selection criteria are included in their 
enrolment policy and in what priority these criteria are applied. The selection process and the 
enrolment policy on which it is based must be non-discriminatory and must be applied fairly in 
respect of all applicants. However, this may result in some pupils not obtaining a place in the 
school of their first choice. 

Section 29 of the Education Act, 1998 provides for an appeal by a parent or guardian to the 
Secretary General of my Department, or in the case of an Educational Training Board (ETB) 
school to the ETB in the first instance, where a Board of Management of a school, or a person 
acting on behalf of the Board, refuses to enrol a student in a school. Further information on the 
Section 29 appeals process is available on my Department’s website at the following link: 

https://www.education.ie/en/Parents/Services/Appeal-against-Permanent-Exclusion-Sus-
pension-or-Refusal-to-Enrol/

However, if the parents in question are in a position that they cannot secure any place for 
their child they may wish to call the Education Welfare Service of the Child and Family Agency 
(Tusla) which is the statutory agency which can assist parents who are experiencing difficulty in 
securing a school place for their child. The EWS can be contacted at 01-7718500.
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15/10/2019WRH03800Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRH03900222. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Education and Skills the status of 
an extension for a school (details supplied) in County Kildare. [42077/19]

15/10/2019WRH04000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The project referred to by the 
Deputy has been devolved for delivery to the National Development Finance Agency (NDFA).

I am pleased to inform the Deputy that the process for the appointment of a programme 
manager and design team for the project is well underway.  

While at this early stage it is not possible to provide a timeline for completion of the project, 
the NDFA will be engaging directly with the school authority to keep it informed of progress.

15/10/2019WRH04100Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRH04200223. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans for 
the proposed extension of a school (details supplied); the status of the project; the timeline for 
completion of the works; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42078/19]

15/10/2019WRH04300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): This building project is in-
cluded in my Department’s Construction Programme which is being delivered under the Na-
tional Development Plan.

The project is currently at Stage 2B of the Architectural Planning process – Detailed Design 
Stage which includes securing statutory approvals and the preparation of tender documents. 
The pre-qualification of contractors process to compile a shortlist of suitable contractors is 
complete and tender documentation is being finalised.  

Stage 2(b) Detailed Design is arguably the most complex and detailed of all the stages in 
Architectural Planning. In addition to securing the necessary statutory approvals it also includes 
the preparation of complex and detailed tender documents. In completing Stage 2(b), Design 
Teams are now required to upgrade design details to ensure that new school buildings are Near 
Zero Energy Buildings (NZEB) in compliance with the 2017 amendment to Part L of the cur-
rent Building Regulations.  

The next step for this project is Stage 3 – tender stage which normally takes 7-8 months to 
complete. My Department will be in contact shortly with the school and Design Team regarding 
the progression of this project. 

15/10/2019WRH04400School Furniture Provision

15/10/2019WRH04500224. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Education and Skills if there is a 
scheme under the remit of his Department in which schools catering for students with special 
needs can receive funding for playground furniture and equipment, including from dormant 
accounts money and national lottery money; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42094/19]

15/10/2019WRH04600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I wish to inform the Deputy 
that there is no scheme under the remit of my Department where schools catering for students 
with special needs can receive funding for playground furniture and equipment, including from 
dormant accounts money and National Lottery money.
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However, grant aid is made available to schools under my Department’s Loose Furniture & 
Equipment Scheme to fund the purchase of special items of furniture for special needs pupils. 
This scheme applies to all children who are diagnosed as having special needs. Items funded 
include classroom seating, desks and changing/toileting items for both primary and post pri-
mary schools.

15/10/2019WRH04700Pupil-Teacher Ratio

15/10/2019WRH04800225. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Education and Skills his plans to reduce 
class sizes in view of the fact that primary school classes here are the largest in the eurozone, 
five above the EU average of 20; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42106/19]

15/10/2019WRH04900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): In the current school year, the 
numbers employed in our schools have reached the highest ever level. Over 1,300 additional 
posts in schools have been funded, including more than 370 teaching posts to cater for growth 
in student population and additional special classes. This builds on the Budget 2018 measure 
which provided a one point improvement in the staffing schedule in primary schools which 
brings the position to a general average of 26 pupils to every 1 teacher, the lowest ever alloca-
tion ratio at primary level.   

The latest figures in relation to pupil teacher ratio show an improved ratio of teachers to 
students from 16:1 to 15.2:1 at primary level when comparing the 2015/16 school year to the 
2018/19 school year.  Average class sizes at primary level improved from 24.9 to 24.3 in the 
same period.  

Budget 2020 has provided for a budget of more than €11 billion for the Department of 
Education and Skills in 2020. This is the highest ever allocation to the sector and an increase of 
nearly €2 billion since 2016.  

The Budget 2020 measure of improved teacher staffing levels for schools with four teachers 
or less will see a more favourable pupil teacher ratio in small schools from September 2020.  
This improved schedule will apply in two, three and four teacher schools and ensure one less 
pupil is required to retain/recruit a teacher.

15/10/2019WRH05000Schools Amalgamation

15/10/2019WRH05100226. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Education and Skills the position re-
garding a proposed amalgamation of schools (details supplied) in County Cork; the status of the 
provision of a new school building; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42120/19]

15/10/2019WRH05200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The Deputy will be aware that 
a building project for the schools to which he refers is included in my Department’s School 
Building Programme to be delivered as part of the National Development Plan (NDP).

The decision making authority for any amalgamation is the Patron/Trustees of the schools, 
and this is subject to the approval of my Department.

Any proposed amalgamation involves negotiations at local level and must be well planned 
and managed in a manner that accommodates the interests of students, parents, teachers, local 
communities and contributes to an inclusive education system.  

My Department has sought update from the Patron of the schools in question relating to the 
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proposed amalgamation. When this is received, the matter can be considered further.

15/10/2019WRJ00200Special Educational Needs Staff

15/10/2019WRJ00300227. Deputy Margaret Murphy O’Mahony asked the Minister for Education and Skills if 
an SNA will be made available for a pupil with severe intellectual disabilities in circumstances 
in circumstances in which the pupil has been accepted to a national school in the pupil’s home 
town but the allocation of SNAs in the school has not increased; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42127/19]

15/10/2019WRJ00400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The National Council for 
Special Education (NCSE) is responsible for allocating a quantum of Special Needs Assistant 
(SNA) support for each school annually taking into account the assessed care needs of children 
qualifying for SNA support enrolled in the school. 

The NCSE allocates SNA support to schools in accordance with the criteria set out in De-
partment Circular 0030/2014, which is available on my Department’s website at www.educa-
tion.ie, in order that students who have care needs can access SNA support as and when it is 
needed.  

In considering applications for SNA support for individual pupils, the NCSE take account 
of the pupils’ needs and consider the resources available to the school to identify whether ad-
ditionality is needed or whether the school might reasonably be expected to meet the needs of 
the pupils from its current level of resources. 

SNAs are not allocated to individual children but to schools as a school based resource.

SNA allocations to all schools can change from year to year as children with care needs 
leave the school, as new children with care needs enrol in a school and as children develop more 
independent living skills and their care needs diminish over time.

The NCSE Appeals Process may be invoked by a parent or a school where it is considered 
that a child was not granted access to SNA support because the requirements outlined in Circu-
lar 0030/2014 were not complied with.  Schools may also appeal a decision, where the school 
considers that the NCSE, in applying Department policy, has not allocated the appropriate level 
of SNA support to the school to meet the special educational and/or care needs of the children 
concerned.

Where a school has received its allocation of SNA support for 2019/20, but wishes new 
enrolments or assessments to be considered, which were not taken into account when the initial 
allocation was made, they may continue to make applications to the NCSE.  

As this question relates to a particular child, I have referred the question to the NCSE for 
their direct reply. I do not have a role in making determinations in individual cases. 

15/10/2019WRJ00500Psychological Assessments

15/10/2019WRJ00600228. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Education and Skills when a child 
(details supplied) in County Cork will have a cognitive assessment; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42130/19]

15/10/2019WRJ00700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I can inform the Deputy that 
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my Department’s National Educational Psychological Service provides educational psycho-
logical support to all primary and post-primary schools. This involves direct support in the 
event of a critical incident, access to national and regional support and development work to 
build school capacity to support students, access to a NEPS psychologist for responses to que-
ries arising, and access to individual pupil casework via a NEPS psychologist or through the 
Scheme for the Commissioning of Psychological Assessments. (SCPA).

In common with many other psychological services and best international practice, NEPS 
has adopted a consultative model of service. The focus is on empowering teachers to inter-
vene effectively with pupils whose needs range from mild to severe and transient to enduring. 
Psychologists use a problem solving and solution oriented consultative approach to maximize 
positive outcomes for these pupils. NEPS encourages schools to use a continuum based assess-
ment and intervention process whereby each school takes responsibility for initial assessment, 
educational planning and remedial intervention for pupils with learning, emotional or behav-
ioural difficulties. Teachers may consult their NEPS psychologist should they need to at this 
stage in the process. Only in the event of a failure to make reasonable progress, in spite of the 
school’s best efforts in consultation with NEPS, will the psychologist become involved with an 
individual child for intensive intervention or assessment. 

This system allows psychologists to give early attention to urgent cases and also to help 
many more children indirectly than could be seen individually. It also ensures that children are 
not referred unnecessarily for psychological intervention.

Should the parents of the child, the subject of the Deputy’s question, have specific concerns 
about his educational progress they should, in the first instance, speak to the Principal of the 
school concerned, with a view to raising these concerns with the assigned NEPS psychologist 
for the appropriate individual intervention.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRJ00800School Management

15/10/2019WRJ00900229. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Education and Skills the reason his 
Department does not audit schools directly; the person or body that checks the accountants 
being paid by the schools; if major discrepancies in accounts that are continually ignored by 
schools are examined by his Department; the further reason schools cannot submit directly to 
the financial support services unit; if extra funding is being provided for schools to carry out 
accountancy work as required under circular 60/2017; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42171/19]

15/10/2019WRJ01000Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): It is important to ensure that 
appropriate governance arrangements are in place for transparency and accountability in the 
management of public money.

Therefore, all Boards of Managements of schools are obliged to comply with Section 18 of 
the Education Act 1998 and the arrangements set out in my Department’s circulars 0060/2017 
and 0002/2018 in relation to the operation of the Financial Services Support Unit (FSSU). This 
includes the submission of accounts to the FSSU by an external accountant/auditor who has a 
current Practising Certificate, Professional Indemnity Insurance and is registered with a pre-
scribed accountancy body in the State. 

The independence of an external accountant/auditor provides assurance to the Board and the 
State that the accounts are prepared in line with good accounting practice and standards. 
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Responsibility for procurement of an external accountant/auditor and payment of same rests 
with the Board of Management in respect of schools operated by them.   Boards of Management 
should take a proactive approach when it comes to sourcing accountancy services in order to 
ensure best value is obtained and to ensure compliance with public procurement procedures.  

Schools Procurement Unit which has a national remit is available to advise and assist schools 
in relation to procurement matters.  

The FSSU, which is fully funded by my Department, carries out audits in schools at the 
request of my Department.   The FSSU also provides assistance for schools when sourcing ac-
countancy services.

In Budget 2020 I was pleased to have been able to provide for a further 2.5% increase in 
standard capitation funding for primary and post-primary schools that will apply from the start 
of the 2020/2021 school year.  This is in addition to the 5% increase that applies from the start 
of the 2019/2020 school year.   

In addition to the increase in standard capitation, the enhanced rates of capitation payable 
at primary level in respect of pupils attending special schools and special classes attached to 
mainstream schools will be increased by 7.5% from the start of the 2020/21 school year. 

15/10/2019WRJ01100National Educational Psychological Service Data

15/10/2019WRJ01200230. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Education and Skills the number of 
assessments completed under the scheme for the commissioning of psychological assessments 
for the 2018-19 academic year for which the certification of completion of assessment forms 
has been submitted by school principals between 4 September 2018 and 30 September 2019; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42192/19]

15/10/2019WRJ01300Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I can inform the Deputy that 
my Department’s National Educational Psychological Service provides educational psycho-
logical support to all primary and post-primary schools. This involves direct support in the 
event of a critical incident, access to national and regional support and development work to 
build school capacity to support students, access to a NEPS psychologist for responses to que-
ries arising, and access to individual pupil casework via a NEPS psychologist or through the 
Scheme for the Commissioning of Psychological Assessments. (SCPA).

Access to SCPA is afforded to schools where a dedicated NEPS psychologist is temporar-
ily not available due to vacancies arising from retirement or resignation or circumstances such 
as maternity leave, etc.  My Department maintains a panel of private practitioners under the 
scheme and pays a fee of €304 per assessment upon certification of a satisfactory delivery from 
school authorities. Private practitioners must satisfy a number of requirements for membership 
of the SCPA panel including qualification to carry out the required educational psychological 
assessments.  Currently there are 54 private practitioners listed on my Department’s website on 
the SCPA panel.

In answer to the Deputy’s specific question in the matter, I can inform her that some 2,061 
assessments were certified by school principals under the scheme in the period 4th September 
2018 to 30th September 2019.

15/10/2019WRJ01400Schools Building Projects Status
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15/10/2019WRJ01500231. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Education and Skills the reason 
there has been a delay in tendering for the building contract for the permanent school building 
for a school (details supplied) in view of the fact it received planning permission in the middle 
of 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42195/19]

15/10/2019WRJ01600232. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Education and Skills when the ten-
dering process for a school (details supplied) will take place; when the tender will be awarded; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42196/19]

15/10/2019WRJ01700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I propose to take Questions 
Nos. 231 and 232 together.

The procurement process for a bundle of projects is due to commence in the coming weeks 
with the publication of a contract notice to determine a shortlist of interested contractors.  The 
new school building for the school referred to by the Deputy is part of this bundle of projects.

The procurement process (and the associated tendering to short-listed contractors) for this 
bundle of projects will be ongoing during Q4 2019 and Q1 2020.

It is anticipated that construction of this school building project will commence in Q2 2020. 
A phased construction programme is planned to facilitate occupation of the new permanent 
school building by end 2020/early 2021.

My Department is well aware of the urgency of this project and the issues in relation to it’s 
current temporary location and will be working with the school authorities in relation to solu-
tions for same.

15/10/2019WRJ01900School Accommodation Provision

15/10/2019WRJ02000233. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Education and Skills the measures 
that will be put in place for a school (details supplied) while it is awaiting the building of its 
permanent school, given the delay in commencing the tendering process for the new school 
building and the fact that it is under pressure to leave its temporary accommodation; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42197/19]

15/10/2019WRJ02100Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The procurement process for 
a bundle of projects is due to commence in the coming weeks with the publication of a contract 
notice to determine a shortlist of interested contractors.  The new school building for the school 
referred to by the Deputy is part of this bundle of projects.

The procurement process (and the associated tendering to short-listed contractors) for this 
bundle of projects will be ongoing during Q4 2019 and Q1 2020.

It is anticipated that construction of this school building project will commence in Q2 2020. 
A phased construction programme is planned to facilitate occupation of the new permanent 
school building by end 2020/early 2021.

 My Department is well aware of the urgency of this project and the issues in relation to it’s 
current temporary location and will be working with the school authorities in relation to solu-
tions for same.

15/10/2019WRJ02200Departmental Funding
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15/10/2019WRJ02300234. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Education and Skills the reason a com-
munity drugs rehabilitation and educational service (details supplied) is the subject of a funding 
for mainstream project review; if he will ensure that this service continues to receive funding 
in the interim; the length of time it will take to complete the review; his views on ensuring that 
this vital service continues into 2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42206/19]

15/10/2019WRJ02400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Circular 13/2014 published by 
the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform on the Management of and Accountability 
for Grants from Exchequer Funds outlines the public financial management principles, proce-
dures, and additional reporting requirements that must be followed in the governance of grant 
funding as well as compliance with all public financial procedures and legislation.  

The overall principle is that there should be transparency and accountability in the manage-
ment of public money in line with economy, efficiency and effectiveness. To ensure compliance 
with these requirements, as grantor, my Department must ensure that it has an effective grant-
funding supervision regime in place for all of the grants it administers to inform evidence based 
decision making and to ensure it achieves best value for money in the use of public moneys. 

For over 20 years my Department, has provided funding to this organisation towards the 
day to day expenses of the community based drug rehabilitation project.  The grant allocation 
is approved on an annual basis with the conditions of funding set out in the annual allocation 
letter which includes full compliance with the provisions of Circular 13/2014.  In line with its 
obligations as grantor, my Department  carried out a review of funding of the project in 2011 
and has since then provided over €1.2 million in funding for the project. 

In correspondence to the organisation in August this year, my Department advised that it 
was planning a review of funding of the project.  Review of the grant to this organisation, which 
commenced last month, is one of a number of grants under similar review.  The organisation has 
been advised that they will be kept informed on progress throughout the review. The findings 
and recommendations from the review, which will take into account the impact of its recom-
mendations on service users, will be conveyed to the organisation in due course.

15/10/2019WRJ02500School Transport Eligibility

15/10/2019WRJ02600235. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Education and Skills when a reply will 
issue from the school transport section of his Department to a letter sent to the section on 1 Au-
gust 2019 and which was followed by a reminder on 3 September 2019 (details supplied); the 
reason for the delay; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42216/19]

15/10/2019WRJ02700Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy John Halligan): 
School Transport is a significant operation managed by Bus Éireann on behalf of the Depart-
ment.  

In the 2018/2019 school year over 117,500 children, including over 13,000 children with 
special educational needs, were transported in over 5,000 vehicles on a daily basis to primary 
and post-primary schools throughout the country covering over 100 million kilometres at a cost 
of over €200m in 2018.  

In general, children with Special Educational Needs are eligible for school transport where 
they are attending the nearest recognised school that is or can be resourced to meet their special 
educational needs.

Eligibility is determined following consultation with the National Council for Special Edu-
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cation through its network of Special Education Needs Organisers.

The child in question is not attending her nearest school and is therefore not eligible for 
school transport under the terms of our scheme. The child is availing of Special Concessionary 
transport and commenced on the service on the 9th September 2019

The terms of the School Transport Schemes are applied equitably on a national basis. 

15/10/2019WRJ02800Scéim Iompair Scoile

15/10/2019WRJ02900236. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den an Aire Oideachais agus Scileanna cén uair 
a dhéanfar cinneadh ar achomharc a rinneadh chuig an rannóg iompair ina roinn maidir le hío-
caíocht iompair scoile  (sonraí tugtha); cén chúis atá leis an moill ar chinneadh a dhéanamh sa 
chás seo; agus an ndéanfaidh sé ráiteas ina thaobh. [42228/19]

15/10/2019WRJ03000Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy John Halligan): 
Oibríocht thábhachtach is ea Iompar Scoile atá á bainistiú ag Bus Éireann thar ceann na Roinne.

Is é is cuspóir do Scéim Iompair Scoile de chuid mo Roinne, le haird chuí ar na hacmhainní 
atá ar fáil, ná tacú le hiompar leanaí a chónaíonn i bhfad ón scoil is gaire dóibh chuig an scoil 
agus uaithi.

Sa scoilbhliain 2018/2019 iompraíodh breis is 117,500 leanbh, breis is 13,000 leanbh ag a 
bhfuil riachtanais speisialta oideachais san áireamh, i mbreis is 5,000 feithcil go laethúil chuig 
bunscoileanna agus iarbhunscoileanna ar fud na tíre. Clúdaíodh breis is 100 milliún ciliméadar 
agus ba é breis is €200 milliún an costas a bhí air in 2018.

Beifear ag féachaint ar an achomharc a bhfuil an Teachta Dála ag tagairt dó ag an chéad 
chruinniú eile den Bhord Achomhairc um Iompar Scoile ar an 17ú Deireadh Fómhair 2019.

15/10/2019WRJ03100Departmental Funding

15/10/2019WRJ03200237. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Education and Skills the amount of 
funding historically provided to an organisation (details supplied) through the Skillnet stream 
of funding; the way in which this funding is monitored in order to ensure it is used appropri-
ately; if audits are conducted on bodies in receipt of this stream of funding; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42236/19]

15/10/2019WRJ03300Minister of State at the Department of Education and Skills (Deputy John Halligan): 
Skillnet Ireland has funded the Restaurant and Hospitality Skillnet of which the contracting and 
promoting organisation is the Restaurants Association of Ireland. Skillnet Ireland do not fund 
the Restaurant Association of Ireland directly. The Skillnet was established in 2017 in response 
to acute skills shortages within the sector, as highlighted within the EGFSN Report “Assess-
ment of the Future Skills Needs within the Hospitality Sector 2015-2020”.  

The organisation has received the following amounts of grant funding in the years 2017 to 
2019: 

Year Amount of Grant Paid € 
2017   48,000 
2018   63,659 
2019*   107,450 
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Year Amount of Grant Paid € 
Total 219,109 

*2019 to date: 10th October 2019 

Skillnet Ireland have confirmed that a Compliance Review of the Restaurant and Hospital-
ity Skillnet was conducted in October 2018.  This review provides assurances regarding the 
adequacy and effectiveness of the financial and governance related  controls in place and forms 
an assessment on the operating model of the Skillnet. Skillnet Ireland are currently scheduling 
the next Compliance Review of this Skillnet. 

Each Skillnet is obliged to commission an annual Independent Accountant’s Report which 
confirms that the Skillnet is of sound financial standing and provides additional assurances on 
compliance with specified conditions in the Skillnet Ireland Operating Framework.  

Grant payments are made to each Skillnet on a staged basis throughout the annual funding 
cycle and are subject to grant payment reviews conducted by Skillnet Ireland. The review pro-
cess includes analysis of training delivery targets and a risk assessment of each Skillnet.

An independent evaluation of Skillnet funded programmes is also undertaken on an annual 
basis. The independent evaluation addresses the following thematic areas: 

- Consistency with Government Policy; 

- Impact on Participating Businesses; 

- Impact on Learners; and 

- Effectiveness and Efficiency.

15/10/2019WRJ03400Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRJ03500238. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Par-
liamentary Question No. 174 of 17 September 2019, if tenders have now been invited for the 
project; the closing date for receipt of tenders; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42258/19]

15/10/2019WRJ03600Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The major building project for 
the school referred to by the Deputy has recently completed Stage 2(b) of architectural planning 
and has been progressed to tender stage. 

A tender stage normally takes between 7 and 8 months to complete. 

15/10/2019WRJ03700Schools Site Acquisitions

15/10/2019WRJ03800239. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parlia-
mentary Question No. 173 of 17 September 2019, if there has been further progress in resolving 
the technical considerations; if a design team will be put in place for the project; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42259/19]

15/10/2019WRJ03900Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): As the Deputy has been pre-
viously advised - agreement in principle has been reached with a landowner for the acquisi-
tion of a site at Donaghcumper, Celbridge.  My Department is continuing to engage with the 
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landowner and Kildare County council in regard to the technical considerations crucial to the 
delivery of the site and the commencement of architectural planning.  

It is a priority for my Department to commence the architectural planning process for this 
site at the earliest possible stage. For the time being, and as previously indicated - given the 
commercially sensitive nature of site acquisitions in general, I am unable to elaborate further. 

15/10/2019WRJ04000Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRJ04100240. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parlia-
mentary Question No. 170 of 17 September 2019, if approval has now issued for the invitation 
of tenders for the project; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42260/19]

15/10/2019WRJ04200Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): This building project referred 
to by the Deputy is included in my Department’s Construction Programme which is being de-
livered under the National Development Plan.  

The major building project is currently at an advanced stage of architectural planning Stage 
2b – Detailed Design, which includes securing Planning Permission, Fire Certificate and Dis-
ability Access Certificate and the preparation of tender documents. 

The process of Pre-Qualification of contractors to compile a shortlist of suitable candidates 
is now complete. The next step for this project will be Stage 3 – tender stage. In that context, 
the Department will shortly be in contact with the school and Design Team to update them on 
the further progression of this major building project.

15/10/2019WRJ04300Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRJ04400241. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parlia-
mentary Question No. 84 of 26 September 2019, if the letter of acceptance has issued to the 
preferred contractor; when the contractor will go on site; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42265/19]

15/10/2019WRJ04500Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): As the Deputy is aware, the 
delivery of the project for Naas Community College has been devolved to Kildare and Wicklow 
Education & Training Board (KWETB).  

The Deputy will also be aware that a preferred contractor has been identified. While the let-
ter of acceptance has not yet issued, I can confirm that it is still on target to proceed to site next 
month. 

15/10/2019WRJ04600Schools Building Projects Status

15/10/2019WRJ04700242. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Education and Skills further to Parlia-
mentary Question No. 169 of 17 September, 2019; if authorisation has issued to invite tenders 
for the project; if so, when tenders will be invited; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42266/19]

15/10/2019WRJ04800Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): The major building project for 
the school referred to by the Deputy is currently at Stage 2(b) – Detailed Design.    
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The pre-qualification process to select a shortlist of suitable contractors has been completed 
and the Design Team is currently finalising the tender documentation.

Once this work is complete, my Department will be in contact with the Board of Manage-
ment of the school regarding the progression of the project to the next stage of architectural 
planning, Stage 3 - tender stage.

15/10/2019WRJ04900Schools Building Projects Applications

15/10/2019WRJ05000243. Deputy Ruth Coppinger asked the Minister for Education and Skills the schools in 
west Dublin constituency that have applied for funding for school building projects and are 
awaiting a decision. [42286/19]

15/10/2019WRJ05100Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I wish to inform the Deputy 
that my Department does not hold information in the format requested. 

15/10/2019WRJ05200Schools Building Projects Data

15/10/2019WRJ05300244. Deputy Ruth Coppinger asked the Minister for Education and Skills the schools in 
the west Dublin constituency that have been approved for funding for school building projects 
and have yet to draw down all funds; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42287/19]

15/10/2019WRJ05400Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): I wish to advise the Deputy 
that my Department does not hold the specific information to which she refers on a district or 
constituency basis. 

However, I can inform her that details of all school capital works that are being funded by 
my Department may be viewed on my Department’s website at www.education.ie and this is 
updated regularly. In particular in that respect, I would draw the Deputy’s attention to the list to 
be found on the website at the following address: https://www.education.ie/en/Schools-Colleg-
es/Services/Building-Works/Additional-Accommodation/additional-accommodation-ongoing.
pdf. This is a list of projects under my Department’s Additional Accommodation Scheme which 
have been approved for delivery but are not yet completed.

15/10/2019WRJ05500Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRJ05600245. Deputy Ruth Coppinger asked the Minister for Education and Skills his views on the 
reduced capital budget for 2020 and the impact this will have on planned school building and 
renovation works; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42288/19]

15/10/2019WRJ05700Minister for Education and Skills (Deputy Joe McHugh): Capital planning and budget-
ing is undertaken on a multi-annual basis.  Under Project Ireland 2040, the education sector will 
receive a total of approximately €12 billion over the period 2018-2027.  This includes some 
€8.8 billion for the schools sector and €2.2 billion for higher education infrastructure. The spe-
cific allocations in each area are closely monitored and may be adjusted from year to year to 
take account of project progress and other factors.  

The allocation for my Department’s School Buildings programme in 2020 is broadly in line 
with the allocation for 2019.  In 2019 the allocation was €622m. The allocation envisaged for 
2020 is €620m. The allocation for schools will support circa 60 new school building projects 
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going to construction in 2020 delivering in excess of 30,000 school places (permanent addi-
tional and replacement places).  This is in addition to in excess of 40 existing projects which 
are currently in construction and being progressed through 2020 delivering up to 25,000 school 
places.  

This allocation will also include a provision for a Summer Works Scheme, details of which 
will be announced later in 2019 

In addition, the Minor Works Grant is due to be paid to all primary schools either in Decem-
ber or at the latest early January 2020.  

Finally, demographics at primary level have increased over the last decade but have now 
peaked and are starting to reduce.  This will start to reduce some of the pressures on the capital 
budget.

15/10/2019WRJ05800Direct Provision Data

15/10/2019WRJ05900246. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number 
of persons living in direct provision; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42079/19]

15/10/2019WRJ06000Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
My Department is responsible for offering accommodation and related services to international 
protection applicants while their claim for protection is being examined. Due to an unexpected 
rise in applications (figures are up 53% in the first nine months of this year), existing Direct 
Provision Centres, which offer accommodation, food, utilities and a suite of State services, have 
reached capacity.

I am advised that as of 6th October 2019, 7,547 persons were being provided with accom-
modation by the International Protection Accommodation Services (IPAS, formerly the Recep-
tion and Integration Agency) of my Department. Currently, there are 6,094 persons residing in 
the 38 accommodation centres located nationwide across 18 counties. As these centres are at 
full capacity, there are also a further 1,453 applicants residing in 35 emergency accommodation 
locations in hotels and guest houses. 

My Department is actively working on securing additional capacity, both in its existing 
centres and through sourcing new accommodation centres. IPAS has sought expressions of 
interest from parties who would be interested in providing accommodation and related services 
to people in the international protection process and has also launched a nationwide, regional 
tendering process to source new accommodation centres.

15/10/2019WRJ06100Parental Leave

15/10/2019WRJ06200247. Deputy Eoin Ó Broin asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the reason 1 No-
vember 2019 was chosen as the date of eligibility for the new parental leave scheme as detailed 
in the Parent’s Leave and Benefit Bill 2019; if an earlier or retrospective date was considered 
during drafting to allow all parents with a child in its first year to avail of the scheme; and when 
it will be available subject to the passing of the legislation. [41626/19]

15/10/2019WRJ06300Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
The Parent’s Leave and Benefit Bill 2019 will provide for two weeks of parent’s leave and 
benefit for all new parents in employment or self-employment in respect of children born or 
placed for adoption on or after 1 November 2019. This will facilitate parents in spending more 
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time with their children in their critical first year of life.  The Bill gives the Minister power to 
increase the leave to a maximum of nine weeks and there is already a commitment to increasing 
both leave and benefit to seven weeks for each parent by 2021.  

Any retrospective date for entitlement to parent’s leave and benefit would amount to back-
dating the scheme. This would have the effect of creating a backlog of applications immediately 
on the introduction of the scheme and would have considerable unforeseen cost implications.  
Depending on the extent of backdating, this provision could also have the effect of extending 
parent’s leave beyond the first year after birth or adoption.  With all of this in mind, the selection 
of I November 2019 as the date on which entitlement to parent’s leave and benefit will arise is 
considered the optimal choice for launching this important new initiative.  

15/10/2019WRJ06400Direct Provision Data

15/10/2019WRJ06500248. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number 
of persons employed in direct provision centres by the companies operating same; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41655/19]

15/10/2019WRJ06600Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
The number of people employed in each direct provision accommodation centre is a matter for 
the contracted service provider. Such statistics are not maintained by my Department.

As the Deputy may be aware, the agreed National Standards for accommodation offered to 
people in the protection process were published by my Department in August 2019.  The Stan-
dards will apply to all service providers contracted by the Department to operate and manage 
accommodation centres. They provide a framework for the continued development of services 
and supports for residents by improving the quality of care and ensuring consistency across the 
centres.   A number of the standards relate to the employees of the centre, for example,  their 
competencies, recruiting, training and support.

In addition, regular inspections of the centres are undertaken to ensure that the required 
contracted services are being provided to the required standard.

15/10/2019WRJ06700Garda Deployment

15/10/2019WRJ06800249. Deputy Eoin Ó Broin asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if members of the 
drugs squad are no longer operating out of the Garda station in Clondalkin, Dublin 22; when 
the last remaining members of the drugs squad were removed from that station; the number of 
drugs squad personnel and the rank of each stationed in the station in each of the years 2007 to 
2018 and to date in 2019; and the impact the loss of the unit from the station will have on efforts 
to address the issue of drug crime in that divisional area. [41657/19]

15/10/2019WRJ06900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will ap-
preciate, the management and efficient use of Garda resources is the responsibility of the Garda 
Commissioner. This includes responsibility for deployment of personnel.  As Minister, I have 
no direct role in these matters.  I understand, however, that Garda management keeps the distri-
bution of resources under continual review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities, 
to ensure their optimum use.

I have requested a report from the Garda authorities in relation to the information sought by 
the Deputy. I will write directly to the Deputy once I receive it. 
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15/10/2019WRJ07000Garda Transport Data

15/10/2019WRJ07100250. Deputy Peadar Tóibín asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
marked and unmarked Garda cars and motorcycles attached to Meath Garda roads policing unit 
as of 27 September 2019. [41694/19]

15/10/2019WRJ07200Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The resources provided 
by Government to An Garda Síochána have reached record levels, with an allocation for 2019 
of €1.76 billion. I am also pleased to have secured an overall increase of €122 million to in-
crease An Garda Síochána’s budget  to an unprecedented €1.882 billion for next year.

Very significant capital investment is also being made in An Garda Síochána, including a 
total of €46 million for investment in the Garda fleet between 2016 and 2021. This continuing 
investment is intended to ensure that An Garda Síochána has a modern, effective and fit-for-
purpose fleet and that Gardaí can be mobile, visible and responsive on the roads and in the com-
munity to prevent and tackle crime.

€10 million capital funding has been made for the purchase and fit-out of Garda vehicles in 
2019.  I understand from the Garda authorities that this allocation is  being used for purchase 
and fit-out of over 300 new vehicles for operational use this year. A further €9 million has been 
allocated for the Garda fleet in Budget 2020.

As the Deputy will appreciate, in accordance with Section 26 of the Garda Síochána Act 
2005 as amended, the Garda Commissioner is responsible for managing and controlling the 
administration and business of An Garda Síochána. Further, the allocation of Garda resources 
is also a matter for the Commissioner, in light of his identified operational demands.  This in-
cludes responsibility for the allocation of Garda vehicles among the various Garda divisions.  
As Minister, I have no direct role in that matter. I understand however, that Garda management 
keeps the distribution of resources under continual review in the context of crime trends and 
policing priorities so as to ensure their optimum use.

I am informed by the Garda authorities that as at 30 September 2019, the latest date for 
which figures are available, there were 3 Cars, 1 motorbike and 1 4x4  attached to roads polic-
ing duty in Meath Division.  For security and operational reasons it is not possible to provide a 
breakdown between marked and unmarked vehicles. 

15/10/2019WRJ07300Garda Reserve

15/10/2019WRJ07400251. Deputy Martin Kenny asked the Minister for Justice and Equality when the review 
of the Garda Reserve will be completed; if the findings of the review will be published; and the 
status of the promised recruitment campaign that had a stated objective of an increase of 1,500 
Reserve members. [41705/19]

15/10/2019WRJ07500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): Under the Garda Síochá-
na Act 2005, the allocation and distribution of resources including the recruitment and training 
of Garda members and members of the Garda Reserve is entirely a matter for the Garda Com-
missioner. I am assured however that Garda management keeps the distribution of resources 
under continual review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities, to ensure their 
optimum use.

The Deputy may wish to note that a class of approximately 100 Garda reserve recruits com-
menced training in March 2019 at the Garda College, Templemore. This is a positive develop-
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ment and delivers on the target set out under ‘A Policing Service for the Future’, the implemen-
tation plan for the Report of the Commission on the Future of Policing in Ireland.

An Garda Síochána is currently conducting a strategic review of the Garda Reserve to in-
form future decisions around its use.  I understand that the review is at an advanced stage. This 
approach is in line with the relevant action in “A Policing Service for the Future”.  The Strategy 
is expected to inform the development and preparation for a new Reserve recruitment drive 
by the end of 2019. The decision to publish the findings of the review will be a matter for the 
Garda Commissioner, who is responsible for managing and controlling the administration and 
business of An Garda Síochána.

15/10/2019WRK015/10/2019WRK00200Immigration Support Services

15/10/2019WRK00300252. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the recent changes 
at the Reception and Integration Agency which have been carried out as part of his Depart-
ment’s reorganisation; if he will provide an updated public representative inquiry telephone 
number and email; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41708/19]

15/10/2019WRK00400Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
I can inform the Deputy that, as part of the Department’s Transformation Process, the Recep-
tion & Integration Agency (RIA), as it was formally known, was divided into two new sections 
within the Immigration Service Delivery Function; International Protection Accommodation 
Services (IPAS) and International Protection Procurement Services (IPPS).  IPPS takes respon-
sibility for the procurement, contract management, inspection and payments functions associ-
ated with the accommodation provided to persons seeking international protection.  Previously, 
this was a dedicated unit within RIA.  The other functions of RIA (operations, education, and 
child and family services) are now the responsibility of IPAS. 

There were various reasons behind this division:

-  RIA, although referred to as an Agency, was not formally established as an Agency and 
operated as a section within my Department, led by a Principal Officer; 

-  RIA’s integration function was assigned to another office of my Department in July 2007; 

-  The volume of work being undertaken in the area of contract management and procure-
ment of accommodation has increased significantly in recent years.  This is due to an increase in 
the number of centres, the movement to a new model of procurement of accommodation and the 
additional work associated with procurement and management of emergency accommodation.   

The contact telephone number for IPAS remains the same as the historical contact number 
for RIA.  A new email address (ipas_inbox@justice.ie) is now in operation and the historical 
email address (ria_inbox@justice.ie) will remain operational for an interim period to ensure 
continuity of service.

15/10/2019WRK00500Irish Naturalisation and Immigration Service Administration

15/10/2019WRK00600253. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the steps being taken 
to ensure that applicants seeking to renew their visas through the Irish Naturalisation and Immi-
gration Service are not exploited by having to pay fees to Internet sites to secure appointments; 
if his attention has been drawn to the problems with the INIS online system caused by the block 
booking of slots by hackers; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41736/19]
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15/10/2019WRK00700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As outlined in responses 
to previous parliamentary questions, the Immigration Service of my Department became aware, 
in September 2018, that customers were experiencing difficulties booking registration appoint-
ments.  Some of these difficulties had arisen because third party agents had been able to secure 
multiple appointments through the use of automatic software.   

A set of software fixes was introduced in mid-September 2018 to prevent this abuse of the 
system.  As far as can be determined, this software update has been successful in preventing 
the block booking of appointments by third party agents.  The system is being regularly moni-
tored in this regard. The Immigration Service is aware that some third party agents continue 
to book individual appointments with information supplied to them by customers. My Depart-
ment strongly advises customers not to provide sensitive personal data to these unregulat-
ed agents.     

I am also advised that the Immigration Service is currently developing a replacement on-
line appointments system which is being designed to prevent the block-booking of appoint-
ments. This new system will also assist in streamlining and improving the current online book-
ing process. As part of the INIS Service Improvement Plan 2018-2020, a number of other 
options are also being considered with a view to improving customer service and efficiency as 
well as meeting the growing demand for registration in Ireland.

15/10/2019WRK00800Statute of Limitations

15/10/2019WRK00900254. Deputy John Brassil asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if he will consider 
lifting the limitation period relating to all thalidomide claims; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41738/19]

15/10/2019WRK01000Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The question of how best 
to support thalidomide survivors remains under consideration by my colleague, the Minister for 
Health, who holds primary policy responsibility for this area.  In responding to the Deputy, I am 
also conscious of the fact that this is an area which is the subject of ongoing proceedings before 
the High Court to which Minister Harris is a party.

The Minister for Health has confirmed the Government’s intention to bring forward Heads 
of a Bill to provide for a package of health and personal social services for the Irish survivors 
of thalidomide. It is understood from the Department of Health that this work is still on-going 
and that Department remains in liaison with Thalidomide Ireland and other stakeholders on 
these matters. 

My Department is engaged in an ongoing review of the broader Statute of Limitations re-
gime in Ireland.  However in terms of the question of any changes that might be made to the law 
as part of a specific Department of Health policy response in this area, the Government will, of 
course, be guided by the Minister for Health including in the context of the package of supports 
that he will be proposing to Government under his Department’s anticipated Health Bill.

15/10/2019WRK01100Asylum Applications Data

15/10/2019WRK01200255. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
persons who claimed asylum at Dublin Airport and were denied accommodation in 2018 and to 
date in 2019, by month; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41739/19]
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15/10/2019WRK01300Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
My Department is responsible for offering accommodation and related services to international 
protection applicants while their claim for protection is being examined. These services are 
demand led and generally it is difficult to predict demand far in advance. 

Due to an unexpected rise in applications (figures are up 53% in the first nine months of this 
year), the 38 existing accommodation centres, which offer accommodation, food, utilities and a 
suite of State services, have reached capacity. 

I am advised by the Immigration Service, that a small number of international protection 
applicants were regrettably not initially accommodated in September 2018, as a result of our 
accommodation centres being at full capacity at that time. Those affected applicants who made 
a further request for accommodation, were subsequently accommodated.  I can inform the 
Deputy that despite the continuing pressures on our accommodation system, no person in the 
international protection process who has required accommodation has been refused this year.

There are on-going tendering processes for new accommodation centres. Pending the open-
ing of new centres, and to ensure that we continue to provide accommodation for all applicants 
who require it, the International Protection Accommodation Services (IPAS, formerly the Re-
ception and Integration Agency) of my Department has been accommodating applicants in 
emergency accommodation in hotels and guest houses. 

As of 6 October 2019,  there are 6,094 persons residing in the 38 accommodation centres lo-
cated nationwide across 18 counties. As these centres are at full capacity, there are also a further 
1,453 applicants residing in 35 emergency accommodation locations in hotels and guest houses. 

15/10/2019WRK01400Garda Data

15/10/2019WRK01500256. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of gardaí 
who entered as recruits from 1 January 2014 who have since resigned; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41759/19]

15/10/2019WRK01600Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Garda Commission-
er is responsible for carrying on and managing and controlling generally the administration 
and business of An Garda Síochána, including by arranging for the recruitment, training and 
appointment of its members.

Since the reopening of the Garda College in September 2014, almost 2,800 Garda recruits 
have attested and been assigned to mainstream duties nationwide. Another 200 Garda recruits 
are due to attest before the end of this year.

I am informed by the Garda Commissioner that of those recruits who have attested since 1 
January 2014, 71 are no longer serving in the organisation. This figure includes the untimely 
deaths of two Garda members.

As the Deputy will be aware, this Government is committed to ensuring a strong and vis-
ible police presence throughout the country in order to maintain and strengthen community en-
gagement, provide reassurance to citizens and to deter crime.  To achieve this the Government 
has put in place a plan for an overall Garda workforce of 21,000 personnel by 2021 including 
15,000 Garda members and 4,000 civilians. We are making real, tangible progress on achiev-
ing this goal. I am pleased to say that Garda numbers, taking account of retirements, increased 
to 14,032 at the end of 2018 - a net increase of over 1,200 since the end of 2014.  Further, the 
Garda Commissioner’s decision to recruit a net 600 Garda staff in 2019 will allow for the rede-
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ployment of approximately 500 experienced Gardaí to frontline and visible policing duties by 
the end of this year. 

The unprecedented funding of €1.882 billion provided to An Garda Síochána in Budget 
2020 will allow for the recruitment of up to 700 new Gardaí and additional Garda staff next 
year. The appropriate balance between Gardaí and Garda staff will be for the Garda Commis-
sioner to determine, on the basis of operational need. The ongoing recruitment will provide the 
Commissioner with the resources needed to deploy increasing numbers of Gardaí to deliver a 
visible, effective and responsive policing service nationwide.

15/10/2019WRK01700Garda Deployment

15/10/2019WRK01800257. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
gardaí in east County Galway; the stations where these gardaí are located; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41772/19]

15/10/2019WRK01900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Garda Commissioner 
has responsibility for managing An Garda Síochána and for the allocation of Garda resources, 
in light of identified operational demands. This includes responsibility for personnel matters 
and the distribution of personnel across the varoius Garda Divisions.  As Minister I have no 
direct role in these matters.  I understand however that Garda management keeps the distribu-
tion of resources under continual review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities, 
to ensure their optimum use.

I wish to inform the Deputy that the Garda strength of Galway Division in each of the years 
2011 to 2018 and to date in 2019, as provided by the Commissioner, is available on my Depart-
ment’s website through the following link.  

www.justice.ie/en/JELR/003_Garda_Numbers_by_Division_2006_to_August_2019.xlsx/
Files/003_Garda_Numbers_by_Division_2006_to_August_2019.xlsx.

www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/Garda_Workforce.

For further general information on Garda facts and figures the Deputy may also wish to 
consult the following link.

www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/An_Garda_Siochana_facts_and_figures.

15/10/2019WRK02000Garda Data

15/10/2019WRK02100258. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
Garda juvenile liaison officers in east County Galway; the location of such positions and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41773/19]

15/10/2019WRK02200261. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
juvenile liaison officer posts that are unfilled; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41779/19]

15/10/2019WRK02300262. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number 
of juvenile liaison officer posts in each county; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41780/19]
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15/10/2019WRK02400Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I propose to take Ques-
tions Nos. 258, 261 and 262 together.

As the Deputy will appreciate, the Garda Commissioner has responsibility for managing 
An Garda Síochána and for the allocation of Garda resources, in light of identified operational 
demands. This includes responsibility for personnel matters and the distribution of personnel 
across the various Garda Divisions.  As Minister I have no direct role in these matters.  I un-
derstand however that Garda management keeps the distribution of resources under continual 
review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities, to ensure their optimum use.

I am advised by the Commissioner that Garda Juvenile Liaison Officers (JLOs) are spe-
cially trained to fulfil a key role in implementing the Garda Diversion Programme. Their role 
includes the administration of formal and informal cautions as well as appropriate supervision 
of children who have been admitted to the Diversion Programme, as provided in Part 4 of the 
Children Act 2001.

I am informed by the Garda authorities that as at 9 October 2019  there were 113 Juve-
nile Liaison Officers assigned at a divisional level nationally.  That figure includes eight JLO 
Sergeants, who are assigned to each of the DMR Regions, Limerick City and Cork City. I am 
further informed that 3 JLOs have been assigned to the Galway Division. 

I am informed by the Commissioner that the information requested by the Deputy is not 
readily available in the format requested, as JLOs are assigned on a Garda Divisional basis. 
Accordingly, for the Deputy’s information the following table outlines the number of JLOs by 
Division as at 9 October 2019. 

Division JLOs, as of 9 October 2019
Cavan /Monaghan 2
Clare 2
Cork City 7
Cork North 3
Cork West 2
DMR East 6
DMR North 13
DMR North Central 4
DMR South 10
DMR South Central 5
DMR West 11
Donegal 2
Galway 3
Kerry 4
Kildare 3
Kilkenny/Carlow 2
Laois/Offaly 2
Limerick 6
Longford/Roscommon 2
Louth 3
Mayo 1
Meath 3
Sligo/Leitrim 1
Tipperary 3
Waterford 4
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Division JLOs, as of 9 October 2019
Westmeath 2
Wexford 3
Wicklow 4
Total 113

15/10/2019WRK02500Garda Resources

15/10/2019WRK02600259. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of de-
tector dogs used by gardaí in east County Galway; if more such dogs are being sought for the 
area; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41774/19]

15/10/2019WRK02700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will ap-
preciate, in accordance with Section 26 of the Garda Síochána Act 2005, as amended, it is the 
Garda Commissioner who is responsible for carrying on and managing and controlling gener-
ally the administration and business of An Garda Síochána. Further, the allocation of Garda 
resources is a matter for the Commissioner, in light of the availability of resources and his 
identified operational demands. As Minister I have no direct role in these matters. 

I have been advised by the Garda authorities that the Garda Dog Unit is based at Kilmain-
ham Garda Station, in the Dublin Metropolitan Region, and has a national remit. I am pleased to 
confirm that dog units have also been established in the Southern Region based at Togher Garda 
Station, Cork, and Henry Street Garda Station, Limerick. I understand that facilities for a future 
regional dog unit have also been included in the Western Region Garda Headquarters, Galway. 

I am informed by the Garda authorities that there are currently 25 Garda dogs attached to the 
Garda Dog Unit, of which three dogs are based in Henry Street, Limerick and three in Anglesea 
Street, Cork.

I am further informed that the Garda Dog Unit is a National Unit and frequently assists 
with operations in Divisions nationwide, including in Galway. However, I am informed that the 
records concerning their deployment are held in multiple locations and the research required to 
compile the number of times these dogs were used in the East of County Galway would neces-
sitate the expenditure of a disproportionate amount of Garda resources to compile.

15/10/2019WRK02800Closed-Circuit Television Systems

15/10/2019WRK02900260. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if an application 
or request for assistance for funding of the faulty CCTV system in an area (details supplied) has 
been received from Louth County Council in 2019; if the works will be financially supported; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41775/19]

15/10/2019WRK03000Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy may be 
aware, Community CCTV is governed by section 38(3)(c) of the Garda Síochána Act 2005 and 
the Garda Síochána (CCTV) Order 2006 (SI No 289 of 2006). This legal framework requires 
that any proposed community CCTV scheme must:

-  be approved by the local Joint Policing Committee,

-  have the prior support of the relevant local authority, which must also act as data control-
ler, and
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-  have the authorisation of the Garda Commissioner.

This is the legal basis for all community CCTV schemes, regardless of how they are funded 
and these key legal requirements have not changed since 2006.  The possibility of establishing a 
Community CCTV scheme is available to groups that meet these legal requirements, anywhere 
in the country. 

Since 2017, my Department has administered a grant aid scheme supporting groups wishing 
to establish a community-based CCTV system in their area.  To date, 21 applications have been 
approved under the scheme, involving approved grants totaling more than €540,000.

My Department has to date not received an application for funding for community CCTV 
in the area referred to by the Deputy, namely Moneymore, Drogheda, County Louth.  The grant 
aid scheme remains open for applications from interested groups in 2019 and that all fully com-
pleted applications received before the end of 2019 will be considered.  

Eligible groups, including community groups and local authorities nationwide, can apply 
for grant-aid of up to 60% of the total capital cost of a proposed CCTV system, up to a maxi-
mum total of €40,000.  I am pleased to inform the Deputy that I have recently expanded the 
grant aid scheme to cover not only new CCTV systems but also to allow funding applications 
for extension or upgrade of existing Community CCTV systems which are incomplete or obso-
lete.  Applicants can now also seek a grant of up to €5,000 for minor maintenance costs. 

I must emphasise that grant funding can be considered only for CCTV systems which meet 
the legal requirements for CCTV, in other words CCTV systems which have been approved by 
the relevant Joint Policing Committee, the relevant Local Authority (also acting as Data Con-
troller) and which have received the authorisation of the Garda Commissioner. 

If the Deputy is aware of groups wishing to avail of the scheme, further details are available 
to download from my Department’s website - www.justice.ie and support and guidance is avail-
able to help interested groups through a dedicated email address communitycctv@justice.ie.

  Questions Nos. 261 and 262 answered with Question No. 258.

15/10/2019WRK03300Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRK03400263. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number 
of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each of the 
years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his 
Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41822/19]

15/10/2019WRK03500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The information request-
ed by the Deputy is included in the following tables, which set out the number of staff who 
were recruited and who retired in the relevant years. These totals include permanent and non-
permanent staff employed by or through the Department, and include, amongst others, staff in 
the Probation Service, Forensic Science Ireland, the Insolvency Service of Ireland and head-
quarters staff in the Irish Prison Service.

Please note that the totals provided for retirements do not include staff who left the Depart-
ment for reasons other than retirement, such as promotion or transfer within the civil service, 
career break or resignation.
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On a full-time equivalent basis, the overall number of staff employed by the Department 
increased from 1,878 in 2014 to 2,391 in 2018. This reflected overall trends within the civil 
service and an expansion of the services provided by the Department.   

Recruitment By Year

Grade Full Time 
2014   

Part Time 
2014   

Full Part 
2015   

Part 
Time 2015   

Full Time 
2016   

Part 
Time 2016   

Administrative Officer 8  9  30  
Assistant Principal 4  7  23  
Assistant Secretary 1  1  1  
Clerical Officer 56 1 128 1 193 5
Deputy Secretary       
Executive Officer 12  6  49  
Higher Executive Officer 5  4 2 11  
Principal Officer   2 2 3  11  
Professional Technical Post 1  2  1  
Secretary General       
Staff Officer   1  1  
Service Officer     2  
Other   1  1  

Grade Full Time 
2017   

Part 
Time 2017   

Full Time 
2018   

Part 
Time 2018   

Full Time 
2019   

Part 
Time 2019   

Administrative Officer 34  22 1 22  
Assistant Principal 31 1 41  24  
Assistant Secretary 1  3  2  
Clerical Officer 299 1 228 2 234 1
Deputy Secretary   1    
Executive Officer 107  45 3 77 2
Higher Executive Of-
ficer

42 2 26 2 30  

Principal Officer   14 1 10  9  
Professional Technical 
Post

31 3 10 2 40 4

Secretary General   2    
Staff Officer       
Service Officer 2  1  5  
Other 1  1    

Retirements By Year

Grade Full Time 
2014   

Part Time 
2014   

Full Part 
2015   

Part 
Time 2015   

Full Time 
2016   

Part 
Time 2016   

Administrative Officer 3  1  4  
Assistant Principal 7  10 1 8 3
Assistant Secretary 3  1    
Clerical Officer 4 5 6 6 3 6
Executive Officer 5 1 3 3 2 2
Higher Executive Officer 2 1 4 1 6 3
Principal Officer   9  5  4  
Professional Technical Post       
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Grade Full Time 
2014   

Part Time 
2014   

Full Part 
2015   

Part 
Time 2015   

Full Time 
2016   

Part 
Time 2016   

Secretary General       
Staff Officer  1  1  1
Service Officer 2 1 2  4  
Other  1 1 1  4

Grade Full Time 
2017   

Part 
Time 2017   

Full Time 
2018   

Part 
Time 2018   

Full Time 
2019   

Part 
Time 2019   

Administrative Officer       
Assistant Principal 4 1 6  2 2
Assistant Secretary 2    1  
Clerical Officer 6 7 4 8 2 3
Executive Officer 3 5 4 3 7 2
Higher Executive Officer 1 3 3 2 4 2
Principal Officer   1 1 5  5  
Professional Technical 
Post

8 1 7 3 10 3

Secretary General 2  1    
Staff Officer       
Service Officer 2  3  1  
Other       

15/10/2019WRK03600Criminal Injuries Compensation Tribunal

15/10/2019WRK03700264. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Justice and Equality his views on a 
matter (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41847/19]

15/10/2019WRK03800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Tribunal administers two schemes:

 - the Scheme of Compensation for Personal Injuries Criminally Inflicted and;

 - the Scheme of Compensation for Personal Injuries Criminally Inflicted on Prison Officers.

The Tribunal is made up qualified barristers and solicitors. Under the terms of the Scheme, 
the Tribunal is limited to a Chair and 6 ordinary members who provide services on a part-
time basis. It is entirely independent in the matter of individual decisions on applications for 
compensation. The Deputy will appreciate that in these circumstances, I cannot comment on 
individual cases.

However, I can confirm that Tribunal staff indicate they are working to arrange a hearing in 
December and have been asked to provide an update on the status of the relevant appeal to the 
applicant, when the position in that regard is known.

15/10/2019WRK03900Garda Deployment

15/10/2019WRK04000265. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of gardaí 
by rank attached to each Garda divisional drugs unit as of 31 December 2018 and 7 October 
2019, in tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41868/19]

15/10/2019WRK04100280. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of gardaí 
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assigned to each divisional drug unit in 2017, 2018 and to date in 2019. [42013/19]

15/10/2019WRK04200Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I propose to take Ques-
tions Nos. 265 and 280 together.

The Garda Commissioner is statutorily responsible for the management of An Garda Sío-
chána, including personnel matters and deployment of resources.  As Minister, I have no re-
sponsibility for these matters.  Garda management keeps the distribution of resources under 
continual review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities so as to ensure that the 
optimum use is made of resources.

As the Deputies will be aware, a record €1.76 billion was allocated to the Garda Vote for 
2019, as well as capital investment amounting to €92 million this year. I am pleased to have 
secured an overall increase of €122 million to increase An Garda Síochána’s budget for 2020 to 
an unprecedented €1.882 billion for next year.

I have been informed by the Commissioner that the additional resources coming on stream 
have enabled him to assign resources to Specialist Bureaus such as the Garda National Drugs 
and Organised Crime Bureau.  This Bureau leads on the strategy for tackling drugs and works 
with Garda Divisional Drug Units nationwide in demand reduction and supply reduction at lo-
cal level.

I am informed by the Garda authorities that the attached spreadsheet outlines the number of 
Gardaí assigned to each Divisional Drug Unit for the years requested by the Deputies.

Drugs Unit Personnel at 30/09/2019

Division Inspector Sergeant Garda Total
Cavan/Monaghan 0 1 5 6
Clare 0 1 2 3
Cork City 0 2 11 13
Cork North 0 1 4 5
Cork West 0 1 4 5
D.M.R.E. 0 1 4 5
D.M.R.N. 0 3 16 19
D.M.R.N.C 1 2 13 16
D.M.R.S. 0 3 13 16
D.M.R.S.C. 1 2 14 17
D.M.R.W. 0 1 6 7
Donegal 0 0 6 6
Galway 0 1 8 9
Kerry 0 1 10 11
Kildare 0 2 9 11
Kilkenny/Carlow 0 1 1 2
Laois/Offaly 0 0 3 3
Limerick 0 2 8 10
Louth 0 0 3 3
Mayo 0 1 4 5
Meath 0 1 7 8
Roscommon/Longford 0 1 4 5
Sligo/Leitrim 0 1 5 6
Tipperary 0 1 8 9
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Division Inspector Sergeant Garda Total
Waterford 0 1 11 12
Westmeath 0 2 5 7
Wexford 0 0 9 9
Wicklow 0 1 3 4
Total 2 34 196 232

Drugs Unit Personnel at 31/12/2018

Division Inspector Sergeant Garda Total
D.M.R.S.C. 0 2 10 12
D.M.R.N.C 0 2 13 15
D.M.R.N. 0 3 16 19
D.M.R.E. 0 1 8 9
D.M.R.S. 0 3 13 16
D.M.R.W. 0 1 10 11
Waterford 0 0 6 6
Wexford 0 0 5 5
Kilkenny/Carlow 0 1 4 5
Tipperary 0 1 7 8
Cork City 0 1 17 18
Cork North 0 1 4 5
Cork West 0 0 4 4
Kerry 0 1 9 10
Limerick 0 1 11 12
Donegal 0 0 2 2
Cavan/Monaghan 0 1 3 4
Sligo/Leitrim 0 0 6 6
Louth 0 0 2 2
Clare 0 1 3 4
Mayo 0 1 4 5
Galway 0 1 8 9
Roscommon/Longford 0 1 2 3
Westmeath 0 1 5 6
Meath 0 1 5 6
Kildare 0 2 9 11
Laois/Offaly 0 1 4 5
Wicklow 0 1 3 4
Total 0 29 193 222

Drugs Unit Personnel at 31/12/2017

Division Inspector Sergeant Garda Total
D.M.R.S.C. 0 1 8 9
D.M.R.N.C 0 2 12 14
D.M.R.N. 0 3 16 19
D.M.R.E. 0 1 10 11
D.M.R.S. 0 3 11 14
D.M.R.W. 0 1 16 17
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Division Inspector Sergeant Garda Total
Waterford 0 0 6 6
Wexford 0 0 5 5
Kilkenny/Carlow 0 1 4 5
Tipperary 0 0 12 12
Cork City 1 2 14 17
Cork North 0 0 5 5
Cork West 0 1 4 5
Kerry 0 1 8 9
Limerick 0 1 10 11
Donegal 0 0 4 4
Cavan/Monaghan 0 1 4 5
Sligo/Leitrim 0 1 13 14
Louth 0 0 5 5
Clare 0 1 4 5
Mayo 0 1 5 6
Galway 0 1 8 9
Roscommon/Longford 0 1 3 4
Westmeath 0 1 5 6
Meath 0 1 4 5
Kildare 0 3 6 9
Laois/Offaly 0 1 4 5
Wicklow 0 0 0 0
Total 1 29 206 236

15/10/2019WRK04300Immigration Data

15/10/2019WRK04400266. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the status of 
the special scheme for students which was launched by INIS in October 2018; the number of 
persons granted residence through the scheme; if processing has been completed; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41889/19]

15/10/2019WRK04500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Special Scheme for 
Students was launched on 15 October 2018 and closed on 20 January 2019. Approximately 
3,100 applications were received under this Scheme. I am informed that, to date, the Immigra-
tion Service has made a decision on 2,969 cases of which 2,153 have been granted.   

The Deputy will appreciate that it is necessary to process these applications in full compli-
ance with legal requirements and in accordance with the criteria of the Scheme. I am assured by 
the Immigration Service that it continues to optimise all available resources, including the pro-
vision of overtime, to deliver decisions to all applicants under the scheme as soon as possible. 

15/10/2019WRK04600Garda Reorganisation

15/10/2019WRK04700267. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if the Garda 
Commissioner and-or his officers consulted with officials in his Department with regard to re-
cent Garda divisional reforms in advance of the restructuring in the context of the analysis of 
existing population and population growth in respective geographical areas; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41918/19]
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15/10/2019WRK04800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As Minister for Justice 
and Equality, I welcome the announcement in recent weeks by the Garda Commissioner of a 
new Operating Model of An Garda Síochána.  

This functional model has long been recommended by independent policing specialists, 
including the Garda Síochána Inspectorate and in the Report of the Commission on the Future 
of Policing in Ireland (CoFPI).  Rollout of this model meets a key commitment in A Policing 
Service for the Future, the four-year implementation plan giving effect to the recommendations 
of the Commission on the Future of Policing in Ireland.  As the Deputy will be aware, the Com-
mission on the Future of Policing engaged extensively in the course of its work including with 
members of the public, senior government leaders, politicians from all parties, academics in 
Ireland and abroad and officials from other jurisdictions, Gardaí and Garda staff.  

I am informed by the Commissioner a number of considerations were taken into account in 
developing the new model and the restructuring of Divisions, including population, geography, 
projected growth, crime trends and workload across a range of work streams. 

While new to Ireland, this model is the norm in other countries.  It is designed to reduce 
bureaucracy and will shift real decision-making power from Garda Headquarters to the Chief 
Superintendents, closer to the communities they serve.  Importantly, it will also result in signifi-
cantly more Sergeants and Inspectors on the ground where leadership, supervision and mentor-
ing is crucial. 

I understand that the new model will be implemented on a phased basis throughout 2020.  I 
welcome the Commissioner’s announcement last month of the new Divisional HQs and also his 
announcement last week of the first five Divisions where the new Model will be implemented, 
namely Galway, Cork City, Dublin South Central, Meath/Westmeath and Limerick.  

I further understand that the Commissioner and his team are willing to meet with Joint Po-
licing Committees all over Ireland in the weeks ahead and that there will be opportunities for 
detailed local engagement at that stage. 

I can confirm that while I have been informed of the Commissioner’s plan and, of course, I 
was familiar with the recommendations of the Garda Síochána Inspectorate and the Commis-
sion on the Future of Policing on these matters, the detail of the plan was solely a matter for An 
Garda Síochána in line with the Garda Síochána Act 2005 which states that by law the alloca-
tion of all Garda resources, including the deployment and distribution of Garda personnel, is 
solely a matter for the Commissioner.   

Finally, it may be noted that these changes are being introduced at a time of record invest-
ment in An Garda Síochána. €1.76 billion has been allocated to the Garda Vote for 2019, as 
well as capital investment amounting to € 92 million this year. I am pleased to have secured an 
overall increase of €122 million to increase An Garda Síochána’s budget for 2020 to an unprec-
edented €1.882 billion for next year in addition to €116million in capital investment.  This level 
of funding will allow the Garda Commissioner to recruit up to 700 new Gardaí next year and 
additional Garda staff. 

I am confident that this ongoing investment in Garda resources together with the ongoing 
reform process will result in an improved policing service for all communities, urban and rural, 
now and into the future.

15/10/2019WRK04900Garda Data
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15/10/2019WRK05000268. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of injuries 
to members of An Garda Síochána that were recorded in the Waterford division in 2016 to 2018 
by assault, needle stick injury and psychological shock or trauma. [41919/19]

15/10/2019WRK05100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will ap-
preciate the Garda Commissioner is responsible for carrying on and managing and controlling 
generally the administration and business of An Garda Síochána, including personnel matters.  
As Minister, I have no direct role in the matter. 

However I fully appreciate the dangers the men and women of An Garda Síochána face 
and the traumatic incidents they encounter in the course of their duty.  While the Deputy will 
appreciate that it is the Garda Commissioner who is responsible for the provision of employee 
welfare supports, the Government is committed to supporting the work of An Garda Síochána 
and to ensuring that the organisation is properly resourced to carry out its important role in pro-
tecting our communities.  As the Deputy will be aware, a record €1.76 billion was allocated to 
the Garda Vote for 2019, as well as capital investment amounting to €92 million this year. I am 
pleased to have secured an overall increase of €122 million to increase An Garda Siochana’s 
budget for 2020 from €1.76 billion to an unprecedented €1.882 billion for next year.   

The Deputy may also be interested to know that the report of the Commission on the Future 
of Policing recognised that policing is an unusually stressful job and in accordance with ‘A 
Policing Service for the Future”, the four year implementation plan giving effect to that report, 
work has begun on the development of a Wellness programme in An Garda Síochána.

In relation to the specific question raised by the Deputy, I am informed by the Garda authori-
ties that sickness absences are recorded on the Sickness Management Absence System (SAMS) 
under the following categories- ordinary illness; occupational injury /illness arising from duty; 
and critical illness.  The category of occupational injury/ illness arising from duty includes the 
following sub-categories: 

- Injury on Duty: Accident

- Injury on Duty: RTA

- Malicious Injury Off Duty

- Malicious Injury On Duty

- Occupational illness arising from duty

 I am advised by the Garda authorities that there is currently no specific sub-categories 
on the Sickness Management Absence System for the recording of absences due to assault, 
needle-stick injury and psychological shock or trauma (psychological shock or trauma may be 
recorded under the Mental Health category).  It is not possible to add comments on a sickness 
absence report.

The table, which has been provided to me by An Garda Síochána, sets out the available sta-
tistics showing the number of Garda members who were absent on sick leave due to an injury 
arising from duty during the period referred to by the Deputy.  However, it should be noted that 
as set out above, it is not possible to break these figures down further to address only the issue 
of assault needle-stick injury or shock or trauma; and further that these figures do not account 
for any case in which a member may have been injured in the course of duty but did not avail 
of sick leave.

Number of Injuries on Duty to members of An Garda Síochána that were recorded in 
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the Waterford division in 2016 to 2018   

Year Nos.
2016 23*
2017 17**
2018 10***
*Sick Leave Statistics as recorded on SAMS and reported @ 01.02.2017

**Sick Leave Statistics as recorded on SAMS and reported @ 06.02.2018

***Sick Leave Statistics as recorded on SAMS and reported @ 05.02.2019

15/10/2019WRK05200Proposed Legislation

15/10/2019WRK05300269. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if legislation to deal 
with hate crime will be introduced; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41921/19]

15/10/2019WRK05400Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): My Department is cur-
rently reviewing the Prohibition of Incitement to Hatred Act 1989, to determine what amend-
ments are required in order to ensure it is effective and fit for purpose in a modern democ-
racy. The public consultation on the Act to which the Deputy is referring is due to commence 
shortly and details will be published on my Department’s website.  

Separately, my Department is undertaking research into hate crime (offences under the gen-
eral criminal law, such as assault or criminal damage, that are committed with a hate or bias 
motivation), to learn from the experiences of other jurisdictions who have taken different legis-
lative approaches . That separate research project is well underway. This research will be com-
pleted in Q4 of this year and the results will help develop new approaches to ensure hate crime 
is addressed effectively in Ireland. 

Taken together, this work will significantly advance our understanding of what is needed 
to ensure that legislation in this important area protects and supports those who are targeted by 
expressions and acts of hatred. 

There is widespread public interest in reforming our approach to hate crime in this juris-
diction and this is something I welcome.  I will consider the outcomes of all of the exercis-
es which are now taking place in my Department on this subject, and will draw on this evidence 
to bring forward the necessary proposals for change.

Finally, I would point out that where a crime is identified as having hate as a motivation, 
this may be taken into account by the Court as an aggravating factor, thereby increasing the 
sentence imposed. 

15/10/2019WRK05500Garda Procedures

15/10/2019WRK05600270. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the responsibility of 
serving sworn members of An Garda Síochána for providing information to regulatory bodies 
in respect of a person who is subject to the rules of the statutory body and who may be under 
investigation by An Garda Síochána; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41945/19]

15/10/2019WRK05700271. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the regulatory bodies 
in which there is a legal obligation on serving sworn members of An Garda Síochána to provide 
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information on a person who is subject to the rules of the statutory body and who may be under 
investigation by An Garda Síochána; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41946/19]

15/10/2019WRK05800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I propose to take Ques-
tions Nos. 270 and 271 together.

I understand that the Deputy refers in this matter to the Medical Council.

As the Deputy will appreciate, my colleague the Minister for Health holds primary policy 
responsibility for this area. 

I am informed by the Department of Health that the regulation of health professionals in 
Ireland is the responsibility of the regulators operating under the Medical Practitioners Act 
2007, the Nurses and Midwives Act 2011, the Health and Social Care Professionals Act 2005, 
the Pharmacy Act 2007 and the Dentists Act 1985 respectively.  These Acts enable each of the 
relevant health regulators to use fitness to practice processes to address complaints or deal with 
concerns raised about professionals on their registers, with the overriding objective of protect-
ing the public.

I am further informed by the Department of Health that the Regulated Professions (Health 
and Social Care) (Amendment) Bill 2019, which has completed Committee Stage in Dáil Éire-
ann, is intended to amend these five Acts in a number of respects.  I understand that among the 
matters which the Bill addresses is the issue of requests for information to An Garda Síochána 
by the relevant bodies in the context of fitness to practice processes.

15/10/2019WRK06000Garda Data

15/10/2019WRK06100272. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if Garda human re-
sources keep records of difficulties relating to medical certification in respect of serving sworn 
members of An Garda Síochána; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41947/19]

15/10/2019WRK06200273. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of civil-
ian and Garda staff members since 1973 who have been arrested; the charges on which they 
have been arrested; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41948/19]

15/10/2019WRK06300274. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of serv-
ing sworn members of An Garda Síochána who have been reduced to zero level of pay while 
under investigation; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41949/19]

15/10/2019WRK06400275. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of civil-
ian and Garda staff members who have been reduced to zero level of pay while under investiga-
tion; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41950/19]

15/10/2019WRK06500276. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of serv-
ing sworn members of An Garda Síochána, having been convicted in the courts, who have been 
reduced to zero level of pay; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41951/19]

15/10/2019WRK06600Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I propose to take Ques-
tions Nos. 272 to 276, inclusive, together.

The Garda Commissioner has responsibility for managing An Garda Síochána and for the 
allocation of Garda resources, in light of identified operational demands. This includes respon-
sibility for personnel matters.  As Minister I have no direct role in these matters.  
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I have requested a report from the Garda authorities in relation to the matters raised by the 
Deputy. I will write directly to the Deputy once I receive it. 

15/10/2019WRL00200Naturalisation Applications

15/10/2019WRL00300277. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the citizenship 
status of a person (details supplied); and if the citizenship section has received the person’s ap-
plications in view of the fact the applicant has not received an acknowledgement and the section 
has not responded to subsequent requests from the person for an acknowledgement. [41965/19]

15/10/2019WRL00400Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I am advised by the Im-
migration Service of my Department that the person concerned last applied for naturalisation in 
February 2017. This application was subsequently deemed ineligible as the person concerned 
had submitted their application with an incomplete statutory declaration form.  The applicant 
was advised of this by letter to their solicitor on 27 March 2017 and again on 12 September 
2017.

It is open to the person concerned to lodge a new application if and when they are in a po-
sition to meet the statutory requirements applicable at that time. It should be noted that if the 
person concerned is lodging a new application, they will need to submit a new form plus sup-
porting documentation and a statutory application fee as required under Section 17 of the Irish 
Nationality and Citizenship Act, 1956.

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary 
Questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

15/10/2019WRL00500Naturalisation Applications

15/10/2019WRL00600278. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the citizenship 
status of a person (details supplied) that is waiting over a year for a response. [41966/19]

15/10/2019WRL00700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I can inform the Deputy 
that a letter was issued by my Department to the person concerned on the 1 April 2019, indicat-
ing that I propose to grant the application. This letter does not, however, constitute a grant of 
a certificate of naturalisation. The person concerned should now submit the documentation re-
quested in the letter, along with the required fee, to the Citizenship Division of my Department. 

As indicated in the letter issued, if the application for a certificate of naturalisation is to be 
granted, the next correspondence that they will receive from this office, will be to inform them 
that they will be required to attend a citizenship ceremony on a specific date.

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to the 
INIS of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically 
established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information on such cases to be 
obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process. 
The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the response from the 
INIS is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.  
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15/10/2019WRL00800Family Reunification Applications

15/10/2019WRL00900279. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the status of an 
application for family reunification by a person (details supplied). [41967/19]

15/10/2019WRL01000Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I can inform the Deputy 
that I have agreed to accept the proposal from the person concerned for the inclusion of their 
family member on the Irish Refugee Protection Programme Humanitarian Admissions Pro-
gramme (IHAP2) scheme.  The person concerned was notified of my decision by letter on 14 
December 2018.

The Immigration Service issued further correspondence on 22 February 2019, seeking ad-
ditional information in order to issue Irish travel documents to the family member and is await-
ing that information in order to complete the process. Formal notification of their permission to 
reside in the state as a programme refugee will be effected once they arrive in the state.

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to the 
INIS of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which has been specifically 
established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information on such cases to be 
obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary Questions process. 
The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the response from the 
INIS is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

  Question No. 280 answered with Question No. 265.

15/10/2019WRL01200Asylum Seeker Accommodation

15/10/2019WRL01300281. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the amount paid 
to private contractors to source emergency accommodation for asylum seekers since September 
2018; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42047/19]

15/10/2019WRL01400Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
My Department is responsible for offering accommodation and related services to international 
protection applicants while their claim for protection is being examined. These services are 
demand led and it is difficult to accurately predict demand in advance. Due to an unexpected 
rise in applications (figures are up 53% in the first nine months of this year), the 38 existing ac-
commodation centres, which offer accommodation, food, utilities and a suite of State services, 
have reached capacity.

My Department is actively working on securing additional capacity, both in existing cen-
tres and through the sourcing of new centres. The Immigration Service of my Department has 
sought expressions of interest from parties who would be interested in providing accommoda-
tion and related services to people in the international protection process and has also launched 
a nationwide, regional tendering process to source new accommodation centres. 

Pending the opening of such new centres, and to ensure that we continue to provide ac-
commodation for all applicants who require it, IPAS has been accommodating applicants in 
emergency accommodation in hotels and guest houses since September of last year. Every ef-
fort is being made to re-accommodate applicants residing in emergency locations to a dedicated 
accommodation centre as quickly as possible.

The cumulative figures for the expenditure on emergency accommodation are as follows:
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September 2018 to end December 2018 - €954,370.50

January 2019 to end September 2019 - €18,020,206.17

Total Spend September 2018 to end September 2019 - €18,974,576.67

I am advised that as of 6 October 2019, there are 1,453 applicants residing in 35 emergency 
accommodation locations around the country. My Department does not disclose the specific 
location of emergency accommodation centres in order to protect the identity of international 
protection applicants.

15/10/2019WRL01500Direct Provision Expenditure

15/10/2019WRL01600282. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the amount 
paid to each direct provision operator in each of the years 2016 to 2018 and to date in 2019; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [42080/19]

15/10/2019WRL01700Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
The International Protection Procurement Services (IPPS) unit of my Department is responsible 
for the procurement of accommodation and ancillary services for persons in the protection pro-
cess. This role of this unit was formerly incorporated in the Reception and Integration Agency 
(RIA), which is now known as International Protection Accommodation Services (IPAS). 

All accommodation centres for people seeking international protection, whether State-
owned or privately owned, are operated by commercial companies. There are currently 38 ac-
commodation centres being operated under the direct provision system. 

IPPS contracts for an all-inclusive service, which includes catering services, as well as 
cleaning, security, maintenance and laundry services. Extensive and detailed information on 
the amount paid by my Department to each company contracted to provide direct provision ac-
commodation every year up to and including 2015 can be found on the IPAS website www.ria.
gov.ie under the ‘Contract Values’ section of the website. This is in accordance with the IPAS’ 
policy on the disclosure of financial information, which was agreed with the Office of the In-
formation Commissioner.

The Deputy will appreciate that it is not appropriate to provide values for current contracts 
entered into by my Department. Negotiations take place with a number of commercial entities 
on an ongoing basis with a clear focus on achieving the best value for money in respect of each 
contract.  It is not in the interests of yielding best value for the taxpayer that details of current 
individual contracts are made available to other commercial bodies who are, or may be in the 
future, engaged in these negotiations.

15/10/2019WRL01800Criminal Injuries Compensation Tribunal Data

15/10/2019WRL01900283. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of claims 
brought to the Criminal Injuries Compensation Tribunal to date in 2019; the number of claims 
settled in 2019; the cost of the settlements to date in 2019; the number of cases on hand; the 
number of these that are older than five years; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42108/19]

15/10/2019WRL02000Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Criminal Injuries 
Compensation Tribunal administers two schemes:
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- the Scheme of Compensation for Personal Injuries Criminally Inflicted and;

- the Scheme of Compensation for Personal Injuries Criminally Inflicted on Prison Officers.

The Tribunal is made up qualified barristers and solicitors. Under the terms of the Scheme, 
the Tribunal is limited to a Chair and 6 ordinary members who provide services on a part-time 
basis. It is entirely independent in the matter of individual decisions on applications for com-
pensation.

I understand that 117 new applications have been made to the Criminal Injuries Compensa-
tion Tribunal to date in 2019. 

I further understand that to date this year, a total of 80 cases have been sent to Tribunal 
members for decision. It should be noted that these may not necessarily be cases received in 
2019. 

I understand that in the year to date, 47 applications have been processed and completed. 
This includes applications where no award was made. 24 payments have been made totalling 
just over €766,000.

In terms of the duration of the process, it should be noted that it may take several years 
before an application for compensation is ready for submission to the Tribunal for consider-
ation and decision, as there are a wide range of factors that need to be taken into account. For 
example, final Garda reports on the relevant crime are required, as are the outcomes of any 
cases initiated.  In addition, in some cases the extent of injuries suffered by the victim may not 
be known for some years.  Further, the assessment of loss of earnings for consideration by the 
Tribunal may be complex to determine and may require employer assessment and social wel-
fare reports. These and other factors can have an impact on the time required in relation to any 
particular application. 

15/10/2019WRL02100Garda Operations

15/10/2019WRL02200284. Deputy Bríd Smith asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the reason documents 
confiscated from a person (details supplied) have not been either returned to the person or re-
leased to a member of An Garda Síochána. [42116/19]

15/10/2019WRL02300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I have requested a report 
from the Garda authorities in relation to the matter raised by the Deputy. I can assure the Deputy 
that I will write to her directly once I receive it. 

15/10/2019WRL02400Visa Applications

15/10/2019WRL02500285. Deputy Bríd Smith asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the procedure in-
cluding documents required for the issuance of a visa to the Iranian spouse of an Irish citizen. 
[42118/19]

15/10/2019WRL02600Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will be 
aware, nationalities of certain countries are required to obtain a visa in order to travel to Ireland.  
The person concerned in the Deputy’s query should apply for a Join Family visa, if the purpose 
of their journey is to reside in Ireland with their Irish citizen spouse.  

The Immigration Service website (www.inis.gov.ie) contains comprehensive guidelines to 
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assist the applicant with the application process.  The information available includes the Policy 
Document for Non-EEA Family Reunification which sets out the general considerations for 
such applications.  It should, however, be noted that the information contained on the website is 
intended to provide guidance only and does not limit the discretion of the Visa Officer in deal-
ing with individual applications. The onus rests at all times with the applicant to satisfy the Visa 
Officer that any visa sought should be granted. 

I am advised that Join Family applications, where the sponsor is an Irish national, will typi-
cally be dealt with within 6 months of receipt of all the required documentation, as set out in 
the Policy Document.  This is a business target which reflects the detailed assessment that is 
required to be carried out in relation to applications for family reunification.  It does not consti-
tute a legal obligation and applications may take longer due to the individual circumstances or 
complexity of the application. 

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas Mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up to date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the Parliamentary 
Questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.  

In addition, applicants may themselves e-mail queries directly to the Immigration Service 
(visamail@justice.ie).

15/10/2019WRL02700State Pathology Service

15/10/2019WRL02800286. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Justice and Equality when the post of 
Chief State Pathologist is to be filled on a permanent full-time basis in view of the fact two re-
cent post holders have retired over the past few months; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42123/19]

15/10/2019WRL02900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The positions of Chief 
State Pathologist and Deputy State Pathologist were advertised by the Public Appointments 
Service on 6 September 2019 with a closing date for applications of 26 September 2019. The 
recruitment process is currently ongoing and it is anticipated that these posts will be filled in 
the coming months.

Currently an Acting State Pathologist, an Acting Deputy State Pathologist, and two Locum 
Pathologists staff the Office of the State Pathologist (OSP). Locums must have the same qualifi-
cations as the Deputy State Pathologist positions. More details about the team can be read here: 
http://www.justice.ie/en/JELR/Pages/StatePathologyTeam 

15/10/2019WRL03000Legislative Measures

15/10/2019WRL03100287. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality his plans to 
update the Criminal Justice (Public Order) Acts 1994 to 2003; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42135/19]

15/10/2019WRL03200Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The main purpose of the 
Criminal Justice (Public Order) Acts 1994 to 2003  is to provide An Garda Síochána with ad-
ditional powers to deal with the behaviour of people in public places, including late night street 
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violence and anti-social conduct attributable to excessive drinking, and to provide for various 
controls to be exercised at public events.  

While the Public Order Acts are kept under continual review, I have no plans at present to 
update the Criminal Justice (Public Order) Acts 1994 to 2003.

15/10/2019WRL03300Garda Deployment

15/10/2019WRL03400288. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
gardaí by rank in the domestic abuse intervention unit in the north Dublin Garda division as of 
2 October 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42136/19]

15/10/2019WRL03500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will ap-
preciate, the management and efficient use of Garda resources is the responsibility of the Garda 
Commissioner. This includes responsibility for deployment of personnel.  As Minister, I have 
no direct role in these matters.  I understand, however, that Garda management keeps the distri-
bution of resources under continual review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities, 
to ensure their optimum use.

I have requested information on this matter from the Garda authorities and I will write to the 
Deputy directly when I receive it. 

15/10/2019WRL03600Garda Expenditure

15/10/2019WRL03700289. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the budget al-
location for the Garda National Technical Bureau in each of the years 2016 to 2018 and to date 
in 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42137/19]

15/10/2019WRL03800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will be 
aware, the two bodies responsible for forensics in relation to policing in Ireland are the Garda 
Síochána National Technical Bureau and Forensic Science Ireland (FSI) which operates  under 
my Department.

The resources provided by Government to An Garda Síochána have reached record levels, 
with an allocation for 2019 of €1.76 billion.  Very significant capital investment is also being 
made in An Garda Síochána - in total, the Garda capital allocation increased from €61 million to 
€92 million in 2019, which represents a 50% increase.  And I am pleased to have secured a €122 
million increase in Budget 2020 to provide An Garda Síochána with an unprecedented budget 
of €1.882 billion, in addition to a capital allocation of over €116 million.

In accordance with the Garda Síochána Act 2005, as amended, the Garda Commissioner  
responsible for the effective and efficient use of the resources available to An Garda Síochána. 
The Commissioner is also responsible for managing and controlling the administration and 
business of An Garda Síochána, including the Garda Technical Bureau.

I am informed by the Garda authorities that the expenditure of the Garda Technical Bureau 
for each of the years requested by the Deputy is outlined below:

Year 2019 as of 30/09/19 2018 2017 2016 
Expenditure €5,264,658 €6,718,762 €7,112,370 €7,242,333 
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15/10/2019WRL03900Garda Transport Data

15/10/2019WRL04000290. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
Garda community support vans attached to each Garda district in Dublin as of 2 October 2019; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42138/19]

15/10/2019WRL04100Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The resources provided 
by Government to An Garda Síochána have reached record levels, with an allocation for 2019 
of €1.76 billion. I am also pleased to have secured an overall increase of €122 million to in-
crease An Garda Síochána’s budget for 2020 to an unprecedented €1.882 billion for next year.

Very significant capital investment is also being made in An Garda Síochána, including a 
total of €46 million for investment in the Garda fleet between 2016 and 2021. €10 million capi-
tal funding has been made for the purchase and fit-out of Garda vehicles in 2019.  I understand 
from the Garda authorities that this allocation is  being used for purchase and fit-out of over 
300 new vehicles for operational use this year. A further €9 million capital funding has been 
allocated for the Garda fleet in Budget 2020. 

This continuing investment is intended to ensure that An Garda Síochána has a modern, 
effective and fit-for-purpose fleet and that Gardaí can be mobile, visible and responsive on the 
roads and in the community to prevent and tackle crime.

As the Deputy will appreciate, in accordance with the Garda Síochána Act 2005 as amend-
ed, the Garda Commissioner is responsible for managing and controlling the administration 
and business of An Garda Síochána.  Further, the allocation of Garda resources is a matter for 
the Commissioner, in light of identified operational demands. This includes responsibility for 
the allocation of Garda vehicles among the various Garda divisions.  As Minister, I have no 
role in these matters. I am assured, however, that Garda management keeps the distribution of 
resources under continual review in the context of crime trends and policing priorities so as to 
ensure their optimum use.

I am informed by the Garda authorities that there are currently four minibuses assigned to 
community relations in the Dublin Metropolitan Region, one of which is allocated to each of 
the following Districts; Dun Laoghaire; Store Street; Kevin Street; and Blanchardstown. I am 
advised by the Garda authorities that these vehicles can also be used for policing duties as a 
personnel carrier, when required. 

15/10/2019WRL04200Garda Transport Data

15/10/2019WRL04300291. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
additional marked and unmarked cars that were allocated to Garda roads policing unit to date in 
2019; and the number of vehicles withdrawn from the RPU to date in 2019; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42139/19]

15/10/2019WRL04400Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): In accordance with the 
Garda Síochána Act 2005 as amended, the Garda Commissioner is responsible for managing 
and controlling the administration and business of An Garda Síochána, including the allocation 
and efficient use of Garda resources.  

I have requested the relevant information from the Commissioner and I will write to the 
Deputy directly when I receive it.
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15/10/2019WRL04500Garda College

15/10/2019WRL04600292. Deputy Michael Lowry asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the background to 
a company (details supplied); the status of the assets and accounts of same; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42148/19]

15/10/2019WRL04700Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): I am informed by the 
Garda authorities that the company referred to by the Deputy, Sportsfield Company Ltd, a 
company limited by guarantee, was established in 1993 with the purpose of developing sports 
facilities for the Garda College in Templemore. 

I am further informed that, over the course of its operation, Sportsfield acquired interests 
in a number of land packages in the Templemore area including a number of playing fields and 
land used by Templemore Golf Club. 

The Garda authorities have been working with the Office of Public Works and I am advised 
that the transfer of these land packages into State ownership, under the control of the Office of 
Public Works, is currently at an advanced stage.  I am informed that once these interests in land 
have been transferred it is intended that Sportsfield Company Ltd will be wound up.

15/10/2019WRL04800Refugee Data

15/10/2019WRL04900293. Deputy Niall Collins asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of refu-
gees to date accommodated here under the resettlement and relocation strands; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42151/19]

15/10/2019WRL05000Minister of State at the Department of Justice and Equality (Deputy David Stanton): 
The Deputy will be aware that in September 2015, as part of Ireland’s response to the migration 
crisis in central and southern Europe, the Government established the Irish Refugee Protection 
Programme (IRPP).  Under this programme, the Government committed to accept up to 4,000 
people into the State, primarily through a combination of the Relocation Programme established 
by two EU Council Decisions in 2015 to assist Italy and Greece, and the UNHCR-led Refugee 
Resettlement Programme, currently focussed on resettling refugees from Lebanon and Jordan.

The Government Decision to accept 4,000 people into the State did not specify a time-limit, 
but the EU Relocation Programme had a time limit of approximately two years. Ireland’s EU 
Relocation Programme concluded in March 2018. Overall, 1,022 people, including 6 unaccom-
panied minors, arrived here from Greece. 

Under the Resettlement strand of the programme, Ireland committed to accept 1,040 pro-
gramme refugees by the end of 2017.  Approximately 255 of this group formed part of the 
2018/2019 pledge to the EU, as it was not possible to resettle these refugees in 2017. The Gov-
ernment pledged to take 1,200 programme refugees from Lebanon between 2018 (255 as per 
above plus 345) and 2019 (600), bringing the total Resettlement commitment under the IRPP 
to 1,985.  To date, 1,418 people have arrived under the Resettlement strand of the programme. 
Further arrivals are planned between now and the end of the year to admit the balance of the 
1,985 people to be resettled.

So far, 2,115 people who arrived under the IRPP have been resettled in communities across 
Ireland. This represents more than 86% of the 2,440 arrivals so far under the Relocation and 
Resettlement strands of the programme.
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15/10/2019WRL05100Assisted Decision Making

15/10/2019WRL05200294. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if funding was 
allocated in budget 2020 to the director of the decision support service working towards being 
operational and ready for the commencement of the main provisions of the 2015 Act in 2020; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42170/19]

15/10/2019WRL05300Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Assisted Decision-
Making (Capacity) Act 2015 provides a modern statutory framework to support decision-mak-
ing by adults with capacity difficulties. The Act was signed into law on 30 December 2015 but 
has not yet been fully commenced.  The Act provides for the establishment of new administra-
tive processes and support measures, including the setting up of the Decision Support Service 
within the Mental Health Commission (a body under the Department of Health).

The Decision Support Service is working towards being operational and ready for the com-
mencement of the main provisions of the Act.  Work is continuing to ensure that the necessary 
staff resources, processes, IT system, expert panels, codes of practice and regulations will be 
in place so that the Decision Support Service will have the capacity to be up and running ef-
fectively. There are many complex strands to this preparatory work, including the involvement 
of multiple organisations.

A high-level Steering Group comprised of senior officials from the Department of Justice 
and Equality, the Department of Health, the Mental Health Commission and the Courts Service, 
together with the Director of the Decision Support Service, is overseeing the establishment and 
commissioning of the Decision Support Service and this work is ongoing. 

A number of provisions of the 2015 Act were commenced in October 2016 in order to prog-
ress the setting up of the Decision Support Service. The Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) 
Act 2015 (Commencement of Certain Provisions) Order 2016 (S.I. No. 515 of 2016) com-
menced provisions of the Act to enable the recruitment of the Director of the Decision Support 
Service. Ms Áine Flynn was appointed Director of the Decision Support Service on 2 October 
2017. 

The commencement of Part 8 of the Act, which provides a legislative framework for ad-
vance healthcare directives, is a matter for my colleague, the Minister for Health. 

The key preparations are being put in place under the oversight of the Steering Group to al-
low for further commencement orders for the provisions of the 2015 Act to be made when the 
Decision Support Service is ready to roll out the new decision-making support options.  

In terms of funding, the 2018 Budget provided for an allocation of €3 million in the Justice 
and Equality Vote for the Decision Support Service in a new subhead D. 10 of the Justice and 
Equality Vote.  €2.111 million of the 2018 allocation was drawn down.  €3.5 million was al-
located for the Decision Support Service for 2019. The 2020 Budget provides for an allocation 
of €3.5 million for the Decision Support Service. 

15/10/2019WRL05400Immigration Data

15/10/2019WRL05500295. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the number of 
persons that have been found to have illegally entered Ireland or that have claimed asylum here 
having arrived through a certain port (details supplied) in 2018 and to date in 2019; the details 
of the outcome of the cases concerned; the details of the nationalities concerned; the position in 
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relation to the immigration controls at the port; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42234/19]

15/10/2019WRL05600Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy is aware, 
if an application for asylum or subsidiary protection has been made in the State, for confidenti-
ality reasons it is not the practice to comment on such applications. 

Members of An Garda Síochána who have been appointed as Immigration Officers in ac-
cordance with the provisions of the Immigration Act, 2004, fulfil immigration control duties at 
ports which have been approved for the landing of non-nationals. 

Ports which are not approved for entry into the State for the purposes of the Act are moni-
tored by members of An Garda Síochána in the relevant Garda Districts concerned. The Garda 
National Immigration Bureau (GNIB) provides backup and expertise to local Garda District 
personnel in this respect.

I have requested An Garda Síochána to compile the necessary information from the indi-
vidual districts. I wish to advise the Deputy that it has not been possible in the time available 
to provide the details requested.  I will communicate the information to the Deputy once it is 
available from An Garda Síochána.

15/10/2019WRL05700Refugee Status Appeals

15/10/2019WRL05800296. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality the progress 
to date in the determination of an appeal for refugee status in the case of a person (details sup-
plied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42327/19]

15/10/2019WRL05900Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will be 
aware, for reasons of maintaining full confidentiality, it is not my Department’s practice to com-
ment on whether an application for asylum or subsidiary protection has been made in the State.  

An applicant for such protection status, or his legal representative, should contact either the 
International Protection Office (IPO) or the International Protection Appeals Tribunal (IPAT) 
directly, as appropriate.

The IPO may be contacted: by email to info@ipo.gov.ie; by telephone to the IPO Customer 
Service Centre at 01 6028008 or in writing to Customer Service Centre, International Protec-
tion Office, 79-83 Lower Mount Street, Dublin 2. The International Protection Appeals Tribunal 
may be contacted either: by email to info@protectionappeals.ie; by telephone at 01-4748400 
(or Lo-Call 1890 201 458), or in writing to Corporate Services Division, The International Pro-
tection Appeals Tribunal, 6-7 Hanover Street East, Dublin D02 W320. 

The Ministerial Decisions Unit also operates an email service - mduinfo@justice.ie.

An applicant for international protection is awarded international protection, whether refu-
gee status or subsidiary protection status, upon a declaration of status being issued from the 
Ministerial Decisions Unit of the Immigration Service of my Department. This is done on foot 
of a grant recommendation from the International Protection Office (IPO) or a decision of the 
International Protection Appeals Tribunal (IPAT) to set aside a refusal recommendation of the 
IPO. The Ministerial Decisions Unit processes the recommendations received from the Inter-
national Protection Office and the decisions of the International Protection Appeals Tribunal in 
chronological order based on the date the file is received in that Unit. Once the necessary due 
diligence has been carried out by the Ministerial Decisions Unit, a declaration of status will is-
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sue as soon as possible.

Queries in relation to the status of individual immigration cases may be made directly to 
the Immigration Service of my Department by e-mail using the Oireachtas mail facility which 
has been specifically established for this purpose. This service enables up-to-date information 
on such cases to be obtained without the need to seek information by way of the parliamentary 
questions process. The Deputy may consider using the e-mail service except in cases where the 
response from the Immigration Service is, in the Deputy’s view, inadequate or too long awaited.

15/10/2019WRL06000Garda Operations

15/10/2019WRL06100297. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if he will 
provide a full detailed report on Garda Operation Pier and Garda Operation Twintrack; and if 
these operations are still active. [42337/19]

15/10/2019WRL06200Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The resources provided 
by Government to An Garda Síochána have reached record levels, with an allocation for 2019 
of €1.76 billion. I am also pleased to have secured an overall increase of €122 million to in-
crease An Garda Síochána’s budget to an unprecedented €1.882 billion for next year.

The Garda Commissioner has responsibility for managing An Garda Síochána and for the 
allocation of Garda resources, in light of identified operational demands. This includes respon-
sibility for personnel matters and the distribution of personnel across the various Garda Divi-
sions.  As Minister I have no direct role in these matters.  I understand however that Garda 
management keeps the distribution of resources under continual review in the context of crime 
trends and policing priorities, to ensure their optimum use.

The Deputy refers to two separate operations- one in relation to anti-social behaviour in the 
Temple Bar area and one in relation to rail safety. 

I am advised by the Garda authorities that Operation Pier commenced in 2015 in the DMR 
South Central Division and has a personnel strength of one Sergeant and 20 Gardaí.  The pur-
pose of this operation is to target anti-social behaviour and street level drug dealing in the 
Temple bar and adjoining areas.  I am informed that Garda members attached to this unit are an 
integral part of the community and respond to all complaints from the residents and businesses 
in the area. The unit also undertakes dedicated operations in regard to organised and aggressive 
begging, as well as the operation of Rickshaws that are suspect of drug dealing.

I am informed by the Garda authorities that this Operation and its members have been ac-
knowledged by the local business community for their effectiveness and high visibility polic-
ing. I am advised that as at 15 October 2019 there have been in excess of 1,947 arrests by the 
Gardaí attached to Operation Pier.

In relation to rail safety, I am advised by Garda management that it engages extensively with 
transport operators and that a range of regional and local operations have been put in place to 
address incidents and issues that have arisen at specific locations.  I am advised that a range of 
regional and local operations have been put in place to address incidents and issues that have 
arisen at specific locations.  I am further informed that there is ongoing communication between 
An Garda Síochána and the respective control centres, and access to good quality CCTV helps 
provide assistance to Gardaí when investigating such incidents.

In relation to the specific operation Twin Track as referred to by the Deputy, I am advised 
by the Garda authorities that this is a Community Engagement & Rail Safety Policing Initiative 
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conducted in partnership between An Garda Síochána and other Public Transportation stake-
holders such as Iarnród Éireann, DART Services, and Transdev [Luas].  

Its purpose was to provide High Visibility Policing of Rail and light Rail transport within the 
DMR region and nationwide and to deliver crime prevention advice.  Local Crime Prevention 
Officers and Community Policing Gardaí operated community engagement/crime prevention 
stands with support from national units at Connolly and Heuston Station on 13 September 2019. 

I am informed that a multi-agency review was conducted to examine the effectiveness of 
this operation and that it is agreed that An Garda Síochána will continue to proactively engage 
with public transportation stakeholders and providers to conduct further similar operations.

15/10/2019WRL06300Assisted Decision Making

15/10/2019WRL06400298. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if funding 
has been secured to enable the roll-out of the decision support service provided for in the As-
sisted Decision-Making (Capacity) Act 2015. [42338/19]

15/10/2019WRL06500Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): The Assisted Decision-
Making (Capacity) Act 2015 provides a modern statutory framework to support decision-mak-
ing by adults with capacity difficulties. The Act was signed into law on 30 December 2015 but 
has not yet been fully commenced.  The Act provides for the establishment of new administra-
tive processes and support measures, including the setting up of the Decision Support Service 
within the Mental Health Commission (a body under the Department of Health). 

The Decision Support Service is working towards being operational and ready for the com-
mencement of the main provisions of the Act.  Work is continuing to ensure that the necessary 
staff resources, processes, IT system, expert panels, codes of practice and regulations will be 
in place so that the Decision Support Service will have the capacity to be up and running ef-
fectively. There are many complex strands to this preparatory work, including the involvement 
of multiple organisations.   

A high-level Steering Group comprised of senior officials from the Department of Justice 
and Equality, the Department of Health, the Mental Health Commission and the Courts Service, 
together with the Director of the Decision Support Service, is overseeing the establishment and 
commissioning of the Decision Support Service and this work is ongoing. 

A number of provisions of the 2015 Act were commenced in October 2016 in order to prog-
ress the setting up of the Decision Support Service. The Assisted Decision-Making (Capacity) 
Act 2015 (Commencement of Certain Provisions) Order 2016 (S.I. No. 515 of 2016) com-
menced provisions of the Act to enable the recruitment of the Director of the Decision Support 
Service. Ms Áine Flynn was appointed Director of the Decision Support Service on 2 October 
2017. 

The commencement of Part 8 of the Act, which provides a legislative framework for ad-
vance healthcare directives, is a matter for the Minister for Health.   

The key preparations are being put in place under the oversight of the Steering Group to al-
low for further commencement orders for the provisions of the 2015 Act to be made when the 
Decision Support Service is ready to roll out the new decision-making support options.  

The 2018 Budget provided for an allocation of €3 million in the Justice and Equality Vote 
for the Decision Support Service in a new subhead D. 10 of the Justice and Equality Vote.  
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€2.111 million of the 2018 allocation was drawn down.  €3.5 million was allocated for the Deci-
sion Support Service for 2019. The 2020 Budget provides for an allocation of €3.5 million for 
the Decision Support Service. 

15/10/2019WRL06600Prison Visiting Committees

15/10/2019WRL06700299. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Justice and Equality if the 2018 
Visiting Committee reports for Limerick prison and a centre (details supplied) are available to 
the public; and if not, when the publication will take place. [42339/19]

15/10/2019WRL06800Minister for Justice and Equality (Deputy Charles Flanagan): As the Deputy will ap-
preciate, a Visiting Committee is appointed to each prison under the Prisons (Visiting Commit-
tees) Act, 1925 and Prisons (Visiting Committees) Order, 1925.  Members of the 14 Visiting 
Committees are appointed by the Minister for a term not exceeding three years.

I can confirm that reports for 2018 have been received by my Department from all Prison 
Visiting Committees, including those for Limerick Prison and the Dóchas Centre.

These reports are currently being prepared for publication in the coming period by my De-
partment.

15/10/2019WRL06900Workplace Relations Commission

15/10/2019WRL07000300. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation if 
she will confirm the Oireachtas public representative inquiry phone number and email for the 
Workplace Relations Commission; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [41709/19]

15/10/2019WRL07100Minister of State at the Department of Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy 
Pat Breen): The WRC provides a dedicated telephone number for use by members of the 
Oireachtas. The telephone number is 059-9178905. 

The WRC’s website provides an electronic facility to make general enquiries at www.work-
placerelations.ie/en/contact_us/.  It also provides contact details for individual WRC divisions 
and offices which can be accessed at the following link www.workplacerelations.ie/en/con-
tact_us/contact-details/.

15/10/2019WRL07200Personal Injuries Commission

15/10/2019WRL07300301. Deputy Noel Grealish asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation 
when the new book of quantum to be available; when it will directly influence the cost of 
claims; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [41783/19]

15/10/2019WRL07400Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): The 
Personal Injuries Commission (PIC) was established in 2017 to compare Ireland’s personal 
injury claims processes against other jurisdictions, to benchmark international personal injury 
awards with those in Ireland, to report on alternative compensation and resolution models and 
make recommendations which could enhance the Irish claims environment.  

During its 18-month work programme, which concluded in July 2018, the PIC delivered 
two reports with 14 recommendations.  One of its recommendations was that a Judicial Coun-
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cil, when established, be requested by the Minister for Justice and Equality to compile judicial 
guidelines for appropriate general damages for various types of personal injury.  

The Judicial Council Act was signed into law on 23 July 2019. A commencement order was 
published on 10 September 2019, which provides for the appointment of the interim Secretary 
to the Council, and the process of identifying and recommending to the Government persons 
who are suitable for appointment to be lay members of the Sentencing Guidelines and Infor-
mation Committee, the Judicial Conduct Committee and panels of inquiry. It is envisaged that 
the Judicial Council will be established before the end of this year and steps are being taken to 
facilitate establishment within that time frame.

The Act provides for the establishment of a Personal Injuries Guidelines Committee upon 
the formal establishment of the Judicial Council. This Committee is tasked with introducing 
new guidelines to replace the Book of Quantum. These new guidelines should help to promote 
consistency in the level of personal injuries damages awarded by the courts.

15/10/2019WRM00200State Aid

15/10/2019WRM00300302. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation 
if state aid approval has been sought for the €1.2 billion Brexit fund announced in budget 2020; 
if state aid approval has been given; if state aid rules will be relaxed in the event of a no-deal 
Brexit; if state aid approval will be fast-tracked in the event of a no-deal Brexit; the length of 
time it is anticipated to take for state aid approval to be given; if consultation has taken place 
with the European Commission with regard to state aid rules and the Brexit funding set aside 
for a no-deal Brexit; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42051/19]

15/10/2019WRM00400Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): As 
announced by my colleague, the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, as part of Budget 
2020 Government Departments will have access to the €1.2 billion Brexit fund to provide sup-
ports in the event of a no deal scenario.  

From this, a contingency fund of €650m has been put in place to support the enterprise, 
agriculture and tourism sectors.  This will be activated in tranches.  On day one of a no deal 
Brexit, €110m will be made available to my Department to provide targeted interventions to 
help vulnerable but viable firms impacted by Brexit.  All supports developed by my Department 
and its Agencies are in accordance with  State Aid Rules.

My Department and its Agencies are providing extensive supports, schemes and advice 
to ensure that businesses are prepared for Brexit.  My Department has been working closely 
with the EU Commission and DG Competition since November 2017 through the Irish/EU 
Technical Working Group on State Aid.  The Group comprises senior representatives from DG 
Comp, my Department, the Department of Agriculture, Food and the Marine and Enterprise 
Ireland.  Its objective has been to scope and design schemes to support enterprises impacted by 
Brexit in line with State Aid rules.  

Much has been achieved by this Working Group.  It has examined and explored a range of 
opportunities within State Aid rules. Through the mechanism of the Technical Working Group, 
Ireland has fully utilised the provisions of the State aid framework to enable the investment by 
Enterprise Ireland of €74 million in 2018 in Brexit impacted businesses.   Earlier this year, fol-
lowing intense engagement by my Department and the Department of Agriculture, Food and 
Marine, approval was received to provide capital support to Carbery Food Ingredients based 
in Cork towards financing a large diversification project to mitigate the impacts of Brexit, and 
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further options are being developed to support large food companies.  The work of this Group 
is ongoing.

Earlier this year I met with Commissioner Vestager in my Department.  The focus of the 
meeting centred around the severe challenges that Irish businesses will face when the UK leaves 
the EU and the need for appropriate and timely State supports.  It was agreed that Irish officials 
will continue to work closely with the Commissioner’s team in addressing any State aid issues 
that may arise to ensure a rapid and appropriate response as the ultimate shape of Brexit and its 
firm-level implication become known.  Should issues arise that require an approach that does 
not fit within the existing State aid rules, this will be raised as part of these Working Group 
discussions. 

I have received assurances from the Commissioner that the Commission stands ready to act 
urgently in mitigation against the impacts of Brexit on Irish firms. 

15/10/2019WRM00500Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRM00600303. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a social partnership proposal by an organisation (details supplied); and her further 
views on the joint proposal by employee and employer representatives for a scheme for preser-
vation of viable employment in the context of a disorderly Brexit. [41628/19]

15/10/2019WRM00700Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): So-
cial Partnership, in various forms, has been a central facet of Irish society for over three de-
cades. Since 2016, the Labour Employer Economic Forum (LEEF) has brought together repre-
sentatives of employers, trade unions and Government to discuss economic, employment and 
labour market issues. 

The Forum, which is chaired by the Minister for Finance and Public Expenditure and Re-
form, Minister Paschal Donohoe TD, meets approximately 4 times a year. The Forum provides 
a consultative informal structure for an exchange of views and dialogue on economic and social 
policies insofar as they affect employment and the workplace. 

The Government is making €1.2 billion available in Budget 2020 to be spent in the event 
of a No Deal Brexit. The funding will be used to protect Ireland from the worst effects of a No 
Deal, so we can help the people and businesses most affected, if they need it. A key priority 
for Government is to ensure that we can sustain as many viable businesses and the maximum 
number of jobs during the potential disruption of a disorderly Brexit. 

I am satisfied that my Department, with its enterprise agencies, has a full suite of business 
supports in place to assist businesses through Brexit. I have met with ICTU and Ibec and with 
Minister Doherty, Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection, on the issue of sus-
taining employment in vulnerable but viable businesses and I understand that Minister Doherty 
will have further meetings on this with stakeholders over the coming days. 

Consideration of any proposals to change the nature of social partnership is beyond the re-
mit of my Department.

15/10/2019WRM00800Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRM00900304. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to mitigate a hard Brexit. [41663/19]
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15/10/2019WRM01000Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): 
My Department, through the SBCI, is working to increase the availability and use of the Credit 
Guarantee Scheme with the main banks. The SBCI is currently working with the banks to 
increase the availability and use of the Credit Guarantee Scheme in the context of Brexit. Spe-
cifically, the banks are promoting the CGS to underpin transit guarantees required for use of 
the UK Landbridge in a no-deal scenario. My Department has also raised the benefits for busi-
nesses of the banks using the CGS for invoice discounting, which is allowable under the current 
statutory framework. 

Following a review by my Department, the Credit Guarantee Scheme was amended in 2017 
by S.I. No. 70 of 2017. Changes made by that S.I. allowed for additional products or “finance 
agreements” to be offered under the Scheme. These include invoice discounting and factoring 
arrangements.  Participating lenders have not utilised this capacity for invoice discounting to 
date.  Invoice discounting is a niche credit segment which by its nature has a strong element 
of self-securitisation. Credit decisions for invoice discount facilities are heavily reliant on the 
quality of the trade debtors in question.

15/10/2019WRM01100Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRM01200305. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to mitigate a hard Brexit. [41664/19]

15/10/2019WRM01300Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): Ex-
port credit insurance is a complex area that is subject to State Aid constraints. There are existing 
facilities in the market which may be accessed by exporters immediately to mitigate the impact 
of Brexit on their businesses. These include the Brexit Loan Scheme and Future Growth Loan 
Scheme. 

The Brexit Loan Scheme provides affordable financing to businesses that are either cur-
rently impacted by Brexit or will be in the future. The Scheme is delivered by the Strategic 
Banking Corporation of Ireland (SBCI) through Bank of Ireland, Ulster Bank and AIB and 
makes €300 million available to eligible businesses with up to 499 employees at an interest rate 
of 4% or less.

Loans can be used for future working capital requirements, or to fund innovation, change or 
adaption of a business to mitigate the impact of Brexit.

Brexit Loan features include:

- Loan amount from €25,000 up to a maximum of €1,500,000

- Loan term of up to 3 years

- Loans less than €500,000 will be unsecured

- Interest rate of 4% or less.

The Future Growth Loan Scheme provides affordable financing to Irish businesses and the 
primary agriculture and seafood sectors to support strategic long-term investment in a post 
Brexit environment. The Scheme, which is delivered by the Strategic Banking Corporation of 
Ireland (SBCI) through Bank of Ireland, Ulster Bank, KBC and AIB makes €300 million avail-
able to eligible businesses with up to 249 employees at an interest rate of 4.5% or less for loans 
up to €249,999 and 3.5% and less for loans greater than or equal to €250,000.
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Loans can be used for investment in tangible or intangible assets for the purpose of process 
and organisational innovation or investment in tangible and intangible assets on agricultural 
holdings linked to primary agricultural production.

Future Growth Loan features include:

- Loan amount from €100,000 (€50,000 for primary agriculture) up to a maximum of 
€3,000,000

- Loan term from a minimum of 8 years to a maximum of 10 years

- Loans less than €500,000 will be unsecured

- Interest rate of 4.5% for loans up to €249,999 and 3.5% and less for loans greater than or 
equal to €250,000.

Enterprise Ireland and the Local Enterprise Offices also provide supports specifically to 
help companies to diversify. These supports include the Local Enterprise Offices Technical As-
sistance for Micro-Exporters (TAME) Grant. This grant supports clients to explore and develop 
new export market opportunities. With a focus on helping companies to diversify, this scheme 
is a matched-funding opportunity with up to €2,500 available. 

The Enterprise Ireland Market Discovery Fund incentivises companies to undertake market 
research and develop viable and sustainable market entry strategies in new geographic mar-
kets. The Market Discovery Fund provides support towards internal and external costs incurred 
when researching new markets for products and services. Support can be provided over an 18 
month period from project start date to project end date. Support for Market Discovery Fund 
applies when eligible companies are either looking at a new geographic market for an existing 
product/service or an existing geographic market for a new product/service.

15/10/2019WRM01400Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRM01500306. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to mitigate a hard Brexit. [41665/19]

15/10/2019WRM01600Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): The 
Brexit Loan Scheme provides affordable working capital to eligible businesses with up to 499 
employees that are or will be Brexit-impacted and which meet the scheme criteria. The scheme 
leverages €23 million exchequer funding to provide a fund of up to €300 million over its life-
time. 

Under the first stage of the scheme’s application process, businesses apply to the Strategic 
Banking Corporation of Ireland (SBCI) to confirm their eligibility for the scheme. Businesses 
can use guidelines provided on the SBCI website to determine if they are eligible, and if so, to 
complete the eligibility form. As part of the process, businesses submit a business plan, dem-
onstrating the means by which they intend to innovate, change or adapt to meet their Brexit 
challenges. The SBCI assesses the applications and successful applicants receive an eligibility 
reference number. 

The scheme is offered by the Government of Ireland through my Department and the De-
partment of Agriculture, Food and the Marine and is operated by the SBCI. It is supported by 
the European Investment Bank (EIB) Group’s InnovFin SME Guarantee Facility. In order to 
qualify for eligibility under the scheme, businesses need only satisfy one of eleven InnovFin 
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criteria. These criteria are established under the InnovFin facility itself, and were not put in 
place by Government. 

However, the innovation activities supported by the scheme are not limited to technological 
innovation. Rather, recognised innovations are relatively broad ranging and supported activities 
include development of new products/services and entry to new markets, as well as changes to 
production methods and supply chains. The hurdle rate as to whether an activity is innovative is 
not onerous, and, as at 25 September 2019, just 15 applicants to the scheme have failed to meet 
the innovation criterion. I am aware that many firms that may met the eligibility criteria and 
have received approval from SBCI have not yet proceeded to sanction with their bank, and as 
the SBCI approval previously was valid for only four months, I have agreed with SBCI that 
they will extend the validity period for their eligibility to six months so as to reduce the admin-
istrative requirement on firms to reapply. 

Full information on the innovation criteria is available through the Brexit Loan Scheme 
Information Pack, available through my Department’s website. Some case studies illustrating 
what qualifies as innovation are included in the information pack. I have also attached a copy 
to this response.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq-306-15-10-19_en.pdf”>Brexit Loan Scheme</a>]

15/10/2019WRM01700Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRM01800307. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to mitigate a hard Brexit. [41666/19]

15/10/2019WRM01900308. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to mitigate a hard Brexit. [41667/19]

15/10/2019WRM02000309. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to mitigate a hard Brexit. [41668/19]

15/10/2019WRM02100Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 307 to 309, inclusive, together.

As part of Budget 2020 I announced a range of targeted measures that can be effectively 
deployed to meet the specific requirements of individual firms that may experience liquidity 
or transformative investment challenges in a no-deal Brexit scenario. These measures will be 
rolled out as part of the initial €110m Brexit contingency fund that will be available to my De-
partment as part of the Government’s €650m Brexit contingency Fund announced by the Min-
ister for Finance and Public Expenditure and Reform last week in Budget 2020. This funding 
and other measures are being deployed based on our ongoing engagement with the European 
Commission on the State aid framework and my Department continues to explore, through the 
Irish/EU State aid Technical Group, all opportunities within existing State aid rules. 

Much has been achieved by this Group to date including the Brexit Loan Scheme, the Future 
Growth Loan Scheme, the expansion of the Rescue and Restructuring Scheme to include Tem-
porary Restructuring Aid and the subsequent increase in state aid flexibilities in relation to these 
Schemes.  Through the Working Group, approval was received, for example, to provide support 
to Carbery Food Ingredients towards financing a large diversification project to mitigate the 
impacts of Brexit and further options, through the Agriculture state aid Guidelines, are being 
developed to support large food companies.  The work of this Group is ongoing.
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Should issues arise that require an approach that does not fit within the existing State Aid 
rules, this will be raised as part of the Technical Working Group discussions.  I have received 
assurances from Commissioner Vestager, Commissioner for Competition, that the Commission 
stands ready to act urgently in mitigation against the impacts on Brexit on Irish firms.

In relation to the potential for introducing an employment subsidy scheme, while this is 
primarily a matter for my Ministerial colleagues, in the Departments of Employment Affairs 
and Social Protection and Education and Skills, I know that the existing system of systematic 
short-time working arrangements remains in place and are being utilised by the Intreo offices 
countrywide. 

Furthermore, a group comprising officials from those Departments and my own Department 
continue to meet and are examining policy options in this space in event of a hard Brexit and an 
early-warning coordination process has been established for firms experiencing difficulty.  In-
treo offices (under the auspices of Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection) 
stand ready to work with employers experiencing short term difficulties in all sectors, with the 
objective of keeping workers close to the labour market as viable firms adjust. In addition, there 
has been strong engagement between relevant Departments regarding responses for the tour-
ism/hospitality and freight sectors.  

 The suite of additional supports for business announced in the Budget of up to €110 million 
for a combination of lending and repayable grants to be available for deployment in a No Deal 
scenario are all designed as targeted and temporary, supporting viable but vulnerable businesses 
and with built in assurances to safeguard the State’s investment. These supports will be critical 
particularly in the highly vulnerable border areas and in supporting exporters who are heavily 
exposed to the UK market in sectors such as construction, engineering and food.

The introduction of an enterprise stabilisation fund in 2009 required a significant change 
to State Aid rules, which was subject to the approval of all 28 Member States. In accordance 
with EU rules, it was also required that the fund be made available to all Member States. How-
ever, following a review of the approach in 2009 it was subsequently found that the greater 
benefits accrued to the larger EU economies.

15/10/2019WRM02400Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRM02500310. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation her 
views on a proposal by an organisation (details supplied) to introduce a compatible limited 
amount of aid scheme for investment or working capital for exposed businesses to mitigate a 
hard Brexit; and if costings have been carried out in this regard of such a scheme. [41669/19]

15/10/2019WRM02600Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): 
The Rescue and Restructuring scheme, with a State aid approved ceiling of €200 million, was 
put in place to allow us to respond rapidly to provide support for “Undertakings in Difficulty” 
and enterprises experiencing acute liquidity needs.  This scheme was developed as it was con-
sidered prudent to have contingency measures in place so that my Department can respond 
swiftly to changing circumstances, as necessary.

However, the Scheme is not the first port of call for enterprises seeking support for in-
vestment and working capital.  Over the last two years, a suite of supports, including this 
scheme have been put in place by my Department.

The Brexit Loan Scheme was launched in March of 2018.  The Scheme, using a combina-
tion of Irish Exchequer and EU guarantees, leveraged up to €300 million of lending, at a maxi-
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mum interest rate 4% and at a cost to the Exchequer of €23 million, €14 million of which was 
provided by my Department and €9 million provided by Department of Agriculture, Food and 
the Marine.

The Scheme provides short-term working capital for 1 to  3 years to eligible businesses 
with up to 499 employees to help them to innovate, change or adapt to mitigate their Brexit 
challenges.  Businesses can confirm their eligibility with the Strategic Banking Corporation of 
Ireland (SBCI) and, if deemed eligible, can apply to one of the participating finance providers 
for a loan under the scheme.  

The Future Growth Loan Scheme was launched in March of this year. The scheme provides 
a longer-term facility, 8 to 10 years, of up to €300m to support strategic capital investment at 
competitive rates with minimum loan amount of €100,000 for SMEs (€50,000 for primary 
agriculture) and maximum loan amount of €3,000,000.  Loans of under €500,000 are being 
made on an unsecured basis.

This scheme is jointly funded by my Department (€37.2 million) and the Department of Ag-
riculture, Food and the Marine (€24.8 million) at a total cost to the Exchequer of €62 million.  
This scheme is available to eligible businesses in Ireland and the primary agriculture (farmers) 
and seafood sectors to support strategic long-term investment.  

My colleague, the Minister for Finance, in his Budget 2020 speech on Tuesday, 8th October 
2019, announced a contingency fund of €650m, across a number of Government Departments, 
in the event of a no deal Brexit.  On day one of a no deal Brexit, €110m will be made available 
to my Department for the following: 

 - €42m for Rescue and Restructuring

 - €45m for a new Transition Fund  

 - €8m Transformation Fund for Food and Non Food businesses  

 - €5m additional support to Microfinance Ireland, and 

 - €5m Micro-Enterprise Emergency Brexit Fund.  

In addition, I will provide €2m extra to InterTrade Ireland in the event of a no-deal Brexit 
to support cross-border firms North and South and an extra €3m to Regulatory Bodies of my 
Department for additional demands in market surveillance, accreditation and conformity.

This is in addition to the funding available under the Brexit Loan Scheme and the Future 
Growth Loan Scheme and the full range of grant supports available to firms through Enterprise 
Ireland and the Local Enterprise Offices to prepare now for Brexit through improving their 
competitiveness and innovation and diversifying markets.

In terms of State Aid, my Department has been working closely with the EU Commission 
and DG Competition since November 2017 through the Irish-EU Technical Working Group on 
State Aid.  The Group comprises representatives from DG Comp, my Department, the Depart-
ment of Agriculture, Food and the Marine and Enterprise Ireland.  The objective of the Group 
has been to scope and design schemes to support enterprises impacted by Brexit in line with 
State Aid rules.  This includes exploring all opportunities under EU Regulation No. 1407/2013 
(de Minimis Regulation).

Through the mechanism of the Technical Working Group, Ireland has fully utilised the pro-
visions of the State aid framework to enable the investment by Enterprise Ireland of €74 million 
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in Brexit impacted businesses in 2018.  Options available through the Agriculture Guidelines 
are also being developed to support large food companies. 

State Aid approval was received in February for capital investment by Enterprise Ireland 
in an Irish cheese producing company, Carbery Food Ingredients Ltd, to help the company to-
wards financing a €65m diversification project to mitigate the impacts of Brexit.  

On 24th January 2019, I met with the European Commissioner for Competition, Margrethe 
Vestager.  The meeting focused on the severe challenges that Irish businesses will face as a 
result of Brexit and the need for appropriate and timely State supports.  It was agreed that Irish 
officials will continue to work closely with the Commissioner’s team in addressing any State 
Aid issues that may arise to ensure a rapid and appropriate response as the firm-level implica-
tions of Brexit become known.  The Commissioner has emphasised that the Commission stands 
ready to act urgently in mitigation against the impacts of Brexit on Irish firms, and my officials 
continue to work with DG Competition, as part of the Technical Working Group.

15/10/2019WRM02700Competition and Consumer Protection Commission Staff

15/10/2019WRM02800311. Deputy Peadar Tóibín asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation the 
estimated full year cost in 2020 of recruiting three extra digital investigation specialists at HEO 
level for the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission. [41693/19]

15/10/2019WRM02900Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): If the 
Competition and Protection Commission (CCPC) were to recruit three extra digital investiga-
tion specialist at HEO level in 2020, the pay cost of this would be €243,550 (€81,183 per posi-
tion) based on the midpoint of the most recent pay circular 17/ 2019, employers PRSI, pension 
costs and overheads accrued.

This figure would need to be adjusted accordingly should further changes in rates of pay, 
pension, employers PRSI and overheads be introduced.

15/10/2019WRM03000Work Permits Applications

15/10/2019WRM03100312. Deputy Sean Sherlock asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation if 
her attention has been drawn to an issue regarding a stamp 4 application by a person (details 
supplied). [41726/19]

15/10/2019WRM03200Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): The 
Employment Permits Section of my Department informs me that on 11th September 2019, 
the permit holder (details supplied) was refused a Stamp 4 Support Letter because information 
provided by the permit holder indicated that he had not been employed by the employer stated 
on his Critical Skills Employment Permit, contrary to the terms and conditions of his Critical 
Skills Employment Permit.  

Stamp 4 support letters can only be granted where it is established that the permit holder has 
complied with the terms and conditions of their Critical Skills Employment Permit.

On 11th October 2019, my officials expedited a new application for a Critical Skills Em-
ployment Permit for this individual; this permit has now issued.  The permit holder will be able 
to submit a new request for a Stamp 4 Support Letter once he has been in continuous employ-
ment for 21 months in the State in accordance with the provisions of his Critical Skills Employ-
ment Permit.
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15/10/2019WRM03300Local Enterprise Offices

15/10/2019WRM03400313. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innova-
tion her plans to expand the LEOs in the Border region with a possibility of a hard Brexit; if a 
LEO for Drogheda and east County Meath to assist the largest town here deal with the effects 
of a possible Brexit scenario will be funded; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[41776/19]

15/10/2019WRM03500Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): The 
Local Enterprise Offices (LEOs) are the ‘first-stop-shop’ for advice and guidance, financial as-
sistance and other supports for anyone intending to start or grow a business. 

The Local Enterprise Offices are the primary providers of supports to assist micro-enterpris-
es within the indigenous sector that are facing challenges arising from Brexit. My Department, 
through the LEOs, has continued to promote the importance of local businesses preparing for 
Brexit, and has developed a range of supports to help them do so. The LEOs are working vig-
orously to enable companies to consolidate market share within the UK and to become more 
resilient by broadening their sales to other international markets.

LEO clients based in the Drogheda area can access LEO grants and supports in the same 
manner and subject to the same decision criteria as applicants in the rest of the county. This ap-
plies equally to clients for East Meath relative to other areas of County Meath. 

I can assure the Deputy that LEO Louth is deeply committed to ensuring they grow a strong 
spirit of enterprise in Drogheda, and that businesses there are supported fully and on the same 
basis as firms throughout Louth and the rest of the country. Notwithstanding that the offices of 
LEO Louth are located in the County Council Offices in Dundalk, the full range of programmes 
and activities that it delivers are dispersed evenly throughout the county. Similarly, LEO Meath 
provides the same offerings throughout the County including the Laytown/Bettystown Munici-
pal District having numerous mentor assignments and training programmes for LEO clients 
based in East Meath. 

Furthermore, I was pleased to announce as part of Budget 2020 that in the event of a hard 
Brexit I will launch a number of new Brexit supports to further strengthen the capacity of our 
microenterprise sector. Specifically, I announced two related measures to support vulnerable 
but viable business in the face of Brexit by way of increasing the cap on lending from Micro-
Finance Ireland to €50,000 and the provision of repayable grants through the Local Enterprise 
Offices. 

In addition, the Minister for Finance announced in Budget 2020 improvements to the Re-
search and Development Tax credit for small and micro firms, which will enable them to claim 
a higher rate of credit of 30% and they will have improved options with regards to claiming 
the payable credit. These firms will also be able to claim the credit for expenditure incurred in 
advance of commencing to trade

This improved support should be considered in the context of existing LEO supports which 
include the following. 

-  The Brexit Mentor Programme was developed for businesses to work with an expe-
rienced mentor on a one-to-one basis to identify key areas of exposure within their business.  
With advice and guidance from their mentor, businesses develop strategies that are more robust, 
which address issues and maximise potential opportunities around Brexit. 

-  Prepare Your Business for Customs is a one-day interactive workshop, run regionally 
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by Local Enterprise Offices, which provides businesses with a better understanding of the po-
tential impacts, formalities and procedures to be adopted when trading with a country which is 
outside the Single Market and Custom Unions. Open to all businesses, these workshops cover 
areas such as what export and import procedures apply, how tariffs work and how to correctly 
classify goods. 

-  LEAN for Micro is a targeted programme for Local Enterprise Office clients to help small 
businesses boost competitiveness, increase performance and profitability as well as building 
resilience within their companies.

-  The Technical Assistance for Micro-Exporters (TAME) Grant supports clients to ex-
plore and develop new export market opportunities, such as participation in international trade 
fairs and development of export related marketing and websites. With a focus on helping com-
panies to diversify, this scheme is a match-funding opportunity with up to €2,500 available.

I note that you have enquired about funding for a new LEO to cover the Drogheda and East 
Meath region. You will be aware that when the LEO network was established in 2014, there 
was a LEO in each of the 31 Local Authorities and this has been the model used ever since. 
This model, in operation for over 5 years, has been the platform for ongoing and incremental 
success in terms of engagement with client companies and strong jobs growth. I am pleased to 
say that in general there has been strong and meaningful engagement throughout 2019 from the 
microenterprise sector with the LEO network and in particular the LEO Brexit offering. 

I am confident therefore that in the days and weeks ahead, the LEO network will continue its 
robust and meaningful engagement with its many clients and will remain an integral component 
in this Government’s toolkit to prepare our microenterprise sector to face any challenge that 
comes its way as a result of Brexit, whatever form that may take.

15/10/2019WRM03600Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRM03700314. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innova-
tion the number of full-time and part-time civil servants her Department has recruited by grade 
in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil 
servants her Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [41811/19]

15/10/2019WRM03800Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): Staff-
ing resources are an ongoing priority to ensure my Department’s continued ability to facilitate 
the wide mission and volume of work in a range of challenging policy areas. This will con-
tinue with ongoing day-to-day review of the appropriate staffing mix across the Department 
in response to known and probable priority areas. My Department is cognisant of upcoming 
challenges in terms of the Department’s demographics with 35% of senior management (AP 
and above) and 26% of middle management (AO/HEO) reaching over 60 in the next five years.

In 2014 there was a transfer of functions whereby ForFás integrated into the department 
bringing in 55 Officers across grades from Deputy Secretary through to Clerical Officer. 

My Department proactively carries out strategic workforce planning (SWFP) to manage our 
talent, reshape our workforce, develop our teams, and recruit new skills. Through targeted HR 
data analytics, the SWFP also provides opportunities to mitigate workforce risks, including the 
looming retirement cliff.  

In addition, predictions on the changes to our workforce over the short -medium term are 
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submitted to the Department of Public Expenditure and Reform (DPER).  These predictions 
inform central planning on recruitment and learning and development. 

Furthermore, the Department regularly liaises directly with the Public Appointments Ser-
vice and Top-Level Appointments Committee for the filling of posts to address new demands 
and vacancies. 

I have provided the numbers requested in tabular form. I have also provided the numbers 
serving in the Department and the number of leavers (including retirements) at the end of 2014, 
2015, 2016, 2017, 2018 and to date in 2019 for your information.   

New Recruits by Grade 2014 - 2018 & to date 2019: Including New Hires, Forfás Inte-
gration (2014) and recruitment from other external sources.

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TOTAL
Sec Gen   1    1
Director of WRC   1   1 2
 Dep Sec  1      1
ASEC  1    1 1  3
Chair of Labour Court   1    1
Deputy Chair of Labour Court  1   1  2
Member of Labour Court  2  1   3
PO 7  3 9  3 22
Registrar of WRC      1 1
Registrar of Labour Court     1  1
Enforcement Lawyer     2  2
Enforcement Portfolio Manager    1   1
AP 20 1 3 5 20 5 54
Prof Acct   6 2 2  10
AP Equiv     1  1
HEO 17   11 2 1 31
AO  8 4 9 6 12 39
EO 7 2 4 9 9 8 39
CO 4 8 33 37 39 25 146
TCO  8 7 19 20 15 69
Services Staff   11 3 7 3 24
Total 57 30 74 107 111 74 453

Retirements from the Department by Grade 2014 - 2018 & To date 2019.

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TOTAL
Sec Gen   1    1
DSEC 1  1    2
Director of WRC       0
ASEC    1   1
Chair of Labour Court   1    1
Deputy Chair of Labour Court     1  1
Member of Labour Court 1  1 1   3
PO 1 5  2 2 3 13
Registrar of WRC       0
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Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 TOTAL
Registrar of Labour Court    1   1
Enforcement Lawyer       0
Enforcement Portfolio Manager       0
AP 3 5 1 1 4 5 19
Prof Acct    1   1
AP Equiv   1    1
HEO 2 7 5 4 5 6 29
AO       0
EO 2 3 2 7 9 5 28
CO 9 3 3 7 5 3 30
TCO       0
Services Staff 3 4 2  1  10
Total 22 27 18 25 27 22 141

Total number of staff in the Department, total number of exits (including retire-
ments) and total of retirements.

Year Number of Staff 
Service (FTE)

Headcount Total number of exits (in-
cluding retirements)

Total number of 
retirements

2014 (year-end) 798.07 854 55 22
2015 (year-end) 795.67 848 45 27
2016 (year-end) 808.47 856 47 18
2017 (year-end) 824.83 869 104 25
2018 (year-end) 859.12 903 74 27
2019 (to date) 872.24 919 67 22

15/10/2019WRM03900Enterprise Ireland Data

15/10/2019WRM04000315. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation the 
persons or bodies that are active Enterprise Ireland clients employed in County Roscommon; 
and the persons or bodies that are non-active EI clients in County Roscommon. [42056/19]

15/10/2019WRM04100Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): En-
terprise Ireland (EI) supports companies in urban and rural areas to start, innovate and remain 
competitive in international markets, now and into the future. EI’s focus for 2019 is to help 
clients in all regions to build on the strength of their 2018 performance by supporting them to 
innovate, be competitive and to diversify their global footprint - key attributes required to be 
resilient to economic shocks, such as those emerging from any kind of Brexit.

In 2018, EI supported companies in Roscommon employed 1,971 people, a 4 per cent in-
crease on 2017. In the period 2015 – 2018, EI paid €2.5 million to client companies based in 
Roscommon. With regard to the Annual Employment Survey, which captures data about client 
companies and jobs, it does not report employment figure by company status such as active and 
non-active. Therefore, it is not possible to break down client companies in Roscommon into 
either active or inactive.

15/10/2019WRM04200Co-operative Sector
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15/10/2019WRM04300316. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation 
the State financial and technical supports available to start-up co-operatives and existing co-
operatives. [42230/19]

15/10/2019WRM04400Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation (Deputy Heather Humphreys): My 
Department supports co-operatives in the same way as it supports other enterprises. My De-
partment provides a range of grants and funding streams for ambitious start-ups, principally 
through the Local Enterprise Offices (LEOs).  The 31 LEOs are located throughout the country 
and provide a range of supports for the micro and small business sector. As the “first-stop-shop” 
for providing advice and guidance, financial assistance and other supports to those wishing to 
start or grow their own business, the LEOs:

-  provide a sign-posting service to all relevant State supports;

-  offer direct grant aid to micro-enterprises (10 employees or fewer) in the manufacturing 
and internationally traded services sector which, over time, have the potential to develop into 
strong export entities;

-  offer “soft” supports in the form of training and mentoring; and,

-  assist with loan applications to Micro Finance Ireland.

Enterprise Ireland have a number of targeted supports for start-ups, including co-operative 
start-ups, that have global ambition, the potential to scale and meet Enterprise Ireland’s eligi-
bility criteria. The agency supports enterprises in regional and rural areas to start, innovate and 
remain competitive in international markets, now and into the future. Supports include competi-
tive start funding, mentoring grants and innovation vouchers.

During the period 2015 to 2018, Enterprise Ireland paid approximately €16.1m in funding 
to 7 co-operatives.  Regarding the Local Enterprise Offices, they approved €28,550 in funding 
to 4 co-operatives during the same period.

15/10/2019WRM04500Thalidomide Victims Compensation

15/10/2019WRM04600317. Deputy John Brassil asked the Minister for Health if an acknowledgement will be 
provided of the wrongdoing by the State in the non-withdrawal and recall of thalidomide; if a 
full apology will be given for all wrongdoing; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41737/19]

15/10/2019WRM04700318. Deputy John Brassil asked the Minister for Health if a fair and equitable compensa-
tion package will be considered for all thalidomide survivors; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41768/19]

15/10/2019WRM04800360. Deputy John Brassil asked the Minister for Health if proper provision of healthcare 
entitlements to address specific and unique health issues of thalidomide survivors will be pro-
vided; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41766/19]

15/10/2019WRM04900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 317, 318 
and 360 together.

The Deputy will appreciate that there are a number of cases concerning thalidomide before 
the High Court at present and it is not possible to comment on matters that are sub judice.  

Following an Irish Government Decision in January 1975, the Government granted an ex-
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gratia sum equivalent to 4 times the German lump-sum and an ex-gratia monthly allowance 
for life equal to the German monthly allowance, to each of the Irish children found to have 
thalidomide related injuries. There are currently 29 Irish people in receipt of ex-gratia monthly 
payments from my Department. 

The German monthly payments are made by the Contergan Foundation, which is estab-
lished under German legislation.  From 01 August 2013, the Foundation substantially increased 
its monthly payments to thalidomide survivors, including Irish survivors.  Both the German 
payments and the Irish ex-gratia payments made to the survivors are exempt from tax, including 
DIRT and are not reckonable as means for the purpose of Social Welfare payments. The rate of 
payment is related to the survivors’ level of thalidomide related injury.

In addition to the initial lump sum and the  monthly payments for life, the supports provided 
to each Irish survivor include a medical card on an administrative basis regardless of means, 
provision of appliances, artificial limbs,  equipment, housing adaptations, and access to a full 
range of primary care, hospital and personal social services. There is a designated senior man-
ager in the Health Service Executive who liaises with Irish thalidomide survivors in relation to 
meeting their ongoing health and personal social service needs.  

It is important to note that the German Contergan Foundation, which is established under 
German legislation, has confirmed that since 2013 it is accepting applications from individuals 
for compensation for thalidomide related injury.  It is open to any Irish person to apply to the 
Foundation for assessment of their disability as being attributable to thalidomide.  Any Irish 
person who establishes that their injury is attributable to thalidomide will be offered appropri-
ate supports by the Irish Government, commensurate with those currently provided to Irish 
thalidomide survivors.

Work is underway in the Department to bring forward Heads of a Bill to provide on a statu-
tory basis for health and personal social services for the Irish survivors of thalidomide. 

15/10/2019WRM05100Departmental Budgets

15/10/2019WRM05200319. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health the breakdown of the €50 mil-
lion re-profiling of capital expenditure in the health capital expenditure allocation for 2020; the 
purpose of the re-profiling; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41999/19]

15/10/2019WRM05300418. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health the breakdown of the €102 mil-
lion allocation to the building, equipping and furnishing of health facilities; the amount of 
same going to the national children’s hospital; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42028/19]

15/10/2019WRM05400419. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health the breakdown of the €10 million 
allocation to the information services and related services for health agencies; the amount of 
same going to the national children’s hospital; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42029/19]

15/10/2019WRM05500420. Deputy Barry Cowen asked the Minister for Health the breakdown of the capital 
appropriations-in-aid for health in 2019 and 2020; the reason it has dropped by €10 million; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [42030/19]

15/10/2019WRM05600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 319, 418, 
419 and 420 together.
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The total capital funding allocation for the public Health Services in 2020 is €854m, an 
increase of €112m (15%) over the capital funding allocation for 2019. The breakdown of the 
capital allocation for 2020 is:

- €744m (€741.461m+€2.539m) is available to the Health Service Executive for building, 
equipping and furnishing of health facilities, including the new children’s hospital;

- €95m is available to the Health Service Executive for Information Communication Tech-
nology (ICT);

- €15m is available for my Department (€0.473m - ICT and office equipment) and for di-
rectly funded agencies (€14.527m - Health Research, ICT and office equipment) under the aegis 
of my Department.

The capital funding allocations for 2020-2022 have been revised to achieve a more balanced 
profile, taking into account the requirements of the new children’s hospital, while at the same 
time having regard to the capacity of the construction sector to deliver new projects.

The revised capital allocation for 2019 included €10m appropriation-in-aid representing a 
payment from Department of Education and Skills in respect of educational facilities at the new 
children’s hospital.

The Health Service Executive will develop a Capital Plan for 2020 having regard to the 
available funding,  the number of large national capital projects currently underway, includ-
ing the new children’s hospital, and the cashflow requirements and priorities attaching to each 
project. Once the HSE has finalised its Capital Plan for 2020, it will then be submitted to me 
for consideration.

15/10/2019WRM05700Food Labelling

15/10/2019WRM05800320. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Health if producers and retail-
ers are required to indicate the country of origin and the country of packaging on products in 
supermarkets and shops; and if his Department checks such regulations are being observed. 
[42340/19]

15/10/2019WRM05900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): In 2011, Regulation (EU) No.1169/2011 
relating to Food Information for Consumers (FIC) came into effect.  This sets down mandatory 
information to be declared on the label of prepacked food sold in supermarkets, shops or else-
where.  Country of origin labelling (COOL) or place of provenance are among the mandatory 
information to be provided.

In relation to COOL, the origin of a food is only required on food labels where its absence 
might mislead the consumer.  A consumer could be misled by symbols, graphics, flags or other 
wording declared on the label, suggesting that the food originates in one country when in fact 
it does not.

The FIC regulation also provided for the introduction of implementing legislation on the ori-
gin of meat.  This came into effect in April 2015 in Commission Implementing Regulation (EU) 
No. 1337/2013, which makes it mandatory to provide the country of origin or place of prov-
enance on the labelling of fresh, chilled and frozen meat of pigs, sheep, goats and poultry.  The 
Member State or third country of rearing and slaughter of these meats must be provided.

Article 26(3) of Regulation (EU) No.1169/2011 also provides that where the country of 
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origin or the place of provenance of a food is given and where it is not the same as that of its 
primary ingredient:

(a) The country of origin or place of provenance of the primary ingredient shall also be 
given; or

(b) The country of origin or place of provenance of the primary ingredient shall be indicated 
as being different to that of the food.

Additional rules to implement this measure were introduced in Commission Implementing 
Regulation (EU) 2018/775, which comes into effect from 1 April 2020.

This new legislation means that any food label that currently refers to the origin of the final 
food, through words such as ‘Produce of Ireland’, or by graphical representation, e.g. flags or 
colour schemes on the label, will also have to give the origin of the primary ingredient, if it is of 
a different origin.  Primary ingredient is defined in the Regulation in Article 2(2)(q) as an ingre-
dient or ingredients of a food that represents more than 50% of that food or which are usually 
associated with the name of the food by the consumer and for which in most cases a quantitative 
indication is required.

As regards fish, other specific rules are in place where information on the catchment area 
and species must be provided.  Additional rules cover the labelling origin of beef.

Furthermore, certain marketing standards are in place that require the origin of certain fruit, 
such as grapes and strawberries and certain vegetables, such as peppers and tomatoes to be 
declared on the label.  A full list of these fruit and vegetables requiring a country of origin dec-
laration is available at:  https://www.fsai.ie/legislation/food_legislation/fruit_veg/specific_mar-
keting_standards.html.

The FSAI has produced a range of guidance material to help support the food industry in 
meeting its legal obligations regarding the labelling of food.  This information is available at: 
www.fsai.ie/resources_publications.html by searching “labelling”.

Since 1999, responsibility for the enforcement of food legislation is vested in the Food 
Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI).  Enforcement is contracted out to official agencies with 
which FSAI has service contracts, including the Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine, 
the Health Service Executive’s Environmental Health Service, Local Authorities and the Sea 
Fisheries Protection Authority.  These service contracts specify the food sectors to be super-
vised, the types of controls to be provided, including inspections and laboratory analysis.  The 
contracted agencies have responsibility for the implementation of labelling rules in the sectors 
and businesses which they supervise.

15/10/2019WRM06000Health Services Staff

15/10/2019WRM06100321. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Health if a position (details supplied) has 
now been filled; if so, if the new appointee has taken up the position; if not, the date from which 
the appointee will be taking up the position; and the name of the new medical officer for the 
Kilmallock Hospital area. [41608/19]

15/10/2019WRM06200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.
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15/10/2019WRM06300Healthcare Infrastructure Provision

15/10/2019WRM06400322. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health the amount of funding to be made 
available to County Louth in view of recent announcements of a €2 billion investment over the 
next three years as phase one of the ten year plan of investment in healthcare infrastructure and 
equipment; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41610/19]

15/10/2019WRM06500323. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health the stages of development for 
projects (details supplied) in County Louth under the HSE ten year capital programme; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [41611/19]

15/10/2019WRM06600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 322 and 
323 together.

The Health Service Executive recently published its Capital Plan for 2019-2021. The capital 
plan outlines projects to be progressed over the three-year period and also sets out the current 
status of all projects within the programme, including a number of projects in Co. Louth.

The Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infrastruc-
ture projects and has advised the current stage of development of the projects as follows:

- Our Lady of Lourdes Hospital, Drogheda: construction has been completed and is cur-
rently at the equipping and commissioning stage. Some of the wards and the ED are already 
operational while the five new theatres and remaining wards are expected to be completed by 
the end of 2019. 

- St Mary’s Hospital, Drogheda: the phased development is at planning and design stage. A 
planning application was submitted to Louth County Council earlier this year. Further informa-
tion was requested by the local authority and this has recently been submitted by the HSE. 

- Ardee Community Nursing Unit: to be delivered as part of a bundle of facilities by Public 
Private Partnership (PPP). A design team has been appointed and a planning application has 
recently been lodged in respect of this project. 

- Ardee ambulance base: currently at design stage.  

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished. 

The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery.

The HSE actively manages the capital programme in order to ensure it has flexibility to 
progress as many projects as possible within the available funding, particularly in the event of 
any project not progressing as anticipated.

15/10/2019WRM06800Hospital Consultant Recruitment

15/10/2019WRM06900324. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Health the position relating to the 
appointment of a sarcoma specialist (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41612/19]
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15/10/2019WRM07000332. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Health the position regarding the provi-
sion of a full-time sarcoma specialist in St. Vincent’s University Hospital; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41656/19]

15/10/2019WRM07100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 324 and 
332 together.

St. Vincent’s University Hospital informed the Department on 25 September that the person 
recruited to fill a permanent post of Consultant Medical Oncologist with a special interest in 
sarcoma has advised the hospital that they would not be taking up the post.

 St. Vincent’s University Hospital advised the Department that the recruitment process has 
recommenced and that the post was re-advertised on 6th October.

15/10/2019WRM07200Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services Data

15/10/2019WRM07300325. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health the number of registered beds, 
including high observation beds, available for CAMHS inpatient treatment in CHO areas 8 and 
9; the location of the beds; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41617/19]

15/10/2019WRM07400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRM07500Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services Data

15/10/2019WRM07600326. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health the number of persons in County 
Louth awaiting CAMHS outpatient and inpatient appointments; the number of persons waiting 
three to six, six to 12, 12 to 18 and 18 to 24 months, respectively; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41618/19]

15/10/2019WRM07700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRN00200HSE Staff Recruitment

15/10/2019WRN00300327. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health the number of successful appli-
cants recruited to each CHO area as a direct result of the HSE recruitment campaigns for con-
sultant child and adolescent psychiatrists; the length of time the campaigns have been ongoing 
by CHO; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41619/19]

15/10/2019WRN00400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I have asked the HSE to respond directly to 
the Deputy on this matter.

15/10/2019WRN00500Mental Health Services Data

15/10/2019WRN00600328. Deputy Gerry Adams asked the Minister for Health the number of CAMHS inpatient 
beds that have been filled each month to date in 2019; and the number of inpatient beds that 
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remained unfilled for the same period by each CHO area in tabular form [41620/19]

15/10/2019WRN00700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRN00800Community Care

15/10/2019WRN00900329. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Health the provisions in place for 
community care homes in County Kilkenny facing a deficit in 2019. [41641/19]

15/10/2019WRN01000330. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Health if community care homes 
are part of Sláintecare; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41642/19]

15/10/2019WRN01100331. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Health his plans to set up a na-
tional fund to help community care homes with the cost of improvements and upgrades as a 
result of HIQA visits; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41643/19]

15/10/2019WRN01200Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 329 to 331, inclusive, together.

A key principle underpinning Government policy is to support older people to live in their 
own home as long as possible.  

There will, however, always be people whose needs are best met in a residential care setting 
or supported housing model.  There are 10 Supported Care Homes in Community Healthcare 
Organisation Area 5 providing accommodation and support services to older people with low 
to medium dependency levels.  The residents cannot be maintained independently at home, but 
do not yet require nursing home care.  

The HSE acknowledges the role played by these Homes in reducing possible admission to 
nursing homes and I have been assured by the HSE that it is committed to ensuring Supported 
Care Home are supported. The HSE will provide about €2.5 million in Section 39 funding this 
year towards the operational costs of the Homes.  

HIQA is the independent statutory body established to register and inspect all residential 
homes for older people. The current regulatory regime aims to ensure the provision of high-
quality, safe and effective services to people living in these centres, whether they are nursing 
homes providing 24-hour nursing care or supported care homes for people with lower depen-
dencies.

As people get older, their housing needs may change.  Earlier this year the Government 
published a Policy Statement “Housing Options for our Ageing Population” which provides 
a policy framework to support our ageing population through increasing the accommodation 
options available to them and give them meaningful choice in how and where they choose to 
live. It also sets out a package of key actions to assist the development of models of supported 
housing that promote integration between housing and health and social care services.    

An Inter-Departmental and Inter-Agency Implementation Groups has been established to 
progress the programme of actions contained in the policy statement. This will assist in de-
veloping a menu of solutions which are available nationally to provide enhanced housing and 
support options for older people.

The establishment of the Implementation Groups and the implementation of the policy 
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statement are key actions in the 2019 Sláintecare Action Plan. Many of the health related action 
points are influenced by and integrated with broader Sláintecare actions.

 The level of funding available to supported care homes is being considered in the context 
of the HSE’s National Service Plan for 2020.

  Question No. 332 answered with Question No. 324.

15/10/2019WRN01600Medical Card Reviews

15/10/2019WRN01700333. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of medical card 
reviews that have been carried out to date in 2019; the number that have been refused to date; 
and the number that have been successful to date [41673/19]

15/10/2019WRN01800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, it has been re-
ferred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply to the Deputy. 

15/10/2019WRN01900Medicinal Products Reimbursement

15/10/2019WRN02000334. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health his plans or the plans of the 
HSE to restore allowances to a society (details supplied) that were cut during the austerity 
years; and his further plans to add coeliac disease to the long-term illness scheme [41674/19]

15/10/2019WRN02100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Deputy will be aware that the HSE has 
statutory responsibility for decisions on pricing and reimbursement of medicinal products un-
der the community drug schemes in accordance with the provisions of the Health (Pricing and 
Supply of Medical Goods) Act 2013. 

In September 2012, Gluten-free products were removed from the list of GMS reimburs-
able items, with a number of other products. These products were, by this time, more widely 
available and they tended to be significantly cheaper than products sold through community 
pharmacies. 

There are no plans to reinstate these products on the list of reimbursable items. 

In relation to the inclusion of Coeliac disease on the Long Term Illness Scheme, there are no 
plans to extend the list of conditions covered by the scheme at this time. However, the scheme 
will be included as part of a review of the basis for existing hospital and medication charges, to 
be carried out under commitments given in the Sláintecare Implementation Strategy. 

For people who are not eligible for the LTI Scheme, there are other arrangements which 
protect them from excessive medicine costs. 

Under the Drug Payment Scheme, no individual or family pays more than €124 a month 
towards the cost of approved prescribed medicines. The scheme significantly reduces the cost 
burden for families and individuals with ongoing expenditure on medicines. 

People who cannot, without undue hardship, arrange for the provision of medical services 
for themselves and their dependants may be entitled to a medical card. In the assessment pro-
cess, the HSE can take into account medical costs incurred by an individual or a family.  

People who are not eligible for a medical card may still be able to avail of a GP visit card, 
which covers the cost of GP consultations.  
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I also wish to advise you that Coeliac patients may claim tax relief on medical expenses 
incurred on gluten-free products manufactured specifically for coeliacs, further information is 
available at www.revenue.ie

15/10/2019WRN02200Hospital Waiting Lists Data

15/10/2019WRN02300335. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of children on wait-
ing lists for a first outpatient appointment across all specialties by hospital and length of time 
waiting in tabular form. [41675/19]

15/10/2019WRN02400338. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health when the recommendations 
made by the Ombudsman for Children will be implemented in respect off the establishment of 
child specific wait lists and target outpatient waits for children. [41678/19]

15/10/2019WRN02500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 335 and 
338 together.

The National Treatment Purchase Fund (NTPF) currently collects and collates information 
in respect of the Inpatient, Day Case, and Outpatient (OP) Waiting Lists.  The monthly wait-
ing list figures are published on the NTPF website, and a breakdown of the Inpatient/Day Case 
waiting list by Adult & Child Analysis is published by hospital.

Outpatient waiting list information has been collected and published by the NTPF since 
2013. The data represents those waiting for a first appointment at a consultant-led Outpatient 
clinic. The Outpatient Waiting List report shows the total number of patients waiting, across the 
various time bands, for a first appointment at a consultant-led Outpatient clinic. The analysis 
by Adult and Child is not currently published for the outpatient waiting list in a pdf format, 
however a breakdown by specialty by hospital/ hospital group/and by age profile is available on 
the NTPF website in an open source format. The NTPF has advised my Department that they 
are working towards publishing the outpatients waiting list by Adult & Child Analysis in a pdf 
format in the coming months.

The HSE Management Data Report (MDR) reports on HSE activity against Key Perfor-
mance Indicators as set out in the National Service Plan for 2019. Under the National Service 
Plan 2019, the target for all hospital groups is for 80% of people, including children, to wait less 
than 52 weeks for a first Outpatient Department appointment.

The last published MDR figures are for June 2019 and report that 68.9% of patients waiting 
for a first Outpatient appointment across all hospitals are waiting 52 weeks or less, while 60% 
of patients waiting for a first Outpatient appointment at CHI hospitals are waiting 52 weeks or 
less.

CHI has advised that it is committed to reducing waiting lists and supporting initiatives that 
ensure that children receive care appropriately and in a timely manner, and in 2019 a number of 
initiatives were put in place to address Outpatient Waiting Lists.

For example, the new paediatric outpatient and urgent care centre in CHI at Connolly opened 
on 31st July 2019. This new facility offers a range of services to children and their families in 
the local area as well as those in Dublin North city and county and the surrounding areas in 
Kildare and Meath. General Paediatric Clinics are held from 8am to 6pm Monday to Friday. 
CHI has advised that the opening of CHI at Connolly is having a positive impact on CHI OPD 
waiting lists. At the end of September 2019, there were 4,130 patients on CHI’s General Paedi-
atric Outpatient waiting list, which is a 35% reduction when compared to the same period last 
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year.

Furthermore, CHI at Connolly will provide a further 1,300 outpatient appointments between 
September and December 2019. CHI advise that they are currently in the process of expanding 
these clinics to provide a focus on the specific requirements for some patients including asthma, 
allergy, faltering growth and constipation. When fully operational, CHI at Connolly is expected 
to provide 17,000 outpatient appointments (General Paediatrics and Orthopaedic clinics) every 
year  . 

Management of referrals is a key enabler to reducing waiting lists, and in this regard CHI 
advise that they have initiated a referrals process whereby all referrals from the three children’s 
hospitals are managed centrally. The group is progressing its ICT requirements to have a single 
Patient Administration System across all CHI sites (the three children’s hospitals and CHI at 
Connolly). 

The central referrals team, through administrative and clinical validation are ensuring that 
all appointment slots are used appropriately and that where appropriate, patients who do not 
need hospital care, are removed from the waiting list, which is assisting in the waiting list re-
duction.

Another example of innovation in referral pathways is the TORC project (Triage of Referral 
Clinics). This is one of a number of virtual clinics currently being held across CHI and involves 
the active triage of referrals, the provision of advice and commencement of treatment for pa-
tients. As a result, patients may then either not have to attend an outpatient clinic appointment 
or can begin their pathway of care prior to attendance. CHI advise that this has been very suc-
cessful in achieving a discharge rate of up to 30% of patients contacted. In addition, patients 
can begin their diagnostics prior to attending an appointment which ensures the best use of 
resources and reduction in follow-up attendances for patients and their families. 

CHI is continuing with a number of other initiatives including moving Dermatology refer-
rals towards a more centralised structure together with a virtual clinic model in this specialty. 

CHI continues to engage with the National Treatment Purchase Fund (NTPF) to secure 
funding for initiatives in 2019 to address access to patients for specialties including ENT, Oph-
thalmology, General Paediatrics, Orthopaedics and Gastroenterology. 

CHI advises that recruitment of additional consultants for CHI specialties with the longest 
OPD waiting times (Allergy, Dermatology, Radiology, Gastroenterology, Rheumatology, Or-
thopaedics & ENT) is also underway following CHI securing additional National Service Plan 
funding in 2019. In appointing these positions, the multidisciplinary teams are also reviewing 
their current work practices and identifying new ways of working to ensure appropriate man-
agement of waiting lists. 

In relation to the question raised by the deputy regarding the number of children on waiting 
lists for a first outpatient appointment across all specialties, the attached spreadsheet, provided 
by the HSE BIU, shows the breakdown by hospital in tabular form.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq335-338_en.xlsx  “>OPD Waiting list</a>]

15/10/2019WRN02600Hospital Waiting Lists

15/10/2019WRN02700336. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the one-to-five-year alternative 
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care pathway for children with comorbidities who require and cannot access timely scoliosis 
care in an acute hospital setting here in view of the ongoing crisis in recruitment and retention 
of healthcare professionals. [41676/19]

15/10/2019WRN02800337. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health his plans to allow for the out-
sourcing of scoliosis surgeries via the NTPF in view of the ongoing crisis in recruitment and 
retention of healthcare professionals and the excessive wait times for scoliosis surgery experi-
enced by children. [41677/19]

15/10/2019WRN02900341. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of spinal monitor-
ing surgeries that have been cancelled and rescheduled in Children’s Health Ireland hospitals 
during 2018 and to date in 2019 due to a lack of access to a spinal monitoring team; and his 
views on the current spinal monitoring arrangement in Children’s Health Ireland hospitals in 
view of Brexit and the fact the spinal monitoring team is based in Belfast and is only on contract 
to the HSE. [41681/19]

15/10/2019WRN03000343. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of children on sus-
pended waiting lists for scoliosis surgery in Children’s Health Ireland hospitals; and the length 
of time they have been suspended. [41683/19]

15/10/2019WRN03100344. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of children who 
have been completely removed from scoliosis surgery waiting lists in Children’s Health Ireland 
hospitals since Jan 2017 without having a completed surgery. [41684/19]

15/10/2019WRN03200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 336, 337, 
341, 343 and 344 together.

The information requested by the Deputy is currently being collated by officials in my De-
partment, and will be provided to the Deputy directly as soon as it becomes available.

  Question No. 338 answered with Question No. 335.

15/10/2019WRN03500Hospital Waiting Lists

15/10/2019WRN03600339. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health his views on reports that some 
HSE hospitals report all adults on scoliosis waiting lists to the NTPF; and if he will supply a list 
of all such hospitals [41679/19]

15/10/2019WRN03700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The information requested by the Deputy 
is currently being collated by officials in my Department, and will be provided to the Deputy 
directly as soon as it becomes available.

15/10/2019WRN03800Hospital Waiting Lists Data

15/10/2019WRN03900340. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of adults and chil-
dren waiting for scoliosis surgery; the number of scoliosis surgeries that have been completed 
in University Hospital Galway to date in 2019. [41680/19]

15/10/2019WRN04000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The HSE has advised my Department that 
there is an agreed clinical pathway in place for Paediatric scoliosis patients between Galway 
University Hospital (GUH) and Children’s Health Ireland (CHI). In addition, for patients over 
16 years of age there is also a pathway in place to access services at the Mater Misericordiae 
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University Hospital (MMUH). 

Saolta Hospital Group has advised that there are currently 7 patients awaiting scoliosis 
surgery at Galway University Hospitals (GUH). Due to the small volume of patients waiting, 
to preserve patient confidentiality, a further breakdown of patients by adult/child cannot be pro-
vided. Saolta has further advised that to date in 2019, no scoliosis surgeries have taken place in 
Galway University Hospitals.

Saolta Hospital Group has further advised that Paediatric scoliosis patients are to be referred 
to CHI at Crumlin, and that they are working on treatment plans for adults who are currently 
awaiting scoliosis surgery at GUH. 

  Question No. 341 answered with Question No. 336.

15/10/2019WRN04200Hospital Waiting Lists Data

15/10/2019WRN04300342. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health the number of children under 
18 years of age waiting on scoliosis surgery at the Mater Hospital; and the length of time they 
have been waiting [41682/19]

15/10/2019WRN04400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The 2018 investment in paediatric ortho-
paedics included funding to support the transition of adolescents with scoliosis from Children’s 
Health Ireland (CHI) at Crumlin and Temple Street to the Mater Misericordiae University Hos-
pital (MMUH).  There are now agreed clinical pathways in place for the transition of adoles-
cents (aged 16 years and over) waiting for a first time OPD/spinal review appointment. CHI 
have advised that at the beginning of September 2019, 17 patients have been successfully tran-
sitioned to the MMUH from CHI at Crumlin OPD waiting list. 

In relation to the number of children under 18 years of age waiting for scoliosis surgery at 
the Mater Hospital, the HSE has advised that the number is less than 5 and as a result, to pre-
serve patient confidentiality, the specific number of patients and length of time waiting cannot 
be provided. 

  Questions Nos. 343 and 344 answered with Question No. 336.

15/10/2019WRN04700General Practitioner Services Provision

15/10/2019WRN04800345. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Health if matters raised by a person 
(details supplied) in regard to general practitioner services in Dunleer, County Louth, will be 
examined; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41689/19]

15/10/2019WRN04900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRN05000Services for People with Disabilities

15/10/2019WRN05100346. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Health the status of the provision of day 
services for (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41690/19]

15/10/2019WRN05200Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
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ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRN05300Qualifications Recognition

15/10/2019WRN05400347. Deputy Marc MacSharry asked the Minister for Health further to Parliamentary 
Question No. 307 of 13 November 2018, when a person (details supplied) in County Leitrim 
whose social work qualifications were registered by the National Social Work Qualifications 
Board in 2004 will have a decision on applications for registration with CORU; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41692/19]

15/10/2019WRN05500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a matter relating to an individual 
health and social care professional, the Health and Social Care Professional Council (CORU) 
has been asked to respond directly to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRN05600National Maternity Strategy Expenditure

15/10/2019WRN05700348. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health the amount of funding allocated to 
the national maternity strategy since its launch by year, action and activity. [41697/19]

15/10/2019WRN05800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Ireland’s first National Maternity Strategy 
- Creating a Better Future Together 2016 - 2026 was published in January 2016.  It represents 
a significant development in the delivery of national maternity policy that will fundamentally 
change how maternity care is delivered. 

In terms of resources provided to the HSE to implement the Strategy, the Deputy may 
wish to note that €3m development funding was provided for maternity services in 2016, with 
increased funding of €6.8m provided in 2017.  This included funding for additional staff, the 
development of specialist bereavement teams, the establishment of maternity networks and 
implementation of Phase 1 of the Maternal and Newborn Clinical Management System.  Fur-
ther development funding of €4.15 million was provided in 2018 and €1m in 2019 to further 
progress the implementation of the Strategy. 

As the HSE National Women & Infants Health Programme is driving the implementation of 
the Strategy, your query has been referred to the Programme for direct response so that you can 
be furnished with more specific detail on the actions and activities that have been undertaken 
to date.

I can also confirm that additional development funding will be provided to the HSE Na-
tional Women & Infants Health Programme in 2020 to support the continued implementation 
of the National Maternity Strategy. The funding will enable us to build manpower capacity in 
maternity services, including the recruitment of additional consultant obstetricians/gynaecolo-
gists, in order to provide for the continued roll out of the new model of integrated care.
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15/10/2019WRN05900Clinical Trials

15/10/2019WRN06000349. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health if his or the HSE’s attention has 
been drawn to the reason an organisation (details supplied) decided against rolling out a clinical 
trial of suvodirsen, an investigational therapy for boys with Duchenne muscular dystrophy; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41699/19]

15/10/2019WRN06100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The requirements for the conduct of clinical 
trials in the EU are set out in Directive 2001/20/EC, which is transposed into national law by 
the European Communities (Clinical Trials on Medicinal Products for Human Use) Regulations 
2004, as amended.

As Minister for Health, I have no role in the authorisation of clinical trials, nor in the deter-
mination of which clinical trials are conducted in Ireland or the specific location of such trials. 
The decision to proceed with a clinical trial at a site within the EU, which is in compliance with 
the regulations, is a decision made solely by the sponsor of the clinical trial.   

The Health Products Regulatory Authority (HPRA) is responsible for the assessment of 
clinical trials with medicinal products conducted in Ireland. The HPRA is aware that Suvodirs-
en is currently undergoing clinical trials in a number of EU member states as an investigational 
treatment for patients with Duchenne muscular dystrophy. There are currently no clinical trials 
of Suvodirsen authorised to take place in Ireland; however, the HPRA has advised that it would 
welcome applications from the trial sponsor.

15/10/2019WRN06200HSE Reports

15/10/2019WRN06300350. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Health the position regarding the HSE’s 
Valproate response project report; if this report has been submitted to his Department; if so, if 
he will now publish the report in full; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41710/19]

15/10/2019WRN06400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The HSE’s report on its Valproate Response 
Project has been finalised, and was submitted to my Department yesterday. The report’s con-
tents will first need to be considered within the Department before any decision is taken regard-
ing potential publication of the report.  

15/10/2019WRN06500Audiology Services Provision

15/10/2019WRN06600351. Deputy Kathleen Funchion asked the Minister for Health when an audiologist will be 
appointed to a clinic (details supplied); the length of time the clinic has been operating without 
an audiologist; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41716/19]

15/10/2019WRN06700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRO00200Services for People with Disabilities

15/10/2019WRO00300352. Deputy Joe Carey asked the Minister for Health if he will respond to a query (details 
supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41722/19]

15/10/2019WRO00400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
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ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities. 

The Programme for Partnership Government states that the Government wishes to provide 
more accessible respite care to facilitate full support for people with a disability.

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRO00500Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRO00600353. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Health further to Parliamentary Ques-
tion No. 635 of 6 November 2018, the status of the operational position regarding the drug 
addiction centre (details supplied); the final cost of the project to date; the number of staff that 
are employed and working on site; the number of vacancies that remain unfilled; the reason for 
the delay in operational commencement and other details relating to the project; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41729/19]

15/10/2019WRO00700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Catherine Byrne): As this is a 
service matter, it has been referred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply 
to the Deputy. 

15/10/2019WRO00800Emergency Departments

15/10/2019WRO00900354. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Health if a private consultation room 
will be provided at South Tipperary General Hospital accident and emergency department for 
patients that present with mental health problems; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41732/19]

15/10/2019WRO01000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Health Service Executive to respond to you directly as soon as possible

15/10/2019WRO01100Nursing Staff Provision

15/10/2019WRO01200355. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Health the position regarding the cre-
ation of a neuroscience nurse at University Hospital Waterford; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41748/19]

15/10/2019WRO01300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Health Service Executive to respond to you directly as soon as possible

15/10/2019WRO01400Dental Services Provision

15/10/2019WRO01500356. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Health the availability of child dental 
services in Ardee and mid-County Louth due to reports of children having to travel to Nobber 
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for services; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41754/19]

15/10/2019WRO01600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRO01700Hospital Appointments Status

15/10/2019WRO01800357. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Health when a person (details sup-
plied) will receive an appointment; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41756/19]

15/10/2019WRO01900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

15/10/2019WRO02000Hospital Appointments Status

15/10/2019WRO02100358. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Health when a person (details supplied) 
will be called for a surgical procedure; if the procedure will be expedited; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41757/19]

15/10/2019WRO02200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

15/10/2019WRO02300Palliative Care for Children
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15/10/2019WRO02400359. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Health the availability of palliative care 
for children by LHO in tabular form; the recommended locations for palliative care; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41763/19]

15/10/2019WRO02500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): In December 2009 the Department of Health 
published Palliative Care for Children with Life Limiting Conditions: a National Policy. Con-
taining 31 recommendations under 19 headings, the structures set out in the Policy are designed 
to meet the palliative care needs of children born with a life-limiting condition and their fami-
lies across all care settings. 

To respond to the increasing demand for palliative care services for children, the HSE, 
with co-funding from the Irish Hospice Foundation, established a Children’s Palliative Care 
Programme including three elements: a consultant post in Our Lady’s Children’s Hospital in 
Crumlin, an education programme, and the appointment of clinical nurse co-ordinators. A net-
work of 11 clinical nurse co-ordinators is in place, with responsibility for ensuring that children 
being cared for at home by their families have access to co-ordinated and supportive services. 
A second consultant took up a position at Temple Street Children’s Hospital in February 2019. 
The Children’s Hospital Group has agreed that both posts will be located in the new national 
children’s hospital when it opens. 

I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy on the provision 
of palliative care for children by LHO as soon as possible.

  Question No. 360 answered with Question No. 317.

15/10/2019WRO02700Hospitals Data

15/10/2019WRO02800361. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Health the number of urologist con-
sultants in each of the RCSI hospitals in 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of consultant 
urology hours provided in each hospital under current contracts; the number of urology surger-
ies that were cancelled in each RCSI hospital in 2018 and to date in 2019; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41767/19]

15/10/2019WRO02900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Health Service Executive to respond to you directly as soon as possible.

15/10/2019WRO03000Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRO03100362. Deputy Lisa Chambers asked the Minister for Health when a working group will be 
established to address the long waiting times for diagnosis and treatment of endometriosis; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41769/19]

15/10/2019WRO03200363. Deputy Lisa Chambers asked the Minister for Health the steps he is taking to address 
the lack of adequate care for patients with endometriosis here; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41770/19]

15/10/2019WRO03300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 362 and 
363 together.

As the queries raised by the Deputy relate to a service matter, I have asked the Health Ser-
vice Executive to reply to you directly.
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The Deputy may wish to note that a new Women’s Health Taskforce has been established by 
the Department of Health to improve women’s health outcomes and experiences of healthcare. 
It met for the first time on 26th September 2019 and is being led by the Secretary General of the 
Department of Health Jim Breslin and Peggy Maguire, the Director General of the European 
Institute for Women’s Health, in partnership with the National Women’s Council of Ireland. The 
new Taskforce will take a comprehensive approach to women’s health and will tackle a wide 
range of issues impacting women’s health outcomes in Ireland. The first action of the Taskforce 
will be a large-scale listening exercise with women in Ireland to hear their experiences of and 
solutions for the health system.  This will be a significant, substantial and large-scale consulta-
tion. Data from this process, combined with the available evidence on women’s health, will 
determine the work programme for the Taskforce.

For more information including opportunities to engage with the Taskforce see https://www.
gov.ie/en/campaigns/-womens-health/ 

15/10/2019WRO03500Hospitals Capital Programme

15/10/2019WRO03600364. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Health the status of the proposed 100-
bed unit at the St. Mary’s Hospital site, Dublin Road, Drogheda, County Louth; the most recent 
specification brief on the project; if specific commencement dates have been agreed; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41777/19]

15/10/2019WRO03700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Health Service Executive recently pub-
lished its Capital Plan for 2019-2021. The plan includes capital funding for the Community 
Nursing Unit programme and also sets out the current status of all projects within the pro-
gramme, including the development at St. Mary’s Hospital, Drogheda.

The Health Service Executive is responsible for the delivery of public healthcare infrastruc-
ture projects and has advised that this phased development is currently at planning stage. A 
planning application was submitted to Louth County Council earlier this year. Further informa-
tion was requested by the local authority and this has recently been submitted by the HSE. 

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement, before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished.

The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery.  

15/10/2019WRO03800Pre-Hospital Emergency Care Council

15/10/2019WRO03900365. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Health the fee for the certificate in first aid 
training that registered institutions have to pay the Pre-Hospital Emergency Care Council; if the 
fee has increased; if so, the amount; when the charge will occur; if the fee changed in the past 
three months; and the fee prior to the change [41784/19]

15/10/2019WRO04000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Pre-Hospital Emergency Care Council 
(PHECC) is an independent statutory body with responsibility for professional regulation in the 
area of  pre-hospital emergency care including the recognition of professional qualifications.

Accordingly, the Deputy’s query has been referred to PHECC for direct response.
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15/10/2019WRO04100Patient Forums

15/10/2019WRO04200366. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Health if a patient representative is 
informed of meetings due to take place between patients and HSE staff and-or management 
in cases in which a patient has requested the presence of same; the person or body with re-
sponsibility to inform the patient representative; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41789/19]

15/10/2019WRO04300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is an operational matter, the ques-
tion has been referred to the Health Service Executive for their attention and direct reply to the 
Deputy.

15/10/2019WRO04400Patient Forums

15/10/2019WRO04500367. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Health the role of a patient representa-
tive in meetings between patients and the HSE; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41790/19]

15/10/2019WRO04600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is an operational matter, the ques-
tion has been referred to the Health Service Executive for their attention and direct reply to the 
Deputy.

15/10/2019WRO04700Hospital Records

15/10/2019WRO04800368. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Health the reason parents are encoun-
tering delays in obtaining birth and death certificates for babies born at Portiuncula hospital; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41791/19]

15/10/2019WRO04900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Health Service Executive to respond to you directly, as soon as possible.

15/10/2019WRO05000Medical Qualifications

15/10/2019WRO05100369. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Health if all staff charged with operat-
ing ultrasounds have had their qualifications verified; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41792/19]

15/10/2019WRO05200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I have asked the HSE to respond directly to 
the Deputy on this matter.

15/10/2019WRO05300Maternity Services

15/10/2019WRO05400370. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Health the number of the recommenda-
tions listed in the external independent clinical review of the maternity services at Portiuncula 
hospital, Ballinasloe, that have been fulfilled; the recommendations still outstanding; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41793/19]

15/10/2019WRO05500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Walker Report, which was the report of 
an external review into maternity services in Portiuncula University Hospital, was published 
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on 3 May 2018.  The report made 35 key recommendations under five themes: Environment, 
Training, Clinical Care, Staffing, and Communication issues.  The HSE established an Imple-
mentation Group to progress these recommendations and I understand that significant progress 
has been made to implement these 35 recommendations.  

I have asked the HSE to reply directly to you with regard to the current status of the imple-
mentation of the recommendations.

15/10/2019WRO05600Hospital Appointments Status

15/10/2019WRO05700371. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Health the status of an urgent appoint-
ment for a person (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41807/19]

15/10/2019WRO05800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
Health Service Executive to respond to you directly as soon as possible.

15/10/2019WRO05900Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRO06000372. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health the number of full-time 
and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each of the years 2014 to 
2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department 
has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41820/19]

15/10/2019WRO06100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The attached table sets out the total number 
of full-time and part-time civil servants the Department of Health has recruited by grade in each 
of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019 and the total number of full-time and part-time 
civil servants the Department of Health has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period.  

The figures include individuals who were seconded into the Department and those existing 
civil servants who were successful in internal, interdepartmental and open promotion competi-
tions. 

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq372_en.xlsx  “>Totals By Year</a>]

15/10/2019WRO06200Services for People with Disabilities

15/10/2019WRO06300373. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Health his views on correspondence 
(details supplied) that has issued to parents regarding cover for a therapist; if the HSE response 
issued to this Deputy is to indicate that resources are not sufficient to provide cover; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41831/19]

15/10/2019WRO06400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  
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As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRO06500Nursing Homes Support Scheme Payments

15/10/2019WRO06600374. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Health when funding will be allocated 
to a person (details supplied) in County Kerry; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41844/19]

15/10/2019WRO06700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRO06800Long-Term Illness Scheme Coverage

15/10/2019WRO06900375. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Health if he will make arrangements to 
include rheumatoid arthritis on the long-term illness scheme; his views that the ongoing medi-
cation needed to treat this condition provides a substantial expense for those that suffer from 
same. [41849/19]

15/10/2019WRO07000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Long Term Illness (LTI) Scheme was 
established under Section 59(3) of the Health Act 1970 (as amended). The conditions covered 
by the LTI are: acute leukaemia; mental handicap; cerebral palsy; mental illness (in a person 
under 16); cystic fibrosis; multiple sclerosis; diabetes insipidus; muscular dystrophies; diabetes 
mellitus; Parkinsonism; epilepsy; phenylketonuria; haemophilia; spina bifida; hydrocephalus; 
and conditions arising from the use of thalidomide.

Under the LTI Scheme, patients receive medicines, and medical and surgical appliances 
directly related to the treatment of their illness, free of charge.

There are no plans to extend the list of conditions covered by the Scheme at this time. How-
ever, I wish to inform the Deputy that the LTI Scheme will be included as part of a review of the 
basis for existing hospital and medication charges, to be carried out under commitments given 
in the Sláintecare Implementation Strategy.

For people who are not eligible for the LTI Scheme, there are other arrangements which 
protect them from excessive medicine costs.

Under the Drug Payment Scheme, no individual or family pays more than €124 a month 
towards the cost of approved prescribed medicines. The scheme significantly reduces the cost 
burden for families and individuals with ongoing expenditure on medicines.

People who cannot, without undue hardship, arrange for the provision of medical services 
for themselves and their dependants may be entitled to a medical card. In the assessment pro-
cess, the HSE can take into account medical costs incurred by an individual or a family. 

People who are not eligible for a medical card may still be able to avail of a GP visit card, 
which covers the cost of GP consultations.

15/10/2019WRO07100Speech and Language Therapy Provision
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15/10/2019WRO07200376. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health if the case of a person (de-
tails supplied) will be examined, as the person has been waiting 18 months for access to speech 
and language therapy through the south Kildare network disability team. [41851/19]

15/10/2019WRO07300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRP00200Primary Care Centres Staff

15/10/2019WRP00300377. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health the number of child psy-
chologists working in the Kildare town primary care centre; his plans to increase the number of 
same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41852/19]

15/10/2019WRP00400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP00500Psychological Assessments

15/10/2019WRP00600378. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health if the case of a person (de-
tails supplied) who needs access to a child psychologist will be examined; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41853/19]

15/10/2019WRP00700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP00800General Practitioner Services Provision

15/10/2019WRP00900379. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health the procedure to ensure that 
each person has access to a general practitioner if the person does not have a medical card; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41854/19]

15/10/2019WRP01000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): People who do not hold a medical card or 
GP visit card access GP services on a private basis and can make enquiries directly to any GP 
practice they wish to register with.

GPs are private contractors and it is a matter for each individual GP to decide whether to 
accept additional private patients.  In some instances GP practices have a full list of patients and 
cannot take on new patients.  If this happens, patients should contact other GP practices in their 
area. While I have no role in relation to such matters, I would expect clinicians to consider the 
importance of patients having access to a GP service close to home when deciding whether or 
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not to accept private patients.

The Government is committed to increasing GP capacity to ensure that all patients, those 
that hold a medical or GP visit card as well as those that do not, continue to have access to GP 
services and that general practice is sustainable in all areas into the future. 

Efforts undertaken in recent years to increase the number of practising GPs include changes 
to the entry provisions to the GMS scheme to accommodate more flexible/shared GMS GP 
contracts, and to the retirement provisions for GPs under the GMS scheme, allowing GPs to 
hold GMS contracts until their 72nd birthday. Enhanced supports for rural GP practices have 
also been introduced.

There has also been a significant expansion in the number of places on GP training pro-
grammes in recent years; up from 120 places in 2009 to 192 filled in 2019.

An agreement with the Irish Medical Organisation on contractual reform was concluded 
this year. In return for cooperation with a wide range of service developments and reforms, the 
Government will increase investment in general practice by approximately 40% (or €210 mil-
lion) by 2023. This will see significant increases in capitation fees for GPs who participate in 
the reform programme and the introduction of new fees and subsidies for additional services 
such as the chronic disease management programme.

I am confident that these measures will make general practice more sustainable and a more 
attractive career option for doctors, thus increasing GP capacity and helping to ensure that all 
patients have access to GP services.

15/10/2019WRP01100HSE Properties

15/10/2019WRP01200380. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health if there are buildings owned 
by the HSE that could be used by an association (details supplied) in County Kildare; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41855/19]

15/10/2019WRP01300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As the Health Service Executive is respon-
sible for the management of the public healthcare property estate, I have asked the HSE to 
respond directly to you in relation to this matter.

15/10/2019WRP01400Occupational Therapy Data

15/10/2019WRP01500381. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health the number of children wait-
ing to see a community occupational therapist in County Kildare; the number waiting one, 
six, 12 and longer than 18 months, respectively; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41858/19]

15/10/2019WRP01600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP01700Physiotherapy Provision

15/10/2019WRP01800382. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health the number of children wait-
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ing to see a community physiotherapist in County Kildare; the number waiting one, six, 12 and 
longer than 18 months, respectively; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41859/19]

15/10/2019WRP01900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP02000Psychological Services Waiting Lists

15/10/2019WRP02100383. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health the number of children wait-
ing to see a psychologist in County Kildare; the number waiting one, six, 12 and longer than 18 
months, respectively; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41860/19]

15/10/2019WRP02200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP02300Speech and Language Therapy Data

15/10/2019WRP02400384. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health the number of children wait-
ing to see a speech and language therapist in County Kildare; the number waiting one, six, 
12 and longer than 18 months, respectively; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41861/19]

15/10/2019WRP02500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP02600Cancer Incidence

15/10/2019WRP02700385. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health the number of confirmed in-
stances of cancer regarding breast implants (details supplied); the number of persons contacted 
and advised on this matter to date by the HSE; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41865/19]

15/10/2019WRP02800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Breast Implant Associated Anaplastic Large 
Cell Lymphoma (BIA-ALCL) is a rare type of non-Hodgkin’s Lymphoma, occurring in indi-
viduals who have previously had synthetic breast implants or tissue expanders. 

BIA-ALCL is not breast cancer.  It is a type of non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma – a cancer of the 
immune system.

The Health Products Regulatory Authority (HPRA) has been updating my Department on 
this matter as further research is published and as evidence continues to emerge at both a Euro-
pean and international level and while the risk of developing BIA-ALCL has been shown to be 
more common than first thought, it still remains a rare condition. 

Breast implant devices and tissue expanders can have various types of surface texturing and 
the risk of developing BIA ALCL appears to be related to the degree of surface texturing on the 
breast implant or tissue expander.  Other breast implants may have a different risk of developing 
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BIA-ALCL. Implants with a lesser degree of surface texturing appear to have a less common 
association with BIA-ALCL.  A range of breast implants with different degrees of surface tex-
turing have been used in Ireland.  

The Health Service Executive (HSE) has decided to communicate publicly on this matter at 
this time in order to increase awareness of BIA ALCL, ensure that women in Ireland are fully 
informed on this issue and are given the appropriate advice. My Department has been working 
alongside the HSE in this regard. 

On October 9 2019, the HSE published an information notice on their website in relation 
to this matter. This notice provides further background on BIA ALCL including its relationship 
with textured breast implants and tissue expanders, signs and symptoms to be aware of, when 
to seek medical attention and further advice to women who may be affected by this issue. 

The HSE will issue letters to people who have received textured breast implants or tissue 
expanders during surgery in Ireland. These letters will have advice on what the individuals 
should do if they are concerned. The issuing of these letters by the HSE is due to commence in 
the coming weeks.

The details referred to in the question relate to an article that appeared in the Irish Indepen-
dent on October 5, headed “Probe over cancer link to breast implants”. The article wrongly 
referred to 14 reports of “potential breast cancer illness” related to breast implants having been 
reported to the Health Products Regulatory Authority. The paper in question subsequently is-
sued a correction, clarifying that the Health Products Regulatory Authority had advised that it 
had received 14 complaints of breast implant illness. This condition is not related to cancer. 
Breast implant illness can include joint pain, rashes, memory loss, brain fog and other symp-
toms. The errors were initially corrected on the online version of the paper and a print correc-
tion was published on October 7. 

Regarding the number of cases of BIA ALCL identified in Ireland, where there may be a 
small number of cases only and due to the possible risk of patient identification, I cannot con-
firm a specific number of cases. 

15/10/2019WRP02900Primary Care Centres

15/10/2019WRP03000386. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Health if the maintenance at a centre 
(details supplied) will be referred to the HSE; the status of same; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41867/19]

15/10/2019WRP03100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to service matters, I 
have arranged for the question to be referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct 
reply.

15/10/2019WRP03200Medical Card Data

15/10/2019WRP03300387. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the number of persons that 
will benefit from the changes to the income thresholds for the over 70 years of age medical card; 
the cost in 2020 of this measure; and the four-year cost of same. [41897/19]

15/10/2019WRP03400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As announced in Budget 2020, medical card 
gross income limits for those over 70 will be increased to €550 per week for a single person 
aged over 70 (currently €500 per week) and to €1050 for a couple aged over 70 (currently €900 
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per week).  

It is estimated that up to 56,000 persons aged over 70 may be eligible to benefit from the 
increased medical card income limits which will apply from July 2020. 

The cost of this measure will be dependent on a number of factors, including the number 
of additional applications made to the HSE, the timescale within which these are made and 
the number of applicants who are deemed eligible. Funding in respect of the measure has been 
provided for within the Budget 2020 package of family friendly measures, which amounts to 
€45m in total.  

15/10/2019WRP03500General Medical Services Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRP03600388. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the cost in 2020 of the GMS 
prescription charges for over 70 years being reduced by 50 cent to €1; and the full-year cost of 
same. [41898/19]

15/10/2019WRP03700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As part of Budget 2020 I made a number of 
announcements in relation to reducing the cost of medicines for individuals and families. These 
measures are in line with commitments given in the Programme for Partnership government 
and under Sláintecare. 

From the 1st July 2020 prescription charges will be reduced by 25% for all medical card 
holders.

The cost to reduce the charge to €1.00 with a monthly cap of €10, for over 70s is expected 
to cost €7m in 2020. The full year cost of this measure is estimated at €12m. 

15/10/2019WRP03800General Medical Services Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRP03900389. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the cost in 2020 of the GMS 
prescription charges being reduced by 50 cent to €1.50 per item for persons under 70 years of 
age; and the four-year cost of same. [41899/19]

15/10/2019WRP04000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As part of Budget 2020 I made a number of 
announcements in relation to reducing the cost of medicines for individuals and families. These 
measures are in line with commitments given in the Programme for Partnership government 
and under Sláintecare. 

From the 1st July 2020 prescription charges will be reduced by 25% for all medical card 
holders.

The cost to reduce the charge to €1.50 with a monthly cap of €15, for under 70s is expected 
to cost €7m in 2020. 

The full year cost, as clarified with the Deputy, of this measure is estimated at €12m.

15/10/2019WRP04100General Practitioner Services

15/10/2019WRP04200390. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the cost in 2020 of expanding 
free general practitioner care to children aged six to eight years; and the full-year cost of same. 
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[41900/19]

15/10/2019WRP04300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Government is committed to delivering 
free access to GP care for children aged up to 12 years old on a phased basis.  Following the 
earlier introduction of free GP care for children aged under 6, Budget 2020 will allow for the 
beginning of the phased introduction of free GP care for children aged from 6 to 12, with the 
introduction of free GP care for children aged 6 and 7 from autumn 2020.

Introduction of this measure will be the subject of negotiation with the IMO, representing 
general practitioners, and the exact cost will depend on the outcome of those negotiations.

15/10/2019WRP04400Dental Services Data

15/10/2019WRP04500391. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the cost in 2020 of provid-
ing free dental care for children under six years of age including preventative oral health and 
promotion packages; and the full-year cost of same. [41902/19]

15/10/2019WRP04600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Government is committed to providing 
packages of oral healthcare for children aged up to 16 years old on a phased basis, as set out in 
Smile agus Sláinte, the National Oral Health Policy. Budget 2020 allows for the introduction of 
free oral healthcare packages for children aged under 6. Introduction of this measure including 
the associated costs will be the subject of consultation with dentists.

15/10/2019WRP04700Drugs Payment Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRP04800392. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the cost in 2020 of reducing 
the monthly threshold for the drug payment scheme by €10 to €114; and the full-year cost of 
same. [41903/19]

15/10/2019WRP04900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As part of Budget 2020 I made a number of 
announcements in relation to reducing the cost of medicines for individuals and families. These 
measures are in line with commitments given in the Programme for Partnership government 
and under Sláintecare. 

From the 1st September 2020 the Drugs Payment Scheme monthly threshold will be re-
duced by €10 from €124 to €114, the cost of this measure in 2020 is expected to be €3m. The 
full year cost of this measure is estimated at €11.6m.

15/10/2019WRP05000Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRP05100393. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the details of the 1,000 thera-
pists, nurses and other professionals in community health services whose recruitment was an-
nounced in budget 2020; the number to be recruited in 2010; and when the positions will be 
operational in 2020. [41904/19]

15/10/2019WRP05200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The recent Budget included an additional 
2020 provision of €10 million (€60 million in a full year) for the enhancement of community 
and primary care.  I particularly welcome the advance commitment to €60 million in 2021 as it 
will enable the recruitment of up to 1,000 therapists, nurses and other professionals in the com-
munity on a phased basis during the course of next year.  This will allow for these funded posts 
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to be in place by the end of next year and throughout 2021 in order to address the needs identi-
fied in the Health Service Capacity Review recommendations. This funding will also facilitate 
the recruitment of dementia advisers. The planning for these posts will be in conjunction with 
the development of the new regional health areas so as to reflect the specific needs of the region. 

15/10/2019WRP05300Nursing Homes Support Scheme

15/10/2019WRP05400394. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the additional funding to 
be provided for the nursing home support scheme in 2020; the full-year cost of same; and the 
number of additional places to be provided by this funding. [41905/19]

15/10/2019WRP05500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): The Nursing Homes 
Support Scheme (NHSS), commonly referred to as Fair Deal, is a system of financial support 
for people who require long-term residential care. Participants contribute to the cost of their 
care according to their means while the State pays the balance of the cost. 

In Budget 2020 the Government has provided an additional €45m investment in the NHSS, 
increasing its budget to about €1.03bn in 2020. Compared to the 2019 National Service Plan 
target, this increased investment is projected to support an additional 500 people on average at 
any one time in long-term residential care in 2020.

15/10/2019WRP05600Care of the Elderly Funding

15/10/2019WRP05700395. Deputy Stephen Donnelly asked the Minister for Health the details of the €97 million 
for older people services in 2020; and the full-year cost of such initiatives. [41906/19]

15/10/2019WRP05800Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): The Government has 
made improved access to home support services a priority. We have committed to an additional 
investment of €52 million in Budget 2020 to bring the total funding for home supports to €487 
million in 2020. In 2020 the HSE will deliver over 19.2 million hours of home support, repre-
senting a substantial increase of 1 million hours more than this year’s target.    

This investment is focused on enabling older people to remain at home and, as appropriate, 
provision of hours will also be targeted at times of peak demand in Winter 2020, at the begin-
ning and end of the year, to ensure more timely egress from hospital for our older citizens. 

While the existing home support service is delivering crucial support to many people across 
the country, it needs to be improved to better meet the changing needs of our citizens. Dedicated 
funding has been included within the €52m for the testing of the new statutory home-support 
scheme in 2020.

In Budget 2020 the Government has also provided an additional €45m investment in the 
NHSS, increasing its budget to about €1.03bn in 2020. Compared to the 2019 National Service 
Plan target, this increased investment is projected to support an additional 500 people on aver-
age at any one time in long-term residential care in 2020.

15/10/2019WRP05900Mental Health Services Funding

15/10/2019WRP06000396. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Health his plans to ensure that the €25 
million unspent from budget 2018 is used to develop new services for mental health in 2019. 
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[41907/19]

15/10/2019WRP06100397. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Health if he will provide a rationale for the 
failure to spend €25 million allocated for mental health in 2019. [41908/19]

15/10/2019WRP06200401. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Health the steps he will take to ensure that 
funding allocated to mental health will be spent on mental health services within the timeframe 
provided for by the budget in which it was allotted. [41912/19]

15/10/2019WRP06300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 396, 397 and 401 together.

Budget 2019 made allowance for an additional €55 million for Mental Health Services to 
build on existing services. This is made up of the €20 million continuing cost in 2019 of de-
velopments initiated in 2018, combined with €35 million for further new developments. Since 
2012, the Mental Health HSE Budget has been increased by almost 40%.

This investment has enabled the HSE Mental Health Services to progress initiatives out-
lined in the National Service Plan 2019. Initiatives such as e-mental health pilot programmes 
and Clinical Programmes in areas such as Eating Disorders and ADHD continue to be devel-
oped and implemented with this funding. Funding is also provided in 2019 to plan for the open-
ing of the new National Forensic Mental Hospital. 

To date, the HSE has drawn down €30 million of the foregoing funding, and an application 
for a further €10 million is currently being processed. In addition, €3 million has been paid to 
Pobal for the Community Mental Health Fund.

I will be meeting the HSE in the next few days to agree the management of the remaining 
€12m funding for 2019. 

Mental health continues to be a priority area for the Government. We recognise that mental 
health service users are often among the most vulnerable in society and for this reason Budget 
2020 saw the Government continue its commitment to mental health with an allocation of over 
€1 billion.

15/10/2019WRP06500Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRP06600398. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Health if he will provide assurances that 
the funding announced for mental health in budget 2020 does not include the overrun of fund-
ing already announced in budget 2019 or subsequent budgets. [41909/19]

15/10/2019WRP06700Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): HSE Mental Health 
services will receive €1.026 billion in funding in 2020, an increase of €234m since 2016, and 
an increase of €39m over 2019. 

The additional €39m euro announced for mental health services in budget 2020 is additional 
funding and does not rely on any carry-over funding from 2019. 

15/10/2019WRP06800Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRP06900399. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Health the details of all new funding pro-
vided for mental health in budget 2020, excluding money that had been announced in budget 
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that which will not be spent by the end of 2019. [41910/19]

15/10/2019WRP07000Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): HSE Mental Health 
services will receive €1.026 billion in funding in 2020, an increase of €234m since 2016, and 
an increase of €39m over 2019. 

The additional €39m euro announced for mental health services in budget 2020 is additional 
funding and does not rely on any carry-over funding from 2019. 

15/10/2019WRP07100Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRP07200400. Deputy Pat Buckley asked the Minister for Health if any of the €39 million of addi-
tional funding for mental health in 2020 includes funding that had been previously announced 
in 2019 but had gone unspent. [41911/19]

15/10/2019WRP07300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): HSE Mental Health 
services will receive €1.026 billion in funding in 2020, an increase of €234m since 2016, and 
€39m over 2019. 

The €39 additional million euro announced for mental health services in budget 2020 is ad-
ditional funding and does not rely on any carry over funding from 2019.

  Question No. 401 answered with Question No. 396.

15/10/2019WRQ00200HSE Waiting Lists

15/10/2019WRQ00300402. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Health the number of persons in County 
Wexford awaiting ophthalmic services; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41916/19]

15/10/2019WRQ00400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRQ00500Hospital Waiting Lists Data

15/10/2019WRQ00600403. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Health the number of persons in County 
Wexford awaiting cataract operations in each of the years 2015 to 2018 and to date in 2019; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41917/19]

15/10/2019WRQ00700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Reducing waiting time for patients for hos-
pital operations and procedures is a key priority for Government. In this regard, the Govern-
ment is committed to improving waiting times for hospital appointments and procedures.

Under the Inpatient Day Case Access Plans for 2018 and 2019, cataracts has been among the 
specialties targeted by the NTPF, and by end of September 2019, the number of people waiting 
nationally for a cataract procedure had almost halved, from 10,024 in July 2017 to 5,074. In this 
same period, there has also been a reduction of 88% in the number of patients waiting over 9 
months for a cataract operation. 

More broadly, Budget 2020 announced that the Government has further increased invest-
ment in tackling waiting lists, with funding to the National Treatment Purchase fund (NTPF) 
increasing from €75 million in 2019 to €100 million in 2020. The year-on-year increases to 
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the National Treatment Purchase Fund since Budget 2017 reflect this Government’s priority to 
improve waiting times for patients to access hospital treatment. 

My Department is working with the HSE and National Treatment Purchase Fund to develop 
the Scheduled Care Access Plan 2020. In this regard, the HSE National Service Plan 2020 will 
set out a planned activity level for the year ahead, while the NTPF will work with the hospital 
system to provide additionality to improve access to inpatient/daycase treatment and with a 
particular focus on hospital outpatient services. 

In this regard, I would encourage all hospital groups and individual hospitals to engage with 
the NTPF to identify waiting list proposals for the remainder of this year and for 2020.

The information requested by the Deputy has been provided by the National Treatment Pur-
chase Fund and is outlined in the table below.

IPDC Total Waiters for a Cataract Procedure with an Area of Residence in Co.Wexford 
2015-2019

Year No.
2015 44 
2016 59 
2017 47 
2018 50 
To date 2019 42 

15/10/2019WRQ00800Hospitals Data

15/10/2019WRQ00900404. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Health the number of persons that re-
quired in-hospital treatment for diabetes-related foot complications and lower limb loss in each 
of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019, in tabular form by CHO and by hospital within 
each CHO; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41922/19]

15/10/2019WRQ01000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I have asked the Health Service Executive 
to respond to the Deputy directly.

15/10/2019WRQ01100Respite Care Services Funding

15/10/2019WRQ01200405. Deputy Margaret Murphy O’Mahony asked the Minister for Health the funding that 
will be provided in 2020 to build capacity and respond to the evolving needs of respite service 
users and their families overnight, in home, day or sessional; and the full-year cost of same. 
[41923/19]

15/10/2019WRQ01300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.

The Programme for Partnership Government states that the Government wishes to provide 
more accessible respite care to facilitate full support for people with a disability.
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As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRQ01400Health Services Staff Recruitment

15/10/2019WRQ01500406. Deputy Margaret Murphy O’Mahony asked the Minister for Health the number 
of therapists that will be recruited in total on foot of the announcement in budget 2020 of ex-
tra community health staff to be provided; and the total number that will be in place in 2020. 
[41924/19]

15/10/2019WRQ01600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The recent Budget included an additional 
2020 provision of €10 million (€60 million in a full year) for the enhancement of community 
and primary care.  I particularly welcome the advance commitment to €60 million in 2021 as it 
will enable the recruitment of up to 1,000 therapists, nurses and other professionals in the com-
munity on a phased basis during the course of next year.  This will allow for these funded posts 
to be in place by the end of next year and throughout 2021 in order to address the needs identi-
fied in the Health Service Capacity Review recommendations. This funding will also facilitate 
the recruitment of dementia advisers. The planning for these posts will be in conjunction with 
the development of the new regional health areas so as to reflect the specific needs of the region. 

15/10/2019WRQ01700Services for People with Disabilities

15/10/2019WRQ01800407. Deputy Margaret Murphy O’Mahony asked the Minister for Health the additional 
residential and other services for persons with disabilities in response to their priority needs 
that are to be provided in 2020 on foot of the announcement on emergency protocols in budget 
2020; the cost of this in 2020; and the full-year cost of same. [41925/19]

15/10/2019WRQ01900Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.     

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRQ02000Autism Support Services

15/10/2019WRQ02100408. Deputy Margaret Murphy O’Mahony asked the Minister for Health the funding that 
is to be provided in 2020 for an autism plan to improve services for persons with autism and 
their families. [41926/19]

15/10/2019WRQ02200Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): Budget 2020 
provided €2 million for a range of measures under an Autism Plan. 

The additional funding secured will be used in the following priority areas: 

-  To implement a programme of awareness raising that can  provide a better information 
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resource for children and parents about what  supports are available.

-  A campaign to assist in creating awareness of  the challenges, needs and experiences of 
people with autism.

-  To build capacity and competence amongst key  professionals working with autism  – in-
cluding a national training programme for clinicians and the implementation of a tiered  model 
of assessment in order to improve access to and responses by services for  those with ASD.

15/10/2019WRQ02300Health Services Staff Recruitment

15/10/2019WRQ02400409. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Health further to the announcements in 
budget 2020, the number of dementia advisers to be recruited in 2020; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41927/19]

15/10/2019WRQ02500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Dementia Adviser Service, established 
by the Alzheimer Society of Ireland in 2014, covers 12 counties: Cork, Kerry, Tipperary, Lim-
erick, parts of Clare, Galway, Mayo, Sligo, Leitrim, Cavan, Monaghan and Dublin.  Seven ASI 
Dementia Adviser posts have been funded by the HSE since 2016, with €400,000 allocated by 
the HSE in each of the last 3 years towards the cost of the service. A commitment has been made 
to continue this funding in 2019 and in future years. 

In line with the continued rollout of the Sláintecare Implementation Plan, funding of €10 
million has been secured in Budget 2020 to invest in the enhancement of community services, 
including allied health professionals, with a full year investment of €60 million for 2021.  The 
additional full year funding of €60 million will provide for up to 1,000 therapists, nurses and 
other professionals in the community.  It will also facilitate the recruitment of 10 dementia ad-
visers; further details will be outlined in the HSE National Service Plan for 2020.

15/10/2019WRQ02600Home Care Packages Administration

15/10/2019WRQ02700410. Deputy John Lahart asked the Minister for Health the grounds and protocols on 
which home support hours are allocated. [41930/19]

15/10/2019WRQ02800Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRQ02900Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRQ03000411. Deputy Louise O’Reilly asked the Minister for Health his plans for the roll-out of 
full access to free contraception as recommended by the Oireachtas Committee on the Eighth 
Amendment of the Constitution; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41938/19]

15/10/2019WRQ03100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The question of access to contraception is 
an important one. That is why, following on from the recommendations of the Joint Committee 
on the Eighth Amendment, I established a Working Group within my Department to examine 
the range of policy, regulatory and legislative issues arising in relation to improving access to 
contraception.   
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Since its establishment at the end of April, the Group has overseen a public consultation 
exercise, undertaken a review of research and met directly with a number of stakeholders.  The 
Group has recently finalised its report and has submitted it for my consideration. 

I intend to fully consider the detail of the report.  We do, however, know that there can be 
barriers to accessing contraception, and that for some people cost is an issue.  Most forms of 
contraception, including Long Acting Reversible Contraceptives, are provided free of charge to 
those with medical cards, while the National Condom Distribution Service also supports free 
access to contraception among those that may be at increased risk of negative sexual health 
outcomes.  

The Working Group examined other means by which the costs involved in accessing con-
traception can be reduced, and its recommendations in this regard will be of particular interest.   

It is also important to acknowledge that there can be barriers to contraception aside from 
cost, such as difficulty accessing services in a particular locality or feelings of embarrassment.   
For example, in the United Kingdom, where contraceptive products and services are available 
free at the point of service, recent research shows that a high proportion of pregnancies are still 
deemed unwanted or unintended.   

Clearly, this is a complex and multi-faceted issue, and I look forward to examining the re-
port of the Working Group in more detail.

15/10/2019WRQ03200Medical Card Administration

15/10/2019WRQ03300412. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Health the reason a person (details sup-
plied) cannot change general practitioner on the person’s medical card; and when the person 
will be able to change general practitioner. [41968/19]

15/10/2019WRQ03400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this question relates to a service matter, I 
have arranged for it to be referred to the Health Service Executive for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRQ03500Medical Card Eligibility

15/10/2019WRQ03600413. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health when free-of-charge medical cards 
will be made available to all terminally ill patients following budget 2020. [41996/19]

15/10/2019WRQ03700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): In accordance with the provisions of the 
Health Act 1970 (as amended), eligibility for a medical card is determined by the HSE. 

As part of Budget 2020, I announced that the HSE would undertake a review and extend 
arrangements regarding the provision of emergency medical cards in cases of terminal illness. 
It is expected that the review process will be carried out and completed as a matter of priority.

15/10/2019WRQ03800Cross-Border Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRQ03900414. Deputy Thomas Byrne asked the Minister for Health the number of persons reim-
bursed under the cross-border scheme in 2019; the timeframe for turning around applications; 
the waiting time for persons to be reimbursed; the number of persons awaiting reimbursement 
having received their treatment; and the number of applications for authorisation outstanding 
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[42010/19]

15/10/2019WRQ04000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, it has been re-
ferred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRQ04100Home Help Service Provision

15/10/2019WRQ04200415. Deputy Eugene Murphy asked the Minister for Health the provision of home help 
hours for a person (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42014/19]

15/10/2019WRQ04300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRQ04400Proposed Legislation

15/10/2019WRQ04500416. Deputy Carol Nolan asked the Minister for Health when the legislation regarding the 
fair deal scheme, which has been approved at Cabinet level, will progress further; the time-
frame for the next steps in the legislative process; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42017/19]

15/10/2019WRQ04600Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): The proposed policy 
change to the Nursing Homes Support Scheme (NHSS), to cap contributions based on farm and 
business assets at 3 years where a family successor commits to working the productive asset, 
has been approved by Government. The Department developed draft Heads of Bill while con-
sidering a number of complex ancillary policy and operational matters which may need to be 
addressed in the proposed legislation. 

The General Scheme of Bill for the NHSS was approved by Government on the 11th June 
2019 and subsequently published. The changes to the Scheme will come into effect as soon as 
the legislative process is successfully complete. The Department will progress this as quickly 
as possible, however, the timeline for completion of the legislation will also depend on how it 
passes through the Houses. The General Scheme has been sent to the relevant Joint Committee 
and the Department will participate in pre-legislative scrutiny when the Committee sets a date 
in the coming months. 

It is intended that this proposed policy change, the 3 year cap, will be extended to eligible 
existing participants in long term residential care so that they are not disadvantaged, but that 
there would be no retrospective recoupment of contributions for those who have paid contribu-
tions over and above the 3 year period. 

15/10/2019WRQ04700Nursing Home Services

15/10/2019WRQ04800417. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Health if a nursing home bed will be al-
located to a person (details supplied). [42027/19]

15/10/2019WRQ04900Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.
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  Questions Nos. 418 to 420, inclusive, answered with Question No. 319.

15/10/2019WRQ05300Local Drugs Task Forces Funding

15/10/2019WRQ05400421. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the combined total funding from 
both his Department and the HSE to each local and regional drug task force in each of the years 
2014 to 2019, in tabular form. [42035/19]

15/10/2019WRQ05500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Catherine Byrne): A table out-
lining the combined total funding allocations from the Department of Health and the HSE to 
local and regional drug and alcohol task forces in each of the years 2014 to 2019 is attached. 

The funding for 2019 includes an additional €20,000 to each task force, of which €10,000 
is recurring.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq421-15-10-2019_en.xlsx  “>Combined Funding</a>]

15/10/2019WRQ05600Hospitals Funding

15/10/2019WRQ05700422. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health when he received a copy of a report 
by a person (details supplied) into inequity in the funding of acute hospitals here. [42036/19]

15/10/2019WRQ05800423. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health when the HSE received a copy 
of a report (details supplied) by a person into inequity in the funding of acute hospitals here. 
[42037/19]

15/10/2019WRQ05900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I propose to take Questions Nos. 422 and 
423 together.

A report on Inequity in the Funding of Acute Hospital Groups in Ireland was completed by 
Dr. Anne Dee in 2015, and presented to University Hospital Limerick in January 2016.  I am 
advised that the work was internal to University Hospital Limerick and not intended for wider 
circulation.  In those circumstances the report was not shared with my Department at that time.

I understand that the report was a preliminary scoping document and it subsequently formed 
the basis of a successful HRB Applied Partnership Award.  The HRB study, which is now un-
derway, is being led by Prof Cathal Walsh, University of Limerick. 

15/10/2019WRQ06100Health and Social Care Professionals Regulation

15/10/2019WRQ06200424. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health if he will request an investigation 
into the way in which the Medical Council dealt with the case of a person (details supplied) as 
highlighted by RTÉ recently. [42039/19]

15/10/2019WRQ06300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris):  My thoughts and deepest sympathies go out 
to the family in the case referred to by the Deputy.

Under the Medical Practitioners Act 2007, the Medical Council has statutory responsibility 
for the regulation of registered medical practitioners in Ireland, including managing complaints 
made about doctors.  As Minister I do not have a role in relation to individual cases addressed 
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by the Medical Council.  Following the recent RTE programme, I understand that the Council 
is seeking a meeting with the family. 

15/10/2019WRQ06400National Drugs Strategy Budget

15/10/2019WRQ06500425. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the funding provided in each of 
the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019 by the Health Service Executive to support imple-
mentation of the national drugs strategy in tabular form. [42041/19]

15/10/2019WRQ06600Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Catherine Byrne): A table out-
lining the funding provided in each of the years 2014 to 2017 by the Health Service Executive 
to support implementation of the National Drugs Strategy is attached.

I have asked the Health Service Executive to collate the figures for 2018 and 2019 and to 
reply directly to the Deputy.

HSE Expenditure to support the National Drug Strategy 2014-2017

2014 (€m) 2015 (€m) 2016 (€m) 2017 (€m)
HSE Addiction Services €86.12 €86.28 93.96 €97.867
HSE Drugs and Alcohol Task Force Projects €21.57 €22.59 22.25 €22.146
Total €107.69 €108.87 €116.21 €120.01

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq425_en.xlsx  “>HSE expenditure</a>]

15/10/2019WRQ06700Drug Treatment Programmes Data

15/10/2019WRQ06800426. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the average length of time for 
which a person remains on a methadone programme; the average cost per annum in maintain-
ing a person on a programme; the number of locations from which methadone programmes are 
operated; the number of persons provided for on average at these locations; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42042/19]

15/10/2019WRQ06900427. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the year in which the persons 
currently on methadone treatment entered the treatment programme in the past twenty years in 
tabular form. [42043/19]

15/10/2019WRQ07000Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Catherine Byrne): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 426 and 427 together.

As these are service matters they have been referred to the HSE for attention and direct reply 
to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR00300Hospital Staff Data

15/10/2019WRR00400428. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health the breakdown of staff at Beaumont 
Hospital. [42045/19]

15/10/2019WRR00500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, I have asked the 
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Health Service Executive to respond to you directly as soon as possible.

15/10/2019WRR00600Hospital Staff Data

15/10/2019WRR00700429. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Health the breakdown of staff at University 
Hospital Limerick. [42046/19]

15/10/2019WRR00800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, it has been re-
ferred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR00900Medicinal Products Reimbursement

15/10/2019WRR01000430. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Health if he will address a matter (details 
supplied) regarding FreeStyle Libre. [42049/19]

15/10/2019WRR01100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health (Pricing and Supply of 
Medical Goods) Act 2013, the HSE has statutory responsibility for the administration of the 
community drug schemes; therefore, the matter has been referred to the HSE for attention and 
direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR01200Home Care Packages Administration

15/10/2019WRR01300431. Deputy Fiona O’Loughlin asked the Minister for Health if the delays being experi-
enced in the delivery of home care packages in the CHO 7 areas in counties Kildare and Wick-
low will be addressed; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42081/19]

15/10/2019WRR01400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): As this is a service 
matter I have asked the Health Service Executive to respond directly to the Deputy as soon as 
possible.

15/10/2019WRR01500Pension Provisions

15/10/2019WRR01600432. Deputy Eugene Murphy asked the Minister for Health the reason a person (details 
supplied) has not received the pension increments for 2019 as promised in line with the national 
wage agreement; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42083/19]

15/10/2019WRR01700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I have asked the HSE to respond directly to 
the Deputy on this matter.

15/10/2019WRR01800Home Help Service

15/10/2019WRR01900433. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the provision that will be made 
for home support services for the elderly in 2020 recognising the significant difficulty many 
persons experienced in securing home support services in 2019 arising from a very significant 
increase in health funding as announced in budget 2020; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42102/19]

15/10/2019WRR02000Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): The Government has 
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made improved access to home support services a priority. We have committed to an additional 
investment of €52 million in Budget 2020 to bring the total funding for home supports to €487 
million in 2020. 

 In 2020 the HSE will deliver over 19.2 million hours of home support, representing a sub-
stantial increase of 1 million hours more than this year’s target.    

 This investment is focused on enabling older people to remain at home and, as appropriate, 
provision of hours will also be targeted at times of peak demand in Winter 2020, at the begin-
ning and end of the year, to ensure more timely egress from hospital for our older citizens. 

 While the existing home support service is delivering crucial support to many people across 
the country, it needs to be improved to better meet the changing needs of our citizens. Dedicated 
funding has been included within the €52m for the testing of the new statutory home-support 
scheme in 2020.

15/10/2019WRR02100Drug and Alcohol Task Forces

15/10/2019WRR02200434. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the amount of funding from the 
health budget announced in budget 2020 that will go towards local and regional drug task forces 
in 2020; the increases in funding planned for the task forces; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [42109/19]

15/10/2019WRR02300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Catherine Byrne): I am pleased 
that the additional funding of €1m announced by me in March 2019 to support the implementa-
tion of the National Drugs Strategy will be continued in 2020.

€240,000 of this funding will allow for the continuation of €10,000 in additional funding to 
each of the 24 Drug and Alcohol Task Forces in 2020.

€720,000 of this funding will be used to support the 12 strategic health initiatives approved 
last month. These initiatives reflect priorities agreed between the Community Health Organisa-
tions and Drug and Alcohol Task Forces to target resources at groups most in need. Each initia-
tive will receive €60,000 in 2020.

I am confident that these initiatives will improve access to addiction services for people with 
complex needs and assist them in their journey to recovery.

15/10/2019WRR02400Vaccination Programme

15/10/2019WRR02500435. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health his plans to increase the uptake of 
the influenza vaccine for the winter 2019 season; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42112/19]

15/10/2019WRR02600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Vaccination remains the most effective 
means of preventing infection by seasonal influenza viruses and can reduce severe disease that 
can lead to hospitalisation and death.

As this question relates to a service matter, it has been referred to the HSE for attention and 
direct reply to the Deputy.
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15/10/2019WRR02700Medicinal Products Reimbursement

15/10/2019WRR02800436. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Health the steps he has taken to ensure 
that patients here have the same access to new medicines as patients throughout Europe; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [42113/19]

15/10/2019WRR02900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Attempts at comparing the speed of reim-
bursement in Ireland with other countries are often misleading since several countries have 
quite different and often less rigorous statutory assessment arrangements than Ireland. Further-
more, many of the newer products being licenced are falling well short of cost-effectiveness 
thresholds, with limited clinical benefits.  

As a country, we invest heavily in medicines, to the tune of almost €2 billion annually. In 
2019 to date, the HSE has approved 29 new medicines and 5 new indications for existing medi-
cines for reimbursement in the public healthcare system.    

As the Deputy is aware, the Oireachtas put in place a robust legal framework, in the Health 
(Pricing and Supply of Medical Goods) Act 2013, to give full statutory powers to the HSE to 
assess and make decisions on reimbursement of medicines, taking account of a range of objec-
tive factors and expert opinion as appropriate.  

The legislative underpinning of the Health Act is backed up by the Framework Agreement 
on the Supply of Medicines 2016-2020 signed between the State and the Irish Pharmaceutical 
Healthcare Association (IPHA).  It is expected to deliver approximately €600 million in sav-
ings from IPHA companies over the four-year lifetime of the Agreement and €150 million in 
savings from non-IPHA companies. This Agreement contains a number of measures intended 
to increase sustainable drug access and supply.  

Notwithstanding the significant progress on drug costs achieved from price reductions under 
the IPHA Agreement and commercial negotiations conducted by the HSE, the Health Service is 
still facing very significant challenges in relation to the affordability of medicines.  The indus-
try continues to develop very expensive products, particularly in the high-tech medicines area 
and the costs involved are a challenge for health systems even in countries with much greater 
resources than Ireland. The Government wants new and innovative medicines to be available to 
our citizens as quickly as possible but this can only be achieved if medicines are priced by the 
pharmaceutical industry in a viable and sustainable manner. 

My Department and the HSE are working on making greater efficiencies in medicines usage 
through a range of initiatives both domestically and internationally to ensure the greatest pos-
sible access to new treatments for patients in Ireland.  

The HSE’s Medicines Management Programme (MMP), incorporating the Preferred Drugs 
initiative, is overseeing the implementation of a number of actions to bring about greater value 
for the taxpayer through cost-effective provision of medicines. Among the initiatives being 
pursed are improvements in practices for the procurement of drugs in hospitals and the designa-
tion of preferred products with a focus on high-cost prescribing areas, in particular optimising 
the use of biosimilars. 

I and officials have also been engaging over the past number of years, with a number of 
voluntary EU forums.  In June 2018, I signed the Beneluxa Initiative on Pharmaceutical Policy. 
This Agreement is in line with my objective to work with other European countries to identify 
workable solutions, in an increasingly challenging environment, to secure timely access for 
patients to new medicines in an affordable and sustainable way.  In June 2019, Ireland became 
a Founding Member of the International Horizon Scanning Initiative which is being established 
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as part of the work programme of Beneluxa.  It is a strategic long term project which allows the 
Beneluxa members to work closely together to identify pragmatic solutions to the challenges 
which we all now face with regards to medicine pricing, sustainability and supply.

15/10/2019WRR03000Medicinal Products Reimbursement

15/10/2019WRR03100437. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Health his views that there is a need to 
have the FreeStyle Libre device to assist persons with diabetes available on the long-term ill-
ness card (details supplied); when this will be available on the long-term illness card; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42114/19]

15/10/2019WRR03200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health (Pricing and Supply of 
Medical Goods) Act 2013, the HSE has statutory responsibility for the administration of the 
community drug schemes; therefore, the matter has been referred to the HSE for attention and 
direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR03300Disability Services Provision

15/10/2019WRR03400438. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Health further to Parliamentary Ques-
tion No. 438 of 8 October 2019 (details supplied) to the Department of Children and Youth Af-
fairs, if same will be reviewed; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42115/19]

15/10/2019WRR03500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR03600Disability Services Provision

15/10/2019WRR03700439. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Health if a suitable residential care unit 
place is put in place for a person (details supplied). [42119/19]

15/10/2019WRR03800Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy
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15/10/2019WRR03900Maternity Services

15/10/2019WRR04000440. Deputy Sean Sherlock asked the Minister for Health his plans to improve support 
for and promote birthing centres and home births, particularly as an option for mothers in rural 
Ireland; if he has reviewed evidence on the benefits of birthing centres in terms of safety, less 
infection and so on; the outcome of this review; and the funding currently set aside to promote 
and cater for birthing centres and home births. [42121/19]

15/10/2019WRR04100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The National Maternity Strategy - Creating 
A Better Future Together 2016 - 2026 - aims to ensure that appropriate care pathways are in 
place in order that mothers, babies and families get the right care, at the right time, by the right 
team and in the right place.  The Strategy recognises that, while all pregnant women need a 
certain level of support, some will require more specialised care.  Accordingly, it proposes an 
integrated model that delivers care at the lowest level of complexity and encompasses all the 
necessary safety nets in line with patient safety principles.  The model consists of three care 
pathways - Supported, Assisted and Specialised.  

The Supported Care Pathway is intended for normal-risk mothers and babies, with mid-
wives leading and delivering care within a multidisciplinary framework.  Through the imple-
mentation of the Strategy, care will be delivered by a community midwifery team, with most 
antenatal and postnatal care being provided in the community and home settings.  The Strategy 
makes it clear that women should be offered choice regarding their preferred pathway of care, in 
line with their clinical needs and best practice.  The woman should be able to exercise a choice 
with her healthcare professional with regard to the birth setting, which may be in an Alongside 
Birth Centre in the hospital, or at home.  Home birth services will over time be integrated with 
the community midwifery and the wider maternity service as part of the maternity network.

I should perhaps explain that the Strategy recommends that Alongside Birth Centres should 
be located in a maternity hospital and ideally situated immediately alongside a Specialised Birth 
Centre so that any necessary critical care services will be immediately available to a woman in 
need.  The Steering Group, which developed the Strategy, noted that freestanding birth centres 
i.e. birth centres not co-located with an obstetric unit, were provided in some jurisdictions.  
However, they did not recommend the provision of freestanding birth centres in Ireland at this 
stage in the development the new model of care and pointed to the need, in the first instance, to 
monitor and evaluate the implementation of Alongside Birth Units in an Irish context.

15/10/2019WRR04200Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRR04300441. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Health the position regarding podiatry 
services provided by the HSE in County Carlow; the status of the service going forward; the 
number of persons on the waiting list for the service; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42134/19]

15/10/2019WRR04400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR04500Hospital Appointments Delays

15/10/2019WRR04600442. Deputy Maurice Quinlivan asked the Minister for Health the length of time a person 
(details supplied) must wait for an appointment with a person in the regional hospital, Limerick; 
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and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42140/19]

15/10/2019WRR04700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

15/10/2019WRR04800General Medical Services Scheme

15/10/2019WRR04900443. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Health if he will advise on a payment to a 
person (details supplied). [42142/19]

15/10/2019WRR05000Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 1970 (as amended) all 
persons ordinarily resident in the State are eligible for public health services provided by or on 
behalf of the HSE on a full or limited eligibility basis. 

When a patient opts to avail of private treatment from a private provider, the relationship 
between the patient and the provider is a private contractual matter. The current public health 
eligibility framework provide no basis for reimbursing any private patient charges incurred by 
a patient in these circumstances.

15/10/2019WRR05100Home Help Service Provision

15/10/2019WRR05200444. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Health when the 1 million extra home 
care hours announced in budget 2020 will commence; his views on the fact that the waiting list 
is causing undue hardship for the elderly and frail; and if he will make a statement on the mat-
ter. [42145/19]

15/10/2019WRR05300Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Jim Daly): The Government has 
made improved access to home support services a priority. We have committed to an additional 
investment of €52 million in Budget 2020 to bring the total funding for home supports to €487 
million in 2020. 

 In 2020 the HSE will deliver over 19.2 million hours of home support, representing a sub-
stantial increase of 1 million hours more than this year’s target. This investment is focused on 
enabling older people to remain at home and, as appropriate, provision of hours will also be 
targeted at times of peak demand in Winter 2020, at the beginning and end of the year, to ensure 
more timely egress from hospital for our older citizens. 

 The Department of Health is engaging extensively with the HSE in the context of planning 
for winter, including consideration of the response to dealing with current challenges, including 
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delayed transfers of care. Funding is being made available to assist with managing those chal-
lenges including by providing further egress options in the form of transitional care, Nursing 
Homes Support Scheme funding and home support. Engagement will continue over the coming 
weeks having regard to the HSE’s National Service Planning 2020 process.

15/10/2019WRR05400Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRR05500445. Deputy Eamon Scanlon asked the Minister for Health the plans and measures in place 
for increases in podiatry services in County Sligo; if the lack of services and facilities in Sligo 
town will be addressed; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42152/19]

15/10/2019WRR05600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR05700Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRR05800446. Deputy Eamon Scanlon asked the Minister for Health the waiting time for a podiatry 
appointment in County Sligo; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42155/19]

15/10/2019WRR05900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR06000Health Services Provision

15/10/2019WRR06100447. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Health the status of the provision of po-
diatry services in County Carlow; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42165/19]

15/10/2019WRR06200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR06300Electronic Cigarettes

15/10/2019WRR06400448. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Health his views on a matter (details 
supplied) relating to vaping; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42168/19]

15/10/2019WRR06500Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I very much welcome the engagement of 
the students from Mercy Secondary School in Tralee on this important issue. I share their goal 
of discouraging young people and non-smokers from using electronic cigarettes. In relation to 
young people in particular, it is my intention, in the coming weeks, to seek Government ap-
proval for the drafting of a Public Health (Tobacco Products and Nicotine Inhaling Products) 
Bill that will include provisions to prohibit the sale of nicotine-inhaling products such as elec-
tronic cigarettes by and to persons under the age of 18.

In addition, in March of this year I asked the Health Research Board to undertake a review 
of the evidence in relation to the health harms of electronic cigarettes. The Health Research 
Board will report back in the spring of 2020 and its findings will go towards informing deci-
sions on any future regulation of nicotine-inhaling products. 
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15/10/2019WRR06600Orthodontic Services

15/10/2019WRR06700449. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health if his attention has been 
drawn to a report (details supplied) concerning children who were harmed by HSE orthodontic 
services in the Dublin mid-Leinster region over a period of time; if he will request the HSE to 
immediately publish the report; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42173/19]

15/10/2019WRR06800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter it has been re-
ferred to the HSE for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRR06900Medicinal Products

15/10/2019WRR07000450. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Health his plans to provide for in-
cremental increases in the drugs budget for new drugs in 2020; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42174/19]

15/10/2019WRR07100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): I wish to advise the Deputy that funding is 
provided to the HSE for Health services in accordance with the letter of determination which 
sets out the approved level of overall HSE expenditure for the year in question. I expect to issue 
the letter of determination for 2020 shortly. 

It is the responsibility of the HSE to manage the entire budget and prepare and implement 
the National Service Plan which must, under legislation, set out the type and volume of health 
and personal social services, to be provided during the year in question within the funding al-
located.

15/10/2019WRR07200Medicinal Products Prices

15/10/2019WRR07300451. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Health the amount of savings deliv-
ered over the entire course of the framework agreement with industry; the projected savings for 
2020; if these projected savings will be reinvested into the drugs budget for 2020; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42175/19]

15/10/2019WRR07400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The 2016 Framework Agreement on the 
Supply and Pricing of Medicines between the State and the Irish Pharmaceutical Healthcare 
Association (IPHA), is expected to deliver approximately €600 million in savings from IPHA 
companies over the four year lifetime of the Agreement and €150 million in savings from non-
IPHA companies.

Between 2016 and 2018 the agreement created €354 million in savings. The 2019 forecast 
savings from the  Agreement are €252m with the 2020 forecast savings being €262m. Where 
the agreement remains in place for the entirety of 2020, the forecasted savings next year is es-
timated to be in the region of €262 million. 

It is the responsibility of the HSE to manage the entire budget and prepare and implement 
the National Service Plan which must, under legislation, set out the type and volume of health 
and personal social services, to be provided during the year in question within the funding 
allocated. The objective of the HSE is to determine what healthcare services, products, and 
interventions would best maximise health gain for patients and the public within the resources 
available to them. 
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15/10/2019WRS00200Medicinal Products Expenditure

15/10/2019WRS00300452. Deputy Michael McGrath asked the Minister for Health if the savings from the best 
value biologic process will be reinvested into the drugs budget for 2020; and, if so, the amount 
of savings that will be reinvested into the drugs budget for 2020; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42176/19]

15/10/2019WRS00400Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Funding is provided to the HSE for health 
services in accordance with the Letter of Determination which sets out the approved level of 
overall HSE expenditure for the year in question. It is the responsibility of the HSE to man-
age the entire budget and prepare and implement the National Service Plan which must, under 
legislation, set out the type and volume of health and personal social services, to be provided 
during the year in question within the funding allocated.

It is for the HSE to determine what healthcare services, products, and interventions would 
best maximise health gain for patients and the public within the resources available to them, 
including savings that would accrue from implementing new initiatives.

15/10/2019WRS00500Hospital Appointments Delays

15/10/2019WRS00600453. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Health if a hospital appointment for a 
person (details supplied) will be expedited; the length of time this person is waiting; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42177/19]

15/10/2019WRS00700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the Health Act 2004, the Health Ser-
vice Executive (HSE) is required to manage and deliver, or arrange to be delivered on its be-
half, health and personal social services. Section 6 of the HSE Governance Act 2013 bars the 
Minister for Health from directing the HSE to provide a treatment or a personal service to any 
individual or to confer eligibility on any individual.

The National Waiting List Management Policy, a standardised approach to managing sched-
uled care treatment for in-patient, day case and planned procedures, since January 2014, has 
been developed to ensure that all administrative, managerial and clinical staff follow an agreed 
national minimum standard for the management and administration of waiting lists for sched-
uled care. This policy, which has been adopted by the HSE, sets out the processes that hospitals 
are to implement to manage waiting lists.

In relation to the particular query raised, as this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to 
respond to the Deputy directly.

15/10/2019WRS00800Services for People with Disabilities

15/10/2019WRS00900454. Deputy Seán Haughey asked the Minister for Health if an assessment of needs has 
been carried out in respect of a child (details supplied); if he is entitled to services and therapies 
by the early intervention team; the primary care services in place for the child; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42180/19]

15/10/2019WRS01000Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
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plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities. 

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRS01100Hospital Staff Recruitment

15/10/2019WRS01200455. Deputy Maurice Quinlivan asked the Minister for Health the reason the recruitment 
for the post of a clinical nurse specialist for neurology in University Hospital Limerick has 
stalled; if this issue will be rectified immediately recognising the importance of the position; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42181/19]

15/10/2019WRS01300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, it has been re-
ferred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRS01400Hospital Staff Recruitment

15/10/2019WRS01500456. Deputy Jan O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Health if funding is in place and if the 
recruitment process has commenced for the position of a clinical nurse specialist in neurology 
in University Hospital Limerick; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42224/19]

15/10/2019WRS01600Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As this is a service matter, it has been re-
ferred to the Health Service Executive for attention and direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRS01700HSE Planning

15/10/2019WRS01800457. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Health if a dental clinic (details 
supplied) in Celbridge, County Kildare, is part of the HSE capital plan; and the timeline for the 
reopening of the clinic; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42225/19]

15/10/2019WRS01900Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The HSE is responsible for the delivery of 
public healthcare infrastructure projects and has advised that the progression of this project to 
tender stage is being considered for inclusion in the Capital Plan for 2020.

The Health Service Executive will develop a Capital Plan for 2020 having regard to the 
available funding,  the number of large national capital projects currently underway, and the 
cashflow requirements and priorities attaching to each project. All projects are considered as 
part of this process. Projects that are currently in construction and are contractually committed 
will not be affected. Once the HSE has finalised its Capital Plan for 2020, it will then be submit-
ted to me for consideration. 

It is important to recognise that all capital development proposals must progress through a 
number of approval stages, in line with the Public Spending Code, including detailed appraisal, 
planning, design and procurement, before a firm timeline or funding requirement can be estab-
lished.

The delivery of capital projects is a dynamic process and is subject to the successful comple-
tion of the various approval stages, which can impact on the timeline for delivery of the project 
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and the reopening of the clinic.

15/10/2019WRS02000Health Infrastructure Provision

15/10/2019WRS02100458. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Health further to Parliamentary Ques-
tion No. 351 of 17 September 2019, the steps the HSE has taken to ensure that tender docu-
ments are being prepared to enable the new endoscopy unit and other services at Naas General 
Hospital, Naas, County Kildare, to proceed to tender in 2020; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42264/19]

15/10/2019WRS02200Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): As the Health Service Executive is responsi-
ble for the delivery of public healthcare infrastructure projects, I have asked the HSE to respond 
to you directly in relation to this matter.

15/10/2019WRS02300Services for People with Disabilities

15/10/2019WRS02400459. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Health if an appointment will be sched-
uled for a person (details supplied). [42267/19]

15/10/2019WRS02500Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRS02600Dental Services Provision

15/10/2019WRS02700460. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Health if he will address a matter 
(details supplied) regarding dental care for under sixes; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42270/19]

15/10/2019WRS02800Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The Public Dental Service (PDS) of the 
HSE provides dental services to special needs patients and children under 16. It provides pain-
emergency treatment to all children under 16 years of age and routine dental examinations and 
care for school children at key stages of development. I have asked the HSE to respond directly 
to the Deputy’s query concerning dental services in Co Laois.

Smile agus Sláinte, the new National Oral Health Policy includes proposals for the intro-
duction of packages of care for children from birth to 16 years of age, with children under 6 
being prioritised in 2020. These packages of care will be delivered by contracted local dental 
practices and will facilitate many more children to access care. This should address any short-
comings in the current approach which targets children in certain classes.

15/10/2019WRS02900Vaccination Programme
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15/10/2019WRS03000461. Deputy Michael Moynihan asked the Minister for Health if he will provide access to 
the HPV vaccine for all teenage boys in secondary schools; if a programme will be introduced 
to provide the vaccine to boys that missed out in their first year of school; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [42271/19]

15/10/2019WRS03100Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): The National Immunisation Advisory Com-
mittee (NIAC) made a recommendation that the HPV vaccine should be given to boys.  On 
foot of NIAC’s recommendation, my Department asked the Health Information and Quality 
Authority (HIQA) to undertake a health technology assessment (HTA) to establish the clinical 
and cost-effectiveness of extending the current immunisation programme, which offers HPV 
vaccination to all girls in their first year of second level education (generally 12 to 13 year olds), 
to a programme that also offers the vaccination to boys in their first year of secondary school.

HIQA completed the HTA in December 2018, recommending that the HPV immunisation 
programme be extended to include boys.  A policy decision was made to extend the HPV im-
munisation programme to include boys starting in September 2019 with the introduction of a 
9-valent HPV vaccine.  However, the HIQA report published in December 2018 did not recom-
mend an HPV catch-up programme for older boys for several reasons:

- Vaccinating boys in the first year of secondary school provides the best possible protection 
against HPV infection;

- Boys are already benefitting from the indirect herd protection provided by the girls’ HPV 
vaccination programme which started in 2010.

The ages at which vaccines are recommended in the immunisation schedule are chosen by 
NIAC in order to give each child the best possible protection against vaccine preventable dis-
eases.  As the HPV vaccine is preventative it is intended to be administered, if possible, before 
a person becomes sexually active, that is, before a person is first exposed to HPV infection.  
Therefore, the gender neutral HPV vaccination programme targets all girls and boys in first 
year of secondary school to provide maximum coverage.  All vaccines administered through the 
School Immunisation Programme are provided free of charge.    

My Department will continue to be guided by NIAC’s recommendations on any emerging 
evidence on this issue in the future. 

15/10/2019WRS03200HSE Properties

15/10/2019WRS03300462. Deputy Paul Kehoe asked the Minister for Health the specific planned use of a build-
ing (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42325/19]

15/10/2019WRS03400Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Catherine Byrne): As this is a 
service matter, it has been referred to the HSE for attention and direct reply to the Deputy

15/10/2019WRS03500Medical Card Eligibility

15/10/2019WRS03600463. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Health if an examination has been 
carried out to review the medical card guidelines for persons with spinal injuries who want to 
work but see the potential loss of the medical card as a significant disincentive to taking up 
employment; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42328/19]

15/10/2019WRS03700Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): Under the provisions of the Health Act 1970 
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(as amended), eligibility for health services in Ireland is based primarily on residency and 
means. The Act provides that persons who are unable, without undue hardship, to arrange GP 
services for themselves and family can qualify for full eligibility (a medical card). The HSE as-
sesses applicants and awards medical cards in accordance with the Health Act 1970 (as amend-
ed) and the HSE Medical Card and GP Visit Card National Assessment Guidelines. 

The HSE’s Expert Group on Medical Need and Medical Card Eligibility examined the issue 
of awarding medical cards on the basis of illness and concluded that it was not feasible, desir-
able, nor ethically justifiable to list medical conditions in priority order for medical card eligi-
bility. The Expert Group also concluded that a person’s means should remain the main qualifier 
for a medical card. This position remains unchanged.

Nevertheless, every effort is made by the HSE, within the framework of the legislation, to 
support applicants in applying for a medical card and, in particular, to take full account of the 
difficult circumstances in the case of applicants who may be in excess of the income guidelines. 
The HSE may exercise discretion and grant a medical card, even though an applicant exceeds 
the income threshold where they face difficult financial circumstances, such as extra costs aris-
ing from an illness.

15/10/2019WRS03800Health Services Funding

15/10/2019WRS03900464. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Health the funding allocated to 
support services for stroke survivors in the community in CHO 9 in each of the years 2017, 
2018 and to date in 2019, in tabular form. [42334/19]

15/10/2019WRS04000Minister of State at the Department of Health (Deputy Finian McGrath): The Govern-
ment is committed to providing services and supports for people with disabilities which will 
empower them to live independent lives, provide greater independence in accessing the servic-
es they choose, and enhance their ability to tailor the supports required to meet their needs and 
plan their lives. This commitment is outlined in the Programme for Partnership Government, 
which is guided by two principles: equality of opportunity and improving the quality of life for 
people with disabilities.  

As the Deputy’s question relates to service matters, I have arranged for the question to be 
referred to the Health Service Executive (HSE) for direct reply to the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRS04100Hospital Waiting Lists

15/10/2019WRS04200465. Deputy Thomas P. Broughan asked the Minister for Health the waiting times for 
scans at Beaumont Hospital, Dublin 9, in each of the years 2017, 2018 and to date in 2019. 
[42335/19]

15/10/2019WRS04300Minister for Health (Deputy Simon Harris): In relation to the particular query raised, as 
this is a service matter, I have asked the HSE to respond to the Deputy directly.

15/10/2019WRS04400Agriculture Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRS04500466. Deputy Eamon Scanlon asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
length of time it takes to complete a remote sensing eligibility inspection with respect to the 
basic payment areas of natural constraint schemes; the length of time following finalisation 
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payments due will issue; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41627/19]

15/10/2019WRS04600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): EU regula-
tions governing the administration of the Basic Payment Scheme, the Areas of Natural Con-
straints Scheme and other area-based schemes require that full and comprehensive administra-
tive checks, including Ground or Remote Sensing (Satellite) inspections where applicable, are 
fully completed to ensure eligibility with the various schemes requirements before any pay-
ments issue. There are certain minimum numbers of inspections that must take place annually 
under the various schemes. 

The method of selecting cases for inspection is set down in EU regulations and is under-
taken by means of a risk analysis process with cases being selected on a risk and random basis.  
All cases to be selected for inspection must be eligible beneficiaries under the various schemes. 
Therefore the selection of cases for inspection, while commencing after the closing date for 
receipt of applications, i.e. 15th May, is an on-going process so as to ensure this specific regula-
tory requirement is adhered to. 

My Department accepted late applications up to 9th June 2019, with a penalty deduction. 
Furthermore, as amendments to applications could be accepted by my Department up to 9th 
June, and allowing for the Preliminary Checks process whereby applicants could amend their 
application further up to 19th June as a result of issues notified to them by my Department, the 
details of the land to be subject to the inspection process cannot be finally established until these 
periods have elapsed.    

The process of a Remote Sensing inspection involves a comprehensive review of the satel-
lite imagery received at two stages during the year, and also the assessment of additional imag-
ery, where required, to ensure that the actual claimed area in the application form corresponds 
to the area farmed by the applicant, that the crop types are as claimed and that ineligible land 
or features are not included for payment purposes. The governing regulations further prescribe 
that where it is not possible to make an accurate determination on the eligibility of a parcel or 
parcels of land by means of an assessment of the available imagery, a field visit must be under-
taken to verify the position on the ground. 

Some 6,840 applicants have been selected for a Remote Sensing inspection in respect of the 
various 2019 area-based schemes. As of 14th October, my Department had received inspections 
results in respect of 71% of these cases for final processing. Of these cases, over 90% have been 
finalised and advanced to payment stage processing, which ensures that any non-inspection 
related scheme criteria have been met. For example, an applicant under the Areas of Natural 
Constraints Scheme must meet scheme specific criteria relating to stocking density and stock 
retention periods before payment can issue.

Where an over-declaration in area, at scheme level, is identified as part of the inspection 
process, officials in my Department contact the applicant concerned giving them the opportu-
nity to accept the inspection findings or to submit comments for examination. Currently, 9% of 
cases for which inspection results have been received are at this stage of the process and will be 
finalised when the applicant contacts my Department. 

My Department continues to finalise the outcome of Remote Sensing inspections on a daily 
basis to ensure that payments due are issued as quickly as possible. 

15/10/2019WRS04700Areas of Natural Constraint Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRS04800467. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
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number of applicants awaiting areas of natural constraint scheme payments. [41658/19]

15/10/2019WRS04900Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Under the 
2019 Areas of Natural Constraints (ANC) Scheme, some 103,822 applicants hold eligible des-
ignated lands.  The ANC Scheme is subject to a range of eligibility and compliance criteria, for 
example, stocking density requirements, and payment cannot issue to herd owners until they 
have met the relevant criteria.  Not all these applicants will be due to receive payments.  For 
example, many will make on-farm decisions in relation to their stocking rates over the course 
of the year which will impact on their eligibility for payment.  Some will only become eligible 
for payment later in the year. 

Payments under the 2019 ANC scheme commenced on schedule in the week commencing 
of the 16th of September, with payments totalling €168.5m issuing to 79,000 farmers.  This is 
an increase of 2,000 farmers over the number paid at the same point in 2018.

Twice weekly payment runs are currently taking place to ensure that cases that become clear 
for payment are paid as quickly as possible.  To-date, over 85,000 farmers have now received 
payments totalling €181.9m under the 2019 ANC scheme. 

I would remind farmers who have been contacted by the Department with queries to reply 
as quickly as possible so that the processing of their applications can be completed. 

15/10/2019WRS05000Farm Inspections

15/10/2019WRS05100468. Deputy Brian Stanley asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of applications selected for the remote sensing inspections or satellite inspections; and 
the length of time the process will take. [41659/19]

15/10/2019WRS05200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): EU regula-
tions governing the administration of the Basic Payment Scheme, the Areas of Natural Con-
straints Scheme and other area-based schemes require that full and comprehensive administra-
tive checks, including Ground or Remote Sensing (Satellite) inspections where applicable, are 
fully completed to ensure eligibility with the various schemes requirements before any pay-
ments issue. There are certain minimum numbers of inspections that must take place annually 
under the various schemes. 

The method of selecting cases for inspection is set down in EU regulations and is under-
taken by means of a risk analysis process with cases being selected on a risk and random basis.  
All cases to be selected for inspection must be eligible beneficiaries under the various schemes. 
Therefore the selection of cases for inspection, while commencing after the closing date for 
receipt of applications, i.e. 15th May, is an on-going process so as to ensure this specific regula-
tory requirement is adhered to. 

My Department accepted late applications up to 9th June 2019, with a penalty deduction. 
Furthermore, as amendments to applications could be accepted by my Department up to 9th 
June, and allowing for the Preliminary Checks process whereby applicants could amend their 
application further up to 19th June as a result of issues notified to them by my Department, the 
details of the land to be subject to the inspection process cannot be finally established until these 
periods have elapsed.    

The process of a Remote Sensing inspection involves a comprehensive review of the satel-
lite imagery received at two stages during the year, and also the assessment of additional imag-
ery, where required, to ensure that the actual claimed area in the application form corresponds 
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to the area farmed by the applicant, that the crop types are as claimed and that ineligible land 
or features are not included for payment purposes. The governing regulations further prescribe 
that where it is not possible to make an accurate determination on the eligibility of a parcel or 
parcels of land by means of an assessment of the available imagery, a field visit must be under-
taken to verify the position on the ground. 

Some 6,840 applicants have been selected for a Remote Sensing inspection in respect of the 
various 2019 area-based schemes. As of 14th October, my Department had received inspections 
results in respect of 71% of these cases for final processing. Of these cases, over 90% have been 
finalised and advanced to payment stage processing, which ensures that any non-inspection 
related scheme criteria have been met. For example, an applicant under the Areas of Natural 
Constraints Scheme must meet scheme specific criteria relating to stocking density and stock 
retention periods before payment can issue.

Where an over-declaration in area, at scheme level, is identified as part of the inspection 
process, officials in my Department contact the applicant concerned giving them the opportu-
nity to accept the inspection findings or to submit comments for examination. Currently, 9% of 
cases for which inspection results have been received are at this stage of the process and will be 
finalised when the applicant contacts my Department. 

My Department continues to finalise the outcome of Remote Sensing inspections on a daily 
basis to ensure that payments due are issued as quickly as possible. 

15/10/2019WRS05300Bord na gCon

15/10/2019WRS05400469. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
his plans to review the status of Bord na gCon as a commercial semi-State body; the original 
rationale for awarding the body this status; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41718/19]

15/10/2019WRS05500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Bord na gCon 
is a commercial state body, established under the Greyhound Industry Act, 1958 chiefly to 
control greyhound racing and to improve and develop the greyhound industry.  Bord na gCon 
is a body corporate and a separate legal entity to the Department of Agriculture, Food and the 
Marine.

The passing of the Greyhound Racing Ireland Act 2019 will improve the governance of 
Bord na gCon, strengthen regulatory controls in the industry, modernise sanctions and improve 
integrity with a view to building a reputation for excellence in the sector.

Bord na gCon has made significant changes to its care and welfare plan, which places the 
welfare of the greyhound at the centre of the industry. Actions proposed under the plan include 
the introduction of a traceability system, now provided for in statute under the Greyhound Rac-
ing Act 2019, an extended racing life for greyhounds, strategic partnerships with organisations 
solely dedicated to the welfare of greyhounds and an increased focus on re-homing.

A confidential phone line has been set up by Bord na gCon to enable reports of welfare 
breaches for investigation by the relevant agency. A Greyhound Care Fund has been established 
funded by a percentage from sponsorship and admission fees effective from September and, in 
addition, from a percentage of the Tote income from November.       

I am confident that Bord na gCon is rebuilding the industry within a modern framework 
with the welfare of the racing greyhound at its core, and as such, I have no plans to review the 
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status of Bord na gCon as a commercially semi-state body.

15/10/2019WRS05600Planning Issues

15/10/2019WRS05700470. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
if he will address a matter (details supplied) regarding single consent; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41719/19]

15/10/2019WRS05800Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Section 4 of 
the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended, provides for the general overarching 
provisions in respect of exempted development i.e. development works not requiring planning 
permission. Supplementary more detailed provisions in relation to exempted development are 
provided for in the Planning and Development Regulations 2001, as amended.

Currently, the construction of forest roads and ancillary works is exempt from the planning 
system except where such works involve the provision of an entrance from a public road. In 
such instances, planning permission is required for such public road entrances.  Section 8 of 
the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2018, which is not yet commenced, amended 
section 4 to provide that the construction of forest roads and ancillary works is exempt from 
the planning system, except where such works involves the provision of a forest entrance on a 
national road.

When this Section in the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2018 is commenced, 
new forest entrances on public roads (other than national roads) will no longer require planning 
permission, but be subject to my Department’s consent system for the control of forestry activi-
ties as provided for in the Forestry Act 2014.  The commencement of this section is dependent 
on necessary supporting regulations, including an amendment to the exempted development 
provisions in the Planning and Development Regulations 2001 to be made by the Department 
of Housing, Planning and Local Government. In addition, relevant amendments to the Forestry 
Regulations 2017 need to be made by my Department. It is my intention to commence this new 
provision as soon as Section 8 of the Planning and Development (Amendment) Act 2018 will 
have been commenced. My understanding is that the relevant officials in the Department of 
Housing, Planning and Local Government are currently in the process of obtaining final legal 
advice that is required for the Commencement Order to be established.  I cannot introduce the 
relevant amendment to the Forestry Regulations 2017 until the Department of Housing, Plan-
ning and Local Government finalise their legislative provisions.

15/10/2019WRS05900Areas of Natural Constraint Scheme Payments

15/10/2019WRS06000471. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
if he will address a matter in the case of a person (details supplied) regarding a scheme; and if 
he will make a statement on the matter. [41721/19]

15/10/2019WRS06100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The named 
individual applied for the 2019 Areas of Natural Constraints (ANC) Scheme on 1 April 2019.

I am pleased to confirm that payment for the 2019 ANC Scheme has issued to the named 
individual.

As regards the position of donkeys and the eligibility criteria of the ANC scheme, applicants 
must maintain 0.15 Livestock Units (LU) per eligible forage hectare for 7 consecutive months 
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and maintain an average of 0.15 LU over the 12 months of the scheme.  Donkeys have tradition-
ally been accepted as eligible animals under the scheme along with cattle, sheep, goats and deer. 
Horses are also accepted but are subject to additional criteria and must be held on a premises 
registered as an Equine Breeding Enterprise.

Following consultation with relevant stakeholders, it has been decided to introduce changes 
in the scheme stocking requirement in relation to donkeys.  From the 2020 scheme year, only 
50% of an applicant’s stocking density can be fulfilled using donkeys and the balance must be 
fulfilled using other eligible animals.  

This change was highlighted in the Terms and Conditions document of the 2019 ANC 
scheme, which issued in March 2019, in order to give sufficient lead in time to applicants who 
may need to amend their stocking patterns.  

15/10/2019WRS06200TAMS Eligibility

15/10/2019WRS06300472. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if grant 
aid will be made available under TAMS for farmers who construct underpasses for health and 
safety reasons; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41740/19]

15/10/2019WRS06400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There are a 
huge variety of items available under the suite of seven measures under TAMS II. The financial 
allocation in respect of TAMS for the full Rural Development Programme period will be in the 
region of €395m. To date, total expenditure, including transitional expenditure, has reached 
€170m and payments continue to issue at the average rate of €1.4m per week. 

23,800 applications  have been approved under the scheme. The position is that all outstand-
ing approvals issued represent potential outstanding liabilities for my Department and we must 
have a budget in place to pay these claims. As a result, it is not possible to consider adding addi-
tional items including cattle underpasses to the comprehensive list of investment items already 
available under TAMS II.

15/10/2019WRS06500Agriculture Scheme Applications

15/10/2019WRS06600473. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the status of payments for a person (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41781/19]

15/10/2019WRS06700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): An applica-
tion under the 2019 Basic Payment Scheme (BPS) and Areas of Natural Constraints (ANC) 
Scheme from the person named was received in my Department on 10th May 2019.

Processing of the ANC application has recently been completed and payment will issue 
shortly to the nominated bank account of the person named.  Advance payments under the 2019 
BPS are due to commence on the 16th October, which is the earliest date allowed under EU 
regulations.

15/10/2019WRS06800Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRS06900474. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
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the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in 
each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil 
servants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41810/19]

15/10/2019WRS07000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The attached 
table shows details of staff recruitments and staff retirements for my Department for the years 
in question. 

The recruitments and retirement figures included in this table are defined in accordance with 
Civil Service norms.  Officers appointed to positions through internal promotion competitions 
and those who remain within the Department (even if they are appointed on foot of an Interde-
partmental or Open Competition) are not considered to be recruits.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq474-15102019_en.doc  “>2018/2019Departmental Staff</a>]

15/10/2019WRS07100State Bodies Funding

15/10/2019WRS07200475. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
amount of funding provided to each State agency under the remit of his Department in 2018 and 
2019, in tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41870/19]

15/10/2019WRS07300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The informa-
tion requested by the Deputy is set out as follows:

Agency   Capital Allocation 
2018 €   

Current Allocation 
2018 €   

Total Allocation 
2018 €   

Bord Bia 0 41,266,000 41,266,000
Bord Iascaigh Mhara 13,100,000 23,625,000 36,725,000
National Milk Agency 0 0 0
Teagasc 5,150,000 129,432,000 134,582,000
Marine Institute 10,000,000 22,465,000 32,465,000
Horse Racing Ireland 11,500,000 52,500,000 64,000,000
Bord na gCon 44,000 15,956,000 16,000,000
Irish National Stud 0 0 0
Sea Fisheries Protection   Authority 750,000 12,526,000 13,276,000
Aquaculture Licensing Appeals Board 0 100,000 100,000
Coillte 0 0 0
Veterinary Council of Ireland 0 0 0

In addition to these amounts, Teagasc was also allocated funding  for specific capital proj-
ects in 2018 and 2019, namely the Restoration of Johnstown Castle (€2.5m and €0.5m)  the 
Prepared Consumer Food Centre (€5m and €5m). 

15/10/2019WRS07400EU Directives

15/10/2019WRS07500476. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if 
he will establish a dedicated sectoral regulator to enforce the EU directive on unfair trading 
practices in the agricultural and food supply chain; and if he will make a statement on the mat-
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ter. [41049/19]

15/10/2019WRS07600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Directive 
(EU) 2019/633 on Unfair Trading Practices in Business-to-Business Relationships in the Agri-
cultural and Food Supply Chain (UTP Directive), came into force on 30 April 2019. EU Law 
requires that the Directive must be transposed into national law by 1 May 2021 and will apply 
in national law no later than from 1 November 2021 

The UTP Directive requires the establishment of an Enforcement Authority, which can be a 
new or existing authority, to discharge the duties of the UTP Directive. 

A working group established between officials from my Department and the Department of 
Business, Enterprise and Innovation (DBEI) in April this year continues to work to explore the 
policy, resource and operational implications of transposing and enforcing the Directive. This 
working group is finalising a stakeholder consultation process which will invite submissions 
from interested parties on the transposition and enforcement of the EU Directive, including on 
the form the Enforcement Authority should take. This consultation will be launched shortly.

15/10/2019WRT00200Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRT00300477. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if 
he will request the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission under section 10(4) of 
the Competition and Consumer Protection Act 2014 to carry out a market study and analysis in 
the beef market and make recommendations as appropriate; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [41050/19]

15/10/2019WRT00400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): As an out-
come of the recent beef talks, a number of initiatives aimed at increasing transparency along the 
beef supply chain were agreed in the Irish Beef Sector Agreement of 15th September, which is 
published on my Department’s website.  

These included the commissioning by my Department of the following reports:

- An independent review of market and customer requirements, specifically in relation to the 
four in-spec bonus criteria currently in operation in the Irish beef sector;

- An independent examination of the price composition of the total value of the animal, in-
cluding the fifth quarter, along the supply chain, and

- a summary of competition law issues as relevant to the Irish beef sector.

In addition, Bord Bia will develop a beef market price index model based on 3 components: 
cattle price index, beef market price index (retail and wholesale) and an offal price indicator. 
Teagasc will also review the Quality Payment Grid.

Other relevant commitments in the agreement include:

- additional detailed price reporting on the Beef PriceWatch app;

- examination of transparency models in other jurisdictions; and

- a consultation process on the transposition of the Unfair Trading Practices (UTP) Direc-
tive.

Work on these commitments is underway and progress will be reported via the Beef Task-
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force, set up to oversee the implementation of the Beef Sector Agreement.  The Taskforce is 
comprised of key beef sector stakeholders, with Michael Dowling as independent chair.  The 
Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, as members of the Task-
force were prevented from attending the meeting. It is in the interests of everyone involved in 
the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Taskforce’s remit is to moni-
tor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached on 15 September and 
offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stakeholders.  It was a great 
pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate concerns of farmers at 
the Taskforce.

Finally, as the Deputy will be aware, any concerns in relation the alleged abuse of a domi-
nant position should be reported to the Competition and Consumer Protection Commission.

15/10/2019WRT00500Agrifood Sector

15/10/2019WRT00600478. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which he remains assured that adequate opportunities for expansion remain avail-
able to the agrifood sector with particular refence to new or alternative markets in the aftermath 
of Brexit; if he remains satisfied that measures taken to protect the industry are sufficient to 
meet the challenges ahead; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42011/19]

15/10/2019WRT00700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The pursuit 
and development of new markets for Irish agri-food exports is an ongoing and central compo-
nent of the strategic development of the agri-food sector, as evidenced by its placement right at 
the centre of Food Wise 2025, the industry’s strategy for development over the coming decade. 
Food Wise 2025 outlines the huge potential for growth in agri-food exports to new and emerg-
ing markets, particularly in Asia, Africa, the Americas and the Gulf region. This is where our 
efforts will be focused for the foreseeable future, particularly given the need to diversify our 
markets and to reduce our reliance on traditional destinations such as the UK.

In overall terms, agri-food exports to countries outside the EU have increased from around 
€2.7 billion to €3.6 billion in the period 2014 to 2018. This represents very rapid growth of 
36% in that four-year timeframe. Among the highlights in 2018, the Chinese authorities opened 
their market to Irish beef imports by listing several approved Irish beef establishments, and 
agreements were reached with Qatar and Kuwait, allowing for the importation of Irish beef, 
sheepmeat and poultry to their markets. 

In 2019, the Ukrainian market was opened for Irish beef and pork in April, while in May, the 
under-30 months restriction on Irish beef exports to Japan was lifted. This was followed in June 
by an agreement in principle on access for Irish sheepmeat to the Japanese market.

In addition, and against the backdrop of EU-agreed trade deals such as those completed 
with Canada, Japan and Mexico, my Department continues its efforts to open new markets 
while further deepening trade with existing markets. Trade Missions play an important role in 
this work, and in this regard I have visited Turkey, China, Japan and South Korea in 2019, with 
further missions planned before the end of the year. The choice of destinations are in keeping 
with the market prioritisation exercise that was completed by Bord Bia in December 2017, at 
my request. This exercise identified opportunities in new and more mature markets, and will 
provide valuable market intelligence both for industry operators and policy makers as we con-
tinue to navigate the very uncertain environment created by Brexit.

My Department will continue to seek out and identify new markets, and I am ready to re-
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spond as appropriate to other opportunities that may arise. 

15/10/2019WRT00800Food Imports

15/10/2019WRT00900479. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which he expects traceability measures to continue to be enforced in respect of 
agrifood imports into this jurisdiction; if sufficient inspections continue to be carried out, with a 
view to ensuring absolute clarity in respect of quality, country of origin, husbandry and process-
ing practices; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42012/19]

15/10/2019WRT01000497. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which he remains satisfied regarding the adequacy of the checking of food and 
food products entering here from third countries directly or via other EU countries post Brexit; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42239/19]

15/10/2019WRT01100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 479 and 497 together.

Food products placed on the marketplace are covered by a range of legislation designed to 
ensure that products supplied to consumers are of the highest safety standards.  My Department 
plays a part in the enforcement of this legislation along with other Government departments 
and State Agencies such as the Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) and the Health Service 
Executive. The FSAI is the body responsible for enforcement of regulations governing trace-
ability, labelling and provision of food information to customers.  

Labelling of food is governed by the EU food legislation on the provision of Food Informa-
tion to Consumers (Regulation (EU) No. 1169/2011), which lays down strict rules on labelling 
of ingredients. Country of origin labelling is mandatory for certain meats and other products 
such as honey and wine. From 1 April 2020 it will be mandatory to indicate the country of ori-
gin of the primary ingredient (which makes up more than 50% of a food) if it is different from 
the country of origin of the product as a whole.  

Primary responsibility under EU law for the safety and traceability of food placed on the 
market lies with food business operators. The role of National Competent Agencies is to verify 
compliance with this requirement. This is done via a combination of inspecting establishments 
and auditing the food safety management systems which operators have in place. These con-
trols are applied at different stages in the food supply chain. Regulation (EC) No. 178 of 2002 
sets out the general principles and requirements of EU food law and stipulates that food busi-
ness operators must, at all stages of production, processing and distribution within their busi-
ness, ensure food law requirements are satisfied. In regard to traceability, the regulations require 
that food business operators have what is referred to as the ‘one step forward, one step back-
ward’ traceability system. There are additional requirements for certain fishery and aquaculture 
products under the Control Regulation (Regulation 1224/2009 and Implementing Regulation 
404/2011) from first sale to subsequent stages of production, processing and distribution up to 
retail.   

My Department has a permanent veterinary presence at all of its approved slaughter plants. 
Controls at plants only engaged in secondary processing are carried out at a frequency based on 
an annual risk assessment. An annual audit of imported products is carried out in each Depart-
ment-approved plant, including checks on physical identity, labelling and documentary checks.

Extra veterinary checks are carried out on selected consignments of foods imported into 
DAFM-approved establishments from other EU Member States or from Third Countries out-
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side the EU.  These checks include, physical checks of product condition, checks of accompa-
nying documentation and checks of labelling and health markings.

The import of products of animal origin from third countries is governed by a comprehen-
sive and robust legislative framework laid down at EU level, controlled by Member States in 
the first instance, and audited by the European Commission’s Directorate General for Health 
and Food Safety (formally the FVO), to ensure compliance with all of the relevant food safety 
standards. The legislation imposes health and supervisory requirements designed to ensure that 
imported products meet standards equivalent to those required for production and trade be-
tween Member States. Border Inspection Posts are operated by my Department. Import control 
procedures on products of animal and fish origin are highly prescriptive and strictly audited by 
the Directorate to ensure compliance. Inspection reports are published on the Directorate Gen-
eral for Health and Food Safety’s website.

I am satisfied that the controls and checks in place and enforced by my Department ensure 
that Irish consumers are protected and correctly informed when they purchase and consume 
food products.

The Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) has service contracts in place with the official 
agencies performing official controls, to verify compliance with the extensive requirements of 
food labelling legislation, in these establishments.  The FSAI reports in detail on the number of 
inspections and checks carried out, and non-compliance findings.

15/10/2019WRT01200Agriculture Scheme Administration

15/10/2019WRT01300480. Deputy Carol Nolan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if he 
will consider using the €22 million underspend from the BEAM scheme to compensate beef 
and suckler farmers for losses post 12 May 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42015/19]

15/10/2019WRT01400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The objective 
of the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) is to provide temporary exceptional adjustment 
aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in EU Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132.  BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and 
Exchequer support, provided in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have 
been facing as a result of market volatility and uncertainty.

The scheme was designed to target aid to those who had been most impacted by the market 
disturbance for which it was requested. 

Under the implementing regulation, Ireland may grant additional national support for 
the measures taken under Article 1 of the regulation up to a maximum of 100% of EU fund-
ing. Therefore, undrawn funds cannot be used for other purposes outside of the measure.  

As the scheme is voluntary, it was a decision for individual eligible farmers as to whether 
to participate or not.  In response to requests from farm bodies, the period for receipt of applica-
tions was extended to 20 September and there was support and advice available to prospective 
applicants from my Department at the National Ploughing Championships.   

In total 34,517 applications were received, representing a potential payment of €78,192,380. 
A further 560 applicants, who did not qualify for the support as they had failed to meet the eli-
gibility criteria laid down in the scheme Terms and Conditions, submitted an application under 
appeal in order to have their eligibility for the scheme reviewed.  
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In Budget 2020, there was almost €85 million provided in targeted schemes to support 
sustainable beef farming. This includes almost €45 million for the Beef Data and Genomics 
Programme (BDGP), and a further €40 million for targeted supports.  The mechanism for dis-
tribution of these funds will be announced following the appropriate stakeholder consultation.

15/10/2019WRT01500Beef Industry

15/10/2019WRT01600481. Deputy Michael Fitzmaurice asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine if the four month notice to change weight requirements for the in-spec bonus applies to 
Kepak in view of the decision to publish its weight penalties for the various cattle categories 
(details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42020/19]

15/10/2019WRT01700Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I refer the 
Deputy to the text of the Agreement reached on 15 September 2019, which is availble on the 
DAFM website at https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/media/migration/farmingsectors/beef/Agree-
ment15September170919.pdf.

Specifically in relation to this issue, industry committed to ‘no change in weight limits with-
out a minimum of four months notice to the farmer’. 

I have appointed Michael Dowling as independent Chair of the Taskforce, and its member-
ship includes representatives from my Department, relevant State agencies, farm organisations 
and the meat industry.  The Beef Taskforce scheduled for yesterday, 14 October, was adjourned, 
as members of the Taskforce were prevented from attending the meeting.  It is in the interests 
of everyone involved in the beef industry that the work of the Taskforce goes ahead.  The Task-
force’s remit is to monitor the implementation of the actions arising from the agreement reached 
on 15 September and offers  the most viable platform for strategic engagement with key stake-
holders.  It was a great pity that farm representatives were not in a position to air the legitimate 
concerns of farmers at the Taskforce.

15/10/2019WRT01800Agriculture Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRT01900482. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of farmers who applied for the BEAM scheme; the number deemed ineligible; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42128/19]

15/10/2019WRT02000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The object 
of the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) is to provide temporary exceptional adjustment 
aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in EU Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132.  BEAM is funded by a combination of EU aid and 
Exchequer support, provided in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have 
been facing as a result of market volatility and uncertainty.

Applications for BEAM were accepted from 19 August until 20 September.  In total 34,517 
applications were recieved with a potential payment of €78,192,380. 

A further 560 applicants who did not qualify for the support as they had failed to meet the 
eligibility criteria laid down in the scheme Terms and Conditions submitted an application un-
der appeal in order to have their eligibility for the scheme reviewed.  

Arrangements for the processing of these applications are in place in order to ensure the 
timely issuing of payments under the measure.
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15/10/2019WRT02100Agriculture Scheme Data

15/10/2019WRT02200483. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of dairy farmers who have slaughtered cattle between May and September 2019 that 
were outside the eligibility criteria for the BEAM scheme; and if he will make a statement on 
the matter. [42129/19]

15/10/2019WRT02300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The object 
of the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) is to provide temporary exceptional adjustment 
aid to farmers in the beef sector in Ireland subject to the conditions set out in EU Commission 
Implementing Regulation (EU) 2019/1132. BEAM is funded by a combination of EU excep-
tional aid and Exchequer support, provided in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish beef 
farmers have been facing as a result of market volatility and uncertainty.

Under the scheme, aid will be paid on adult cattle slaughtered between September 24, 2018, 
and May 12, 2019, at a rate of €100 per animal subject to a maximum of 100 finished animals 
per herd.  Aid will also be paid on suckler cows that calved in 2018, at a rate of €40 per animal 
subject to a maximum of 40 sucklers per herd. 

In order to be eligible for payment applicants needed to be a participant on one of the fol-
lowing schemes;

- Organic Farm Scheme (OFS)

- Green Low Carbon Agri-Environmental Scheme (GLAS)

- Beef Environmental Efficiency Pilot (BEEP)

- Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP)

or

- Be a participant or agree to join the Bord Bia – Sustainable Beef and Lamb Assurance 
Scheme (SBLAS).

A total of 12,546 herds had 198,811 adult cattle slaughtered in the relevant period but were 
deemed ineligible for payment under BEAM as they were recorded as milk suppliers, as defined 
in the Terms and Conditions of the scheme, and had greater than 40 dairy cows on the 31st of 
December of 2018 as per the Department’s AIM system.

15/10/2019WRT02400Agriculture Scheme Payments

15/10/2019WRT02500484. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of ANC and SFPs that are held up due to satellite inspections; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [42131/19]

15/10/2019WRT02600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): EU regula-
tions governing the administration of the Basic Payment Scheme, the Areas of Natural Con-
straints Scheme and other area-based schemes require that full and comprehensive administra-
tive checks, including Ground or Remote Sensing (Satellite) inspections where applicable, are 
fully completed to ensure eligibility with the various schemes requirements before any pay-
ments issue. There are certain minimum numbers of inspections that must take place annually 
under the various schemes. 
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The method of selecting cases for inspection is set down in EU regulations and is under-
taken by means of a risk analysis process with cases being selected on a risk and random basis.  
All cases to be selected for inspection must be eligible beneficiaries under the various schemes. 
Therefore, the selection of cases for inspection, while commencing after the closing date for 
receipt of applications, i.e. 15th May, is an on-going process so as to ensure this specific regula-
tory requirement is adhered to.

My Department accepted late applications up to 9th June 2019, with a penalty deduction. 
Furthermore, as amendments to applications could be accepted by my Department up to 9 
June, and allowing for the Preliminary Checks process whereby applicants could amend their 
application further up to 19th June as a result of issues notified to them by my Department, the 
details of the land to be subject to the inspection process cannot be finally established until these 
periods have elapsed.    

The process of a Remote Sensing inspection involves a comprehensive review of the satel-
lite imagery received at two stages during the year, and also the assessment of additional imag-
ery, where required, to ensure that the actual claimed area in the application form corresponds 
to the area farmed by the applicant, that the crop types are as claimed and that ineligible land 
or features are not included for payment purposes. The governing regulations further prescribe 
that where it is not possible to make an accurate determination on the eligibility of a parcel or 
parcels of land by means of an assessment of the available imagery, a field visit must be under-
taken to verify the position on the ground. 

Some 6,840 applicants have been selected for a Remote Sensing inspection in respect of the 
various 2019 area-based schemes. As of 14th October, my Department had received inspections 
results in respect of 71% of these cases for final processing. Of these cases, over 90% have been 
finalised and advanced to payment stage processing, which ensures that any non-inspection 
related scheme criteria have been met. For example, an applicant under the Areas of Natural 
Constraints Scheme must meet scheme specific criteria relating to stocking density and stock 
retention periods before payment can issue.

Where an over-declaration in area, at scheme level, is identified as part of the inspection 
process, officials in my Department contact the applicant concerned giving them the opportu-
nity to accept the inspection findings or to submit comments for examination. Currently, 9% of 
cases for which inspection results have been received are at this stage of the process and will be 
finalised when the applicant contacts my Department. 

My Department continues to finalise the outcome of Remote Sensing inspections on a daily 
basis to ensure that payments due are issued as quickly as possible. 

15/10/2019WRT02700Animal Breeding Regulations

15/10/2019WRT02800485. Deputy Patrick O’Donovan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the regulations in cases in which a small number of turkeys are kept for domestic personal use 
in terms of killing birds for domestic use on such farms. [42147/19]

15/10/2019WRT02900Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): While the 
provisions of Regulation 853/2004 laying down specific hygiene rules for food of animal origin 
and Regulation 1099/2009 on the protection of animals at the time of killing do not apply to 
domestic use and slaughter of poultry for domestic consumption, the provisions of the Animal 
Health and Welfare Act 2013 do apply.  

Anyone who keeps poultry in Ireland must register their premises with my Department. This 
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is a legal requirement under Irish law.  Flock owners should therefore be registered with their 
local Regional Veterinary Office (RVO) as a backyard flock. Information on how to register is 
available on my Department’s website at:

https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/avian_influenza/poultryregistration/howtoregisteryourpoul-
trypremiseswiththedepartment/.

15/10/2019WRT03000Agriculture Scheme Applications

15/10/2019WRT03100486. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
position regarding a late applicant (details supplied) to the BEAM scheme; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42182/19]

15/10/2019WRT03200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Applications 
for the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure scheme (BEAM) were accepted through the www.ag-
food.ie online portal from the 19th of August 2019. The original closing date of the 8th of Sep-
tember was initially extended to the 15th of September when my Department hosted 16 online 
clinics across the country to facilitate applications. The closing date was further extended to the 
20th of September in order that applications could be facilitated at my Department’s stand at the 
National Ploughing Championships in Co. Carlow. 

Both extensions were publicised on my Department’s website, through social media chan-
nels and nationally in the farming press.  34,517 eligible applications were successfully submit-
ted by the close. There is no provision for accepting any late applications at this stage.

15/10/2019WRT03300Brexit Preparations

15/10/2019WRT03400487. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine if 75 positions is still the most up-to-date figure for the total number that have been identi-
fied to be filled in a hard Brexit scenario by his Department following correspondence (details 
supplied) on 16 August 2018 from his office. [42183/19]

15/10/2019WRT03500488. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the number of veterinary and plant portal positions that have been identified to be filled in 
a hard Brexit scenario by his Department; and the number of new veterinary and plant portal 
positions recruited to date for this scenario. [42184/19]

15/10/2019WRT03600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 487 and 488 together.

My Department has indicated that it would have 240 staff resources available to deal with 
East-West Import controls on 31st October 2019.

To date, an additional 148 new staff have been recruited across a range of disciplines.  In 
addition, 60 staff are available through internal redeployment. My Department has also signed 
contracts with 31 Private Veterinary Practitioners (PVPs) to deliver import inspection servic-
es in Dublin and Rosslare ports. 

My Department  has been working with the Office of Public Works to provide additional 
inspection bays in Dublin Port to further accelerate the inspection process.  Should  this addi-
tional infrastructure be available on 31st October, my Department will assign an additional 22 
staff to man these inspection bays.
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I should also mention that the Sea Fisheries Protection Agency (SFPA) has identified an ad-
ditional requirement for up to 60 staff to undertake the controls that will arise from Brexit in the 
areas that fall within their operational remit.

My Department will continue to recruit staff to backfill the vacancies that will arise from the 
redeployment of staff to Brexit duties, and will continue to keep the overall staffing numbers 
under review.

15/10/2019WRT03800Brexit Supports

15/10/2019WRT03900489. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the monetary amount that will be made up of each of the financial instruments, equity, loans 
and grant aid in tabular form following the announcement in budget 2020 of a first tranche of 
no-deal Brexit supports totalling €110 million; the monetary amount that will be made up of 
these financial instruments for each of the sectors identified, beef sector, fishing fleet and food 
companies wishing to re-orient production and marketing towards non-UK markets, and sup-
port to other sectors to improve competitiveness; and the total euro amount of the €110 million 
fund that will be ring-fenced to farmers and fishermen, respectively. [42185/19]

15/10/2019WRT04000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The following 
table sets out the distribution of the first wave of exchequer funding to be provided  through 
my Department  in the event of a No Deal Brexit.   The detailed specifications of relevant 
schemes are still under consideration, but it is envisaged that the supports will be in the form of 
grants or direct payments (i.e. not equity, loans or financial instruments).

€ - -
€85m Beef farmers First phase of a Market Support and Adjustment Aid: sup-

ports for farmers finishing cattle for slaughter
€14m Fisheries First phase of a tie-up scheme for the most affected vessels
€6m Other livestock farmers and   

mushrooms sector 
Additional investment aid to improve competitiveness and 
increase environmental efficiency for these primary sectors

€5m* Food and drinks processing   in-
dustry

First phase of a Food Transformation capital investment 
scheme for large and SME food companies for product and 
market innovation; and additional supports for innovation in 
the prepared consumer foods and drinks sectors 

* in addition to funding from Department of Business Enterprise and Innovation

15/10/2019WRT04100Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRT04200490. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the amount of further targeted farm supports worth €40 million following the announce-
ment in budget 2020 for each respective scheme that will be allocated this funding in 2020. 
[42186/19]

15/10/2019WRT04300Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): In Budget 
2020, there was almost €85 million provided in targeted schemes to support sustainable beef 
farming. This includes almost €45 million for the Beef Data and Genomics Programme (BDGP), 
and a further €40 million for targeted supports.  The mechanism for distribution of these funds 
will be announced following the appropriate stakeholder consultation.
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15/10/2019WRT04400Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRT04500491. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the individual allocation to each respective scheme under the €235 million announced for 
agri-environmental schemes in budget 2020. [42187/19]

15/10/2019WRT04600Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The individ-
ual allocations for 2020 will be set out in the Revised Estimates Volume (REV) which will be 
published later this year.

15/10/2019WRT04700Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRT04800492. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the individual allocation to each respective pilot scheme that will be operationalised in 
2020 following the €3 million to fund additional pilot projects aimed specifically at climate 
measures in agriculture which was announced in budget 2020. [42188/19]

15/10/2019WRT04900Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The All-of-
Government Climate Action Plan to tackle climate breakdown sets targets and actions for each 
sector including the agriculture, forestry and land-use sector to support decarbonisation of our 
economy and society.  The targets and actions for the agriculture sector are ambitious and chal-
lenging; it is not going to be easy; and early adoption and high levels of take-up of the series of 
measures as identified in the Teagasc Marginal Abatement Cost Curve are essential.

The Government’s policy position for the agriculture sector is an approach to carbon neu-
trality which does not compromise our capacity for sustainable food production but is also cog-
nisant of the important economical contribution agriculture makes to our economy and to the 
economy of rural Ireland. Our three pillar approach to carbon neutrality is through:

1. Reducing agricultural emissions;

2. Increasing carbon sequestration; and

3. Displacing and substituting fossil fuel and energy intensive materials.

As recognition of the importance of acting quickly I have allocated an additional €3 million 
to fund additional pilot projects in 2020 aimed specifically at climate measures in agriculture. 
Building on the success of our locally-led environmental schemes through the Rural Develop-
ment Programme, some of this fund will be used to fund a call for a new pilot EIP scheme on 
reduced management of farmed peat-land. My Department will issue a call for proposals in due 
course. This is designed to increase carbon sequestration and contribute to meeting our com-
mitments as part the Government Climate Action Plan.  It will also enhance the protection of 
bio-diversity and water quality and provide a template for action in advance of Irelands next 
Common Agriculture Policy.

With regard to the rest of the allocation, my officials are currently in the process of scop-
ing out additional pilot projects that will deliver on our climate ambition and will follow my 
Department’s three pillar approach to carbon neutrality as highlighted above. These projects 
will then go through a prioritisation process to ensure that they are most effective in positive 
environmental impact and present best value for money. Behavioural change will be a key com-
ponent of any project as action will be required on all our 139,000 farms.

My Department will continue to review options that will enable our farmers to transition to 
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a low carbon economy while also being aware of the need to maintain economic competitive-
ness and increase our agricultural output.

15/10/2019WRT05000Organic Farming Scheme

15/10/2019WRT05100493. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Ma-
rine the total funding to the organic farm scheme in 2020. [42189/19]

15/10/2019WRT05200Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I am very 
happy to have secured almost €12m in funding for 2020 for the Organic Farming Scheme.  The 
increase of €1m in the budget for this Scheme is evidence of this Government’s ongoing com-
mitment to further development of the organic sector in Ireland.  This €12m, together with 
additional capital funding for the development of the sector, will enable us to continue to build 
successfully on the investment to date under the current RDP.

15/10/2019WRT05300Aquaculture Licence Applications

15/10/2019WRT05400494. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine when 
a person (details supplied) will receive a decision on an application for an aquaculture licence; 
the date the application was received; the reason for the delay with the decision; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42217/19]

15/10/2019WRT05500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): My Depart-
ment considers all applications for aquaculture licences in accordance with the provisions of 
the 1997 Fisheries (Amendment) Act, the 1933 Foreshore Act and applicable national and EU 
legislation. The licensing process involves consultation with a wide range of scientific and 
technical advisers as well as various Statutory Consultees. The legislation also provides for a 
period of public consultation.

The applicant referred to by the Deputy has submitted to my Department a number of li-
cence applications for sites in Ballyness Bay which is designated as a Special Area of Con-
servation under the EU Habitats Directive and a Special Protection Area under the EU Birds 
Directive (Natura 2000 sites). 

All applications in ‘Natura 2000’ areas are required to be appropriately assessed for the pur-
pose of environmental compliance with the EU Birds and Habitats Directives. The Appropriate 
Assessment Report for Ballyness Bay was completed in February 2019 and the applications 
referred to went to Public and Statutory Consultation during March 2019.  The Public Notice 
in respect of these applications was published by the applicant in the Donegal Democrat on 
14 March 2019.  The Public and Statutory Consultation phase for these applications has now 
concluded.

Every effort is being made by my Department to expedite the determination of all outstand-
ing applications having regard to the complexities of each case and the need to comply fully 
with all relevant national and EU legislation.  As these applications are currently under consid-
eration by my Department as part of a statutory process, it would not be appropriate for me to 
comment further on the specific applications at this time.

15/10/2019WRT05600Fishing Industry
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15/10/2019WRT05700495. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which adequate protective measures are available to assist families dependent on 
the fishing industry, with particular reference to the situation post Brexit; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [42237/19]

15/10/2019WRT05800Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): There are a 
number of opportunities and threats to our seafood sector in the coming years.  Clearly, the 
potential impacts of a hard Brexit remain a significant concern and my Department and its agen-
cies, and indeed other State bodies such as Enterprise Ireland and Údarás na Gaeltachta, have 
been working closely with stakeholders in planning for all scenarios.  There are also very many 
reasons to be positive about the future of our seafood sector.  Demand on international markets 
is such that there are valuable business opportunities for quality Irish seafood.  My Department 
and its agencies are pursuing a number of strategies to assist our seafood enterprises in realising 
those opportunities.  

My Department’s €240 million European Maritime and Fisheries Fund (EMFF) Operational 
Programme is the vehicle for financial supports to the seafood sector for the period 2014 to 
2020.  The Programme delivers a wide range of supports for aquaculture, fisheries and seafood 
processing through a suite of 18 schemes.  The Programme is co-funded by the Government of 
Ireland and the European Union. Through the EMFF Programme, I am continuing to support 
the seafood sector through a broad range of advisory and financial supports.  Notwithstanding 
the threats associated with Brexit, the catching sector continues to invest strongly in 2019 with 
EMFF supports in equipment on-board to add value to catch, improve quality, enhance safety 
and hygiene and embrace energy efficiency.   

More broadly, the seven EMFF Fisheries Local Action Groups are providing EMFF support 
to projects within coastal communities around Ireland.  The FLAG Scheme aims to promote 
innovative approaches in coastal communities to create growth and jobs in those areas, in par-
ticular by adding value to fishery and aquaculture products and diversifying the local economy 
towards new economic activities.  The EMFF Programme also provides supports for capital in-
vestment to support the landing obligation, for innovation in fisheries technology and methods, 
for specialist training for the fishing fleet, and in science to support the sustainable exploitation 
of our fish stocks. 

15/10/2019WRT05900Fishing Industry

15/10/2019WRT06000496. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which fish processing here can rely on fish supplies post Brexit; the steps to ad-
dress such issues; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42238/19]

15/10/2019WRT06100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The Govern-
ment published a Contingency Action Plan on 19 December last year, setting out its approach to 
dealing with a no-deal Brexit.  In light of ongoing uncertainty, preparatory work has continued 
to take account of all possible outcomes.  

The Government has already introduced a range of measures to deal with the short-term im-
pacts of Brexit.  In terms of dealing with the competitiveness issue, my Department introduced 
a €150 million low-cost loan scheme and increased funding under the Rural Development and 
Seafood Development Programmes in the 2017 Budget.  In Budget 2018, I, along with my 
colleague, the Minister for Business, Enterprise and Innovation, introduced a new €300 mil-
lion “Brexit Loan Scheme” to provide affordable, flexible financing to Irish businesses that are 
either currently impacted by Brexit or who will be in the future – at least 40% of which will be 
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available to agri-food and seafood businesses.

Budget 2020 provides for a “No-Deal” contingency fund to support our most vulnerable 
sectors.  €110 million will be made available in the first tranche, which includes €14 million for 
support for the fishing fleet as well as support for food companies wishing to re-orient produc-
tion and marketing towards non-UK markets (€5 million) and to provide necessary support to 
other sectors to improve competitiveness (€6 million). 

Our enterprise agencies are continuing to work with seafood companies to help them to deal 
with Brexit through making them more competitive, diversifying market exposure, and up-
skilling teams.  Brexit Information Seminars were held recently in Dublin, Wexford and Cork 
to help agri-food, including  seafood, businesses to prepare for Brexit.   

My priority has been, and remains, to maintain existing levels of access to waters and re-
sources.  The European Commission has put in place a legal framework to allow the authorisa-
tion of EU and UK vessels to continue to fish in each other’s waters until 31 December 2019, 
if agreement is reached between the UK and the EU on such access.  The Commission has put 
forward a proposal to extend this temporary framework to 31 December 2020, if a Withdrawal 
Agreement is not in place.  The Regulation does not provide a commitment of ongoing recipro-
cal access – it simply creates the necessary legal framework to allow for the possibility of such 
access.  However, in the worst case scenario of a disorderly departure, we can expect that those 
reciprocal arrangements will be impacted, at least in the very short term.

Both my officials and I have had intensive discussions with the European Commission, 
other relevant Member States and stakeholders regarding the potential negative impact of a 
disorderly or no-deal Brexit on the Irish fishing industry and the wider seafood sector as whole.  
These discussions intensified in recent months and were based on preparatory work already 
done.  I have met with the Irish Fishing Industry regularly since the 23rd June 2016, most re-
cently on the 5th September.  

A disorderly departure, that included a loss of access to UK waters, would have very serious 
consequences for our seafood industry.  I am satisfied that, in cooperation with our stakeholders 
and EU partners, we are doing all that we can to plan to mitigate the potential impacts.  

  Question No. 497 answered with Question No. 479.

15/10/2019WRT06300Food Industry Exports

15/10/2019WRT06400498. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which existing markets remain available to Irish food and food products after 
Brexit; if adequate new markets have been identified for exports; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42240/19]

15/10/2019WRT06500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): My Depart-
ment has been very active in securing access to new third country markets for Irish food com-
panies, while at the same time, maintaining access to existing markets. 

The agri-food sector has greatly increased the value of food and drink exports over the 
last number of years, to reach €13.6 billion in 2018. Bord Bia figures indicate that half of this 
growth has come from markets outside of Europe. 

Encouragingly, exports to our more traditional and existing markets such as other EU states 
exceeded €4 billion for the second year running. Notably strong growth was evident in pigmeat, 
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poultry and dairy exports to the EU, with export values increasing to the Netherlands, Italy and 
Spain in particular. 

Market and trade insight suggest that global demand for Irish food and drink will remain 
positive to the end of 2019.

Developing market access and trade opportunities is a key part of this Department’s re-
sponse to the challenges posed by Brexit, and is very much in line with the market development 
theme of Food Wise 2025. This strategy outlines the huge potential for growth in agri-food 
exports to new and emerging markets, particularly in Asia, Africa, the Americas and the Gulf 
region. However, it must also be acknowledged that this is a long-term strategy, and that new 
markets can take time to develop and grow.

Trade Missions play an important role in this work.  In March 2019, I visited Turkey to 
promote live animal exports while in May and June,  I visited China, South Korea and Ja-
pan, where agreement was reached in principle to allow access for Irish sheepmeat to the Japa-
nese market. This development followed the announcement in May 2019 of the removal of the 
under-30 months restriction for Irish beef exports to Japan. This means that all Irish beef is now 
eligible for export to this very valuable market.

These, and the other missions that my Department are planning for the latter half of 2019 and 
early 2020, will also serve to enhance and improve our existing levels of market access.  The 
destinations are also in keeping with the market prioritisation exercise that was completed by 
Bord Bia in December 2017, at my request. This exercise identified opportunities in new and 
more mature markets and will provide valuable market intelligence both for industry operators 
and policy makers as we continue to navigate the very uncertain environment created by Brexit.

My Department will continue to seek out and identify new markets, and I am ready to re-
spond as appropriate to other opportunities that may arise. 

15/10/2019WRT06600Food Exports

15/10/2019WRT06700499. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the degree to which alternative markets for beef, lamb, pig and poultry meat continue to be 
available, or alternative if necessary in the aftermath of Brexit; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42242/19]

15/10/2019WRT06800Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): Uncertainty 
surounding the UK’s future trading relationship with the EU reinforces the need for the widest 
possible access to international markets for Irish food and drink products, including meat ex-
ports. Available data testifies to greater diversification in export outlets for the agri-food sector 
generally. The value of food and drink exports has increased substantially over the last number 
of years, to reach €13.6 billion in 2018, with much of this growth coming from markets outside 
Europe. The challenge now for meat industry stakeholders is to build on this positive trend.

Developing new markets and growing existing markets on the basis of market insights – is 
one of the five themes of Food Wise 2025, a ten-year strategy for the Irish agri-food sector. 
Market development and diversification is also a key response to mitigate the exposure of the 
Irish meat industry to Brexit.

In April 2017, I launched a seven-point action plan on market access. This plan is being 
implemented through a variety of actions, including:
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- A market prioritisation exercise and subsequent detailed studies carried out by Bord Bia 
on behalf of my  Department. The countries selected for a detailed examination with regard to 
meat were Japan, South Korea, Vietnam, Mexico and Malaysia;

- A market access web portal was  launched in May 2018 and is available on the Depart-
ment’s website. It  provides much valuable information on potential market opportunities for 
exporters: http://www.marketaccess.agriculture.gov.ie/

- An enhanced programme of Ministerial agri-food trade missions, in cooperation with Bord 
Bia and other State agencies.

 These missions feature high level political meetings as well as promotion opportunities for 
Irish meat which serve to enhance and improve our existing levels of market access in those 
destinations.

Recent trade missions have focused on key growth markets such as:

- Asia:  China, Japan, South Korea, Indonesia and Malaysia;

- North America: USA, Mexico and Canada;

- The  Gulf States and Turkey.

Since April 2017, agreement has been secured for the export of Irish meat to several new 
third country (non-EU) markets, including:

- Beef (frozen boneless under 30 months) to China;

- Sheepmeat to Japan;

- Beef & Pork to Ukraine;

- Beef, Sheepmeat & Poultrymeat to Kuwait and Qatar.

Furthermore, during this period, enhanced meat access was agreed with Japan, Israel, Sin-
gapore, Saudi Arabia and South Africa. 

The role of my Department is to open and broaden market access for Irish meat. It is up to 
industry, with the support of my Department and Bord Bia, to exploit the opportunities created 
as trading conditions permit. Since the UK referendum result in 2016, I have allocated signifi-
cant additional funding to Bord Bia to enable it to develop new markets and enhance existing 
ones.

15/10/2019WRT06900Climate Change Policy

15/10/2019WRT07000500. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which measures are in place to meet climate change requirements without damag-
ing the economy in general and the food industry in particular; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42243/19]

15/10/2019WRT07100Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): My Depart-
ment is actively engaged as part of the whole-of-Government approach to transitioning to a 
low-carbon, competitive, sustainable and climate resilient economy and society.  

The All-of-Government Climate Action Plan to Tackle Climate Disruption sets a series of 
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step-up measures and underpinning actions and proposed targets for all sectors including the 
agriculture, forestry and land use sector. To achieve these challenging and ambitious targets will 
require immediate action through early adoption and high levels of take-up of the identified ac-
tions across our 139,000 plus family farms.  I see three important actions that can be advanced 
immediately.

- Deepening engagement with farmers and other stakeholders along the food supply chain 
to promote the necessary deployment of new technologies and changes in farming practices;

- Improving nitrogen use efficiency such as widespread adoption of low emissions slurry 
spreading or introduction of clover in grassland swards; and

- Continuing our support for research and innovation such as animal breeding, improved 
grassland and fertiliser management and examining the potential of novel feed additives in 
grass-based production systems.

In addition, Food Wise 2025, the latest ten year strategy for the agri-food sector published in 
July 2015 identifies the opportunities and challenges facing the sector and provides an enabling 
strategy that will allow the sector to grow and prosper. Food Wise includes more than 400 
specific recommendations, spread across the cross-cutting themes of sustainability, innovation, 
human capital, market development and competitiveness; as well as specific sectoral recom-
mendations. 

If these recommendations are implemented, the expert committee, which drew up the Food 
Wise 2025 Strategy, believes that the growth projections are achievable by 2025. With regard to 
employment, Food Wise foresees the creation of 23,000 additional jobs in the agri-food sector 
all along the supply chain from primary production to high value added product development.

Preparations have begun within my Department on developing the next 10 year strategy 
to replace Food Wise 2025. It is envisaged that this will be published in 2020. Without pre-
empting the content of the next plan, it is clear that the broad, cross-cutting themes contained 
in Food Wise will continue to remain highly relevant. Clearly, there are broader policy devel-
opments that will have a strong impact on the development of the strategy, particularly CAP 
reform, climate action and Brexit. 

15/10/2019WRT07200Brexit Supports

15/10/2019WRT07300501. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which he has identified extra costs likely to affect the food industry in the aftermath 
of Brexit; the degree to which alleviation measures are in place; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42244/19]

15/10/2019WRT07400502. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent to which financial supports and-or incentives are in place to address the negative 
impact of Brexit; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42245/19]

15/10/2019WRT07500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 501 and 502 together.

Over the last three Budgets, the Government has acted to assist business, and farming in 
particular, to navigate the challenges of Brexit. Government responses include a series of low 
interest loan schemes, including most recently the new “Future Growth Loan Scheme”, which 
will bring up to €300 million of loans to the market and will support strategic long-term capital 
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investment in a post-Brexit environment by SMEs, farmers and fishermen. The Scheme will 
build on last year’s €300 million Brexit Loan Scheme. Up to 4 October 2019, a total of 2,118 
applications have been approved for these two schemes with 495 progressed to sanction at bank 
level to a total value of €94.2 million, of which about €35.9 million relates to farmers and food 
businesses.

Budget 2019 also saw the introduction of a €78 million Brexit Resilience Package for the 
Agri Food sector. The measures included €44m of direct aid for farmers, €27m in Brexit related 
supports for the food industry and €7m for DAFM Brexit-preparations.  Bord Bia received an 
additional €5 million, bringing their total Grant in Aid to €46.6 million. This represented a 60% 
increase in funding for their food and drinks marketing, promotion and training programmes 
since 2014. Additional funding was also allocated to Teagasc to assist in the development of 
the Prepared Consumer Foods Centre in Ashtown and the National Food Innovation Hub in 
Fermoy. 

In August, I introduced the Beef Exceptional Aid Measure (BEAM) which provides for up 
to €100m in support, in light of the difficult circumstances that Irish beef farmers have been 
facing as a result of market volatility and uncertainty arising out of Brexit.

And finally, as part of the ‘No-Deal’ contingency fund announced in Budget 2020, €110m 
will be made available in the first tranche to the agri-food sector, to be supplemented by any 
exceptional aid provided from the EU. This will provide immediate support for our beef sector 
(€85m), our fishing fleet (€14m), our food companies (€5m) and necessary support to other sec-
tors to improve competitiveness (€6m) in the event of a hard Brexit on 31 October.

15/10/2019WRU00300Food Exports

15/10/2019WRU00400503. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine 
the extent he expects the food sector to rely on high-quality products in order to retain competi-
tiveness in various world markets; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42246/19]

15/10/2019WRU00500Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The agri-food 
sector is Ireland’s most important indigenous industry, playing a vital role in Ireland’s economy. 

Food Wise 2025, the current ten-year strategy for the agri-food sector identifies the op-
portunities and challenges facing the sector and provides an enabling strategy that will allow 
the sector to develop and prosper. Food Wise includes more than 400 specific recommenda-
tions, spread across the cross-cutting themes of sustainability, innovation, human capital, mar-
ket development and competitiveness, as well as specific sectoral recommendations. If these 
recommendations are implemented, the expert committee which drew up the Food Wise 2025 
Strategy believe that the ambitious growth projections were achievable by 2025, including in-
creasing the value of agri-food exports by 85% to €19 billion; and creating 23,000 direct and 
indirect jobs all along the supply chain. 

In July this year, I launched the fourth annual progress report of Food Wise 2025, Steps to 
Success 2019. This showed that by 2018 exports had increased by 19.9% and primary produc-
tion by 13.3% compared to the baseline. 

As of Q2 2019, of the 376 detailed actions which were due to commence by 2019 or are 
ongoing actions, 87% have been achieved or substantial action has been undertaken and the 
remaining 13% have commenced and are progressing well. 

Some of the highlights of recent years include the development of supports for industry 
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such as ‘Meat Technology Ireland’, the strategic research and innovation base for beef and 
sheep meat processing; the ‘VistaMilk SFI Research Centre’, focusing on innovative precision 
pasture-based dairying; and most recently the new ‘Prepared Consumer Food Centre’. All of 
these are contributing to creating Irish value-added agri-food products to keep Ireland competi-
tive in the global food market.

Furthermore, the EU quality policy aims at protecting the names of specific products to 
promote their unique characteristics, linked to their geographical origin as well as traditional 
know-how. There is evidence that the granting of a “geographical indication” to a product (Pro-
tected Geographical Indication - PGI, Protected Designation of Origin - PDO & Traditional 
Specialties Guaranteed - TSG) can add value in the market place, providing an economic ad-
vantage for producers and for rural areas. The indications help to distinguish a product against 
competition. 

Through these schemes, Ireland can build on its excellent global reputation as a producer 
of quality food. Ireland has several products registered and several other products are under 
consideration. My Department, along with relevant stakeholders, is currently working towards 
submitting an application to the EU Commission for Protected Geographical Indication status 
for Irish beef.

15/10/2019WRU00600Sheepmeat Sector

15/10/2019WRU00700504. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of live lambs imported on a weekly basis since 1 January 2019 from Northern Ireland, 
Scotland, England and Wales; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42329/19]

15/10/2019WRU00800505. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
number of live lambs imported in 2018 from Northern Ireland, Scotland, England and Wales; 
if all were destined for direct slaughter in Irish meat processing plants; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [42330/19]

15/10/2019WRU00900507. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine if live 
lambs imported direct for slaughter are not eligible for the Origin Green status; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42332/19]

15/10/2019WRU01000Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 504, 505 and 507 together.

Intra EU movement of animals is recorded on the Trade Control and Expert System (TRAC-
ES). The following figures have been sourced from TRACES.

Sheep Imported directly to Ireland from the United Kingdom for Slaughter

Year   Northern Ireland  England  Wales  Scotland 
2019*  291,794 0  0 1,959 
2018  449,580 0  0 6,872 

* Up to 14th October 2019

Data from England excludes the Channel Islands and the Isle of Man 

The average weekly figure of live lambs imported from Northern Ireland for direct slaughter 
into Ireland over the first 36 weeks of 2019 was 8,105 per week.  
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It should be noted that Origin Green is not a product logo. Logos have been developed to 
promote the Bord Bia Quality Assurance Schemes (QASs) to the consumer and can only be 
used on product by members of Bord Bia QASs.  Where a logo is to be used on product, all links 
in the production of the finished product must be QAS Certified members.

There are currently a number of quality assurance logos that are permitted to be used, de-
pending, primarily on the origin of the produce. A comprehensive document on the Bord Bia 
Logo Use Policy is available at https://qas.bordbia.ie/Retail/Public/Logo%20Use%20Poli-
cy%20v12.pdf.

15/10/2019WRU01200Food Labelling

15/10/2019WRU01300506. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine the 
controls that are put in place to ensure that live lambs imported from Northern Ireland, Scot-
land, England and Wales are correctly labelled according to EU country of origin regulation; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42331/19]

15/10/2019WRU01400Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine (Deputy Michael Creed): The intra EU 
movement of animals is recorded on the Trade Control and Expert System (TRACES), which 
is the EU-wide online management tool for all sanitary requirements on intra-EU trade and 
importation of animals, semen and embryo, food, feed and plants.  Imports of live animals are 
recorded on TRACES by the competent authority of the country of origin on the point of exit. 

Food products placed on the marketplace are covered by a range of legislation designed to 
ensure that products supplied to consumers are of the highest safety standards.  My Department 
plays a part in the enforcement of this legislation along with other Government departments 
and State Agencies such as the Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI) and the Health Service 
Executive. The FSAI is the body responsible for enforcement of regulations governing trace-
ability, labelling and provision of food information to customers.  

Labelling of food is governed by the EU food legislation on the provision of Food Informa-
tion to Consumers (Regulation (EU) No. 1169/2011), which lays down strict rules on labelling 
of ingredients. Country of origin labelling is mandatory for certain meats and other products 
such as honey and wine. From 1 April 2020, it will be mandatory to indicate the country of ori-
gin of the primary ingredient (which makes up more than 50% of a food) if it is different from 
the country of origin of the product as a whole.  

  Question No. 507 answered with Question No. 504.

15/10/2019WRU01600Data Protection

15/10/2019WRU01700508. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Ac-
tion and Environment if data collected by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland, SEAI, 
on BER forms in respect of water usage will not be passed on to other authorities such as Irish 
Water and that such data shall be protected in line with GDPR; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [41614/19]

15/10/2019WRU01800Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): A Building Energy Rating or BER is an energy rating label with accompanying advi-
sory report for homes. The rating is a simple A to G scale. A-rated homes are the most energy 
efficient and will tend to have the lowest energy bills. A BER makes the energy performance of 
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a home visible to prospective buyers and tenants allowing them to take energy performance into 
consideration in their purchase or rental decision.  

The Advisory Report identifies potential energy performance improvements that could lead 
to better comfort levels, reduced energy use and costs. An enhanced advisory report, to be made 
available later this year, will provide more information including on the indicative costs and 
grant supports available for suggested energy improvements for the property to help promote 
more energy upgrades.

The BER calculates the energy used to heat water based on the specification of the water 
system and standardised occupancy. This calculation was recently revised to more accurately 
account for the hot water demand within the dwelling. However, BER assessors do not collect 
measured or actual water usage to complete BER assessments.

SEAI do not share BER data with Irish Water. Anonymised BER data for all BERs regis-
tered is available on the SEAI website. It is not possible to identify individual homes using 
anonymised BER data. BER data is subject to GDPR and the BER legislation S.I. 243 of 2012.

15/10/2019WRU01900Alternative Energy Projects

15/10/2019WRU02000509. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the policy on PV solar panels covering agricultural land; the details of this scheme; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41695/19]

15/10/2019WRU02100511. Deputy Carol Nolan asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment if he has considered the option of introducing a smart metering or green tax credit 
for farmers using solar panels that generate surplus energy that cannot be sold back to the grid; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42016/19]

15/10/2019WRU02200Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 509 and 511 together.  

Solar PV is supported by the Department of Agriculture, Food and Marine, under the Pig 
and Poultry Investment Scheme as part of the Targeted Agricultural Modernisation Schemes. 
The Minister for Agriculture announced an expansion of the Scheme in April 2019 which in-
cludes €17 million in grant supports for on-farm renewable energy measures including solar PV 
and battery energy storage systems. Full details are available at: https://www.agriculture.gov.ie/
farmerschemespayments/tams/

Action 30 of the Climate Action Plan sets out the steps necessary and timelines for the deliv-
ery of an enabling framework for micro-generation. A micro-generation working group, chaired 
by my Department has been established with the participation of the Department of Agriculture 
and consideration of the work programme under Action 30 is underway. 

In July 2018 my Department launched a new micro-generation scheme to support domes-
tic customers who install solar photovoltaic panels in their homes. The pilot scheme, which is 
administered by the Sustainable Energy Authority of Ireland, is subject to a review which has 
been completed and is under consideration. 

The Smart Meter Upgrade is a meter replacement programme which will result in the up-
grade of over 2 million meters to modern, smart-ready technology. When the programme com-
pletes in Ireland in 2024, all domestic and business premises will have a new modern meter 
installed. The upgrade to smart meters will encourage energy efficiency, support an increase in 
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renewable power on the energy system, and result in lower overall costs for consumers. The 
installation of smart meters is a key enabler for the energy transition to a decarbonised system 
and will support the market for micro-generation as outlined in the Government’s Climate Ac-
tion Plan. 

15/10/2019WRU02300Illegal Dumping

15/10/2019WRU02400510. Deputy David Cullinane asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the budget spent on cleaning up illegal dumping by each local authority area in 
tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41717/19]

15/10/2019WRU02500Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The total costs of illegal dumping by local authority area are not collated by my De-
partment, as they include local authority enforcement, disposal and legal costs and also involve 
costs for other State agencies such as An Garda Síochána. 

However, my Department encourages a multifaceted approach to tackling the problem, in-
corporating enforcement, public awareness and education and has introduced a range of mea-
sures to target illegal dumping and strengthen waste enforcement generally. These include:

- The provision of an annual waste enforcement grant of €7.4 million to support the recruit-
ment and retention of 150 local authority waste enforcement personnel across the country;

- The establishment of Waste Enforcement Regional Lead Authorities to support and co-
ordinate local authority action at a cost of €1 million per annum;

- The establishment of a National Waste Enforcement Steering Committee, which facilitates 
the deployment of co-ordinated multi agency responses to illegal waste activity across the re-
gions.

In addition, my Department has developed the Anti-Dumping Initiative to encourage local 
authorities to work in partnership with community organisations in order to identify high-risk 
or problem areas, develop appropriate enforcement responses and carry out necessary clean-up 
operations. Since 2017, funding of €3.3 million has been made available which has supported 
more than 400 projects across all 31 local authority areas, remediating blackspots, while equip-
ping local authority waste enforcement officers with the latest technologies available to tackle 
this problem.

I allocated a further €3 million for the 2019 Anti-Dumping Initiative, an increase of 50% on 
last year, in order to continue to support communities around the country in their efforts. This 
funding is supporting over 280 projects, many of an innovative nature. Funds will be distributed 
to local authorities shortly and details of this year’s allocations and the projects funded during 
2017 and 2018 can be accessed on my Department’s website at: https://www.dccae.gov.ie/en-
ie/environment/topics/waste/enforcement/anti-dumping-initiative/Pages/AntiDumpingInitia-
tive.aspx

  Question No. 511 answered with Question No. 509.

15/10/2019WRU02700Telecommunications Services Provision

15/10/2019WRU02800512. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment the status of a new phone and broadband connection for a person (details sup-
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plied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41609/19]

15/10/2019WRU02900Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): Every home, farm, school and business in Ireland will have access to high speed 
broadband – no matter where they are located – following the Government’s decision to ap-
prove the appointment of a preferred bidder to the National Broadband Plan. Under this plan, 
Ireland will become one of the first countries in the world to ensure that those in rural areas have 
the same digital opportunities as those in urban areas.  

The premises referenced by the Deputy is in the AMBER area on the National Broadband 
Plan (NBP) High Speed Broadband Map, which is available on my Department’s website at 
www.broadband.gov.ie. The AMBER areas represent the target areas for the proposed State led 
Intervention under the NBP. 

This intervention is the subject of the procurement process to engage a company to build, 
operate and maintain the NBP State intervention network. I recently brought a recommendation 
to Government to confer Preferred Bidder status on Granahan McCourt, the remaining bidder 
in the NBP procurement process and Government agreed to this. 

The Government Decision of 7 May 2019 means that it is intended to award the State Inter-
vention contract to the Bidder. This award is subject to contract close, including finalisation of 
financial and legal documents. Deployment of the NBP State Intervention network will com-
mence shortly that. 

The Bidder has indicated that the NBP State intervention will take an estimated 7 years from 
the beginning of deployment.

A deployment plan will be made available by the Bidder once the contract is signed. In the 
first year of roll out, the Bidder will deploy approximately 300 Broadband Connection Points 
(BCPs) across all counties. It is anticipated that between 7 and 23 BCPs will be deployed in 
each county. BCPs will provide a community based high speed broadband service, enhancing 
online participation and allowing for the establishment of digital work hubs in these locations. 

The Bidder is aiming to pass 133,000 premises at the end of the second year, with 70-
100,000 passed each year thereafter until roll out is completed.

Work continues on finalising the contract and in parallel to this work, I am considering the 
recommendations of the Joint Oireachtas Communications Committee report which was pub-
lished recently. I will bring my deliberations of the report to Government in due course.

I note the Deputy’s constituent’s concerns relating to the reliability of service they have 
been experiencing from their provider.

Issues relating to the provision of telecommunications services, including connection of 
service are, in the first instance, a matter for the relevant service provider to resolve. 

If, after having exhausted the service provider’s complaint handling procedures, a customer 
is not happy, they may contact the independent regulator, Commission for Communications 
Regulation, ComReg, on 1890 229 668; online at www.askcomreg.ie or by email at Consumer-
line@comreg.ie, for further assistance and guidance. ComReg will investigate such complaints 
to ensure that the companies in question are delivering services in line with its licence obliga-
tions.

15/10/2019WRU03000Environmental Policy
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15/10/2019WRU03100513. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the progress of an announced plan to introduce a nationwide ban on single use 
plastics; if a policy has been developed; if so, when it will be published; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41636/19]

15/10/2019WRU03200514. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the specific measures contained within a plan to introduce a nationwide ban on 
single use plastics that are additional to measures contained within the 2018/0172 (COD); and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41637/19]

15/10/2019WRU03300534. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Ac-
tion and Environment his plans to introduce a smoky coal or single use plastic ban into the 
future; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42293/19]

15/10/2019WRU03400Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 513, 514 and 534 together. 

We are committed to leading the way in reducing single use plastics and are working both at 
a national and European level to tackle the problem. The Government has:

- Agreed that Government departments and bodies will no longer purchase single-use plas-
tic cups, cutlery and straws

- Strongly supported new EU legislation on Single-use Plastic (SUP), which will ban straws, 
cotton bud sticks made from plastic, plastic plates and cutlery, plastic coffee stirrers and plastic 
balloon holders

- Committed to a 90% plastic bottle collection target and a 55% plastic recycling target

- Commenced a clean oceans initiative to collect, reduce and reuse marine litter and clean up 
our marine environment (by the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine)

- Commissioned a review to establish the best way to reach a 90% collection target for bev-
erage containers, after which the Minister will announce the necessary actions

- Introduced a new law to ban microbeads (by the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local 
Government)

Further consideration of measures to tackle single use plastics will be undertaken in the 
context of developing a Circular Economy Strategy. I launched the stakeholder consultation on 
developing the new strategy on 16 September 2019.

In relation to a ban on smoky coal, I refer the Deputy to my reply to Question [39537/19] of 
1 October 2019. The position is unchanged.

15/10/2019WRU03600National Broadband Plan Data

15/10/2019WRU03700515. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the number of premises within the dark blue area of the national broadband plan 
for which commercial operators have indicated their intention to provide a service in tabular 
form; the number of premises indicated by each commercial operator; the percentage of the 
intervention area covered in a recent consultation on the mapping process; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41638/19]
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15/10/2019WRU03800516. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the status of a consultation process of the map of the national broadband plan un-
dertaken with commercial operators; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41639/19]

15/10/2019WRU03900517. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the mechanism by which a commercial operator can inform National Broadband 
Ireland of a planned commercial operator within the intervention area; if National Broadband 
Ireland will be allowed to roll out fibre in which a commercial roll-out is already under way; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41640/19]

15/10/2019WRU04000Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 515 to 517, inclusive, together.

The commercial or dark blue area represented on the NBP Map currently has 76% of prem-
ises nationally with over 1.8 million premises included, where commercial operators have indi-
cated their intention to provide a high speed broadband service. Commercially sensitive cover-
age data has been provided to my Department by commercial operators and this data have been 
anonymised to produce the NBP Map. As such, the number of premises in the dark blue area is 
not available by reference to each commercial operator but as an aggregated number where at 
least one operator and in many cases more than one operator is providing high speed broadband 
services. 

As a State intervention, the National Broadband Plan must comply with the requirements 
of the European Commission’s Guidelines on the application of the State aid rules to broad-
band networks. The Guidelines require, amongst other things, that Member States carry out 
a detailed mapping exercise and public consultation process in particular to identify as far as 
reasonably possible those areas where intervention is required.

Since July 2013, my Department has engaged in an ongoing and extensive process of map-
ping and monitoring of broadband availability in Ireland. This has been supported by a number 
of public consultations from 2014 to date. This process has included a review of operator net-
works in line with the assessment criteria published in 2015.

My Department recently consulted publicly to close the ongoing mapping exercise, seeking 
submissions from operators who wish to have their existing high speed broadband networks or 
who have developed plans to invest in high speed broadband networks over the next 7 years, to 
be included on the Department’s High Speed Broadband Map. The scope of this consultation 
included all premises currently included in the Intervention Area as well as all those premises 
marked as blue on the NBP map. In addition, the Department had identified approximately 
46,000 premises in blue areas of the Map where high speed broadband services may not have 
materialised and sought information in relation to these, or other similar premises, from opera-
tors, or the public. That consultation closed on 30 September.

As part of the consultation, over 180 submissions have been received from a variety of 
stakeholders, including 30 from large and small telecoms operators, with the remainder from 
local authority broadband officers and members of the public.

Operator submissions will be assessed against the Department’s published assessment cri-
teria. Operators submitting planned investments were required to sign a declaration that they 
would enter into a Commitment Agreement with the Department if their plans satisfied the as-
sessment criteria and were accepted by the Department as being concrete and credible.

Following the conclusion of the Department’s assessment, the non-confidential versions of 
all submissions will be published, as soon as possible, on the Department’s website together 
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with the outcome of the assessment.

The consultation will identify where an existing high speed broadband service is available 
from a commercial operator along with where there are concrete plans to provide such a ser-
vice. These areas will not be included in the Intervention Area. The outcome will set out the 
Intervention Area which National Broadband Ireland will be required to deliver as part of the 
NBP intervention contract. The Department is in the final stages of closing out the contract and 
will in due course publish a non-confidential version of the contract which sets out the relevant 
provisions to allow for changes to the number of premises up or down.

15/10/2019WRU04300Inland Fisheries Ireland

15/10/2019WRU04400518. Deputy Imelda Munster asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment further to Parliamentary Question No. 277 of 3 October 2019, if the one complet-
ed third-party project application to the midlands fisheries fund referred to is that of instream 
fisheries enhancement; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41685/19]

15/10/2019WRU04500519. Deputy Imelda Munster asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment further to Parliamentary Question No. 277 of 3 October 2019, if one completed 
third-party project application to the midlands fisheries fund is the sum total of stakehold-
ers applications to the midlands fund for 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41686/19]

15/10/2019WRU04600Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 518 and 519 together. 

I can confirm that there was one completed third party application for funding from the 2019 
Midland Fisheries Fund. The application included elements of instream habitat enhancement 
and riparian zone management.

In the context of fisheries development funding, I would emphasise that the Midlands Fish-
eries Fund is one small element within the funding streams available under the umbrella of the 
National Strategy for Angling Development (NSAD). In that regard Inland Fisheries Ireland ex-
pects to award funding to 8 instream enhancement projects this year and made funding awards 
to 3 such projects in 2018. 

15/10/2019WRU04800Inland Fisheries Ireland

15/10/2019WRU04900520. Deputy Imelda Munster asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment further to Parliamentary Question No. 279 of 3 October 2019, if he will con-
sider allocating funds to the 2020 Inland Fisheries Ireland budget to allow the IFI to reinstate 
its invaluable design and supervision service for the IFI and OPW capital instream fishery en-
hancement programme to recommence in 2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41687/19]

15/10/2019WRU05000521. Deputy Imelda Munster asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the number of instream fishery enhancement plans that have been provided by the 
external panel of consultants that Inland Fisheries Ireland has assembled; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41688/19]

15/10/2019WRU05100Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I propose to take Questions Nos. 520 and 521 together. 
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I am satisfied that the Project Management Office (PMO) in Inland Fisheries Ireland (IFI) 
has the appropriate staff compliment and expertise to facilitate and support instream fisheries 
enhancement projects undertaken by IFI and/or third parties. 

My Department provided additional funding to IFI to facilitate the recruitment of Project 
Officers in the PMO and these posts are now an integral part of IFI funding and service provi-
sion. The Project Officers facilitate project promoters to ensure that correct and appropriate 
environmental and governance procedures are followed. 

IFI are conscious at all times of the need and requirement to ensure a holistic approach to 
fisheries development that does not damage sensitive habitats or fauna. Earlier this year IF 
made an additional resource available to the PMO to further support the design elements of 
river habitat enhancement projects. 

This additional appointee is involved, inter alia, in the design of certain river habitat en-
hancement projects, on OPW drained channels, that have been allocated funding. This support 
is aimed particularly towards applicants to overcome any perceived inability or uncertainty in 
progressing design elements. I am advised by IFI that it anticipates that the design and develop-
ment of these projects will continue into 2020.

In 2017 IFI established a panel of environmental engineering consultants to carry out, if 
required, feasibility studies and engineering designs in environmentally sensitive habitats. To 
date IFI has not had to request that they prepare any instream fishery enhancement plans. Use 
of the panel is not obligatory and applicants are free to use other suitably qualified and insured 
consultants. 

I can confirm that in 2018 IFI awarded funding to 3 instream fisheries enhancement projects. 
In 2019 IFI expects to award funding to 8 instream enhancement projects.

15/10/2019WRU05300Ministerial Meetings

15/10/2019WRU05400522. Deputy Timmy Dooley asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the meetings, both planned and unplanned, that he attended on a trip to New York 
in September 2019. [41725/19]

15/10/2019WRU05500Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The UN Climate Action Summit, which took place on 23 September, was convened 
by the UN Secretary General to build momentum towards enhanced climate ambition by Par-
ties to the Paris Agreement. This was preceded on Saturday, 21 September, by a Youth Climate 
Summit which was attended by myself and the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs.  

I attended a number of side events and meetings related to the Climate Action Summit, as 
follows:

- Welcome meeting with Irish Youth Delegates to the UN Climate Action Summit

- Spiritual Moment Pre-Youth Summit with representatives of the Indigenous Youth

- In the context of the Youth Climate Summit on 21 September:

- opening of the Youth Climate Summit with the UN Secretary General

- signing of the ‘Kwon Gesh’ (‘Solemn Duty’) climate pledge, sponsored by Ireland and 
the Marshall Islands, and inviting signatories to give the younger generation a greater voice in 
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creating climate policy

- intergenerational Town Hall involving youth leaders engaging with world leaders

- Intergenerational Dinner with youth delegates, involving the Minister for Children and 
Youth Affairs, former President Mary Robinson, and Ministerial representatives from the Mar-
shall Islands, Nigeria and Namibia

- Side event on scaling-up of nature-based solutions for climate mitigation

- Meeting with fellow Climate Summit track leads and the UN Secretary General;

- Climate and Environment Ministerial reception at the UK Residence hosted by COP26 
President-Designate Claire Perry MP

- Pacific Island Forum Reception “Our Blue Pacific, Our Future”

- In the context of the Climate Action Summit on 23 September:

- opening ceremony

- intergenerational dialogue hosted by the UN Secretary General

- Ireland’s National Statement to the Summit, delivered by the Taoiseach

In addition to the above, I had the opportunity, on the margins of the Summit, to meet with 
a number of my counterparts, in particular those Ministers from the Least Developed Countries 
and Small Island Developing State, to discuss how to better address the challenge of climate 
change in the places where its impacts are felt the strongest.

15/10/2019WRU05600Wind Energy Guidelines

15/10/2019WRU05700523. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and En-
vironment the regulations governing the planning and construction of offshore wind farms and 
site testing within Irish waters. [41733/19]

15/10/2019WRU05800Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The Climate Action Plan includes, inter alia, a suite of actions to decarbonise the 
electricity sector and boost the quantity of renewable generation in order to meet our target 
of 70% of demand from renewable sources by 2030; the Plan commits to connecting at least 
3.5GW of Offshore Wind by 2030.  

Currently, only offshore renewable energy projects within the limits of the foreshore (12 
nautical miles) may be licensed under the Foreshore Act 1933, as amended. The relevant provi-
sions of the Foreshore Act are administered by the Department of Housing, Planning and Local 
Government.

The Marine Planning and Development Management Bill aims to address both current de-
ficiencies in the foreshore regime and the legal lacunae in regard to the State’s inability to 
regulate certain activities such as offshore renewable energy in areas beyond the foreshore. The 
Bill, which is one element of an overall reform of marine planning policy, is being developed 
by the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government, working closely with my De-
partment insofar as offshore renewable energy is concerned. The Climate Action Plan commits 
to publishing this Bill by the end of this year.
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15/10/2019WRU05900Nuclear Waste

15/10/2019WRU06000524. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment his views that Newry has been earmarked as one of a number of sites being con-
sidered for the disposal of nuclear waste as outlined in the white paper of the UK Government; 
the consultation that has taken place between local authorities in Northern Ireland and County 
Louth on the matter; if any consultation has taken place between the UK and Irish Governments 
in respect of the proposal; the steps he will take to ensure this will not take place; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41771/19]

15/10/2019WRU06100Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): Senior officials from my Department and from the Environmental Protection Agency 
meet twice yearly with their counterparts from the United Kingdom (UK) through the UK-
Ireland Contact Group on Radiological Matters. The matter of the storage and disposal of ra-
dioactive waste, and in particular the Geological Disposal Facility (GDF) project, whereby this 
material is stored in an underground facility, is a standing item on the agenda for the Group. At 
the November 2018 meeting of the Group, officials from the UK confirmed that the working 
policy on the location of potential sites for a GDF relates to England only. It does not include 
Northern Ireland.  

Further confirmation on this was received in writing from UK officials in February of this 
year. I can, therefore, categorically assure the Deputy that there are no plans by the British au-
thorities to place nuclear waste in Northern Ireland. The Group will meet again in November 
where developments in relation to the GDF project will be discussed.

My officials will continue to monitor developments and to engage with their UK coun-
terparts, at national and regional levels, to ensure that our views in this matter continue to be 
represented.

15/10/2019WRU06200Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRU06300525. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has re-
cruited by grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time 
and part-time civil servants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same 
period; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41813/19]

15/10/2019WRU06400Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The Information requested by the deputy is outlined in the tables below:  

Recruitment by Year

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 (to 
date)

Grand 
Total 

Grade Equivalent

Administrative Officer Full Time 3 7 8 11 5 2 36

Assistant Principal Part Time 1 1
Full time 12 26 16 9 63

Total 12 26 16 10 64
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Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 (to 
date)

Grand 
Total 

Grade Equivalent
Assistant Secretary Full Time 1 1 2

Clerical Officer Part Time 1 1
Full Time 6 7 10 26 14 2 65

Total 6 7 10 26 14 3 66

Executive Officer Full Time 1 2 13 8 3 4 31

Higher Executive Officer Part Time 1 1
Full Time 1 4 6 11 22

Total 1 4 6 12 23

Principal Full Time 3 2 2 2 1 10

Services Officer Full Time 1 1 1 3

Grand Total 11 20 51 80 52 21 235

Retirements by Year

Year 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 Total
Grade Equivalent

Administrative Officer Full Time 2 1 3

Assistant Principal Part Time 1 1 2
Full Time 2 4 2 5 1 14

Total 2 5 2 6 1 16

Assistant Secretary Full Time 1 1

Clerical Officer Part Time 1 1 1 3
Full Time 1 1 2

Total 1 1 2 1 5

Executive Officer Part Time 1 1 1 3
Full Time 1 1 1 3

Total 1 2 1 2 6

Higher Executive Officer Full Time 1 1 1 2 5

Principal Officer Full Time 1 2 2 1 6

Grand Total 1 4 11 8 11 7 42
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The grades also include technical/professional equivalents. 

15/10/2019WRU06500Broadband Service Provision

15/10/2019WRU06600526. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment when an area (details supplied) in County Waterford will have full broadband 
connection and access to Internet services available; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41830/19]

15/10/2019WRU06700Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): Every home, farm, school and business in Ireland will have access to high speed 
broadband – no matter where they are located – following the Government’s decision to ap-
prove the appointment of a preferred bidder to the National Broadband Plan. Under this plan, 
Ireland will become one of the first countries in the world to ensure that those in rural areas have 
the same digital opportunities as those in urban areas.  

According to my Department’s high speed broadband map, available at www.broadband.
gov.ie, the premises referred to by the Deputy is one which is indicated as having been passed 
by eir as part of their rural deployment of high speed broadband. Therefore, that premises 
should be in a position to order a high speed broadband connection from a provider offering 
services on the network. 

Where a premises in this situation is having difficulty getting connected, my Department’s 
customer service team in the National Broadband Plan (NBP) Division can assist by raising a 
case with eir. 

I advise the Deputy’s constituent to contact the NBP customer service team at broadband@
dccae.gov.ie directly, providing their name, phone number, email address and Eircode, as well 
as details of the issues they are experiencing. My Department will then be in a position to pur-
sue a case on their behalf with eir.

15/10/2019WRV00200National Broadband Plan Administration

15/10/2019WRV00300527. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action 
and Environment the number of responses received to the NBP mapping consultation; the num-
ber of responses that were brought to the attention and-or notified to the European Commission; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41913/19]

15/10/2019WRV00400Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The Department received over 180 responses to the mapping consultation from a va-
riety of stakeholders, including 30 from large and small telecoms operators, with the remainder 
from local authority broadband officers and members of the public. 

Operator submissions will be assessed against the Department’s published assessment cri-
teria. Operators submitting planned investments were required to sign a declaration that they 
would enter into a Commitment Agreement with the Department if their plans satisfied the 
assessment criteria and were accepted by the Department as being concrete and credible. The 
outcome of the consultation will inform the continuing engagement by the Department with DG 
Competition as part of the compliance with State Aid Rules. 

Following the conclusion of the consultation process, the non-confidential versions of all 
submissions will be published, as soon as possible, on the Department’s website together with 
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the outcome of the assessment.

15/10/2019WRV00500Postal Codes

15/10/2019WRV00600528. Deputy Mary Butler asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment if his attention has been drawn to the fact that householders who have yet to be 
connected to a broadband service cannot have the line tested by Eir unless they have been is-
sued with an Eircode postcode; if the process of issuing Eircodes can be made more efficient; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42204/19]

15/10/2019WRV00700Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): Capita Business Support Services Ireland, trading as Eircode, manages the National 
Postcode System, Eircode, on behalf of the State. Eircodes are assigned to new property ad-
dresses using a valid postal address and verified geo-locations. An Post collects information 
on new and existing buildings, as well as changes to existing addresses and Ordnance Survey 
Ireland provides the geo-locations for these buildings. An Post GeoDirectory issue a new re-
lease of the GeoDirectory database file on a quarterly basis to Eircode, in accordance with their 
licence agreement.

Each new postal address assigned an Eircode is published on the free to use Eircode Finder 
website, a notification letter is issued to the property occupant containing the Eircode of that ad-
dress and an updated Eircode Database is provided to licensed businesses for their use. Eircode 
have informed my Department that 93,300 property addresses have been assigned an Eircode 
since launch in 2015.  

Once the Eircode database is updated on a quarterly basis it is then a matter for individual 
Eircode database providers to provide updates to commercial businesses in accordance with the 
terms of their licence agreements. 

In recognition of the fact that earlier assignment of Eircodes to new builds is desirable my 
officials are working with An Post, Ordnance Survey Ireland, An Post GeoDirectory and Eir-
code to expedite the process of assigning Eircodes for new properties with postal addresses. 

15/10/2019WRV00800Just Transition Fund

15/10/2019WRV00900529. Deputy Alan Kelly asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and En-
vironment if the new just transition commissioner for the midlands confirmed in the budget that 
funding worth €31 million and €20 million for retrofitting social housing, €5 million for peat-
lands rehabilitation and €6 million for the new community fund will include the area around 
Littleton, County Tipperary, in which a factory (details supplied) closed recently; and if new 
jobs to replace those lost by the former workers will be included in same. [42235/19]

15/10/2019WRV01000Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): The necessary transition from carbon-intensive sources of energy, towards more sus-
tainable, renewable energy sources, will have a significant impact on the workers in carbon-
intensive sectors, their families, and the Midlands as a whole. Government has committed to 
delivering a whole of Government approach, and to working with local stakeholders, to ensure 
that a just transition is provided to those impacted. 

The most immediate challenge arises in the Midlands. I have met with key stakeholders 
there, including the Midlands Regional Transition Team, Midlands Regional Enterprise Plan 
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Steering Committee, and the Midlands Regional Skills Forum, who have adopted a central ob-
jective of transition to a low carbon economy for the region.

Budget 2020 includes a number of measures that form part of the Government’s approach 
to supporting a Just transition. They include:

- €6 million for a Just Transition Fund;

- €5 million for bog restoration and rehabilitation; and

- €20 million to deliver a new model to group housing upgrades.

These measures will be immediately targeted at the Midlands and will support retraining 
and reskilling workers and assist local communities and businesses to adjust to the low carbon 
transition. There will be further engagement with local stakeholders, including the Midlands 
Transition Team, on the application of the funding. Further details of this comprehensive whole 
of Government response to support the transition will be announced shortly. 

As the Deputy will be aware, following the closure of the former Bord na Mona peat bri-
quette factory in Littleton, a partnership between Bord na Móna and a Chinese recycling com-
pany, Sabrina, was announced in July this year. This has seen the creation of 40 long term, 
sustainable, jobs at a new recycling facility on the site, with a further 40 or more jobs envis-
aged in the next three years. This recycling facility has the capacity to repurpose 24,000 tonnes 
of plastic which will be diverted from landfill; this is a real example of how Bord na Móna is 
adapting its business model to reflect its move out of carbon intensive businesses. 

I am open to receiving a submission from regional stakeholders on the challenges which 
might need support in the context of a Just transition.

15/10/2019WRV01100Landfill Sites

15/10/2019WRV01200530. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment further to Parliamentary Question No. 533 of 17 September 2019, if tenders have 
now been invited for the project; if so, the closing date for receipt of tenders; the number of 
contractors invited to tender; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42263/19]

15/10/2019WRV01300Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): In December 2018, Kildare County Council, the contracting authority, invited tenders 
for the remediation of Kerdiffstown landfill. The closing date for submissions was extended 
until 14 February 2019 on foot of requests for more time made on the eTenders procurement 
website.  

I understand that Kildare County Council has shortlisted tenders received from interested 
parties who have engaged in the tendering process, with a view to appointing a successful 
tenderer in the coming months. The procurement process is being managed by Kildare County 
Council in accordance with the Office of Public Procurement guidelines and regulatory frame-
work. Information is available on the Kildare County Council website (Kerdiffstown Park) at 
http://www.kildare.ie/countycouncil/kerdiffstownpark/

15/10/2019WRV01400Proposed Legislation

15/10/2019WRV01500531. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
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Environment the details of the introduction of amending legislation in 2019 to provide for a 
2050 mitigation objective, carbon budgeting and improved accountability arrangements, in-
cluding net zero target; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42268/19]

15/10/2019WRV01600Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): On 17 June 2019, the Government published the Climate Action Plan 2019, which 
commits, inter alia, to bringing forward a new Climate Action (Amendment) Bill. The objec-
tive of the Bill is to significantly strengthen the statutory framework for governance of the cli-
mate challenge, and ensure delivery of successive Climate Action Plans and Long-term Climate 
Strategies, supported by a system of carbon budgeting and sectoral targets with appropriate 
oversight by Government, the Oireachtas and a new Climate Action Council. 

The Climate Action Plan identifies clearly a number of provisions to be incorporated in the 
new Bill. These include:

- Establishing the 2050 target in law

- Making the adoption of carbon budgets a legal requirement

- Requiring the Government to set a decarbonisation target range for each sector, with the 
Minister with primary responsibility for each sector identified being accountable for delivering 
the relevant actions to meet the sectoral target and report annually on the delivery of their ac-
tions and achieving sectoral emission targets

- Establishing the Climate Action Council as a successor organisation to the Climate Change 
Advisory Council with a revised remit

- Establishing that the Climate Action Plan shall be updated annually

- Establishing that a Long-Term Climate Strategy, to match the period covered by the three 
five year carbon budgets, shall be published

- Ensuring that the proposed governance arrangements retain sufficient flexibility to allow 
necessary reorientation of policy in the light of changing technologies, circumstances, chal-
lenges and opportunities over the period to 2030 and beyond.

The General Scheme is currently being prepared taking account of these new provisions. 

As committed under the Plan, I intend to publish the Climate Action (Amendment) Bill in 
quarter 1, 2020.

15/10/2019WRV01700Climate Change Negotiations

15/10/2019WRV01800532. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and 
Environment the position taken by the State at the recent EU Environment Council on 4 Octo-
ber 2019 on the proposal to increase the European Union’s nationally determined contribution 
in 2020 to at least 55% by 2030; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42269/19]

15/10/2019WRV01900Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): I attended the Environment Council on 4 October 2019, where discussions focused 
on a range of topics, including climate action, the circular economy and the preparation of the 
Eighth EU Environment Action Programme.  

In relation to climate action, the Council adopted conclusions on the EU position for the 
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annual conference of the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, COP 25, 
which will be held in Chile in December 2019, and discussed next steps in relation to the EU’s 
strategic long-term vision for a climate neutral economy.

The Council agreed that, following the recent UN Climate Action Summit, it is now even 
more important to work hard to make COP 25 a success and deliver concrete results. In this re-
gard, Ireland supports ambitious EU action, including the need to reach agreement on the EU’s 
long-term ambition for decarbonisation before the end of 2019, and the communication by the 
EU of an updated Nationally Determined Contribution under the Paris Agreement in 2020.

15/10/2019WRV02000Energy Infrastructure

15/10/2019WRV02100533. Deputy Maureen O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Communications, Climate Ac-
tion and Environment when the security of supply review that was committed to regarding con-
cerns raised about the Shannon LNG project will be completed; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42291/19]

15/10/2019WRV02200Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment (Deputy Richard 
Bruton): As I previously advised the House, my Department will commission an independent 
energy security review in the context of the transition to a carbon neutral economy. The review, 
which will be completed during 2020, will examine, in a scientific way, and taking all available 
information into consideration, the fuel mix necessary to ensure security of supply, including 
the role of fossil fuels, and how and from where they are sourced.

  Question No. 534 answered with Question No. 513.

15/10/2019WRV02400Brexit Issues

15/10/2019WRV02500535. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
extent to which alternative shipping or air routes remain available for food exports to all mar-
kets in the aftermath of Brexit; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42241/19]

15/10/2019WRV02600Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): While no great impact 
on direct shipping routes is expected from Brexit, both I and my colleagues in Government 
remain concerned about the impacts of a no-deal Brexit for Irish trade using the landbridge for 
accessing EU markets. 

The landbridge is the fastest route to continental Europe and as such is relied upon for the 
transport of time-sensitive products, such as those in the agri-food and perishable goods sector.  
Any delays or barriers will be detrimental for these sectors in particular. Air-freight is, generally 
speaking, not considered to be a financially-viable alternative for the transport of food products.

Recent reports from the UK indicate the potential for significant reductions in traffic vol-
umes through key ports such as Dover and Holyhead as a result of the additional requirements 
for customs and other regulatory documentation and procedures. Significant new infrastructure, 
and associated staffing, is in place in Dublin Port and Rosslare Europort to implement the addi-
tional customs, agriculture and environmental health controls that will be required when the UK 
leaves the EU. While these are designed to minimise the level of disruption that may arise from 
the additional checks, some disruption can be expected.  Irish officials also continue to engage 
with their French counterparts to ensure that Irish haulers arriving in French ports, particularly 
Calais, via the landbridge can exit the port as efficiently as possible.
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The alternative to the landbridge is the direct shipping connections between Ireland and 
continental ports. 

The assessment of my Department and the Irish Maritime Development Office (IMDO), 
based on extensive consultations with the shipping sector, is that sufficient capacity should be 
available on direct routes to continental ports following a ‘no-deal’ Brexit and should demand 
for further capacity arise, because of disruption to the GB landbridge, the shipping sector can 
and will respond quickly to meet such demands.

In the context of Brexit, there has already been an additional increase in capacity over the 
past 18 months on direct routes with more planned for 2020. 

15/10/2019WRV02700Road Projects Status

15/10/2019WRV02800536. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the al-
location in 2020 for the Dunkettle roundabout works; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42343/19]

15/10/2019WRV02900Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism & Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and securing capital funding in 
relation to the national roads programme.  Once funding arrangements have been put in place 
with Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII), under the Roads Acts 1993-2015, the planning, de-
sign and construction, including the distribution of funding for individual national roads is a 
matter for TII in conjunction with the local authorities concerned.

Noting the above position, I have referred your question to TII for a direct reply.  Please 
advise my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working days.

15/10/2019WRV03000Sports Organisations

15/10/2019WRV03100537. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
action taken by his Department and Sport Ireland to bring the current damaging impasse to an 
end (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41625/19]

15/10/2019WRV03200542. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if an 
assurance that funding through the sports capital programme and other statutory streams will 
continue to be made available to clubs engaged in coastal rowing that have chosen to remain 
affiliated to an association (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41651/19]

15/10/2019WRV03300546. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
actions being taken by his Department and Sport Ireland to expedite the progress of the talks in 
order to ensure that an amicable solution can be reached between an organisation (details sup-
plied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41786/19]

15/10/2019WRV03400Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 537, 542 and 546 together.

Sport Ireland, which is funded by my Department, is the statutory body with responsibility 
for the development of sport, increasing participation at all levels and raising standards. It also 
has responsibility for the recognition of sporting bodies as the National Governing Bodies of 
sport in Ireland.  I have referred the Deputy’s question to Sport Ireland for direct reply in rela-
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tion to its role in the matter mentioned by the Deputy. I would ask the Deputy to inform my 
office if a reply is not received within 10 days.

The Sports Capital Programme (SCP) as operated by my Department  provides funding to 
voluntary, sporting and community organisations for the provision of sports and recreational fa-
cilities. Grants are available to sports clubs, voluntary and community groups, national govern-
ing bodies of sport, and local authorities.  No sports clubs or groups are excluded from applying 
for funding under the Programme. Full details of how to make an application are available on 
www.sportscapitalprogramme.ie.

15/10/2019WRV03500Sport Ireland

15/10/2019WRV03600538. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the mem-
bership of the National Trails Advisory Committee and the national trails office. [41647/19]

15/10/2019WRV03700Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): Sport Ireland, which 
is funded by my Department, is the statutory body with responsibility for the development of 
sport, increasing participation at all levels and raising standards.  It also has responsibility for 
Sport Ireland Outdoors (formerly the National Trails Office). 

I have referred the Deputy’s question to Sport Ireland for direct reply in relation to the 
matters mentioned by the Deputy. I would ask the Deputy to inform my office if a reply is not 
received within 10 days.

15/10/2019WRV03800Sport Ireland Funding

15/10/2019WRV03900539. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the amount 
of funding provided to the national trails office in each of the past five years. [41648/19]

15/10/2019WRV04000Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): Sport Ireland, which 
is funded by my Department, is the statutory body with responsibility for the development of 
sport, increasing participation at all levels and raising standards. It also has responsibility for 
Sport Ireland Outdoors (formerly the National Trails Office). 

I have referred the Deputy’s question to Sport Ireland for direct reply in relation to the 
matter mentioned by the Deputy.  I would ask the Deputy to inform my office if a reply is not 
received within 10 days.

15/10/2019WRV04100Rural Recreation Promotion

15/10/2019WRV04200540. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the fund-
ing provided for the creation of new hiking trails here. [41649/19]

15/10/2019WRV04300541. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if funding 
to the national trails office or similar bodies for the provision of bathroom and-or parking facili-
ties in proximity to hiking trailheads will be provided. [41650/19]

15/10/2019WRV04400Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 540 and 541 together.

Sport Ireland, which is funded by my Department, is the statutory body with responsibility 
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for the development of sport, increasing participation at all levels and raising standards. Sport 
Ireland Outdoors is a department of Sport Ireland that promotes standards and best practice in 
the development of walking, cycling and water trails. The remit of Sport Ireland Outdoors is 
focused on capacity building, advice and guidance.  Sport Ireland Outdoors has no role in the 
provision of funding for the creation of hiking trails or ancillary facilities.

From a tourism perspective, my Department also funds Fáilte Ireland, the statutory body 
responsible for tourism development, including quality tourism product.  As regards Fáilte Ire-
land support for hiking trails, I am advised that the agency does not currently have any direct in-
vestment platform for trail development or associated facilities such as car-parks or bathrooms.  
Nonetheless, I know that Fáilte Ireland has established a partnership with the Department of 
Rural and Community Development on its Outdoor Recreation Infrastructure Scheme, which 
comes under the responsibility of my colleague the Minister for Rural and Community Devel-
opment.  I understand that this scheme supports the development of new outdoor recreation 
infrastructure (including walking, cycling and water-based trails) and the maintenance and en-
hancement of existing trails and other qualifying infrastructure. Under the partnership with the 
Department of Rural and Community Development, which administers this scheme, I believe 
Fáilte Ireland is due to contribute c. €15m of the overall funding available over four years, to 
be targeted specifically at visitor-focused investments for those trails and other outdoor recre-
ational infrastructure with most tourism potential.

  Question No. 542 answered with Question No. 537.

15/10/2019WRV04700Rail Network Expansion

15/10/2019WRV04800543. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if a feasi-
bility study will be requested into the opening of a rail line from Dublin to Cavan; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41703/19]

15/10/2019WRV04900Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As the Deputy is 
aware, Project Ireland 2040 states that the priority funding objective in relation to mainline rail 
is the maintenance and renewal of the existing network.  This is to ensure that it continues to 
provide a safe and reliable infrastructure that enables the provision of quality rail services for 
passengers across the country.  

The funding secured under Project Ireland 2040 means that we are in a position to provide 
the steady state level of funding required through a recurring and significant capital investment 
of around €200 million every year from the taxpayer.

As you know, another of the commitments contained within Project Ireland 2040 is to con-
tinue to keep under review the potential extension of the existing M3/Parkway Line northwards 
to Navan.  The next review of the Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area must be com-
pleted by 2021 and that review will reconsider the population and commuting forecasts in order 
to determine whether any revised Strategy might include such an extension. I understand that 
this review will commence in the latter half of next year.

I note that the Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area categorises the M3/N2 route 
as a core regional bus network, and with the Kingscourt area currently served by bus based 
public transport, the area will benefit from the planned improvements along that corridor under 
Project Ireland 2040.

I can again confirm to the Deputy however, that there is no funding allocated under Project 
Ireland 2040 for the reopening of the disused Kingscourt rail line nor to undertake a feasibility 
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study on the line.

15/10/2019WRV05000National Transport Authority

15/10/2019WRV05100544. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the po-
sition regarding the National Transport Authority advisory council to be set up under section 
17 of the Dublin Transport Authority Act 2008; when this advisory council will be set up; the 
reason for the delay; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41707/19]

15/10/2019WRV05200Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The Dublin Transport 
Authority Act 2008 provided for a new authority to oversee the development of transport in the 
Greater Dublin Area (GDA). Section 17 of the Act allowed for the  setting up of an Advisory 
Council of a Chairperson and 23 ordinary members.  Under the Act, a majority of the Council 
would comprise officials and elected members of the various local / regional authorities in the 
GDA. 

However, given that the remit of the Authority has been broadened over the years since 2008 
especially by bringing national transport issues within its remit (rather than exclusively GDA 
matters), establishing an advisory council solely for GDA transport (as enabled by the legisla-
tion) would probably no longer be appropriate.

However, I am open to considering the merits of a broader national level advisory council 
and this is one of the wide range of matters that is within the scope of the Public Transport 
Policy Review which my Department is currently undertaking.  It is expected that a public con-
sultation on the Review will commence shortly.  

15/10/2019WRV05300Bus Éireann Services

15/10/2019WRV05400545. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport his 
plans for a location (details supplied); and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41728/19]

15/10/2019WRV05500Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The issue raised is a 
matter for Bus Éireann and I have forwarded the Deputy’s question to the company for direct 
reply.  Please advise my private office if you do not receive a response within ten working days.

  Question No. 546 answered with Question No. 537.

15/10/2019WRV05700Road Projects Status

15/10/2019WRV05800547. Deputy Frank O’Rourke asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
status of the feasibility study for a second interchange on the M4 at Maynooth; the timeline for 
the tender process; the timeline for the subsequent construction process; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [41788/19]

15/10/2019WRV05900Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for 
Transport, Tourism & Sport, I have responsibility for overall policy and funding in relation 
to the national roads programme.  Under the Roads Acts 1993-2015, the planning, design and 
construction of individual national roads is a matter for Transport Infrastructure Ireland (TII), 
in conjunction with the local authorities concerned. 
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Noting the above position, I have referred your question to TII for a direct reply.  Please 
advise my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working days.

15/10/2019WRV06000Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRV06100548. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade in each 
of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil ser-
vants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41826/19]

15/10/2019WRV06200Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The information re-
quested by the Deputy is set out in the tables below. It should be noted that the Department 
recruits staff on a full time basis only. The recruitment figures only include staff recruited into 
the Department and do not include staff promoted internally within the Department or transfers 
of staff into the Department from elsewhere in the public service on mobility. The retirement 
figures only include numbers of staff that have retired from the Department and do not include 
those who have exited the Department through other means, such as resignations, terminations 
or promotions through external competitions.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq548-15-10-2019_en.docx  “>Departmental Staff</a>]

15/10/2019WRV06300Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRV06400549. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
details of the additional €27 million current spending allocated to his Department for 2020. 
[41828/19]

15/10/2019WRV06500Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As the Deputy is 
aware, the current allocation provided to my Department in Budget 2020 is €783m.  This rep-
resents an increase of €27m over 2019 levels.

This additional current allocation will support a suite of measures for sports: our participa-
tion in the Tokyo Olympics 2020; the hosting of four matches in the European Soccer Champi-
onships; preparations for the Ryder Cup; and increased funding for the National Sports Policy. 
There will also be increased funding for national roads maintenance as well as funding to 
ensure capacity to deliver on the significant capital investment programme underway. Further 
details of the budget for 2020 are set out in the press release below. 

https://www.gov.ie/en/news/bf4905-ministers-ross-and-griffin-welcome-27-billion-allo-
cation-for-transpo/

15/10/2019WRV06600Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRV06700550. Deputy Darragh O’Brien asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
details of the additional capital spending allocated to his Department for 2020. [41829/19]

15/10/2019WRV06800Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As the Deputy may 
be aware, the capital allocation provided to my Department in Budget 2020 is €1,943m.  This 
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represents an increase of more than €357m over 2019 levels.

In the Press Release linked below, Minister of State Griffin and I have listed the investment 
priorities within my Department for 2020 and also provided information on how the Capital 
Allocation will be invested.

https://www.gov.ie/en/news/bf4905-ministers-ross-and-griffin-welcome-27-billion-allo-
cation-for-transpo/

15/10/2019WRV06900Rail Services Provision

15/10/2019WRV07000551. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of new and-or refurbished intercity rail cars that will be put into operation in 2019, 
2020 and 2021; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41845/19]

15/10/2019WRV07100Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism and Sport, I have responsibility for policy and overall funding of public transport.  
The procurement and or refurbishment of rolling stock is a matter for Iarnród Éireann in the first 
instance who, in consultation with the National Transport Authority, continue to examine how 
best to source additional rolling stock as efficiently and effectively as possible and ensuring 
value for money for the taxpayer in that regard.

Noting the responsibility of the agencies, I have referred the Deputy’s question to the NTA, 
for direct reply.  Please contact my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 work-
ing days. 

15/10/2019WRW00200Bus Services

15/10/2019WRW00300552. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
amount that will be invested in PSO bus fleets by route in 2020 and 2021; and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [41846/19]

15/10/2019WRW00400Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism and Sport I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to public 
transport.  The National Transport Authority (NTA) has statutory responsibility for the planning 
and development of public transport infrastructure, including the procurement of bus fleet.

In light of the NTA’s responsibilities on this matter, I have referred the Deputy’s question to 
the company for a more detailed reply.  Please advise my private office if you do not receive a 
reply within 10 working days.

15/10/2019WRW00500National Transport Authority Expenditure

15/10/2019WRW00600553. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
amount paid to companies (details supplied) by the NTA in respect of internal audits in 2018 
and 2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41893/19]

15/10/2019WRW00700554. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
amount paid to companies historically by the NTA in respect of consultancy and-or legal advice 
by company and-or consultancy engaged; the project and-or reason for engagement; the cost of 
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same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41894/19]

15/10/2019WRW00800Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 553 and 554 together.

As Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, I have responsibility for policy and overall 
funding in relation to public transport in Ireland.  The issues raised are matters for the National 
Transport Authority (NTA) and I have forwarded the Deputy’s questions to the NTA for direct 
reply.  Please advise my private office if you do not receive a response within ten working days.

15/10/2019WRW01000Rural Transport Programme

15/10/2019WRW01100555. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the pro-
posed improvements that will take place in rural public transport arising from the undertaking 
in the budget speech of the Minister for Finance, Public Expenditure and Reform to tackle cli-
mate change by investing in our rural transport network (details supplied); and if he will make 
a statement on the matter. [42091/19]

15/10/2019WRW01200Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for 
Transport, Tourism and Sport, I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to 
public transport.

The National Transport Authority (NTA) has statutory responsibility for securing the provi-
sion of public passenger transport services nationally. It also has responsibility for integrated 
local and rural transport, including management of Local Link services. 

Public transport in rural areas of the country is primarily provided by bus and coach ser-
vices, as well as rail and small public service vehicles (SPSV) services, which include Taxi, 
Hackney and Local Area Hackney services.  

The bus and coach services include Public Service Obligation (PSO) services operated by 
Bus Éireann and other operators, Bus Éireann Expressway services, licensed services provided 
by commercial operators and Local Link services.  These services comprise conventional fixed 
services with regular routes, stopping places and timetables and Demand Responsive Transport 
(DRT) services which respond to local demands and which constitute the majority of Local 
Link services. 

As I have outlined previously, I am committed to the further development of public trans-
port in rural areas and that is why funding has been increased over the past number of years, 
for both PSO and Local Link services. For example, there has been a substantial increase in 
funding for Local Link services since 2016, going from €12.2 million in 2016 to €21 million 
this year. This significant level of investment will continue in 2020.

This level of investment in Local Link services has enabled the introduction of new regular 
commuter services and improvements to demand responsive services, as well as the introduc-
tion of new evening and night-time services across all counties. Key features of these develop-
ments include greater integration with existing public transport services and better linkage of 
services between and within towns and villages. 

In addition to its initiatives to improve Local Link services, the NTA has also designed ini-
tiatives to cultivate the provision of SPSV services in some rural areas. Ireland has a dispersed 
settlement pattern and low population densities in rural areas presents a challenge to the sustain-
able provision of such services. The NTA launched a new Pilot Local Area Hackney Scheme 
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in August, seeking applications for the provision of a local area hackney service in a number 
of designated areas nationwide. A Pilot Community Car Scheme is expected to be announced 
later this year.

The NTA is continually working with Bus Éireann to provide improvements on its PSO 
services, including improvements to many non-urban services. Over 100 stage carriage & rural 
routes are operated by Bus Éireann, generally linking a series of settlements of various sizes 
in a particular region. The scope and scale of the changes implemented recently or planned for 
the remainder of 2019/early 2020, include improvements to its city and town services and non-
urban networks, including improvements to the Mullingar and Dundalk Commuter services, 
Ballina-Westport-Galway Corridor, Ballina-Sligo-Enniskillen Corridor, West Cork Network, 
Connemara Network, East and West Clare Networks, Kerry Network, Dundalk to Drogheda 
linking coastal villages and M11 Corridor. Network changes being implemented on stage car-
riage services focus on delivering enhanced frequency throughout the day with earlier/later de-
partures, more frequency, increased weekend services including on Sundays/Public Holidays. 

Finally, the Programme for a Partnership Government undertakes to examine how best to 
improve integration of services in the rural bus network within regions. This matter is being 
examined and developed by my Department in the context of the wider work on which it has 
embarked around a review of public transport (Sustainable Mobility) policy, which is another 
commitment in the Programme for Government.  I will be launching a public consultation 
shortly seeking the views of all stakeholders. I look forward to receiving the views of members 
of the House regarding all aspects of sustainable mobility, including in relation to both climate 
change and rural transport.

15/10/2019WRW01300Departmental Funding

15/10/2019WRW01400556. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if fund-
ing for an e-cargo bike grant will be considered for businesses to avail of in order to make a 
reduction in the price of a cargo bike which can be used for transport and deliveries for short 
distances in urban areas in view of the serious traffic congestion (details supplied); and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42099/19]

15/10/2019WRW01500Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I thank the Deputy for 
the information he has supplied in relation to this idea. 

As he is aware, I am about to launch a consultation on sustainable mobility policy and, as 
part of that, I would welcome engagement with the Deputy on any particular incentives he 
might have in mind. I think it important that any proposed fiscal incentive is supported by ap-
propriate analysis and forms part of an overall policy framework, an approach I would hope he 
supports. 

The Deputy will also acknowledge that in relation to purchases for business purposes gener-
ally, certain qualifying expenditure can reduce the tax liability on the business, details of which 
can be obtained from the Revenue Commissioners.

15/10/2019WRW01600Dublin Bus Fleet

15/10/2019WRW01700557. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the ad-
ditional capacity that will be made to the Dublin Bus fleet in 2020 to deal with the continuing 
increase in bus passenger numbers which is causing great difficulty on some routes for passen-
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gers at rush hour; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42104/19]

15/10/2019WRW01800Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism and Sport I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to public 
transport.  The National Transport Authority (NTA) has statutory responsibility for the planning 
and development of public transport infrastructure, including the procurement of PSO bus fleet.

In light of the NTA’s responsibilities on this matter, I have referred the Deputy’s question to 
the company for a more detailed reply.  Please advise my private office if you do not receive a 
reply within 10 working days.

15/10/2019WRW01900Green Public Transport Fund

15/10/2019WRW02000558. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the amount 
of funding allocated to the green public transport fund in budget 2020; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [42105/19]

15/10/2019WRW02100Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The Green Public 
Transport Fund was established by my Department in 2017 to support the uptake of low car-
bon, energy efficient technologies within the public transport sector. Within my Department’s 
overall funding allocation, €9m has been assigned in Budget 2020 specifically to provide for 
a Carbon Reduction Programme to support measures which aid in decarbonising the transport 
sector. From within this allocation, funding is sourced as required for Green Public Transport 
Fund projects.

The Fund was envisaged to support the piloting and uptake of energy-efficient and alter-
natively fuelled technologies for Public Service Obligation (PSO) operations within the bus 
fleet and small public service vehicles (SPSV) sector, as well as bridging the price differential 
between such technologies and conventionally fuelled vehicles. The role of the Fund has, how-
ever, evolved in line with new policy commitments and increased climate ambition. 

Implementing our commitment under Project Ireland 2040, since this summer, Ireland is no 
longer buying diesel-only urban public buses. The Deputy will be aware that a decision was tak-
en by the National Transport Authority (NTA), which is responsible for procurement of vehicles 
in the public bus fleets, to purchase hybrid-electric buses in the short term. Dublin Bus has now 
taken delivery of six electric-hybrid buses, with a further three expected to be delivered before 
year end, supported by the Green Public Transport Fund. In addition, the Fund was deployed 
earlier this year to support the Low-Emission Bus Trials, the findings of which will help inform 
our longer term purchasing decisions for new buses over the coming years. The Climate Action 
Plan sets out a clear commitment that by the end of 2020, the first one hundred low-emission 
buses will have entered the urban bus fleet; I expect to deploy the Fund to contribute towards 
meeting this target.

Funding has also been targeted to support the transition of the national SPSV (taxi, hack-
ney and limousine) fleet, where electrification presents an achievable decarbonisation pathway, 
to alternative technologies. I established the Electric Taxi Grant Scheme in 2018, providing 
grants of up to €7,000 for battery electric vehicles and up to €3,500 for plug-in hybrid electric 
vehicles, in addition to the range of other incentives supporting electric vehicles. This initiative 
has resulted in the registration of 65 electric taxis to date and will be continued and expanded 
in 2020.

It is also important to note that while the Green Public Transport Fund has an important role 
to play in the transport emissions mitigation effort, it is only one small element of a far wider 
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range of transport measures being implemented to help reduce emissions including: the range 
of incentives to encourage a transition away from conventional fuels towards lower emitting 
alternatives, such as EVs; increasing the proportion of biofuels in the fuel mix; improving ef-
ficiency standards for vehicles; and of course the significantly enhanced funding I am making 
available to support the development of new and improved public and sustainable transport 
infrastructure.

15/10/2019WRW02200Sports Capital Programme Applications

15/10/2019WRW02300559. Deputy Sean Fleming asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport when a 
capital grant will be approved for an organisation (details supplied); and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42153/19]

15/10/2019WRW02400Minister of State at the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Bren-
dan Griffin): The 2018 round of the Sports Capital Programme closed for applications on Fri-
day 19th October last.  By that deadline, a record 2,337 applications were submitted seeking a 
total of €162m in funding.  

186 of these applications were for projects that were deemed invalid under the 2017 round 
of the programme that subsequently submitted corrected documents.  These applications were 
assessed first and approximately €7m in allocations to 170 projects were announced on the 17th 
January. 

619 equipment only applications were assessed next and 466 allocations with a value of 
€9.8m were announced to these organisations in May.

Work is now underway in assessing the remaining applications for capital works, including 
an application from the organisation referred to by the Deputy.  

For the first time, applicants who submitted incorrect documentation under this round are 
being given the opportunity to correct their application during the assessment period. While 
there will be no undue delay in completing the assessment process, in view of the opportunity to 
correct documentation, the record number of applications received and the detailed information 
contained in each application, it is likely to take a further number of weeks to have all applica-
tions assessed with allocations announced shortly after that.

15/10/2019WRW02500Sports Capital Programme Applications

15/10/2019WRW02600560. Deputy Sean Fleming asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport when a 
capital grant will be approved for an organisation (details supplied); and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42154/19]

15/10/2019WRW02700Minister of State at the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Bren-
dan Griffin): The 2018 round of the Sports Capital Programme closed for applications on Fri-
day 19th October last.  By that deadline, a record 2,337 applications were submitted seeking a 
total of €162m in funding.  

186 of these applications were for projects that were deemed invalid under the 2017 round 
of the programme that subsequently submitted corrected documents.  These applications were 
assessed first and approximately €7m in allocations to 170 projects were announced on the 17th 
January. 
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619 equipment only applications were assessed next and 466 allocations with a value of 
€9.8m were announced to these organisations in May.

Work is now underway in assessing the remaining applications for capital works, including 
an application from the organisation referred to by the Deputy.  

For the first time, applicants who submitted incorrect documentation under this round are 
being given the opportunity to correct their application during the assessment period. While 
there will be no undue delay in completing the assessment process, in view of the opportunity to 
correct documentation, the record number of applications received and the detailed information 
contained in each application, it is likely to take a further number of weeks to have all applica-
tions assessed with allocations announced shortly after that.

15/10/2019WRW02800Rail Network Expansion

15/10/2019WRW02900561. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if he 
will report on the progress of the feasibility study of high speed rail between Dublin and Bel-
fast, Dublin and Limerick Junction and Cork; if an evaluation of its economic benefits against 
improvements to existing line speeds will be carried out against relevant appraisal processes 
and value-for-money tests required under the public spending code which according to the na-
tional development plan published in early 2018 was to commence within a year. [42198/19]

15/10/2019WRW03000562. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
feasibility studies for improvement to rail infrastructure that have been carried out in the past 
five years; and if copies of such studies will be made available. [42199/19]

15/10/2019WRW03100563. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
feasibility studies for improvement to rail infrastructure being carried out or about to commence; 
and if copies of the terms of reference for such studies will be made available. [42200/19]

15/10/2019WRW03200564. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
planned feasibility studies for improvement to rail infrastructure to be carried out in the next 
five years; and if documents giving details of areas the studies are to cover will be made avail-
able. [42201/19]

15/10/2019WRW03300Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 561 to 564, inclusive, together.

As the Deputy will be aware, Project Ireland 2040 commits toward an evaluation during 
2020 of the economic benefits and value for money of high-speed rail on the main inter-urban 
rail network against improvements to existing and planned line speeds along the lines, while 
the Climate Action Plan refers to the production of a “Strategic rail review paper”.  I can con-
firm that my Department is currently considering options on how to best to deliver upon these 
requirements in line with published commitments.

In relation to recently completed “Feasibility studies” as referred to by the Deputy, I 
would refer to the Rail Review, published in 2016, a copy of which can be located on the 
National Transport Authority’s website at https://www.nationaltransport.ie/wp-content/up-
loads/2016/11/151116_2016_Rail_Review_Report_Complete_Online.pdf

15/10/2019WRW03700Sports Capital Programme Administration
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15/10/2019WRW03800565. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport 
when the next round of sports capital grants will be announced; the deadline for same; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42208/19]

15/10/2019WRW03900Minister of State at the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Bren-
dan Griffin): The 2018 round of the Sports Capital Programme (SCP) closed for applications 
on Friday 19th October last.  By that deadline, a record 2,337 applications were submitted seek-
ing a total of €162m in funding.  

186 of these applications were for projects that were deemed invalid under the 2017 round 
of the programme that subsequently submitted corrected documents.  These applications were 
assessed first and approximately €7m in allocations to 170 projects were announced on the 17th 
January. 

619 equipment only applications were assessed next and 466 allocations with a value of 
€9.8m were announced to these organisations in May.  Work is now underway in assessing the 
remaining applications for capital works.

For the first time, applicants who submitted incorrect documentation under this round are 
being given the opportunity to correct their application during the assessment period. While 
there will be no undue delay in completing the assessment process, in view of the opportunity to 
correct documentation, the record number of applications received and the detailed information 
contained in each application, it is likely to take a further number of weeks to have all applica-
tions assessed with allocations announced shortly after that.  

Once these allocations have been announced, a review will be undertaken on all aspects of 
the operation of the 2018 programme which will include consideration of the timing of the next 
round of the Programme.

15/10/2019WRW04000Rail Services Data

15/10/2019WRW04100566. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of incidents of vandalism at Irish Rail that have resulted in disruptions to services in 
2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42209/19]

15/10/2019WRW04200568. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of incidents of vandalism on the DART that have resulted in disruptions to services in 
2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42211/19]

15/10/2019WRW04300Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): I propose to take 
Questions Nos. 566 and 568 together.

The issues raised are operational matters for Iarnród Éireann and I have forwarded the 
Deputy’s questions to the company for direct reply. Please advise my private office if you do 
not receive a response within ten working days.

15/10/2019WRW04400Dublin Bus Services

15/10/2019WRW04500567. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of incidents of vandalism on Dublin Bus that have resulted in disruptions to services in 
2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42210/19]
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15/10/2019WRW04600Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The issue raised is an 
operational matter for Dublin Bus and I have forwarded the Deputy’s question to the company 
for direct reply. Please advise my private office if you do not receive a response within ten 
working days.

  Question No. 568 answered with Question No. 566.

15/10/2019WRW04800Light Rail Projects

15/10/2019WRW04900569. Deputy Jim O’Callaghan asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
number of incidents of vandalism on the Luas that have resulted in disruptions to services in 
2019; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42212/19]

15/10/2019WRW05000Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As Minister for Trans-
port, Tourism and Sport I have responsibility for policy and overall funding in relation to public 
transport.  However, I am not involved in the day to day operations of public transport

The safety and security of passengers and staff, including arrangements to deal with anti-so-
cial behaviour on the Luas is a matter for the transport operator (Transdev) in conjunction with, 
as appropriate, the Gardaí.  Therefore, I have forwarded the Deputy’s question to Transport In-
frastructure Ireland (TII), the agency with responsibility for the Luas, and I have asked them to 
raise your concerns with Transdev and respond to you directly.  Please advise my private office 
if you do not receive a response within ten working days.

15/10/2019WRW05100Sports Capital Programme Administration

15/10/2019WRW05200570. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport when an-
nouncements will be made on the successful projects in the current round of the sports capital 
grants; the reason for the delay in these announcements; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42213/19]

15/10/2019WRW05300Minister of State at the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Bren-
dan Griffin): The 2018 round of the Sports Capital Programme closed for applications on Fri-
day 19th October last.  By that deadline, a record 2,337 applications were submitted seeking a 
total of €162m in funding.  

186 of these applications were for projects that were deemed invalid under the 2017 round 
of the programme that subsequently submitted corrected documents.  These applications were 
assessed first and approximately €7m in allocations to 170 projects were announced on the 17th 
January. 

619 equipment only applications were assessed next and 466 allocations with a value of 
€9.8m were announced to these organisations in May.

Work is now underway in assessing the remaining applications for capital works, including 
an application from the organisation referred to by the Deputy.  

For the first time, applicants who submitted incorrect documentation under this round are 
being given the opportunity to correct their application during the assessment period. While 
there will be no undue delay in completing the assessment process, in view of the opportunity to 
correct documentation, the record number of applications received and the detailed information 
contained in each application, it is likely to take a further number of weeks to have all applica-
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tions assessed with allocations announced shortly after that.

15/10/2019WRW05400EU Funding

15/10/2019WRW05500571. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport the 
amount received by Ireland in TEN-T funding in each of the years since 2011; the projects that 
received the funding; when a decision will be made on the application by the Department to 
include the west of Ireland in the list of TEN- T eligible projects; the amount this is likely to 
bring in EU investment in infrastructure in the west of Ireland in the next five years; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [42223/19]

15/10/2019WRW05600Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): The Connecting Eu-
rope Facility (CEF) is the EU’s funding instrument for the Trans-European Transport Network 
(TEN-T) for the programming period 2014-2020. Funding under CEF is delivered in the form 
of grants allocated following competitive calls for proposals. As of June 2019, Irish beneficia-
ries participate in 24 projects and receive €103 million in CEF Transport co-funding, with total 
investments in these projects of €403.7 million. The EU funding provided is not readily avail-
able by year.

These include successful applications for the deployment of Single European Sky Air Traf-
fic Management Research (SESAR) and road transport projects with other Member States, 
which includes studies on the harmonisation of interoperable intelligent transport systems (ITS) 
and cooperative Intelligent transport systems (C-ITS). 

Details of Ireland’s successful projects under the CEF programmed are available on the 
INEA website at the following weblink:

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/connecting-europe-facility/cef-transport/projects-by-country/
ireland   

Details of Ireland’s successful projects for the programming period 2007-2013 are available 
at the following weblink:

https://ec.europa.eu/inea/en/ten-t/ten-t-projects/projects-by-country/ireland   

In addition, the European Commission has recently recommended Donegal County Council 
for €4.335 million co-funding under the Connecting Europe Facility (CEF) 2019 call for pro-
posals.

The project concerns the studies or preparatory work required to remove bottlenecks over 
a length of 31 km at three road sections in Co Donegal: Ballybofey to Stranorlar; Letterkenny 
to Manorcunningham; and Manorcunningham to Lifford/Strabane. This covers the designs and 
reports required to obtain the necessary statutory and other approvals to facilitate the future 
construction. The Innovation and Networks Executive Agency (INEA) is in the process of fi-
nalizing the grant agreement with Donegal County Council. The final co-funding amount will 
be contingent on this grant agreement and an agreed project and expenditure plan being imple-
mented by the Council with INEA oversight.

Further details on the Donegal County Council project are available here: https://ec.europa.
eu/inea/en/news-events/newsroom/eur117-million-sustainable-transport-infrastructure-europe   

With regard to transport infrastructure in the west of Ireland, the Deputy may wish to note 
that, in August 2019, honouring a Programme for a Partnership Government commitment, I 
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made a submission to Commissioner Bulc on the matter of reviewing the TEN-T network in 
which I outlined national policy developments since the TEN-T Regulation came into force in 
2013. These developments include the Government’s National Development Plan and National 
Planning Framework, jointly referred to as Project Ireland 2040, and the implications of Brexit 
on Ireland’s international connectivity. 

The submission highlighted in particular the potential for increased geographical isolation 
of Ireland’s Western and Northwestern regions. I also pointed out that Brexit is likely to have 
regionally differentiated effects in Ireland and that a hard Brexit could hit Border counties par-
ticularly hard. Continued EU support for transport investment projects therefore becomes even 
more important in the context of Brexit, after which our peripheral location on the western point 
of Europe will leave us even more isolated from other EU Member States. 

The submission also noted that the improvement of regional connectivity along the West-
ern seaboard, linking together the major urban areas to allow the Atlantic Economic Corridor 
(AEC) achieve its potential, is a major priority for Government. In this regard, I highlighted 
the work of the AEC Taskforce, chaired by Seán Canney TD, Minister of State for Community 
Development, Natural Resources and Digital Development.

A copy of the submission can be accessed on my Department’s website at the following 
weblink: 

https://www.gov.ie/en/publication/3c921e-submission-to-commissioner-bulc-for-a-
revision-of-the-core-ten-t-net/   

Finally, EU Transport Commissioner,  Ms Violeta Bulc, wrote to EU Transport Ministers 
in February 2019, announcing that the European Commission is advancing the review of the 
TEN-T Network, which was due to take place no later than December 2023. This review pro-
cess will include: an evaluation study, due to be completed in spring 2020; a public stakeholder 
consultation, which was open for contributions from April to July 2019; and targeted consulta-
tions with Member States and a wide range of stakeholders expected to take place during Q4 
of 2019. Details on these consultations are yet to be confirmed but they will be an opportunity 
to elaborate further on the issues raised in the submission and to highlight other key priorities 
and possible amendments to the TEN-T guidelines that would be necessary in light of relevant 
developments since 2013. 

The Commission intends to present the preliminary findings of the review process in May 
2020, with a more detailed document envisaged for Summer 2020. Pending the findings of the 
review, a legislative proposal to amend the TEN-T Regulation may follow during 2021.

15/10/2019WRW05700Railway Stations

15/10/2019WRW05800572. Deputy Willie Penrose asked the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport if, in the 
context of the recent climate action plan announced by the Government together with various 
proposals announced in budget 2020 to promote decarbonisation and a response to climate 
change, he will request Iarnród Éireann to take steps to review its decision not to reopen the 
railway station at Thomastown, Killucan, County Westmeath, which would facilitate and ac-
commodate the thousands of passengers weekly who leave this region in an eastward direction 
to work in Dublin and the commuter belt, which can lead to substantial gains in terms of carbon 
reduction and which would cost less than €2 million; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42333/19]

15/10/2019WRW05900Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport (Deputy Shane Ross): As the Deputy is 
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aware the maintenance, renewal and operation of the rail network is a matter for Iarnród Éire-
ann and I understand that local residents in the area have met previously with Iarnród Éireann 
to discuss the issue in detail. 

Project Ireland 2040 states that the priority funding objective in relation to mainline rail is 
the maintenance and renewal of the existing network so that it continues to provide a safe and 
reliable infrastructure that enables the provision of quality rail services for passengers across 
the country.  This means ensuring ‘steady state’ levels of investment in our rail infrastructure 
each year for the foreseeable future and requires a significant and recurring capital invest-
ment of around €200million from the taxpayer every year. 

This level of funding delivers benefits to passengers across the network, including West-
meath, by allowing for increased levels of investment in things like signalling, ballast cleaning 
and track relaying which in turn improve passenger journey experience and can lead to better 
journey times.

I am pleased to inform the Deputy that the funding I have secured under Project Ireland 
2040 means that we are in a position to provide this steady state level of funding and this is 
significant and very welcome progress. 

Project Ireland 2040 also confirms a number of key investment priorities to address trans-
port demand and deliver a range of benefits over the next ten years. One of these priorities re-
lates to an expansion of the rail fleet and I expect to very shortly seek Government approval in 
relation to a proposed purchase of 41 additional carriages for the InterCity Railcar fleet.  

These are the priority areas for investment as they impact the rail network in the Westmeath 
area and I have not received any proposals in relation to Killucan station. Any such proposal 
would need to be based on a robust business case which complies with the Public Spending 
Code and would be subject to availability of funding, which as the Deputy can see is currently 
fully committed.

15/10/2019WRW06000National Childcare Scheme

15/10/2019WRW06100573. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if advice 
(details supplied) will be made public that was given to her Department by the Department of 
Public Expenditure and Reform regarding plans for an alternative application system for the 
national childcare scheme that would not necessitate a public services card and a MyGov iden-
tification; the reason this alternative application system was not chosen; and if she will make a 
statement on the matter. [41615/19]

15/10/2019WRW06200Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): When it is fully 
up and running, applications for the National Childcare Scheme will be accepted both online 
and by post.  The online application process will be introduced first, followed shortly thereafter 
by the postal application process. A Public Services Card (PSC) and verified MyGovID account 
are required to apply online only. 

The online system will offer a user friendly and effective system for parents, whilst offering 
greater efficiency in the administration and costs associated with the operation of a Government 
scheme. A secure identity verification system is required for any such IT system and the Public 
Services Card and MyGovID offers such security in the safeguarding of applicants’ information 
and the administration of public funding.

For online applicants, the PSC has authenticated their identity to SAFE 2 level, which is the 
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highest standard available for the public service. Where a postal application is used, applicants 
are required to provide proof of identity alongside their application. 

The original plans for the National Childcare Scheme IT system included a secondary on-
line authentication method. This was removed in January 2018 following a communication 
from the Office of the Government’s Chief Information Officer (OGCIO) that MyGovID should 
be used exclusively for online authentication of individuals, noting that it is the highest online 
form of identity assurance in the State.  

The advice is a matter of record within the Department and can be made available to the 
Deputy if required.

15/10/2019WRW06300National Childcare Scheme

15/10/2019WRW06400574. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the num-
ber of children who will benefit from the universal subsidy provided by the national childcare 
scheme. [41660/19]

15/10/2019WRW06500575. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the num-
ber of children that will benefit from the targeted subsidy provided by the national childcare 
scheme. [41661/19]

15/10/2019WRW06600576. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the level of 
targeted childcare subsidy that corresponds to each €5,000 income increment between €0 and 
€60,000 that is €0 to €5,000 and €5,000 to 10,000. [41662/19]

15/10/2019WRW06700Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 574 to 576, inclusive, together.

The introduction of the new National Childcare Scheme is a landmark moment for mak-
ing high quality childcare more affordable and accessible to families in Ireland. The Scheme’s 
objectives are to improve outcomes for children, reduce poverty, facilitate labour activation, 
tangibly reduce the cost of childcare for tens of thousands of families, and establish a sustain-
able platform for investment in the Irish childcare sector for decades to come.

As the Deputy will be aware, Budget 2020 provided that the maximum subsidised hours 
available under the Scheme will be increased from September 2020. The maximum “enhanced” 
hours will increase from 40 to 45 hours. This will be of particular benefit to school age children 
who need childcare before or after school, as well as parents juggling long working hours and 
commuting schedules.  The maximum “standard” hours subsidy will also increase from Sep-
tember 2020 from 15 to 20 hours. This will benefit families where parents are not working or 
studying. This will support the Scheme’s objective of promoting employment, reducing poverty 
and improving outcomes for children. 

The following table provides answers the Deputy’s question. In answering the question the 
following is noted:

- As the minimum income threshold is €26,000, the top rate of subsidy applies to all net 
incomes below this.

- DCYA income models use a midpoint for each income increment as the subsidy tapers 
depending on income. That is, a person at the lowest point of an income increment will receive 
more than the stated example and a person at the highest point of an income increment will 
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receive less than the stated example. The information requested is presented in the “midpoint” 
form. 

Reckonable Income Rate per hour if 
your child is 0 - 1 
years old 

Rate per hour if 
your child is 1 - 3 
years old 

Rate per hour if 
your child is over 
3 and not yet in 
school 

Rate per hour if 
your child is School 
Age 

€22,500 €5.10 €4.35 €3.95 €3.75 
€27,500 €4.90 €4.18 €3.78 €3.58 
€32,500 €4.22 €3.61 €3.19 €3.03 
€37,500 €3.54 €3.05 €2.61 €2.48 
€42,500 €2.87 €2.48 €2.03 €1.93 
€47,500 €2.19 €1.92 €1.45 €1.38 
€52,500 €1.51 €1.35 €0.87 €0.83 
€57,500 €0.84 €0.78 €0.33 €0.33

It is challenging to estimate the numbers who will take up the new Scheme, given that this 
scheme represents a considerable departure from legacy schemes and noting that the saver ar-
rangements will run in parallel. However, it is estimated that approximately 60,000 to 65,000 
children will benefit from targeted subsidies and 17,000 children will benefit from universal 
subsidies.

15/10/2019WRX00200Early Childhood Care and Education Staff

15/10/2019WRX00300577. Deputy Fergus O’Dowd asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if corre-
spondence from a childcare provider (details supplied) will receive a response; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [41764/19]

15/10/2019WRX00400Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): I am acutely 
aware of the difficulties that many early learning and care services report regarding the recruit-
ment and retention of qualified staff, and the high rate of staff turnover in the sector. Accessing 
suitably qualified staff has been particularly difficult in very recent years and is due to both poor 
retention rates and the massive increase in investment that has seen a doubling of the number 
of childcare places and a subsequent major increase in demand for early learning and care prac-
titioners. 

The basic qualification requirement to work in the sector is a qualification in early child-
hood care and education at Level 5 on the National Framework of Qualifications. When this 
requirement was introduced, unqualified staff who planned to retire in the coming years were 
given the opportunity to sign a ‘grandfather’ declaration. These declarations remain valid until 
September 2021. 

A Level 6 qualification is only a requirement for room leaders delivering the ECCE pro-
gramme. The Pobal 2017/18 survey indicated that 65% of those working in the sector in mid-
2018 then had a relevant qualification at Level 6 or above, indicating that there were enough 
staff qualified at this level to meet requirements. However, I acknowledge the challenge many 
providers are reporting in retaining staff and recruiting new staff.

The Department of Education and Skills has responsibility for the training and supply of the  
early learning and care workforce and I understand from that Department that the numbers be-
ing trained is sufficient to meet  entry requirements. In Pobal’s Early Years Sector Profile Report 
for 2017/2018, the staff turnover rate stood at 24.7%, which, despite a 3% improvement on the 
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previous year, was at a very high level. I understand the 2018 / 2019 report will show a further 
small improvement. The primary issue that needs to be resolved is one of retention. 

I believe that the key to addressing this challenge is undoubtedly improving wages and 
working conditions. Over the last 5 budgets, the level of public investment in early learning 
and care and school-age childcare has increased be an unprecedented 138%. We need to keep 
increasing the level of public investment if we are to secure services that are of high quality, 
affordable and accessible. However, increased investment by itself will not ensure that staff 
wages and conditions will improve.

I am doing all that is in my power to improve wages and working conditions in the sector. 
As well as increased investment generally, I have specifically targeted funding directly to pro-
viders, for example, a 7% increase in ECCE capitation in September 2017, €19.4m annually 
of Programme Support Payments to providers to recognise their administration duties, Higher 
Capitation payments to ECCE services employing graduates. Also, I have repeatedly called for 
the sector to pursue a Sectoral Employment Order, which offers a viable mechanism to establish 
appropriate wage-levels. My Department will readily co-operate with such a process when it is 
under way.

In First 5, the Whole of Government Strategy I launched with the Taoiseach last November, 
I made a commitment to develop a new funding model that will leverage additional investment 
for certain criteria, for example, better pay, or full implementation of the curriculum. First 5 
also includes a commitment to develop a Workforce Development Plan for the sector. My De-
partment began work on the Workforce Development Plan earlier this year, and an initial public 
consultation will take place in the coming weeks.

15/10/2019WRX00500Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRX00600578. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the 
number of full-time and part-time civil servants her Department has recruited by grade in each 
of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil ser-
vants her Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [41812/19]

15/10/2019WRX00700Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): The details of 
the number of full-time and part-time civil servants recruited by grade in each of the years 2014 
to 2018 and to date in 2019 in my department are listed in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 (to 
date)

Total

SEC  1     1
ASC  1 1    2
PO 5  5  5 4 19
AP 3 2 8 11 13 11 48
HEO 2 1 2 11 6  22
AO 5 1 7 6 8 3 30
EO 1 1 12 14 16 12 56
CO 19 17 33 31 13 6 119
SVO   1    1
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Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 (to 
date)

Total

Total 35 24 69 73 61 36 298
The details of the number of full-time and part-time civil servants lost due to retirement by 

grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019 in my department are listed in Table 
1.2.

Table 1.2

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 (to 
date)

Total

PO  3 2 1 1 1 8
AP  1   1 1 3
HEO 2 1 1    4
AO  2     2
EO 1  1 2  2 6
CO  2 5  2  9
Total 3 9 9 3 4 4 32

15/10/2019WRX00800Early Childhood Care and Education Programmes

15/10/2019WRX00900579. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the reason a 
child (details supplied) cannot avail of a second free preschool year. [41841/19]

15/10/2019WRX01000Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): The Early Child-
hood Care and Education (ECCE) programme is a universal programme available to all chil-
dren within the eligible age range. A child must have turned 2 years and 8 months on or before 
31 August in the programme year, and not be older than 5 years and 6 months on or before 30 
June of the second year, to be eligible for the programme. 

Exemptions from the upper age limit may be granted where a child has special/additional 
needs. Applications for such exemptions must be submitted in writing to the Department of 
Children and Youth Affairs and will only be considered under the following criteria:

- The application must include a letter of recommendation from a medical specialist (not 
a GP/Public Health Nurse) stating that it is in the best interest of the child to avail of a further 
year of pre-school;

- The child does not turn 6 during the 2019/2020 ECCE programme year; and

- The child has not availed of their full allocation of two years of ECCE provision. 

My Department has not received any application for an overage exemption for the child 
named. Her parents may wish to apply now and I would draw their attention to  the fact that the 
application must comply with the criteria outlined. 

This Department does its best to ensure, in so far as possible, the equitable treatment of all 
children and families who apply for childcare funding under the ECCE Programme.  In order to 
ensure objectivity and fairness, it is essential that clear rules exist for the scheme and that they 
are applied evenly.

Current policy requires that any request for an exemption from ECCE eligibility must be 
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supported by a letter from a medical specialist/Social Worker (not a GP/Public Health Nurse) 
specifically recommending an exemption for the child. This requirement is not intended to un-
dermine the view of a parent/teacher or other in relation to a child’s needs but, rather, to main-
tain a clear and standard basis for applying exemptions.

Examples of accepted specialist/medical recommendations are as follows:

Speech and Language Therapist; Occupational Therapist; Senior Psychologist; Physiother-
apist;  Paediatrician/developmental Neurologist; Psychiatrist; Psychotherapist; Cardiologist; 
Oncologist; Ophthalmologist; Otolaryngologist (ENT specialist); Gastroenterologist; Social 
Worker/Early Intervention Team.

This is not an exhaustive list however it provides an example of what is accepted. 

Applications and letters of recommendation can be submitted via email to: eyqueries@
dcya.gov.ie   

Alternatively a hard copies can be posted to the following address:

Over Age Exemption Applications, Early Years Policies and Programmes, 

Floor 2, Department of Children and Youth Affairs, Block 1, Miesian Plaza, 

50-58 Baggot Street Lower, Dublin 2 

15/10/2019WRX01100Early Childhood Care and Education Programmes

15/10/2019WRX01200580. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the mini-
mum and maximum ages for enrolment in the ECCE programme; if there is scope for discretion 
to be shown to individual children who are near the cut-off points and for whom an alternative 
starting date would be beneficial. [41887/19]

15/10/2019WRX01300Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): Since Septem-
ber 2018, all children meeting the minimum age requirement of 2 years and 8 months are eli-
gible for a full two programme years on the Early Childhood Care and Education programme 
(ECCE). This measure refines the development introduced the previous year and increases the 
duration of each registered child on ECCE from an average of 61 weeks, to a potential duration 
of 76 weeks (two programme years). This delivers fully on a commitment in the Programme for 
a Partnership Government that is good for children, families and Early Years providers.

This minimum age was chosen based on national experience and a review of international 
practice. It also had regard to the regulatory environment for early years care and education in 
this country and issues such as child development readiness and adult-child ratios.

The upper age limit for the ECCE programme remains the same (i.e. a child is not eligible 
if they will be 5 years and 6 months before the end of the programme year.) The upper age limit 
for the ECCE programme was set in consultation with the Department of Education and Skills. 
It ensures that children transition into primary school with their peers and limits the age range 
of children beginning primary school. Limiting the diversity in age ranges in children beginning 
primary school education is considered generally to be in the best interest of children, in rela-
tion to peer interaction in junior infants, as well as other educational considerations.

My Department does its best to ensure, in so far as possible, the equitable treatment of all 
children and families who apply for childcare funding under the ECCE programme.  In order to 
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ensure objectivity and fairness, it is essential that clear rules exist for the scheme and that they 
are applied evenly. As stated above, the Department of Education and Skills informed the policy 
which these rules support.

It must be noted that age limits have been used to determine eligibility since the inception 
of the ECCE programme in 2010. These rules are a necessary component of any Government 
scheme and ensure that Exchequer funding is used for its intended purpose.

 It a limited number of circumstances, it is possible to apply for an overage exemption to the 
ECCE programme. Overage Exemptions currently provided by my Department are governed 
by three guiding principles as follows: 

- A Letter of Recommendation supplied from a specialist (NB: Not a GP/PHN),

- Child’s age - not being over 6 years of age during the exemption year (as per Educational 
Welfare Act, 2000)

- ECCE Allocation taken - if a child has had the full 2 years they will not be eligible.

15/10/2019WRX01400Early Childhood Care and Education Programmes

15/10/2019WRX01500581. Deputy Anne Rabbitte asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs her views 
that it is appropriate a child (details supplied) has been denied access to the ECCE programme. 
[41888/19]

15/10/2019WRX01600Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): Since Septem-
ber 2018, all children meeting the minimum age requirement of 2 years and 8 months are eli-
gible for a full two programme years on the Early Childhood Care and Education programme 
(ECCE). This measure refines the development introduced the previous year and increases the 
duration of each registered child on ECCE from an average of 61 weeks, to a potential duration 
of 76 weeks (two programme years). This delivers fully on a commitment in the Programme for 
a Partnership Government that is good for children, families and Early Years providers.

This minimum age was chosen based on national experience and a review of international 
practice. It also had regard to the regulatory environment for early years care and education in 
this country and issues such as child development readiness and adult-child ratios. The upper 
age limit remains the same (i.e. a child is not eligible if they will be 5 years and 6 months before 
the end of the programme year).

The upper age limit for the ECCE programme remains the same (i.e. a child is not eligible 
if they will be 5 years and 6 months before the end of the programme year.) The upper age limit 
for the ECCE programme was set in consultation with the Department of Education and Skills. 
It ensures that children transition into primary school with their peers and limits the age range 
of children beginning primary school. Limiting the diversity in age ranges in children beginning 
primary school education is considered generally to be in the best interest of children, in rela-
tion to peer interaction in junior infants, as well as other educational considerations.

My Department does its best to ensure, in so far as possible, the equitable treatment of all 
children and families who apply for childcare funding under the ECCE Programme.  In order to 
ensure objectivity and fairness, it is essential that clear rules exist for the scheme and that they 
are applied evenly. As stated above, the Department of Education and Skills informed the policy 
which these rules support.
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It must be noted that age limits have been used to determine eligibility since the inception 
of the ECCE programme in 2010. These rules are a necessary component of any Government 
scheme and ensure that Exchequer funding is used for its intended purpose.

I do, however, fully accept that the use of age limits in a scheme such as this creates a situ-
ation whereby a child can fall just outside the age range. Some families may therefore opt for 
one year of ECCE only. This decision is entirely at the discretion of the parent(s) or guardian 
but it is important to reiterate that two full years of ECCE provision is available to all children.

15/10/2019WRX01700Youth Services

15/10/2019WRX01800582. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if a progress 
report will be provided on the several sample projects that were established in 2016 and 2017; 
the number of projects fully operational; the number of new sample projects established in 2018 
and 2019 relating to the future development of a single targeted youth funding programme to 
replace the current schemes; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42110/19]

15/10/2019WRX01900583. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs the number of 
youth projects established under the single targeted youth funding programme to date by loca-
tion; the amount of funding received by each project to date; and if she will make a statement 
on the matter. [42111/19]

15/10/2019WRX02000Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 582 and 583 together.

My Department is managing the most significant reform of youth services ever undertaken. 
This reform is informed by the Value for Money and Policy Review (VFMPR) 2014.  The 
VFMPR examined three existing targeted funding schemes, the Young People’s Facilities and 
Services Fund, the Special Projects for Youth (SPY) scheme and Local Drug Task Force proj-
ects scheme. 

Overall, the review found that the youth programmes can provide a significant contribution 
to improving outcomes for young people and should be considered for on-going public fund-
ing.  The review recommended the development of a single targeted youth funding programme 
to replace the existing schemes.  The review also made a number of recommendations for the 
future operation of such a funding scheme and its development in the years ahead, to ensure an 
evidence-based and outcomes-focused programme, designed to secure optimal outcomes for 
young people. 

To facilitate the VFMPR’s recommendations, I approved funding allocations for the estab-
lishment of several sample projects in 2016 and 2017.  There have been 23 such sample projects 
approved since 2016, of which 21 were operational in 2018 and a further two commenced in 
2019.  Of the 23 projects, seven have involved the augmentation of existing projects to respond 
to identified needs.

In determining the sample projects for funding, my Department has worked closely with 
the 16 Education and Training Boards, all of which were invited to nominate locations within 
their catchment areas for new and/or augmented projects.  The 23 sample projects fall within 
10 of the ETB areas. The remaining 6 ETBs are currently involved in a process to identify the 
local needs of young people in these areas, with a view to submitting applications for new or 
augmented services.

I believe that the reformed system will bring substantial benefits to our young people, and 
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my Department will continue with this important work.  Please find at the link a table with de-
tails of the sample projects, which highlights the year the service commenced and the funding 
the service has received to date.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq582-15-10-19_en.docx”>Sample Projects</a>]

15/10/2019WRX02200Childcare Services Regulation

15/10/2019WRX02300584. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if 
her attention has been drawn to the fact that a service (details supplied) is to be shut down on 11 
October 2019 at the request of Tusla; the reason for same; the steps she can take to ensure the 
restoration of an after-school service for the parents and children affected; and if she will make 
a statement on the matter. [42133/19]

15/10/2019WRX02400Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): My Department 
has liaised with Tusla to answer this question. Tusla is the independent statutory regulator of 
early learning and care and school age childcare services in Ireland. In performing its regula-
tory function, its actions include responding to breaches of regulations while respecting fair 
procedures and natural justice.

Tusla conducted an inspection of the service in question - which catered for both pre-school 
and school-age children - in line with the requirements of the Child Care Act 1991 (Early Years 
Services) Regulations 2016 on 19 June 2019. During this inspection it was observed that the 
service, which was approved for 140 children, was operating outside its registration status, 
with 171 children observed in attendance. Tusla advised the service to revert immediately to its 
approved registration status, and to take immediate remedial action to address the risk posed 
to children on the premises due to inadequate insurance. Tusla also referred the service to the 
Chief Fire Officer of Dublin City Council and to the Planning and Enforcement Section of Dún 
Laoghaire-Rathdown County Council.

Tusla carried out a follow-up inspection of the service on 10 September 2019, and found 
that up to 150 children were attending the service on a given day. Tusla again instructed the 
service to revert to its approved registration status.

Tusla also received an application from the registered provider for registration of a school-
age service which highlighted that the service has been operating in contravention of its plan-
ning permission, which states that the number of children to be accommodated at the facility 
must not exceed 141.  This has resulted in the regrettable situation described.

I appreciate the understandable frustration of the parents involved, and I know that Tusla 
does also. However, the safety and welfare of children must be our foremost priority, and ser-
vices must abide by the legislation that is in place.

Tusla continues to engage with the registered provider to resolve this matter as expedi-
tiously as possible. 

30 City and Childcare Committees across the country are available to support parents and 
providers with issues relating to early learning and care and school age childcare. In this in-
stance, Dún Laoghaire Rathdown County Childcare Committee is available to support parents 
who need assistance with sourcing alternative service provision and they have been working 
with local providers to ascertain availability of places, and with new services in the area who 
intend to create additional places.
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15/10/2019WRX02500HSE Reports

15/10/2019WRX02600585. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Children and Youth Affairs if her 
attention and that of Tusla has been drawn to a report and-or to the contents of a report (details 
supplied) concerning children who were harmed by HSE orthodontic services in the Dublin and 
mid-Leinster region over a period of time; if she will consult with the Minister for Health and 
consider issuing an order to the HSE to publish the report; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter. [42205/19]

15/10/2019WRX02700Minister for Children and Youth Affairs (Deputy Katherine Zappone): I can inform the 
Deputy that my attention has not been drawn to the report to which she refers or its contents. I 
am asking Tusla, the Child and Family Agency, to respond directly to the Deputy with regard 
to the elements of her question that relate to Tusla. 

Decisions with regard to the possible release or publication of a commissioned report would 
be a matter for the body which commissioned the report. In this case, I understand the body in 
question to be the Health Service Executive (HSE). Any Ministerial direction to the HSE would 
be a matter for the Minister for Health.

15/10/2019WRX02800Walks Scheme

15/10/2019WRX02900586. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Rural and Community Development if 
his Department or agencies under its aegis have proactively identified possible walking trails 
for inclusion under its walks scheme. [41644/19]

15/10/2019WRX03000587. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Rural and Community Development the 
general location and length of each walking trail included under the walks scheme in tabular 
form. [41645/19]

15/10/2019WRX03100588. Deputy Dara Calleary asked the Minister for Rural and Community Development if 
his Department collaborates with the creation and maintenance of walking trails under the remit 
of his Department’s walks scheme. [41646/19]

15/10/2019WRX03200Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): I propose to 
take Questions Nos. 586 to 588, inclusive, together.

My Department administers the Walks Scheme which was originally launched in March 
2008. The Scheme was an innovative response to facilitating the development and maintenance 
of 39 of Ireland’s key walking trails. The Scheme includes 1,962 landholders as key participants 
in the provision of high quality walking trails by contracting them to undertake maintenance 
work on sections of National Waymarked Ways and other priority walks that traverse their 
lands. The landholders receive modest payments for maintenance work undertaken in line with 
agreed work plans.  These trails are part of a larger list of trails which are registered by Sport 
Ireland which comes under the remit of the Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport.

The table lists the walking trails currently on the Walks Scheme and the length of each trail. 
The length refers to the full distance of the trail and not just the portion maintained by the land-
holders under the scheme.  It should be noted that some walks cross Local Authority boundaries 
and the relevant portion of the walk is recorded under each of the respective county headings.  
There are, therefore, more than 39 individual section of walks listed below.

The Programme for a Partnership Government includes a commitment to increase the num-
ber of trails covered by the Walks Scheme.  In line with these commitments, funding for the 
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scheme was doubled in Budget 2019 - from €2 million to €4 million - to allow this expansion 
to proceed. 

In February of this year, I invited Expressions of Interest for the inclusion of additional trails 
in the scheme that meet specific qualifying criteria.  These include the walks meeting a suffi-
cient standard to be included on Sport Ireland Trails register.  To date, 18 Local Development 
Companies have submitted 57 Expressions of Interest to my Department.

These Expressions of Interest are being reviewed and I expect to be in a position to an-
nounce the first tranche of trails to be added to the scheme shortly. There is no closing date for 
Expressions of Interest at this time, and interested parties can continue submit proposals for 
additional trails to be included in the Walks Scheme through their Local Authority or Local 
Development Company. 

WALK LOCATION Length of Walk in Km
Burren Way CLARE 40.21
Wood Loop Ballyvaughan CLARE 1.89
Black Head Loop CLARE 12.01
Cliffs of Moher CLARE 12.00
Sheeps Head Way CORK 125.59
Beara Islands CORK 26.93
Beara Cork CORK 101.20
Duhallow Way CORK 43.00
Whiddy Island Walk CORK 1.86
Bluestack Way DONEGAL 64.00
Sliabh Liag DONEGAL 3.90
Slí Chonamara GALWAY 9.00
Western Way GALWAY 17.28
Kerry Way KERRY 131.98
Beara Kerry KERRY 24.19
Cosán Cuas na nEighe KERRY 1.69
Carrountoohill KERRY 6.63
Nore Valley KILKENNY 18.50
Freshford loop KILKENNY 8.00
O Gormans Lane KILKENNY 4.00
Slieve Bloom Way LAOIS 8.36
Miners Way Leitrim LEITRIM 1.84
The Táin LOUTH 40.00
Western Way Mayo MAYO 15.25
Clogher Loops MAYO 1.28
Burrishoole Loop 1 MAYO 7.05
Burrishoole Loop 2 MAYO 9.09
Croagh Patrick Heritage 
Trail 

MAYO 14.70

Offaly Way OFFALY 7.02
Suck Valley Way ROSCOMMON 105.00
Rinn Duinn ROSCOMMON 5.50
Miners Way Roscommon ROSCOMMON 30.00
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WALK LOCATION Length of Walk in Km
Sligo Way SLIGO 9.64
Miners Way Sligo SLIGO 19.32
Eamon a ‘Chnoic TIPPERARY 9.48
Birch Hill TIPPERARY 5.8.33
Knockalough (Red Hugh) TIPPERARY 6.40
Slieve Feilim Way TIPPERARY 0.53
East Munster Way TIPPERARY 1.60
Lough Derg Way TIPPERARY 11.27
Tipperary Heritage Way TIPPERARY 17.90
Devils Bit TIPPERARY 0.43
Kilcommon Pilgrim Trail TIPPERARY 2.26
Wicklow Way North WICKLOW 24.00

15/10/2019WRX03500Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRX03600589. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Rural and Community Develop-
ment the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by grade 
in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time 
civil servants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if he 
will make a statement on the matter. [41824/19]

15/10/2019WRX03700Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): The Depart-
ment of Rural and Community Development was established in July 2017. 

The numbers of staff recruited and retirements by grade are set out by year 2017 to 2019 (to 
date) in the Tables.

All staff were recruited on full time basis.  

Table A - Recruitment and retirements by grade 2017.

Grade      Number Recruited        Number Retired          
Secretary General 1 0
Assistant Secretary 0 0
Principal Officer 1 0
Assistant Principal 3 0
Higher Executive Officer 2 0
Administrative Officer 0 0
Executive Officer 3 0
Clerical Officer 14 0
Service Officer 0 0
Ministers Adviser* 2 0
Minister Drivers* 2 0
Total: 28 0

Table B - Recruitment and retirements by grade 2018.   
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Grade      Number Recruited        Number Retired         
Secretary General 0 0
Assistant Secretary 1 0
Principal Officer 1 0
Assistant Principal 6 1
Higher Executive Officer 6 0
Administrative Officer 3 0
Executive Officer 8 0
Clerical Officer 9 1
Service Officer 1 0
Ministers Adviser* 1 1
Minister  Drivers* 2 0
Total : 38 3

Table C - Recruitment and retirements by grade 2019 (year to date)      

Grade         Number Recruited        Number Retired          
Secretary General 0 0
Assistant Secretary 0 0
Principal Officer 1 1
Assistant Principal 3 1
Higher Executive Officer 0 0
Administrative Officer 2 0
Executive Officer 3 0
Clerical Officer 8 1
Service Officer 0 0
Ministers  Adviser* 0 0
Minister Drivers* 0 0
Total: 16 3
*These are temporary unestablished positions in the civil service and selection of these ap-

pointees is a matter for each individual Minister or Minister of State.

15/10/2019WRX03800Departmental Schemes

15/10/2019WRX03900590. Deputy Brendan Griffin asked the Minister for Rural and Community Develop-
ment the progress made in developing an indemnity scheme for private landowners who make 
their land available for recreational purposes; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[41834/19]

15/10/2019WRX04000Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): As the Dep-
uty will be aware, my Department has been working for some time to develop a scheme to 
indemnify private land owners, particularly in upland areas, with regard to the use of their lands 
for recreational purposes. This is a complex issue and the legal rights of landowners must be 
respected, while trying to facilitate access to their lands for recreational users on a permissive 
basis.  

My Department has been advised that an indemnity scheme such as the one envisaged will 
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require legislative provision.  In this context, my officials met with the Attorney General’s Of-
fice recently to explore the various options open to the Department and to identify the precise 
legislation which would require to be introduced to implement such a scheme.  It appears that a 
number of separate pieces of legislation could require amendment. 

In light of the complexity involved, I am also considering other options that might be avail-
able to address the matter as an interim measure.  My officials have been making enquiries 
into alternative options and will continue to work to find a solution that meets the concerns of 
landowners who provide access to their lands for recreational purposes.

15/10/2019WRX04100Legislative Programme

15/10/2019WRX04200591. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Rural and Community Develop-
ment when legislation to protect farmers from insurance claims from hill walkers will be intro-
duced; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42084/19]

15/10/2019WRX04300Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): My Depart-
ment has, for some time, been examining how best to introduce a scheme to indemnify private 
land owners, particularly in upland areas, with regard to the use of their lands for recreational 
purposes.  This is a complex issue and the legal rights of landowners must be respected, while 
trying to facilitate access to their lands for recreational users on a permissive basis.  

My Department has been advised that an indemnity scheme such as the one envisaged will 
require legislative provision.  My officials met with the Attorney General’s Office to explore the 
various options open to the Department and to identify the precise legislation which would re-
quire to be introduced to implement such a scheme.  It appears that a number of separate pieces 
of legislation could require amendment. 

In light of the complexity involved, I am also considering other options that might be avail-
able to address the matter as an interim measure.  My officials have been making enquiries 
into alternative options and will continue to work to find a solution that meets the concerns of 
landowners who provide access to their lands for recreational purposes.

15/10/2019WRX04400Town and Village Renewal Scheme

15/10/2019WRX04500592. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Rural and Community Development 
when a decision will be made on applications under the town and village renewal scheme in 
2019; when works approved will have to be completed; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42086/19]

15/10/2019WRX04600Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): I launched 
the 2019 Town and Village Renewal Scheme on 16th April last.  Local Authorities were invited 
to submit up to 12 applications each to my Department for consideration under the scheme.  The 
closing date for receipt of applications was 28th June 2019. 

Over 300 applications for funding were received from the Local Authorities. 

My officials are currently assessing all of the applications received and the successful ap-
plicants will be announced shortly when the assessment process is fully completed.

Projects approved under the Town and Village Renewal Scheme typically take between 12-
18 months to complete.
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15/10/2019WRX04700Capital Expenditure Programme

15/10/2019WRX04800593. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Rural and Community Development 
the allocations by subhead for all capital expenditure by his Department in 2019; the expen-
diture to date broken down on the same basis; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42092/19]

15/10/2019WRX04900Minister for Rural and Community Development (Deputy Michael Ring): The Further 
Revised Estimates for 2019 in respect of the Department of Rural and Community Develop-
ment provides for gross capital expenditure of €138 million. 

€69.7 million of my Department’s capital allocation has been spent to date. I have set out 
expenditure allocations by subhead and the respective spend to end of September in the follow-
ing table.

At this stage of the year gross capital expenditure is slightly ahead of the profile estimated 
at the start of the year. As is usual for capital programmes, the majority of claims for payment 
will be made in the final quarter of the year as projects progress to completion and capital grant 
approvals are drawn down. Therefore, continued close monitoring of expenditure is a matter of 
significant priority so as to ensure full use of our allocated resources, and that value for money 
is delivered in respect of our funding. 

I intend to ensure that the resources made available to my Department this year are fully 
utilised, delivering benefits for all communities and for rural Ireland.   

Capital Expenditure to end of September

 REV 2019 YTD - Actual 
V42 – GROSS (€’000s) 138,000 69,685
   
A - REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT &   REGIONAL   AFFAIRS 122,882 63,248
A.2 - ADMINISTRATION - NON   PAY 182 73
A.4 - NATIONAL RURAL   DEVELOPMENT SCHEMES 15,000 8,147
A.5 - LEADER - RURAL ECONOMY   SUB PROGRAMME   30,000 31,600
A.7 - TOWN AND VILLAGE   REGENERATION 15,000 9,342
A.8 – REGIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 700 4
A.9. - LOCAL IMPROVEMENT   SCHEMES 10,000 4,302
A10 - RURAL REGENERATION& DEVELOPMENT   FUND 52,000 9,780
B - COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 15,118 6,436
B.2 - ADMINISTRATION - NON   PAY 151 52
B.3 –SUPPORTS FOR COMMUNITY & VOLUNTARY SECTOR 1  -
B.6- SUPPORTS FOR DISADVANTAGED COMMUNITES 1,767 371
B.7- DORMANT ACCOUNT MEASURES 2,500 702
B.8- PROGRAMME FOR PEACE AND RECONCILIATION 650  -
B.10 - LIBRARY DEVELOPMENT AND   ARCHIVE   SERVICE 6,049 1,312
B.11 - COMMUNITY ENHANCEMENT PROGRAMME 4,000 4,000

15/10/2019WRX05000Springboard Programme

15/10/2019WRX05100594. Deputy James Browne asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Pro-
tection if she will include a partial capacity benefit as a qualifying payment for springboard 
courses; if her attention has been drawn to the mental health benefits which may help partial 
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capacity benefit recipients; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42179/19]

15/10/2019WRX05200Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): My Department provides a range of income supports for persons 
who are ill or who have a disability.  Two of these supports are the illness Benefit (IB) and In-
validity Pension (IP) schemes.  In summary these schemes operate as follows:

1. Illness Benefit is a payment made to insured people who are unable to work due to illness 
and who satisfy certain PRSI contribution conditions. To qualify for Illness Benefit a person 
must be unable to work due to illness, under the pensionable age and satisfy contribution condi-
tions.

2. Invalidity Pension is a pension paid to people who are permanently incapable of work 
because of illness.  It is based on a claimant’s social insurance contributions and is not means 
tested.  To qualify for award of Invalidity Pension a claimant must satisfy both PRSI contribu-
tion and medical conditions.

Subject to certain conditions persons in receipt of IB and IP may apply for Partial Capacity 
Benefit (PCB).  IB and IP are the only primary income support payments from which a person 
may request to move to a PCB payment.   

The PCB scheme seeks to extend the welfare system by responding to individual situations 
where a person in receipt of IB or IP retains some capacity for, and wishes to, undertake some 
work in the open labour market - while also continuing to require income support from the 
State.  The objective of the scheme is therefore to support such persons to return to the work-
place without fear of the loss of their income support.  The level of income support provided 
where a person moves on to PCB is based on a medical assessment of a person’s restriction, 
regarding their capacity for work.

It is important to note in relation to PCB that:

- participation is voluntary.

- a person who participates on the PCB scheme may return to an Illness Benefit or Invalid-
ity Pension payment if, for example, the employment ceases or if the person cannot continue 
to work.

- a person on the PCB scheme, with an underlying entitlement to Invalidity Pension, will 
retain their Free Travel Pass for a period of five years.

- there is no requirement that a person must undertake work that is of a ‘rehabilitative or 
therapeutic’ nature.

- there is no restriction on the number of hours worked. 

- there is no restriction on earnings.

PCB has therefore been designed to support persons, in receipt of IB or IP (only), to return 
to work while also continuing to provide them with income support through the social welfare 
system.  PCB is not designed to provide income support while a person is undertaking an educa-
tion or training course.

Where a person is not in employment the Department provides a range of supports. These 
include supports such as the back to education allowance (BTEA) as well as both income sup-
ports and employment & vocational guidance and assistance.
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Courses available through the springboard initiative are open to persons in employment, 
persons who are unemployed and ‘returners’.  The springboard initiative is delivered by the 
HEA (see https://springboardcourses.ie/) with eligibility for the courses determined by the HEA 
and the individual universities and other providers delivering the courses available under the 
initiative.  Persons who are unemployed and in receipt of a related payment, and subject to 
some conditionality (for example – a person who is unemployed must be in receipt of a pay-
ment for nine of the previous 12 months if they wish to participate on the one-year full-time ICT 
Skills Conversion courses), can access all springboard courses.

People in receipt of IB and IP (subject to some conditionality) are permitted to undertake/
participate on training or educational programmes, however, they must seek prior written ap-
proval from the Department before commencing any such programme.  In addition, (also sub-
ject to some conditionality), persons in receipt of IB and IP are eligible for BTEA.

 I trust that this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRX05300Labour Activation Programmes

15/10/2019WRX05400595. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protec-
tion the position regarding the Gateway local authority labour activation scheme; if an appraisal 
of the scheme has been carried out by her Department; if it was fair that Gateway participants 
came off the scheme on a lower rate of social welfare and without their fuel allowance; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [41706/19]

15/10/2019WRX05500Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): The 
Gateway Initiative was introduced in 2013 at a time of high unemployment in Ireland, with a 
target of 3,000 working opportunities.

The aim of Gateway was to improve the employability and work readiness of participants 
by providing them with the opportunities to put their work skills into practice and to learn new 
skills to enable them to progress to work, further education or other development opportuni-
ties.  Gateway provided work placements in Local Authorities for a period of 22 months for 
those who were unemployed for more than two years. 

Given the capacity of other employment schemes such as Community Employment (CE), Tús 
and the Rural Social Scheme (RSS), as well as the continuing reduction in the numbers who 
are unemployed, recruitment of participants to Gateway closed in December 2018.  During its 
lifetime the initiative supported 2,981 individuals. 

A Gateway programme evaluation is currently in progress and I expect to receive the final 
report in due course.

My Department operates a range of social assistance payments that require the claimant to 
satisfy a means test.  The means test takes account of all income and assets belonging to the 
claimant, and those of his or her spouse/partner.  If the Deputy has a specific case in mind, the 
person concerned can contact their local Intreo Office and officials from my Department will 
re-examine the entitlement and rate of payment.

15/10/2019WRX05600Exceptional Needs Payment Applications

15/10/2019WRX05700596. Deputy Róisín Shortall asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Pro-
tection if the application form for exceptional needs payments is available online on her De-
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partment’s website; if not, the reason for same; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[41711/19]

15/10/2019WRX05800Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): Un-
der the supplementary welfare allowance (SWA) scheme, the Department may make a single 
exceptional needs payment (ENP) to help meet essential expenditure which a person could not 
reasonably be expected to meet out of their weekly income.

There is no automatic entitlement to a payment under this scheme.  Payments are made at 
the discretion of the officers administering the scheme taking into account the requirements of 
the legislation and all the relevant circumstances of the case.

Customers may apply for an ENP by completing the SWA 1 form which is available on the 
Department’s website at the following link - http://www.welfare.ie/en/pdf/swa1.pdf.  Custom-
ers who wish to apply for an ENP for assistance towards funeral expenses should complete the 
SWA 5 form which is also available on the Department’s website at the following link - http://
www.welfare.ie/en/pdf/swa5.pdf.  Alternatively, forms are available in the Department’s local 
offices. 

Applications for ENPs should be made to the Department’s Community Welfare Service 
(CWS), contact details are available at the following link - http://www.welfare.ie/en/Pages/
otheroffice/community-welfare-office-contact.aspx. 

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRX05900Disability Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRX06000597. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the status of a disability allowance application by person (details supplied); and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [41806/19]

15/10/2019WRX06100Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): Based on the evidence supplied in support of their application 
for disability allowance (DA), this person’s application was disallowed on the grounds that the 
medical qualifying condition was not satisfied. She was also deemed to have means in excess 
of the statutory limit for her circumstances. They were notified of this decision on 6 September 
2019.

The person in question has requested a review of this decision and has also lodged an appeal 
with the independent Social Welfare Appeals Office (SWAO).  All the relevant papers requested 
by that Office were submitted by my department on 11 October 2019. 

When a decision is made on the review of the person concerned she will be contacted di-
rectly in writing. The SWAO will be in contact with her regarding the progress of her appeal. 

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRX06200Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRX06300598. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the number of full-time and part-time civil servants her Department has recruited by 
grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-
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time civil servants her Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter. [41817/19]

15/10/2019WRX06400Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): My 
Department, like all Government departments and agencies is required to operate within a staff 
ceiling figure and a commensurate administrative staffing budget, which for this Department 
has involved reductions in staff numbers. 

The following tables detail the information requested. The first details the number of perma-
nent full-time staff recruited through open competitions organised by the Public Appointments 
Service (PAS) or the Top Level Appointments Committee (TLAC). Those officers recruited 
through PAS competitions were not serving in a role in my Department immediately prior to 
their participation in the PAS competition. With the exception of the Medical Assessor grade, 
my Department does not recruit part-time staff through open competitions. In addition to these 
recruits, each year my Department recruits a number of Temporary Clerical Officers though 
PAS competitions to cover long term absences eg. maternity leave, carers leave, long term ill-
ness, the shorter working year scheme and short- term projects.  

The second table details the number of staff who have retired from my Department in each 
of the years requested and to the end of August in 2019.

Staff recruited through open competitions 2014 to August 2019

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Aug 2019 
Secretary General *    1.00   
Deputy Secretary *     1.00  
Assistant Secretary *     3.00  
Principal Officer  6.00 3.00 2.00 2.00 4.00
Medical Assessor 6.00  7.70    
Assistant Principal   4.00 3.00 2.00 2.00
Administrative Officer  1.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 1.00
Higher Executive Officer 1.00   5.00 2.00  
Executive Officer 1.00 10.00 62.00 59.00 62.00 40.00
Clerical Officer 2.00 76.00 170.00 154.00 164.00 109.00
Services Officer 1.00 12.00 10.00 11.00 11.00 25.00
Total 11.00 105.00 259.70 237.00  249.00 181.00 
* Positions filled through the Top Level Appointments Committee (TLAC) - which includes 

staff already serving in the Department.

Retirements 2014 to end August 2019

Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Aug 2019 
Secretary General    1.00   
Deputy Secretary     1.00  
Assistant Secretary   .60  2.00  
Principal Officer 6.00 5.00 1.00 6.50 7.00 2.00
Medical Assessor     
Assistant Principal 16.00 17.80 12.40 17.30 16.80 13.80
Administrative Officer 1.00      
Higher Executive Officer 32.00 56.40 66.00 56.83 70.45 56.05
Executive Officer 18.00 27.08 41.50 64.67 67.82 43.25
Clerical Officer 32.00 43.00 46.87 66.66 54.40 44.05
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Grade 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 Aug 2019 
Services Officer 6.00 12.57 12.28 7.80 5.29 4.00 
Total 110.00 161.85 180.65 220.76 224.76 163.15

15/10/2019WRX06500Carer’s Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRX06600599. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status of a carer’s allowance application by a person (details supplied); and if she will make 
a statement on the matter. [41837/19]

15/10/2019WRX06700Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Carer’s allowance (CA) is a means-tested social assistance payment made to a person who is 
habitually resident in the State and who is providing full-time care and attention to a child or an 
adult who has such a disability that as a result they require that level of care.

An increased payment can be made where full-time care is being provided to two people. 
CA is payable for up to two care recipients at a time. The carers support grant (CSG) is payable 
for each person being cared for.

I can confirm that my department received three applications for CA from the person con-
cerned on 8 August 2019. 

CA was awarded to the person concerned in respect of three care recipients at a rate of 100% 
payment for the 1st care recipient, 50% for the second and 0% for the third. This was awarded 
on 10 October 2019 with effect from 8 August 2019. The first payment will issue to her nomi-
nated bank account on 17 October 2019.  

100% CSG was awarded in respect of three care recipients.  

Arrears of CA due from 8 August 2019 to 16 October 2019 have issued also.

The person concerned was notified on 10 October 2019 of this decision, the reason for it and 
of her right of review and appeal. 

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRX06800Carer’s Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRX06900600. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the status of a carer’s allowance application by a person (details supplied); and if she 
will make a statement on the matter. [41843/19]

15/10/2019WRX07000Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Carer’s allowance (CA) is a means-tested social assistance payment made to a person who is 
habitually resident in the State and who is providing full-time care and attention to a child or an 
adult who has such a disability that as a result they require that level of care.

I confirm that my department received an application for CA from the person concerned on 
5 July 2019.  

The application was awarded to the person concerned on 9 October 2019 with effect from 
11 July 2019. The first payment will issue to her nominated post office account on 24 October 
2019.
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Arrears of allowance due from 11 July 2019 to 23 October 2019 will issue shortly.

The person concerned was notified on 9 October 2019 of this decision, the reason for it and 
of her right of review and appeal. 

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRX07100Household Benefits Scheme

15/10/2019WRX07200601. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status an application by a person (details supplied) for a household benefits package; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [41896/19]

15/10/2019WRX07300Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): The 
person concerned was awarded the Household Benefit Package in May 2013.  Following a re-
view of the person’s continuing entitlement to Household Benefit in 2018, it was found that the 
person concerned resides with their brother who was in receipt of Illness Benefit.  Under exist-
ing scheme conditions, Illness benefit is a non-qualifying payment within the household. 

In order to establish if there were sufficient medical grounds to award the payment, a Medi-
cal Cert was reviewed by the Department’s Medical Advisor who found that the household was 
no longer eligible for receipt of the Household Benefits package.  The person concerned was 
disallowed and their Household Benefits payments were stopped with effect from 16 February 
2018.

The person concerned reapplied for Household Benefits on 3 October 2019.  The medical 
grounds will be re-assessed by a Department Medical Advisor when a completed medical cert 
is returned.  

Notwithstanding the outcome of this review, I am pleased to notify the Deputy that on imple-
mentation of an incoming Budget 2020 measure regarding household composition, a recipient 
of illness benefit living in a household will no longer disqualify a person from the  Household 
Benefit package, effective from January next year.  It is open to any previously disallowed per-
son to reapply from January 2020 and their application will be assessed under the new scheme 
conditions.  

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY00200Invalidity Pension Applications

15/10/2019WRY00300602. Deputy Bernard J. Durkan asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the status of an application by a person (details supplied) for invalidity pension; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter. [41915/19]

15/10/2019WRY00400Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): On review of additional medical evidence submitted in support of 
the invalidity pension appeal by the gentleman concerned, he has been awarded IP with effect 
from 28 February 2019. 

Payment will issue to his nominated post office on 24 October 2019.  Any arrears due from 
28 February 2019 to 23 October 2019 (less any overlapping social welfare payment) will issue 
in due course.  He was notified of this decision on 10 October 2019.
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I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY00500Carer’s Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRY00600603. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the reason for the delay in a decision being made on a carer’s allowance application 
by a person (details supplied) in County Donegal; and if she will make a statement on the mat-
ter. [41920/19]

15/10/2019WRY00700Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Carer’s allowance (CA) is a means-tested social assistance payment made to a person who is 
habitually resident in the State and who is providing full-time care and attention to a child or an 
adult who has such a disability that as a result they require that level of care.

My Department is committed to providing a quality service to all its customers. This in-
cludes ensuring that applications are processed and that decisions on entitlement are made as 
quickly as possible. 

In general, social welfare schemes with a number of complex qualifying conditions can take 
longer to process. This is compounded if the documentary evidence provided at initial applica-
tion stage is incomplete or insufficient; this is often the case with carer’s allowance applica-
tions. Staff have recently been re-assigned to the CA area to work on claims processing and this 
should lead to a reduction in processing times.  

I confirm that my department received an application for carer’s allowance (CA) from the 
person concerned on 14 June 2019.

Additional information in relation to the person’s application was requested by a deciding 
officer on 10 October 2019.

Once the information is received the application will be processed without delay and the 
person concerned will be notified directly of the outcome.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy  .

15/10/2019WRY00800Social Welfare Benefits Eligibility

15/10/2019WRY00900604. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protec-
tion if the entitlements of the State pension, contributory, recipients who were self-employed 
and in receipt of farm assist payments previously will be reviewed; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41937/19]

15/10/2019WRY01000Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): The 
farm assist scheme was introduced in 1999 to provide income support for low income farm-
ers.  It replaced the former smallholders’ unemployment assistance payment.  In line with the 
then existing arrangements for unemployment assistance (including smallholders) and pre-re-
tirement allowance, the income of farm assist recipients was exempt from class S PRSI for 
self-employed workers.  Recipients of farm assist who had previously paid class S social insur-
ance had the option of paying voluntary contributions to maintain their social insurance record, 
including their entitlement to State pension contributory, provided they satisfied the qualifying 
conditions.
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Since 1st January 2007, the exemption from class S PRSI has been removed and those 
receiving jobseeker’s allowance and farm assist are subject to class S PRSI as self-employed 
contributors on their self-employed income, provided their annual income is €5,000 or more. 

Currently PRSI credited contributions (credits) are only awarded to former employees, to 
cover gaps in social insurance where they are not in a position to pay PRSI such as during peri-
ods of unemployment, illness, etc.  Self-employed workers do not qualify for credits.

As announced in January 2018, all those effected by the change of rate bands in September 
2012 were to have their pension entitlements reviewed under the interim Total Contributions 
Approach introduced last year.  Only a small number of reviews remain to be completed and 
these are awaiting additional information relating to gaps in the social insurance records of in-
dividuals requested by my Department.  I am advised that the review outcomes will issue to all 
remaining pensioners in the coming weeks.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputies.

15/10/2019WRY01100Domiciliary Care Allowance Appeals

15/10/2019WRY01200605. Deputy Dessie Ellis asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status of an appeal by a person (details supplied) for the domiciliary care allowance; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [41993/19]

15/10/2019WRY01300Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
The Social Welfare Appeals Office has advised me that an appeal by the person concerned 
was registered in that office.  It is a statutory requirement of the appeals process that the rel-
evant Departmental papers and comments by the Deciding Officer on the grounds of appeal be 
sought.  When these papers have been received from the Department the case in question will 
be referred to an Appeals Officer who will make a summary decision on the appeal based on the 
documentary evidence presented or, if required, hold an oral appeal hearing.

The Social Welfare Appeals Office functions independently of the Minister for Employment 
Affairs and Social Protection and of the Department and is responsible for determining appeals 
against decisions in relation to social welfare entitlements.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY01400Illness Benefit Eligibility

15/10/2019WRY01500606. Deputy Peter Burke asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status of a full entitlement to illness benefit for a person (details supplied). [41995/19]

15/10/2019WRY01600Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): The person concerned is in receipt of Illness Benefit at a weekly 
rate of €159.00 per week. 

The rate of Illness Benefit payment is based on a person’s weekly earnings in the govern-
ing contribution year; for claims made in 2019, that year is 2017. As the person concerned 
had weekly earnings in 2017 between €220.00-€299.99, he qualified for Illness Benefit at a rate 
of €159.00 per week.

Basic Supplementary Welfare Allowance is a weekly allowance paid to people who do not 
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have enough income to meet their needs and those of their families.  Application of means as-
sessment for SWA is provided for in Section 196 of the Social Welfare Consolidation Act 2005.  
If a person’s weekly income is below the Supplementary Welfare Allowance rate for their fam-
ily size, a payment may be made to bring their income up to the appropriate Supplementary 
Welfare Allowance rate which is €201.00.

The person concerned qualified for an additional payment of €42.00 per week of Basic 
Supplementary Welfare Allowance, which along with his Illness Benefit payment brings his 
weekly income up to the SWA rate of €201.00. 

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.  

15/10/2019WRY01700Disability Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRY01800607. Deputy Niamh Smyth asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protec-
tion if an application by a person (details supplied) will be expedited; and if she will make a 
statement on the matter. [42018/19]

15/10/2019WRY01900Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): Following a review of the entitlement of this gentleman, it was 
found that he had a decrease in his means from his previous assessment. Based on the informa-
tion provided to my department, a maximum rate of disability allowance (DA) was awarded 
with effect from 31 July 2019.

A letter issued to this gentleman informing him of this on 11 October 2019. Arrears of pay-
ment due have issued to the person concerned.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY02000Community Employment Schemes Supervisors

15/10/2019WRY02100608. Deputy Brendan Smith asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Pro-
tection if further consideration will be given to the request by community employment scheme 
supervisors for proper pension entitlements (details supplied); and if she will make a statement 
on the matter. [42033/19]

15/10/2019WRY02200619. Deputy Jan O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protec-
tion the progress that has been made in addressing the lack of pension provision for community 
employment supervisors; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42257/19]

15/10/2019WRY02300Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 608 and 619 together.

I am currently engaging with representatives of Community Employment supervisors to 
discuss issues arising following the 2008 Labour Court Recommendation.  All parties to this 
process have agreed that the detail of the discussions should remain confidential while the 
engagement is ongoing.  I would ask Deputies to respect these wishes and allow the talks to 
continue free from speculation which might prove unhelpful at this stage.  

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.
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15/10/2019WRY02400Carer’s Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRY02500609. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status of a carer’s allowance application by a person (details supplied); and if she will make 
a statement on the matter. [42038/19]

15/10/2019WRY02600Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): Car-
er’s allowance is a means-tested social assistance payment, made to persons who are providing 
full-time care and attention to a person who has such a disability that they require that level of 
care. 

An application for carer’s allowance (CA) was received from the person concerned on 13 
February 2019.

The deciding officer requested financial documentation by way of letter on 24 April 2019 as 
the person had not included same with her application. I am advised that while the person con-
cerned did respond, the information provided was insufficient and further documentation was 
requested on 3 May 2019. The person concerned failed to respond to this request.

Accordingly, the person concerned was notified on 5 June 2019 that CA could not be award-
ed as she had failed to supply required documentation. The person was also notified of her right 
of review and appeal.

A review of our decision was requested on 24 June 2019 and the person concerned submit-
ted the required documentation. 

Following this review the person concerned was awarded carers allowance from 3 May 
2018.  Arrears payments have now been issued by cheque. The person concerned has been noti-
fied of all details by way of letter on 10 October 2019.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy

15/10/2019WRY02700Carer’s Allowance Applications

15/10/2019WRY02800610. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the status of a carer’s allowance application by a person (details supplied). [42040/19]

15/10/2019WRY02900Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Carer’s allowance (CA) is a means-tested social assistance payment made to a person who is 
habitually resident in the State and who is providing full-time care and attention to a child or an 
adult who has such a disability that as a result they require that level of care. 

I confirm that my department received an application for carer’s allowance (CA) from the 
person concerned on 15 July 2019.

The application was referred to a local social welfare inspector (SWI) on 10 October 2019 to 
assess means and confirm that all the conditions for receipt of carer’s allowance are satisfied. 

Once the SWI has reported, a decision will be made and the person concerned will be noti-
fied directly of the outcome.

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.
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15/10/2019WRY03000Jobseeker’s Allowance Data

15/10/2019WRY03100611. Deputy John Brady asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the number of jobseeker’s aged 18 to 24 years of age who will see their payment rate increased 
to the full rate; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42053/19]

15/10/2019WRY03200Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): The 
age related reduced rates for Jobseeker Allowance (JA) recipients aged 18 to 25 were intro-
duced on a phased basis from 2009 to protect them from welfare dependency by providing them 
with a strong financial incentive to participate in education or training to improve their chances 
of obtaining sustainable full time employment.

As part of the review of reduced rates being carried out in my Department, it was identified 
that there is a small cohort of young people who face significant financial barriers who are liv-
ing independently and in receipt of State support towards their housing costs. On Budget Day 
I announced that the rate of JA and Supplementary Welfare Allowance (SWA) will increase to 
the full rate for those jobseekers aged 18 to 24 years who are on age-related reduced rates and 
in receipt of State housing supports including Rent Supplement and the Housing Assistance 
Payment (HAP).  This measure is effective from 6th January 2020 and will provide significant 
financial support towards their housing costs as the weekly JA and SWA rates for eligible job-
seekers will increase by €90.30 and €88.30 respectively.  The estimated number of people who 
will benefit from this measure is 300 young people. 

Another measure which I introduced in Budget 2020 is the abolition of the age-related rate 
of payment for 25 year olds. This provides for the payment of up to the maximum weekly per-
sonal rates of €203 per week for JA recipients and €201 for SWA recipients from the current rate 
of €157.80. This change is also effective from 6th January 2020 and will benefit almost 1,800 
young people

The Deputy will be aware that where a young jobseeker participates in education or training 
they will receive the maximum personal rate of €203 per week, less any means-related deduc-
tions.  Also, jobseekers who participate in the Youth Employment Support Scheme (YESS), 
a work experience scheme for young jobseekers who face barriers to employment, receive a 
maximum weekly payment of €229.20.  Age-related reduced rates do not apply to jobseekers 
with a dependent child, who have  transferred to JA from disability allowance (DA), or who 
were in State care during the 12 months before age 18.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY03300Child Maintenance Payments

15/10/2019WRY03400612. Deputy John Brady asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
when she will establish the judge-led group to examine child maintenance; the terms of refer-
ence for this group; the timeframe in which the group will be expected to report; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [42054/19]

15/10/2019WRY03500Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): I 
would like to see our system of child maintenance move away from the current adversarial, 
costly, confrontational approach which can involve lengthy delays. I want to see an examina-
tion of international best practice in relation to child maintenance to gain insight into how 
Ireland can achieve better outcomes in a proactive manner for families. Therefore, I will prog-
ress the establishment of a judge-led group to examine child maintenance as soon as possible, 
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including setting out a terms of reference and a timeframe for reporting.

15/10/2019WRY03600Fuel Allowance Payments

15/10/2019WRY03700613. Deputy John Brady asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
the way in which a €2 increase in the fuel allowance will offset a €6 carbon tax increase when 
vulnerable households are already experiencing increased energy costs which have been rising; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42055/19]

15/10/2019WRY03800Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): The 
Fuel Allowance is currently a payment of €22.50 per week for 28 weeks (a total of €630 each 
year) from October to April, to over 372,000 low income households, at an estimated cost of 
€240 million in 2019.  The purpose of this payment is to assist these households with their 
energy costs.  It is not intended to meet those costs in full.  Only one allowance is paid per 
household.   

My Department also pays an electricity or gas allowance under the household benefits 
scheme at an estimated cost of €188 million in 2019.   

In Budget 2020, I increased the Fuel Allowance payment by €2 to €24.50 per week.  This 
is an increase of just under 9% and will increase the annual Fuel Allowance rate from €630 
to €686, i.e., a €56 yearly increase.  This increase will bring the total payment made to over 
200,000 customers in receipt of household benefits and fuel allowance to €1,106 per annum 
towards their energy costs.

The annual cost of this increase in Fuel Allowance is €21m and this cost has been funded via 
a ring-fenced allocation from the circa €90m which will be raised from the Carbon Tax increase 
- this is the largest single allocation and is directly aimed at protecting the most vulnerable.  The 
specific cost to any household of any increase in carbon tax would vary upon a number of fac-
tors, notably the energy efficiency of the homes of Fuel Allowance recipients, and the amount 
and type of fuel they use. 

This increase follows on from a number of other improvements and increases made to the 
Fuel Allowance scheme in recent Budgets including an increase from €20 to €22.50 per week 
and the number of weeks the fuel allowance is paid for increasing from 26 to 27 and then to 28.

Last year the ESRI published its report “The Economic and Environmental Impacts of 
Increasing the Irish Carbon Tax” (available at https://www.esri.ie/system/files/media/file-up-
loads/2018-10/RS79.pdf ) in which it conducts a detailed analysis of the impact of increasing 
carbon tax at various rates.  This includes a treatment of the effect on households at each income 
decile.  Interpolating these figures clearly shows that the additional cost of the carbon tax will be 
less than the weekly net value of the Fuel Allowance increase I have announced for at least the 
three lowest income deciles - the very people that the Fuel Allowance is targeted to.  Accord-
ingly, it is intended that the new Fuel Allowance increase will compensate these households ef-
fectively.  In addition, it is important to note that, while the Fuel Allowance increase will come 
into effect from the 6th January 2020, the carbon tax increase will not take effect until May 2020 
for home heating fuels, giving such households additional headroom for its introduction. 

Under the supplementary welfare allowance scheme, exceptional needs payments may be 
made to help meet an essential, once-off cost which customers are unable to meet out of their 
own resources and this may include exceptional heating costs.

My colleague, the Minister for Communications, Climate Action and Environment has the 
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role of reducing energy poverty by implementing measures (administered by the Sustainable 
Energy Authority of Ireland (SEAI)) to improve the energy efficiencies of Irish homes.    

In this regard it was also announced in Budget 2020 that  a total of €52.8 million is being 
made available to retrofit the homes of people living in or at risk of energy poverty through the 
Warmer Homes Scheme.  This represents the biggest ever allocation for the Warmer Homes 
Scheme – more than double the initial allocation for 2019.  €13 million of this funding is ring-
fenced revenue arising from the increase in the carbon tax.  This reduces the energy required 
to adequately heat a home, thus reducing a household’s exposure to increases in energy costs.  

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY03900State Pension (Non-Contributory) Eligibility

15/10/2019WRY04000614. Deputy Tom Neville asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
if a series of matters relating to the pension of a person (details supplied) will be examined; and 
if she will make a statement on the matter. [42132/19]

15/10/2019WRY04100Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
State pension non-contributory is a means-tested payment for people aged 66 and over, ha-
bitually residing in the State, who do not qualify for a State pension contributory, or who only 
qualify for a reduced rate contributory pension based on their social insurance record.  Recipi-
ents of state pension non-contributory are obliged to notify the Department of any changes in 
their circumstances that may affect their pension entitlement. A list of the reportable changes 
of circumstance is included in the initial notification of pension award and in all subsequent 
review communications issued.  

Social welfare legislation provides that the personal representative of a deceased person 
who, at any time, received a means-tested payment is obliged to give notice to the Department 
of their intention to distribute the deceased’s estate and to provide a schedule of the assets of 
the estate.  The personal representative is requested not to distribute the estate, until they re-
ceive formal clearance from the Department.  If, on examination of the schedule of assets, it 
is found that not all of the deceased’s means had been disclosed, or if the values of previously 
assessed means had changed, the Department will seek to recover any monies overpaid from 
the estate.

In this case, the deceased person was in receipt of a means tested state pension (non con-
tributory).  I am advised that an examination of the assets of the estate indicated that the per-
son may not have been entitled to the rate of pension paid to them. An investigation by the 
Department’s Inspector has recently been completed and the case is currently being examined 
by a Deciding Officer.  

Before the deciding officer issues their formal decision, they will write to the personal repre-
sentative, affording them the opportunity, within 21 days of the date of the letter, to comment or 
furnish any statement or evidence in the matter for consideration by the Deciding Officer before 
they make their final decision. 

If a personal representative is dissatisfied with a final decision, they may request a review, 
or appeal the decision to the independent Social Welfare Appeals Office.  Details of the options 
open to personal representatives of deceased pensioners are explained in the Department’s let-
ters. 

I hope this clarifies the matter for the Deputy. 
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15/10/2019WRY04200Disability Allowance Payments

15/10/2019WRY04300615. Deputy Maurice Quinlivan asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the reason for the delay in a person (details supplied) being granted a disability al-
lowance. [42141/19]

15/10/2019WRY04400Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): The person concerned has been awarded disability allowance with 
effect from 27 February 2019. The first payment will be made by his chosen payment method 
on 30 October 2019. They were notified of this decision in writing on 11 October 2019.

Arrears of payment due will issue as soon as possible once any necessary adjustment is cal-
culated and applied in respect of any overlapping payments (if applicable). 

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY04500State Pension (Contributory) Eligibility

15/10/2019WRY04600616. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the reason means tested qualified adult payments for those on a contributory pension 
treat savings as income to be assessed which can result in the loss of the payment when at the 
same time persons are encouraged by the Government to save for their old age; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [42143/19]

15/10/2019WRY04700Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): TA 
recipient of the State Pension (Contributory) can claim an increase of pension in respect of a 
Qualified Adult. A Qualified Adult is the spouse/partner of the pensioner who is being wholly 
or mainly maintained by the pensioner.

An increase is payable at the maximum rate of payment where the means of the spouse/
partner is €100 a week or less while reduced rates are payable where the means are over €100 
and less than €310 per week. No increase is payable where the means of the spouse/partner are 
in excess of €310 per week.

The means assessed are those of the spouse/partner only and include; 

- Income from employment and self-employment;

- Income from non-social welfare pensions;

- Rental income; and

- The capital value of property which is not let, as well as savings.

Means of the claimant are not included in the assessment and the family home is not as-
sessed.

The assessment of capital of the Qualified Adult reflects the fact that there is an expectation 
that people with reasonable amounts of capital and property are in a position to use that capital 
or to realise the value of property to support themselves so resources can be directed towards 
those who need it most.  

Where, for example, a couple has a joint savings account, the value of half of the capital 
amount is assessed against the spouse/partner. This is done by reference to the following formu-
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la: the first €20,000 of capital is fully disregarded, the next €10,000 assessed at €1 per thousand, 
the next €10,000 assessed at €2 per thousand, with the remainder assessed at €4 per thousand.  

This means that, assuming no other means, a spouse/partner can have capital of up to €57,500 
without affecting entitlement to a Qualified Adult increase payable at the maximum weekly 
rate. Tapered reduced rates of Qualified Adult increase can continue to be payable where the 
spouse/partner has capital of up to €110,000.    

It should be noted that the value of the family home, regardless of who is the legal owner, is 
never taken into account in this assessment.

15/10/2019WRY04800Social Welfare Code

15/10/2019WRY04900617. Deputy Richard Boyd Barrett asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the location in which the method for means testing for various social protection pay-
ments is laid out in legislation; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42144/19]

15/10/2019WRY05000Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): The 
rules as to the calculation of means for means-tested schemes, including Supplementary Wel-
fare Allowance, are set out in Schedule 3 of the Social Welfare (Consolidation) Act, 2005. 

In addition to Schedule 3 of the Act, the Social Welfare (Consolidated Claims, Payments 
and Control) Regulations, 2007 (S.I. No. 142 of 2007), articles 7 to 12 and Chapter 6 of Part 3 
in particular, and the Social Welfare (Consolidated Supplementary Welfare) Allowance Regu-
lations 2007 (S.I. No. 412of 2007), Part 6 in particular, set out the means testing rules that are 
applied.

15/10/2019WRY05100Illness Benefit Applications

15/10/2019WRY05200618. Deputy Charlie McConalogue asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social 
Protection the status of a review of an illness benefit claim by a person (details supplied) in 
County Donegal; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42178/19]

15/10/2019WRY05300Minister of State at the Department of Employment Affairs and Social Protection 
(Deputy Finian McGrath): I am advised that the person concerned did not qualify for Illness 
Benefit based on her Irish PRSI record. On the 7th October 2019 a letter issued to the person 
concerned informing her of the situation with her claim. 

The Department has requested the UK record from the person concerned in order to ascer-
tain if she would qualify for payment based on this. 

I am advised that my Department has also requested the record directly from the UK. This 
process, however currently takes approximately 7 months. 

If the person concerned is unable to meet her needs, or those of any dependents, she should 
visit the Community Welfare Officer at her local Intreo Centre.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.  

  Question No. 619 answered with Question No. 608.

15/10/2019WRY05500Working Family Payment Applications
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15/10/2019WRY05600620. Deputy Kevin O’Keeffe asked the Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Pro-
tection the position regarding an application by a person (details supplied). [42326/19]

15/10/2019WRY05700Minister for Employment Affairs and Social Protection (Deputy Regina Doherty): 
Working Family Payment (WFP) is an in-work weekly payment which provides additional 
financial support to employees on low earnings with children, relative to family size.

An application for WFP (dated 18 August 2019) and a subsequent application (dated 25 
September 2019) was also received from the person concerned.  

The person concerned has been awarded WFP for 52 weeks with effect from 22 August 
2019 to 19 August 2020. A weekly payment and all arrears owing will issue to their nominated 
financial account on 15 October 2019.

The person concerned was notified of this decision on 11 October 2019 and of their right of 
review and appeal.

I trust this clarifies the matter for the Deputy.

15/10/2019WRY05800Regeneration Projects

15/10/2019WRY05900621. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment if his attention has been drawn to the fact that the factory, a vital community programme 
in Limerick, is due to close in December 2019; the way in which the cut in funding can be 
justified; if his attention has been further drawn to the large expenditure on the facility; if the 
facility on the southside of Limerick will remain open; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [41702/19]

15/10/2019WRY06000Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
All decisions relating to the Fullflex factory building in Limerick, from its initial acquisition, 
its subsequent use and decisions on disposal, are being taken in the first instance by Limerick 
City and County Council, in the context of their implementation of the Limerick Regeneration 
Framework Implementation Plan.  

I understand that in consideration of the sale of the building, that the Council has launched 
an expression of interests process which is not yet concluded and which will involve further 
consultation with the Councillors. I also understand that as part of any consideration to sell the 
property the Council is currently working with the services located there to assist them in sourc-
ing an alternative location.

15/10/2019WRY06100Legislative Programme

15/10/2019WRY06200622. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government 
the status of the Marine Planning and Development Management Bill; and the way in which 
this legislation will apply to offshore renewable energy projects. [41734/19]

15/10/2019WRY06300Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy Damien English): Government approved a General Scheme of the Marine Planning 
and Development Management Bill in July 2019.   Further policy  work continues on develop-
ment of certain aspects of the proposed regime with a view to incorporating these elements at 
a future stage. 
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In addition to the policy development work, my Department is continuing to work with the 
Office of the Parliamentary Counsel on the drafting process. The target timeframe for the pub-
lication of the Marine Planning and Development Management Bill, as set out in the Climate 
Action Plan to tackle Climate Breakdown, is Quarter 4 2019. 

Once the legislation is published, it will be a matter for the Oireachtas to consider it. The 
MPDM Bill will require further enabling measures post enactment to bring the new regime into 
operation including the necessary regulations, statutory guidelines and transitional arrange-
ments.  

My Department is leading the development of the MPDM Bill under the auspices of the 
Marine Legislation Steering Group.  The Minister for Communications, Climate Action and the 
Environment (DCCAE) is leading the development of provisions in this legislation which are 
specific to Offshore Renewable Energy and advises that in regard to the future Offshore Renew-
able Energy (ORE) regime, the MPDM provides flexibility to allow for both a ‘centralised’ and 
‘decentralised’ approach to the development of offshore renewable energy projects.

Both of these models are feasible options for Ireland to develop ORE, which will operate 
in the context of the National Marine Planning Framework.  Under both models, the Bill in-
tends that applications for Maritime Area Consent for ORE will be considered by the Minister 
for Communications, Climate Action and Environment with development consent, including a 
single environmental assessment, being the responsibility of An Bord Pleanála.  

15/10/2019WRY06400Foreshore Licence Applications

15/10/2019WRY06500623. Deputy John Deasy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government 
the number of foreshore licences related to offshore renewable energy projects that have been 
approved by his Department in the past three years; and the number of applications awaiting a 
decision. [41735/19]

15/10/2019WRY06600Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy Damien English): Two Foreshore Leases have been granted in respect of applications 
for offshore wind farms, the Arklow Bank Wind Farm and Codling I Bank Wind Park Farm, off 
the Wicklow coast, in 2002 and 2005. These leases were issued by the then Minister for Com-
munications, Marine and Natural Resources who had responsibility for foreshore functions at 
that time. 

My Department has the following five Offshore Renewable Energy Applications on hand:

- Codling II Bank Wind Park Farm (same company as for Codling I),

- Oriel Wind Farm,

- Dublin Array Wind Farm (Kish and Bray Bank are two separate applications), and

- Sceirde Wind Farm (Fuinneamh Sceirde Teo)(FST). 

Under the Climate Action Plan to tackle Climate Breakdown, my Department is required to 
consider each of the five historic ORE applications cases and the two leases which have already 
been granted, and decide whether they can proceed under the existing Foreshore Act or should 
they be determined under the regime proposed in the Marine Planning and Development Man-
agement Bill. The deadline to finalise our discussions with each of these applicants is the end 
of December 2019.
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My Department is not currently accepting new Offshore Renewable Energy (ORE) lease 
applications other than those for site investigation and demonstration projects. It should also 
be noted that the granting or refusal of any foreshore investigative licence does not give rise on 
the part of the applicant to any expectation whatsoever for, right or entitlement to a grant of any 
future permission in respect of an area of foreshore.

In the past three years, eight licences (1 test project and 7 Site investigations) related to ORE 
projects have been granted by my Department. 

There are currently 20 ORE related investigation applications, which are at a predetermina-
tion stage. 

In terms of developing an offshore wind farm, a Foreshore Lease is only one of a number 
of consents that are necessary for its development. Other consents that are required include ter-
restrial planning permission, an ability to output to the national grid, and a licence to generate 
electricity. In addition to the development and planning consents that are required, offshore 
wind farms also require subsidy support, which is being made available through the Renewable 
Energy Support Scheme (RESS) developed by my colleague, the Minister for Communications, 
Climate Action and Environment.

15/10/2019WRY06700Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRY06800624. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the number of full-time and part-time civil servants his Department has recruited by 
grade in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-
time civil servants his Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and 
if he will make a statement on the matter. [41821/19]

15/10/2019WRY06900Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The information requested is set out in the tables at the link.  

It should be noted that my Department has had several changes in function during the pe-
riod from 2014 to date.  The figures include staff who subsequently moved to the Department 
of Communications, Climate Action and Environment and the Department of Rural and Com-
munity Development as a result of those changes of functions. The total numbers of full time 
equivalent staff that transferred under these transfers of functions was 141.38. 

All staff were recruited on a full-time basis but can subsequently apply for alternative, non 
full-time working patterns under the Civil Services’ family friendly working practices. 

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq624-15-10-19_en.docx”>Department Recruitment / Retirement</a>]

15/10/2019WRY07000An Bord Pleanála

15/10/2019WRY07100625. Deputy Willie O’Dea asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the estimated amount it would cost in 2020 if the budget for An Bord Pleanála increased 
by 8.5%; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [41833/19]

15/10/2019WRY07200Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
Section 116 of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended (the Act), provides for the 
payment to An Bord Pleanála (the Board) in each financial year of a grant of such amount as I 
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may fix, with the consent of my colleague the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform. The 
grant goes towards financing the administration and general expenses of the Board.  

While the grant-aid funding provides for the majority of the Board’s annual income, the 
Board also generates income from fees charged.  Section 144 of the Act provides for the de-
termination of fees payable to the Board, subject to my approval.  In the main, these fees are 
payable to the Board by parties in respect of Strategic Infrastructure and Strategic Housing 
Development applications, planning appeals, referrals, oral hearing requests and certain other 
matters which are submitted for determination under Planning and Development, Water Pollu-
tion, and Building Control legislation.

The following table sets out the operating budget for the Board in 2019 and a figure for the 
2019 budget plus 8.5%. The 2019 grant-aid figure represents the amount provided in the 2019 
Revised Estimates for the Public Service.

Year Grant Aid Miscellaneous Income 
(incl. income from fees)

Total Operating Budget

 €m €m €m
2019 18.624 5.413 24.037
2019 +8.5% 20.207 5.873 26.08
Difference 1.583 0.46 2.043

15/10/2019WRY07300Housing Assistance Payment Administration

15/10/2019WRY07400626. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment his views on the fact that housing assistance payment applications are taking up to eight 
weeks to process; his further views that this timeline is acceptable in view of the demand for 
such properties; and if he will investigate the possibility of reducing this timeline. [41842/19]

15/10/2019WRY07500Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) is deemed to be a social housing support under the 
Housing (Miscellaneous Provisions) Act 2014. As a long term housing support, an assessment 
of housing need must be completed in order for a household to qualify for HAP. Any household 
with an identified housing need is eligible for HAP. The Social Housing Assessment Regula-
tions 2011 provide that subject to conditions, a housing authority shall deal with such an appli-
cation within a period of 12 weeks.  Local authorities will prioritise housing needs assessments 
for those in greatest need and average waiting times are significantly shorter than the statutory 
maximum in many areas.

If a household has been deemed eligible for social housing support, it is a matter for the 
local authority to examine the suite of social housing supports available, including the HAP 
scheme, to determine the most appropriate form of social housing support for that household in 
the administrative area of that local authority.  Accordingly, the determination of entitlement to 
HAP, including the assessment of an applicant’s means, is governed by the same arrangements 
as for other social housing supports.

Under the HAP scheme, eligible households source their own accommodation in the private 
rented sector and the tenancy agreement is between the tenant and the landlord.  The Residen-
tial Tenancies Act 2004 regulates the landlord-tenant relationship in the private rented sector 
and sets out the rights and obligations of landlords and tenants.

The HAP application form comes in two parts; Section A to be completed by the applicant 
tenant and Section B to be completed by the landlord or agent. An application for HAP will only 
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be accepted by the local authority when both Section A and Section B are completed, signed 
and returned, along with the required supporting documentation.  Any delay in tenants and 
landlords supplying this information will impact on the processing time of the HAP applica-
tion.  The earliest date a HAP payment to the landlord will apply from is the date a complete 
and valid HAP application has been received by the local authority.

Limerick City and County Council provide a highly effective transactional shared service on 
behalf of all HAP local authorities. This HAP Shared Services Centre (SSC) manages all HAP 
related rental transactions for the tenant, local authority and landlord. Once a HAP application 
has been received and confirmed as valid by the relevant local authority, it is then processed by 
the HAP SSC. On average, HAP applications are processed by the HAP Shared Service Centre 
within 2 working days of receipt. Any rental payment arising for a given month will then be 
made to a landlord on the last Wednesday of that month.

The HAP scheme has been structured in a way that most protects the Exchequer funding 
by ensuring that payment issues only on valid and complete applications. For this reason rent 
is paid in arrears and ensures that money is only paid in respect of time that the property has 
actually been occupied by the tenant. This practice also avoids a situation where the local au-
thority has to attempt to recover money from the landlord and simplifies the administration of 
the scheme.

At the end of Q2 2019, there were more than 48,000 households in receipt of HAP sup-
port and over 28,000 separate landlords and agents providing accommodation to households 
supported by the scheme. My Department continues to keep the operation of the HAP scheme 
under review.

15/10/2019WRZ00200Homelessness Strategy

15/10/2019WRZ00300627. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment if he will address a matter (details supplied) regarding homelessness; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41928/19]

15/10/2019WRZ00400629. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment if he will address a matter (details supplied) regarding homelessness; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41932/19]

15/10/2019WRZ00500630. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment if he will address a matter (details supplied) regarding homelessness; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41933/19]

15/10/2019WRZ00600Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 627, 629 and 630 together.

Rebuilding Ireland, the Government’s Action Plan on Housing and Homelessness, is de-
signed to increase the delivery of housing across all tenures to help individuals and families 
meet their housing needs and address homelessness. The plan focuses on increasing the deliv-
ery of social housing, with a target of delivering 50,000 social housing homes and 87,000 other 
social housing supports by 2021.  In 2018, 8,000 new social homes were delivered nationally 
and this year, a further 10,000 new social homes will be delivered.  The Plan also recognises 
the role of other State Agencies, including the Department of Health and HSE, in delivering ser-
vices to those experiencing homelessness.  In September 2017, I established the Homelessness 
Inter-Agency Group to ensure the effective coordination of the State’s response to addressing 
homelessness.
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In addition to increasing the supply of housing, we are also committed to ensuring that 
appropriate emergency accommodation is in place for individuals and families.  Budget 2020 
provides an allocation of €166m for the delivery of homeless services next year, an increase of 
€20m on the 2019 allocation.  Homeless services are administered on a regional basis and the 
decisions on the organisation of services, including the provision of emergency accommoda-
tion, is a matter for the Management Group of each region.

To minimise the use of hotels and B&Bs for families experiencing homelessness, the Gov-
ernment is supporting local authorities to develop family hubs, through the provision of capital 
and operational funding. To date, 28 family hubs have been rolled out nationally. Households 
in emergency accommodation are supported by the local authorities and their service delivery 
partners to identify and secure an independent tenancy. 

In September 2018, the Government published the National Implementation Plan for Hous-
ing First. Housing First provides homes for rough sleepers and long-term users of emergency 
accommodation who have complex health needs. Housing first tenants are provided with the 
necessary housing and health supports to ensure that they can sustain their tenancy. Local au-
thorities are responsible for providing the housing supports and the HSE is responsible for pro-
viding the health supports. The Plan includes a target of 663 tenancies to be delivered by 2021.

15/10/2019WRZ00700Homelessness Strategy

15/10/2019WRZ00800628. Deputy Michael Healy-Rae asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment if he will address a matter (details supplied) regarding homelessness; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [41931/19]

15/10/2019WRZ00900Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): My 
Department is currently developing a national policy approach to Cost Rental as a new form of 
tenure for Ireland.

Under the Cost Rental model, rents cover the cost of delivering, managing, and maintaining 
the homes only, less both the profit margin seen in the private rental sector and any financial 
supports provided by the State/local authorities. With the resulting rents significantly below 
market levels, this would mean that many households on moderate incomes will have access 
to a more affordable and stable form of rental tenure than would otherwise have been the case.

It is important to note that Cost Rental is not designed to replace social housing provision 
for low-income households, which remains a priority for this Government. Cost Rental is one of 
several schemes which my Department is using to provide more affordable housing and deliver 
on Rebuilding Ireland, the Government’s action plan for housing and homelessness.

I have convened a working group within my Department, in conjunction with the Land 
Development Agency, the Housing Agency, and other expert bodies. This group is develop-
ing the policy framework for the broader Cost Rental model and examining how a sustainable 
financing structure can be established to commence delivery of units at the scale required to 
get this new category of housing off the ground. The work of this group is being assisted by a 
consultancy and research support that is being undertaken by the European Investment Bank 
on our behalf.

This work is being informed through two Cost Rental pilot  projects, at the former St. Mi-
chael’s Estate in Inchicore, and at Enniskerry Road in Dun Laoghaire-Rathdown. The latter of 
these has already commenced construction, supported by EIB funding, and the first homes are 
anticipated to come on stream from 2021. The selection of further sites for Cost Rental consid-
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eration will be informed largely by the financial and operational model that will emerge from 
the evidence building that is currently underway.

The rents for Cost Rental units will obviously depend upon the overall cost of each devel-
opment and will vary according to the site and design specifics. However, my Department has 
identified several factors that can put downward pressure on costs and make Cost Rental more 
affordable for tenants. These include subvention through the Serviced Site Fund, where €310 
million is being made available to local authorities over three years, 2019 to 2021, to support 
the delivery of infrastructure for the provision thereafter of more affordable housing to purchase 
or rent.

  Questions Nos. 629 and 630 answered with Question No. 627.

15/10/2019WRZ01200Wastewater Treatment

15/10/2019WRZ01300631. Deputy Tony McLoughlin asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the progress in the ongoing talks between the EPA, his officials and officials from 
Leitrim County Council regarding the design of a wastewater percolation system for Coun-
ty Leitrim that would be acceptable under the 2010 EPA guidelines for wastewater treatment 
plants; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42008/19]

15/10/2019WRZ01400632. Deputy Tony McLoughlin asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment the progress in the design of a wastewater percolation system that would be accept-
able under the 2010 EPA guidelines for wastewater treatment plants in County Leitrim and in 
particular if he has reached a conclusion on funding for a pilot programme in co-operation with 
the Minister for Rural and Community Development.; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42009/19]

15/10/2019WRZ01500Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): I 
propose to take Questions Nos. 631 and 632 together.

My Department has met with Leitrim County Council on three occasions recently with a 
view to agreeing the scope of the Council’s proposed research project proposal examining the 
feasibility of a zero discharge wastewater system for single houses.

Separately, the Environmental Protection Agency is reviewing its ‘Code of Practice for 
Waste Water Treatment and Disposal Systems Serving Single Houses’  which sets the current 
standard for septic tank-type systems.  I anticipate that the EPA will soon present a revised and 
updated Code.

The proposed research project is complex and will involve the construction and monitoring 
of several full-scale pilot systems across a three to four year period. My Department agreed 
with Leitrim County Council that the project would be best advanced within the realm of the 
EPA’s water research programme. I anticipate that Leitrim County Council will have a proposal 
ready shortly to discuss further with the Department and the EPA. Any further funding require-
ments will be examined in that context.

I look forward to receiving the outcome of the research as soon as it is complete. 

15/10/2019WRZ01700Irish Water Funding

15/10/2019WRZ01800633. Deputy Noel Grealish asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
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ment the reason Irish Water does not have sufficient funds in the latter months of 2019 to under-
take urgent projects; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42023/19]

15/10/2019WRZ01900Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
Since 1 January 2014, Irish Water has had statutory responsibility for all aspects of water ser-
vices planning, delivery and operation at national, regional and local levels. Irish Water, as a 
single publicly owned national water services authority, is taking a strategic, national utility 
approach to asset planning and investment, and meeting customer requirements.

I am providing €1.208 billion to Irish Water in 2019 in respect of its domestic water services 
operational and capital expenditure, as provided for in the 2019 Estimates.

Specific operational issues are a matter for Irish Water itself.  In that regard, specific arrange-
ments have been put in place through which Irish Water will address queries from members of 
the Oireachtas.  The Irish Water team can be contacted via email to oireachtasmembers@water.
ie or by telephone on a dedicated number, 1890 578 578.

15/10/2019WRZ02000Budget 2020

15/10/2019WRZ02100634. Deputy Eoin Ó Broin asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the details of the budget 2020 allocation to each programme or scheme within his Depart-
ment. [42082/19]

15/10/2019WRZ02200Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The table at the link gives information on the estimated current and capital allocations for 2020 
in respect of each relevant programme/scheme, on the basis of the financial provision made for 
my Department in the Expenditure Report 2020 published by the Department of Public Expen-
diture and Reform following decisions made in the context of Budget 2020.  The table does 
not include additional funding for housing purposes provided by certain local authorities from 
Local Property Tax (LPT)  receipts and amounting to some €90 million in 2020.

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq634-15-10-19_en.pdf”>Budget 2020</a>]

15/10/2019WRZ02300Energy Efficiency

15/10/2019WRZ02400635. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment if he has had discussions with the SEAI in connection with the budget increase of the 
carbon tax in respect of re-opening the deep retrofit scheme; if following these discussions there 
will be a change to the scheme; the number of extra houses that will be covered by the scheme 
in 2020; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42085/19]

15/10/2019WRZ02500Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
Responsibility for the SEAI Deep Retrofit Programme rests with my colleague, the Minister 
for Communications, Climate Action & Environment.  I am responsible for programmes that 
support energy efficiency renovations to local authority homes. On the latter, a new scheme an-
nounced under Budget 2020 will provide for energy efficiency renovations to a large number of 
social homes in the midlands and is designed to explore an alternative approach to the upgrade 
of the social housing stock.  

The specific design of the project will be driven by a Retrofit Taskforce, which has been 
established by the Minister for Communications, Climate Action & Environment and includes 
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officials from my Department. This Taskforce will work with local authorities in the midlands 
and other local stakeholders to identify areas of sufficient concentration of local authority hous-
ing stock with poor energy efficiency conditions. By issuing a small number of contracts for a 
large amount of homes in defined areas, it is hoped that economies of scale can be achieved.  

€20m is being provided for the roll-out of the midlands social housing scheme in 2020.  This 
is in addition to the €25m also provided to my Department to continue the roll-out across local 
authorities of the longstanding Energy Efficiency Retrofitting Programme in 2020.  That main 
programme has already seen over 70,000 social homes upgraded since 2013, with a total invest-
ment of approx. €135m to date. 

The exact number of homes to be upgraded under the midlands social housing scheme will 
depend on the starting point, size and type of houses targeted, as well as how successful the 
scheme is at achieving economies of scale.  However, I expect in the region of 600 homes to be 
upgraded in 2020 under this new scheme.

15/10/2019WRZ02600Water and Sewerage Schemes

15/10/2019WRZ02700636. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment if it is planned to provide funding in 2020 to Uisce Éireann for the provision of sewerage 
systems in towns and villages that have no public wastewater systems at present; and if he will 
make a statement on the matter. [42093/19]

15/10/2019WRZ02800Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
Since 1 January 2014, Irish Water has had statutory responsibility for all aspects of public water 
services planning, delivery and operation at national, regional and local levels.

In May 2018 the Government approved the Water Services Policy Statement 2018-2025 and 
I subsequently approved the Irish Water  Strategic Funding Plan 2019-2024 in November 2018.  
The Strategic Funding Plan details Irish Water’s multi-annual strategic funding requirement of 
€11bn to 2024, comprising of a €6.1bn investment in infrastructure and assets and €4.9bn in 
operating costs.

Irish Water will also play a key role in implementing Project Ireland 2040 which was pub-
lished in February 2018 and incorporates the National Planning Framework and the National 
Development Plan.  Irish Water will take account of and support on-going work in developing 
subsidiary strategies to assist in implementing the National Planning Framework including the 
Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies as well as ongoing reviews of County Development 
Plans and Local Area Plans.

I understand that Irish Water will be bringing forward proposals for a Small Towns & Vil-
lages Growth Programme which will support a number of the National Policy Objectives and 
National Strategic Outcomes under the National Planning Framework.  The Small Towns & 
Villages Growth Programme is intended to provide water and wastewater growth capacity in 
smaller settlements which would not otherwise be provided for in its Investment Plan to 2024.  
Irish Water is to work with local authorities across the country in ensuring the investment is 
made where it is needed most, aligned to local core strategies. 

Irish Water is subject to regulation by the Commission for Regulation of Utilities (CRU).  
The proposals from Irish Water in this regard form part of the submissions from Irish Water to 
the CRU on its detailed investment plans under the Irish Water Investment Plan 2020 to 2024.  
These submissions are currently being considered and a decision is expected from the CRU by 
the end of October 2019.  Subject to the outcome of this process it will then be a matter for Irish 
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Water to progress its proposals in relation to the Small Towns & Villages Growth Programme.

In relation to any specific issues, Irish Water has established a dedicated team to deal with 
representations and queries from public representatives.  The team can be contacted via email 
to oireachtasmembers@water.ieor by telephone on a dedicated number, 1890 578 578.

15/10/2019WRZ02900Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRZ03000637. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the number of staff engaged in the housing delivery office; and if he will make a statement 
on the matter. [42100/19]

15/10/2019WRZ03100Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): In 
line with the commitment under Action 2.9 of Rebuilding Ireland: Action Plan for Housing and 
Homelessness, a dedicated Housing Delivery Office (HDO) was established within my Depart-
ment, in August 2016, to support the accelerated delivery of housing across the social and pri-
vate sectors, and tenure spectrum, in an integrated and timely manner. Working with the broader 
Housing and Planning Divisions in my Department, other key agencies, local authorities and 
the construction sector, the HDO supports the roll-out of complex projects, including identify-
ing and resolving barriers to delivery, and monitors progress across key sites as they progress. 

At the time of its establishment, the HDO comprised a team of 4 people with extensive 
expertise in project management, finance, planning and local government, including staff sec-
onded from the local government sector and the National Development Finance Agency. 

Having carried out a range of initial initiatives, and taking account of the fact that some as-
signments to the office were time-limited, the HDO was refocused in September 2017 to work 
more closely on supporting local housing delivery and land management. In that context, the 
current team is comprised of 2 civil servants with experience of housing delivery and the local 
government sector.  In addition to this complement of staff, the HDO draws on supports from 
other relevant Business Units in my Department, the local authorities and other relevant public 
bodies.  

More recently, my Department has been engaging with the Local Government Management 
Agency (LGMA) in respect of the sector’s further delivery needs and, against this background, 
I met with Chief Executives in September to discuss plans for a newly reconfigured HDO. I 
expect to receive final proposals from the LGMA in this regard shortly.

15/10/2019WRZ03200Fire Safety

15/10/2019WRZ03300638. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the progress made to date on a wider fire safety review of buildings at risk here as part 
of the response to the Grenfell Tower disaster; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 
[42101/19]

15/10/2019WRZ03400Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
On 27 June 2017, following the fire in London’s Grenfell Tower, I tasked my Department’s 
National Directorate for Fire and Emergency Management (NDFEM) with convening and coor-
dinating a high-level Task Force to lead a re-appraisal of fire safety in Ireland.  The Task Force 
completed its work, and provided me with a full report in May 2018, entitled “Fire Safety in 
Ireland: Report of the Fire Safety Task Force”, which outlines its analysis, conclusions on the 
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state of fire safety in Ireland and recommendations for moving forward.

Importantly, the overall indications from the work are that the specific conditions which ap-
pear to have existed in Grenfell Tower do not exist in buildings in this country.

In the immediate aftermath of the Grenfell Tower fire, I also instructed local authorities to 
undertake a review of fire safety in medium-to-high rise buildings fitted with cladding systems. 
I asked the Task Force to oversee and report on this initial action, as well as, among other 
things, reviewing existing arrangements and systems for fire safety and related issues which 
impact on fire safety in Ireland.

Fire authorities were asked to identify medium to high-rise buildings in their functional 
areas of more than six storeys or more than 18 metres in height.  

The most recent figures provided by fire authorities indicate that:

- 838 buildings have been identified, countrywide, at this height, 

- 287 of these buildings are fitted with cladding systems, 

- fire authorities required fire safety assessments in 210 cases – 103 residential buildings, 
and 107 non-residential,  

- 167 fire safety assessments have been received by fire authorities; work to complete and 
report the fire safety assessments in 36 buildings is underway; from their knowledge, fire ser-
vices have not determined that any cases merit ceasing of use/occupation of the buildings in 
question,  

- further action in respect of fire safety was found to be required in 49 buildings where fire 
safety concerns were identified – a small number of these cases involved issues with cladding. 

This fire safety assessment and follow-up work is on-going, and is being overseen by fire 
authorities, who are reporting on progress to the NDFEM in my Department.

The Task Force report makes a range of recommendations for improvements to fire safety 
in buildings, and to provision of fire services in Ireland.

In response to the Task Force recommendations, the NDFEM Board has brought forward a 
number of initiatives, including proposals for regulatory provisions and guidance for ensuring 
fire safety in buildings, and for fire services.  

Copies of both the Report and the Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations are 
available on my Department’s website at the following links:

Fire Safety Task Force Report: 

http://www.housing.gov.ie/sites/default/files/publications/files/fire_safety_in_ireland_-_re-
port_of_the_fire_safety_task_force.pdf  .

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations:

http://www.housing.gov.ie/sites/default/files/publications/files/fire_safety_in_ireland_-_re-
port_summary_of_conclusions_and_recommendations.pdf  .

15/10/2019WRZ03500Housing Data
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15/10/2019WRZ03600639. Deputy John Curran asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the number of HAP and RAS units in each local authority; the average HAP and RAS 
payments being made by local authority in tabular form; and if he will make a statement on the 
matter. [42107/19]

15/10/2019WRZ03700Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The Housing Assistance Payment (HAP) scheme is funded through a combination of Exche-
quer funding and tenant differential rents collected in respect of HAP tenancies. Budget 2019 
increased the Exchequer funding for the HAP scheme to €422 million. This will allow for the 
continued support of existing HAP households and also meet the needs of the additional 16,760 
households targeted under Rebuilding Ireland to be supported by HAP in 2019, as well as sup-
porting the roll-out of the Homeless HAP Place Finder Service across the country. 

Limerick City and County Council provides a highly effective HAP transactional shared 
service on behalf of all local authorities. This HAP Shared Services Centre (SSC) manages all 
HAP related rental transactions for the tenant, local authority and landlord. At the end of Q2 
2019, there were more than 48,000 households in receipt of HAP support and over 28,000 sepa-
rate landlords and agents providing accommodation to households supported by the scheme.

Details of the number of active HAP tenancies and the average monthly landlord payment 
at the end of Quarter 2 2019 are set out in the table.

Local Authority Active Tenancies End   Q2 2019 Average Landlord   Payment
Carlow County Council 743 €555
Cavan County Council 322 €456 
Clare County Council 1,344 €467 
Cork City Council 2,546 €791 
Cork County Council 3,228 €732
Donegal County Council 1,734 €395 
Dublin City Council 2,904 €1,292 
Dún Laoghaire-Rathdown  County 
Council 

468 €1,357 

Fingal County Council 1,581 €1,348 
Galway City Council 1,544 €813
Galway County Council 1,093 €717 
Kerry County Council 1,076 €517 
Kildare County Council 2,109 €923 
Kilkenny County Council 883 €583 
Laois County Council 788 €589 
Leitrim County Council 237 €416 
Limerick City and County Council 2,264 €589 
Longford County Council 306 €412 
Louth County Council 2,890 €860 
Mayo County Council 1,201 €510 
Meath County Council 1,915 €944 
Monaghan County Council 579 €498 
Offaly County Council 855 €520 
Roscommon County Council 391 €461 
Sligo County Council 712 €509 
South Dublin County Council 2,701 €1,245 
Tipperary County Council 1,792 €495
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Local Authority Active Tenancies End   Q2 2019 Average Landlord   Payment
Waterford City and CountyCoun-
cil 

1,863 €517 

Westmeath County Council 780 €560 
Wexford County Council 1,222 €529 
Wicklow County Council 1,197 €1,001 
Dublin Region Homeless   Execu-
tive (DRHE)* 

4,993 *n/a 

* The average monthly landlord payment for tenancies set up by the DRHE are recorded 
against the individual local authority.

Data for the years 2011 to 2018 on the number and cost of tenancies funded under the Rental 
Accommodation Scheme (RAS) scheme is available on my Department’s website at the fol-
lowing link: http://www.housing.gov.ie/housing/social-housing/social-and-affordble/overall-
social-housing-provision. Data on the number of tenancies in place at the end of Q2 2019 
broken down by local authority is also available at this link.  The most recent RAS data reflects 
the number of tenancies in place at end June 2019, when there were a total of 18,520 tenancies 
supported under the scheme. 

I am providing €134.3 million to support the cost of RAS in 2019 and this funding will go 
towards supporting 600 additional RAS tenancies targeted to be achieved by local authorities 
in 2019 and the ongoing cost of supporting continuing RAS contracts in place at the beginning 
of 2019.  

HAP and RAS continue to be key vehicles in meeting housing need and fulfilling the ambi-
tious programme outlined under the Rebuilding Ireland Action Plan for Housing and Homeless-
ness.

15/10/2019WRZ03800Commercial Rates Valuation Process

15/10/2019WRZ03900640. Deputy Eoin Ó Broin asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment if the ongoing revaluation of rateable properties taking place across many local authorities 
is planned to be revenue neutral for each local authority; if so, if a mechanism will be applied to 
ensure such councils return to a revenue neutral status in view of the fact that many successful 
appeals to the Valuation Tribunal have seen an aggregate loss of income to a number of local 
authorities; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42122/19]

15/10/2019WRZ04000Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy John Paul Phelan): Local authorities have a statutory obligation to levy rates on any 
property used for commercial purposes in accordance with the details entered in the valuation 
lists prepared by the Commissioner of Valuation under the Valuation Acts 2001 to 2015.  The 
Commissioner of Valuation has responsibility for valuation matters, including the revaluation 
of properties, and is independent in the performance of his functions under the Acts.  

The Valuation Acts provide for the revaluation of all rateable property within a rating au-
thority area to reflect changes in value due to economic factors such as business turnover, differ-
ential movements in property values or other external factors and changes in the local business 
environment.  The Commissioner has notified my Department that revaluations have recently 
concluded in eight local authorities: Cavan, Fingal, Louth, Meath, Monaghan, Tipperary, Wex-
ford and Wicklow.  The revised valuations will be effective from 31 October 2019 and will be 
effective for rates purposes from 1 January 2020.
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It is not the purpose of a revaluation to increase the total amount of commercial rates col-
lected by local authorities.  Revaluation results in a redistribution of the commercial rates liabil-
ity between ratepayers. While an individual occupier’s rates liability may increase or decrease, 
the revaluation will not increase the overall commercial rates income of the local authority.  

Section 56 of the Valuation Acts 2001 to 2015 provides that the Minister for Housing, Plan-
ning and Local Government, having obtained the consent of the Minister for Public Expenditure 
and Reform, makes a Rates Limitation Order (RLO) following a revaluation, directing a rating 
authority to limit the overall amount of rates income in the following year to the total amount of 
rates liable to be paid to it in the previous year, plus an element of buoyancy for valuations of 
newly constructed property and an adjustment for inflation as measured by the Consumer Price 
Index.  RLOs have been made for each of the local authorities that have undergone a revalua-
tion to date. 

The intention of section 56 was to provide that the impact of a revaluation would be rev-
enue neutral for a local authority.  However, due to successful appeals by ratepayers following 
revaluations, the impact of the revaluations has resulted in a net decrease in rates in the year 
following a revaluation.  

The Local Government Rates and Other Matters Act 2019 modernises further the legisla-
tion governing commercial rates.  Section 21(d) of the Act amends the Rate Limitation Order 
formula to allow for the inclusion of a factor to take account of the level of appeals. The factor 
is set by the Minister in consultation with the Commissioner of Valuation.  This factor will be 
included in RLOs that will be made in the coming weeks in respect of the eight local authorities 
where revaluations have concluded this year.

15/10/2019WRZ04100Local Infrastructure Housing Activation Fund

15/10/2019WRZ04200641. Deputy Robert Troy asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government 
when the next round of the local infrastructure housing activation fund will open for applica-
tions; and the dedicated budget for this round. [42125/19]

15/10/2019WRZ04300Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The Local Infrastructure Housing Activation Fund (LIHAF) was designed to activate housing 
supply by putting in place the enabling public infrastructure necessary to ensure that large scale 
development could take place on key sites in urban areas of high housing demand. Approval 
was given for 30 projects under LIHAF in 2017 and these projects will stimulate development 
of approximately 20,000 housing units across 14 local authorities.

Details of the 30 LIHAF projects can be found at https://rebuildingireland.ie/lihaf/

Whilst a further round of projects under the LIHAF administrative structure was originally 
envisaged,  funding is now instead being made available through the Serviced Site Fund (SSF).  
Under the SSF a budget of €310m has been made available to Local Authorities who can ap-
ply for funding for key facilitating infrastructure on public lands, to support delivery of more 
affordable homes.  Over the period 2019-2021, the fund will deliver infrastructure works to 
support the delivery of approximately 6,200 homes to purchase or rent at rates which are dis-
counted on market prices.   

To date, SSF funding of €127 million in support of 35 projects in 14 local authority areas, 
has been allocated for infrastructure works on sites that will support the delivery of almost 
3,200 homes.  A further call for proposals will issue next year.  Details of all SSF projects ap-
proved to date are available at the following links:
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SSF Call 1 https://rebuildingireland.ie/news/minister-murphy-approves-10-local-authori-
ty-sites-affordable-housing-serviced-sites-fund/ 

SSF Call 2 https://rebuildingireland.ie/news/minister-murphy-approves-funding-of-e84m-
to-support-delivery-of-1770-affordable-homes-under-the-ssf/

Significantly increased funding has also been made available for enabling infrastructure 
through the €2 billion Urban Regeneration and Development Fund (URDF) which is admin-
istered by my Department and the €1 billion Rural Regeneration Development Fund (RRDF) 
operated by the Department of Rural and Community Development.

15/10/2019WRZ04325Defective Building Materials

15/10/2019WRZ04350642. Deputy Thomas Pringle asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the amount of additional funding allocated from budget 2020 to the mica redress scheme; 
when the funding will be allocated; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  [42167/19]

15/10/2019WRZ04375Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy Damien English): Last year, the Government agreed in principle to introduce a 
scheme to support affected homeowners in the counties of Donegal and Mayo to carry out the 
necessary remediation works to dwellings that have been significantly damaged due to defec-
tive concrete blocks. 

Budget 2020 provides funding of €40 million to fund  the operation  of the Pyrite remedia-
tion scheme and this new scheme to address the issues identified in Donegal and Mayo, with an 
initial provision of €20m for the new scheme.

Funding for future years will be agreed on an annual basis as part of the normal Estimates 
process.

The full terms and conditions of the scheme are currently being finalised in consultation 
with the Minister for Public Expenditure and Reform, including the development of the neces-
sary regulations.  

This process takes account of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) requirements 
with regard to data processing arrangements and the engagement that my Department is cur-
rently having with both Donegal and Mayo County Councils, who will operate and administer 
the scheme.

In this regard, my Department continues to meet with both local authority teams to con-
clude implementation arrangements for the scheme, including the development of adminis-
trative guidelines, application forms and associated documents. Further engagement will take 
place over the coming weeks. 

The aim will be to complete the outstanding work without delay in order to ensure that the 
scheme can get underway as early as possible.

15/10/2019WRZ04400Tenancy Protection Scheme

15/10/2019WRZ04500643. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Gov-
ernment his plans to introduce regulations to provide for a deposit retention scheme under sec-
tion 61 of the Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Act 2015; the timeline for same; if not, the 
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reason therefor; the measures he is taking to strengthen tenants’ rights in respect of deposits; 
and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42203/19]

15/10/2019WRZ04600Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The Residential Tenancies (Amendment) Act 2015 provides for, among other things, the estab-
lishment of a tenancy deposit protection scheme to be operated by the Residential Tenancies 
Board (RTB).

There have been significant changes in the rental market since the 2015 scheme was first 
envisaged and designed. For example, the draft scheme was originally intended to be financed 
by the interest payable on deposits lodged; this is no longer viable, given the current financial 
market conditions. Furthermore, it is noteworthy that disputes relating to deposits are no longer 
the most common dispute type referred to the RTB. 

Financing the operation of the scheme is an important consideration, particularly in terms of 
ensuring that the likely outcomes of a new scheme are achieved efficiently and effectively and 
that the best value from public funds is secured. Careful consideration is therefore required to 
introduce any necessary reforms and enhancements to the 2015 scheme, with a view to consid-
ering whether and how to introduce a re-designed scheme that is fit for purpose and suitable for 
current and future rental and financial markets. 

 A review of the feasibility of amending  and implementing the 2015 tenancy deposit protec-
tion scheme is being considered, in consultation with the RTB. 

The outcome of any review, along with consideration of other deposit related issues, will be 
taken into account in the preparation of the forthcoming Residential Tenancies (Amendment) 
Bill.

15/10/2019WRZ04625Rent Pressure Zones

15/10/2019WRZ04650644. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the improvement in the supply of accommodation in rent pressure zones arising from the 
curtailing in 2019 of short-term letting in these areas; if he has discussed with the Minister for 
Transport, Tourism and Sport the impact of these regulations on the tourist trade in these areas; 
if he has the feedback he received from the Minister or his Department; and if so, the details of 
same; and if he will make a statement on the matter. [42218/19]

15/10/2019WRZ04675Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): In 
June 2017 a Working Group was established involving representatives of all major public stake-
holders with a policy interest in short-term lettings, to develop guidance in relation to planning 
applications, changes of use relating to short-term lettings and to examine the need for new 
regulatory arrangements.  

Having considered the Working Group’s report as well as the recommendations in the report 
of the Joint Oireachtas Committee on Housing, Planning and Local Government on short-term 
lettings, I announced plans to introduce a “one host, one home” model in areas where there is 
high housing demand. 

Under the proposed new arrangements, homesharing would continue to be permissible for 
a person’s primary residence. In addition, an annual cap of 90 days would apply for the renting 
out on a short-term basis of a person’s entire home where it is their primary residence, with such 
short-term lets being restricted to periods of 14 days or less at a time.  Under these arrange-
ments, people who wished to avail of the proposed new planning exemptions to use their own 
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home for home-sharing or limited short-term letting purposes would be required to register this 
with their local planning authority.

These proposed changes would not affect the operation of holiday homes as typically un-
derstood, or longer-term flexible lettings which are provided for those coming to Ireland under 
employment contracts. 

These new planning reforms to regulate the short-term letting sector came into effect on 1 
July 2019.  The final Working Group report on the regulation of short-term lettings was subse-
quently published on 26 July 2019.

The purpose of the aforementioned changes to the planning code was primarily to address 
the longer term rental issues arising from the use of properties for short-term letting in desig-
nated rent pressure zones, which are areas of high housing demand. The new arrangements 
have only been in force for a short period of time but I will be monitoring their impact once a 
reasonable period of operation has elapsed.

The broader regulation of tourism activity is beyond the scope of the planning code and my 
remit. On 31 July 2019, I wrote to my colleague, the Minister for Transport, Tourism and Sport, 
outlining the recommendations made by the Short-Term Letting Working Group and highlight-
ing the measures taken by my Department to act upon these recommendations, specifically 
the introduction of the short-term letting legislation. I advised the Minister that the remaining 
recommendations fell under the remit of his Department to action. 

The Minister replied on 20 August, expressing a wish to ensure that there were no un-
intended consequences for the operation of the self-catering tourism sector arising from the 
implementation of the new regulations. In further correspondence on 19 September 2019, I 
again highlighted the significance of the introduction of the short-term letting legislation in the 
context of substantively addressing the recommendations of the Working Group and reiterated 
the importance of the outstanding recommendations and their relevance to the role of the De-
partment of Transport, Tourism and Sport. I assured the Minister my support, and that of my 
Department, in addressing the outstanding recommendations falling under his remit. 

15/10/2019WRZ04700Local Government Reform

15/10/2019WRZ04800645. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the steps he has taken for 2020 to address the shortfall in funding for the local authorities 
in County Galway identified in the expert report on the restructuring of local government in 
Galway, in which it recommended that this matter be addressed before changes would take 
place in the local authority structures in the county; and if he will make a statement on the mat-
ter. [42219/19]

15/10/2019WRZ04900Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy John Paul Phelan): The Government approved the merger of Galway City Council 
and Galway County Council on 18 June 2018. While the elements of the Local Government Bill 
2018 that provided for this merger were not ultimately passed by the Oireachtas.

In this context, I recently met Galway County Council and indicated that the Government 
is prepared, in principle, to make a special once off allocation to the Council, in advance of 
the LPT review which will include a new basis of allocation of funds to each local author-
ity.   Funding would be provided on the basis of detailed proposals to be brought forward 
by Galway County Council.
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15/10/2019WRZ05000Approved Housing Bodies

15/10/2019WRZ05100646. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment if an application has been received for stage 1 approval of a voluntary housing project 
(details supplied); when a decision will be made on the application; and if he will make a state-
ment on the matter. [42220/19]

15/10/2019WRZ05200Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
My Department has written to Galway County Council regarding concerns over the increased 
cost for the delivery of this social housing scheme. The Council now needs to work with the 
approved housing body involved on these issues and my Department awaits their response so 
that further consideration can be given to the revised Stage 1 submission.

15/10/2019WRZ05300Local Government Reform

15/10/2019WRZ05400647. Deputy Jan O’Sullivan asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment the progress that has been made on plans to implement the decision of people in Limerick 
city and county to support the referendum on a directly-elected mayor; and if he will make a 
statement on the matter. [42231/19]

15/10/2019WRZ05500Minister of State at the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government 
(Deputy John Paul Phelan): The people of Limerick City and County decided in a plebiscite 
held on 24 May 2019 to support the Government’s proposals for a directly elected mayor with 
executive functions for their Council area. Work is now well underway on the necessary and 
extensive preparatory work  to deliver on the will of the people of Limerick.

Under Section 44 of the Local Government Act 2019, the Minister is required to prepare and 
submit to the Houses of the Oireachtas a report with legislative proposals for a directly elected 
mayor for Limerick, within two years of the plebiscite vote, by 24 May 2021. However, my 
Department is prioritising this work with a view to bringing the report and legislative propos-
als forward at the earliest opportunity, targeting an election for directly elected mayor of Lim-
erick City and County Council in 2021. 

Within my Department work is advancing on the necessary systematic examination and 
analysis of all legislation under its remit conferring functions and powers on local authority 
chief executives. A similar exercise has also commenced within other Government Depart-
ments. An inter-Departmental working group has been established to advance this element of 
the work and my Department is also engaging with other key Departments individually to fa-
cilitate matters.

Together with analysis of the existing functions that will be transferred to the new Office 
of Mayor, I am also examining the potential for additional functions to be devolved to the new 
Office.  

I also intend to establish an implementation advisory group, comprising representatives of 
the key stakeholders in Limerick, particularly the elected Council and management of Limerick 
City and County Council, to advise on the implementation of the mandate given by the people 
of Limerick. I expect this Group to be established and to meet for the first time in the coming 
weeks.

15/10/2019WRZ05600Urban Regeneration and Development Fund
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15/10/2019WRZ05700648. Deputy Brendan Ryan asked the Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Govern-
ment further to Parliamentary Question No. 204 of 26 September 2019, if the council has ap-
pointed engineering consultants to assist with the progression of the scheme through the next 
four phases of the project. [42261/19]

15/10/2019WRZ05800Minister for Housing, Planning and Local Government (Deputy Eoghan Murphy): 
The advancement and completion of this  project is, in the first instance, a matter for Kildare 
County Council.  

Notwithstanding this, I am advised by the Council that as per the reply to Question No. 204 
of 26 September 2019, they have recently completed the preliminary appraisal stage of the proj-
ect in accordance with Transport Infrastructure Ireland’s Project Management Guidelines 2019.  
This is the first of eight phases in the overall project.  The Council are currently in the process 
of engaging an Engineering Consultancy to assist with the progression of the scheme through 
the next four phases of the project.

15/10/2019WRZ05900Departmental Funding

15/10/2019WRZ06000649. Deputy Micheál Martin asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the type of funding that an organisation (details supplied) receives from her Department; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [41621/19]

15/10/2019WRZ06100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): As far as 
I am aware, my Department has not been formally approached by the organisation in question 
and consequently have no funding relationship in place.  My Department remains open to com-
munication from all cultural bodies.

15/10/2019WRZ06200Inland Waterways Development

15/10/2019WRZ06300650. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the status of the redevelopment of the Maynooth Harbour project and related works; the 
amount of funding committed to this project for 2019 and 2020; and if she will make a state-
ment on the matter. [41714/19]

15/10/2019WRZ06400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The re-
development of Maynooth Harbour is part of a larger proposed re-development of the May-
nooth Harbour area by Kildare County Council.

Waterways Ireland is aware of plans being advanced by Kildare County Council and has 
met with Council officials in this regard.

The plans  incorporate improvements to the Harbour area that is within the control of Wa-
terways Ireland.  The plans are subject to the Council obtaining planning and funding approval.

Waterways Ireland is supportive of the plans and will continue to work with the Council to 
support their delivery.

As a funding application has yet to be made by Kildare County Council, there is currently 
no committed funding  for 2019 or 2020.

15/10/2019WRZ06500Hare Coursing Regulation
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15/10/2019WRZ06600651. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht her 
view on proposals (details supplied). [41727/19]

15/10/2019WRZ06700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I made 
the decision in August to suspend the licences issued to the organisation in question on behalf of 
its affiliated clubs to capture and tag hares for the 2019/20 hare coursing season until a clearer 
understanding of the extent, spread and implications of the RHD2 virus emerges.   

Together with my colleague the Minister for Agriculture, Food and the Marine and officials 
of both Departments, we are finalising a roadmap which would allow for the collection of hares 
in a number of locations to assist the study of RHD2 in Irish hares. This study is intended to be 
carried out in collaboration with the body in question.

I believe this roadmap will provide us with essential information as to status of the virus in 
the hare population and may lead to the possibility of limited licensed coursing during the cur-
rent season.

15/10/2019WRZ06800Departmental Staff Data

15/10/2019WRZ06900652. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht the number of full-time and part-time civil servants her Department has recruited by grade 
in each of the years 2014 to 2018 and to date in 2019; the number of full-time and part-time civil 
servants her Department has lost due to retirement by grade in the same period; and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [41814/19]

15/10/2019WRZ07000Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The in-
formation requested by the Deputy is set out in the tables at the link.  The grades marked with 
an asterisk (*) include Professional and Technical equivalents. 

The Deputy should note that staff turnover is also impacted by changes such as promotions 
and transfers as well as retirements. 

[<a href=”https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/debates/questions/supportingDocumenta-
tion/2019-10-15_pq652-15-10-19_en.docx”>Department Recruitment Retirement Figures</
a>]

15/10/2019WRZ07100Turf Cutting Compensation Scheme Applications

15/10/2019WRZ07200653. Deputy Denis Naughten asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
when a decision will be made on an application by a person (details supplied); and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [41864/19]

15/10/2019WRZ07300Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): An ap-
plication for compensation under the cessation of turf cutting compensation scheme has been 
received by my Department from the individual referred to in the Deputy’s question.  With re-
spect to 53 raised bog special areas of conservation sites, the qualifying criteria for the scheme 
are that:

- The applicant must have had a legal interest (ownership or a turbary right (right to cut 
turf)) in one of these sites on 25 May 2010 and must have had the right to cut and remove turf 
from the property on that date; 
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- The applicant must have been cutting turf on the land in question during the relevant five 
year period (up to 25 May 2010 in respect of the 29 raised bog special areas of conservation 
nominated for designation between 1997 and 1999 and up to 31 December 2011 in respect of 
the 24 raised bog special areas of conservation nominated for designation in 2002);

-   The turf resource on the site has not been exhausted; and

- No turf cutting or associated activity is ongoing on the property.

Following processing of the application and various correspondence with the applicant, an 
annual payment under the scheme issued for the year 2019 on 26 August 2019.

Under the scheme, annual payments are made to qualifying applicants, who apply in years 
later than the start date, for previous years as well as for the current year. 

My Department is prioritising the payment of annual payments under the scheme for 2019. 
The position in relation to payments for previous years will be reviewed subsequently.

15/10/2019WRAA00200National Concert Hall

15/10/2019WRAA00300654. Deputy Joan Burton asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht the 
timeline for the transfer of the National Symphony Orchestra from RTÉ to the National Concert 
Hall; the moneys available to fund the proposed transfer; and if she will make a statement on 
the matter. [42002/19]

15/10/2019WRAA00400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Fol-
lowing the publication of the report by RTÉ that it commissioned from independent consul-
tants Helen Boaden and Mediatique on the RTÉ Orchestras entitled RTÉ Orchestras Ensuring 
a Sustainable Future, the Government agreed in principle that the RTÉ National Symphony 
Orchestra (RTÉ NSO) should come within the remit of the National Concert Hall (NCH). The 
Government also authorised the initiation of discussions on the implementation of the recom-
mendations of the report.  

The overall aim of the Government decision in relation to the proposed transfer of the RTÉ 
NSO is to enable the orchestra to be established as a world class orchestra which would, with 
the NCH, provide a creative and imaginative programme strategy that would greatly enhance 
the offering of the combined organisation to the public. 

As the Deputy may be aware, Budget 2020 included the provision of €1m to allow for the 
start of the process of transferring the National Symphony Orchestra to the remit of the National 
Concert Hall.  

Work is continuing to identify and address the relevant issues to enable a successful transfer.  
Pending this work, it is considered that the process of transfer will commence in 2020.

15/10/2019WRAA00500Capital Expenditure Programme

15/10/2019WRAA00600655. Deputy Catherine Murphy asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gael-
tacht if there is allocation in the budgets of the capital projects funded by her Department for 
the commissioning of artwork and other peripheral additions (details supplied); and if she will 
make a statement on the matter. [42062/19]
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15/10/2019WRAA00700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): In July 
of this year, I announced the completion of a review of the Percent for Art scheme.  The outcome 
of this review led to changes to the scheme’s bands and limits which will make significantly 
increased funding available to the creative community.  The new limits and bands will apply 
from 1st January 2020 and details may be seen on my Department’s website at https://www.chg.
gov.ie/minister-madigan-announces-measures-to-significantly-increase-funding-for-public-art/   

I will shortly be re-establishing an inter-agency group to improve information gathering and 
collation and sharing of best practice on Percent for Art schemes.  This group will also link in 
with the Arts Council and seek to enhance the Council’s existing advisory role in relation to the 
Scheme.

Current Guidelines on the Per Cent for Art Scheme are available on the Public Art website 
www.publicart.ie. The guidelines set out how project managers are to operate the scheme and 
provide a common national approach to its implementation.  Under the terms of the Scheme, 
such works are factored into and funded from the overall budget of each capital project by the 
public body undertaking it. 

15/10/2019WRAA00800Ealaín na Gaeltachta

15/10/2019WRAA00900656. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den an Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gael-
tachta an bhfuil an cúram maidir le maoiniú a chur ar fáil do Chomhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann á 
aistriú nó aistrithe ón Roinn go dtí an Chomhairle Ealaíon, nó an bhfuil sé i gceist aici an cúram 
sin a aistriú chuici; agus más rud é go bhfuil, cén fáth a bhfuil sé seo á dhéanamh [42087/19]

15/10/2019WRAA01000Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): Níl aon 
phleananna ann faoi láthair na socruithe maoinithe i ndáil le Comhaltas Ceoltóirí Éireann a 
athrú.  Mar aitheantas ar an tábhacht a bhaineann le gach réimse de na healaíona traidisiúnta, 
leanfaidh mo Roinnse de na bealaí is fearr chun an earnáil seo a neartú, a chaomhnú agus a 
fhorbairt ar fud na hÉireann agus níos faide i gcéin a phlé leis na páirtithe leasmhara go léir.

15/10/2019WRAA01100Seirbhísí Uisce

15/10/2019WRAA01200657. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den an Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta 
an raibh aon chomhráití aici nó ag a Roinn leis an Aire Tithíochta, Pleanála agus Rialtais Áitiúil, 
le hUisce Éireann agus le hÚdarás na Gaeltachta maidir le húsáid a bhaint as na córais séara-
chais, atá ar na heastáit thionsclaíocha ar fud na Gaeltachta, a chur ar fáil i gcomhar le hUisce 
Éireann, le freastal ar na pobail máguaird; agus an ndéanfaidh sí ráiteas ina thaobh. [42088/19]

15/10/2019WRAA01300Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Mar gur ceist í seo atá tábhachtach do phobal na Gaeltachta, tá sé ardaithe agam 
le hOifig an Aire Tithíochta, Pleanála agus Rialtais Áitiúil.

Tá tugtha le fios go poiblí ag Údarás na Gaeltachta roimhe seo go bhfuil an eagraíocht sásta 
comhoibriú le heagraíochtaí stáit eile atá ag iarraidh áiseanna cóireála fuíolluisce cónaitheach 
agus tráchtála a chur ar fáil do phobail Ghaeltachta a bheadh ar leas na bpobal sin.

Tuigim go bhfuil suas le scór córas fuíolluisce forbartha ag Údarás na Gaeltachta i gceantair 
Ghaeltachta le blianta anuas. Tá na córais seo ag freastal ar ghnóanna go príomha ag páirceanna 
gnó ar fud na Gaeltachta.

Is córais bheaga singil atá i gceist le cuid de na háiseanna agus córais chóireála fuíolluisce 
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níos mó le cuid eile acu. Cé nach bhfuil soláthar áiseanna cóireála fuíolluisce cónaitheach, 
tráchtála nó pobail mar shainchúram ar Údarás na Gaeltachta, d’fhorbair an tÚdarás ionaid 
chóireála fuíolluisce, go príomha, air nó gar d’eastáit thionsclaíochta nó páirceanna gnó a bhí 
i seilbh na heagraíochta chun cruthú fostaíochta i gcomhlachtaí lonnaithe ar na páirceanna seo 
a éascú.

Tuigim, I gcásanna eisceachtúla, gur ceanglaíodh áiseanna pobail a bhí suite air nó gar 
d’eastáit thionsclaíochta do na hionaid chóireála fuíolluisce. I gcásanna eile, bhí an tÚdarás 
sásta comhoibriú (ar iarratas) le húdaráis áitiúla agus le hUisce Éireann chun áiseanna nó ta-
lamh a chur ar fáil lena bhforbairt agus a thógáil ar lámh ag na háisíneachtaí cuí. Faoi láthair, tá 
Údarás na Gaeltachta ag comhoibriú le hiarratais éagsúla ó Uisce Éireann chun tacú leo seirb-
hísí cóireála fuíolluisce a chur ar fáil do phobail Ghaeltachta i nGaoth Dobhair i gCo. Dhún na 
nGall agus sa Spidéal i gCo. na Gaillimhe.

Sa bhreis air sin, tá comhráití ginearálta tar éis a bheith ag an Údarás le hUisce Éireann ar 
chásanna éagsúla, ceann ar cheann, áit a bhfuil forbairtí ar chórais fuíolluisce ar siúl faoi láthair.  
Tá toilteanas an Údaráis chun iniúchadh a dhéanamh ar thógáil ar lámh níos leithne curtha ar 
shúile Uisce Éireann chomh maith.

15/10/2019WRAA01400National Monuments

15/10/2019WRAA01500658. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if it 
is planned to appoint a new Moore Street advisory committee in line with the recommendations 
of the report, The Moore Street Report -Securing History 2, published on 31 July 2019; and if 
she will make a statement on the matter. [42089/19]

15/10/2019WRAA01600659. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht if 
it is planned to endorse and implement the recommendations in the report of the Moore Street 
advisory committee, The Moore Street Report- Securing History 2, published on 31 July 2019; 
and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42090/19]

15/10/2019WRAA01700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): I pro-
pose to take Questions Nos. 658 and 659 together.

I would like to thank all the members of the Moore Street Advisory Group (MSAG) for their 
invaluable commitment and contribution over the last two and a half years that has culminated 
in the production of their Securing History 2 report which I have read with great interest.  

Some of the key recommendations in the report include: 

- that there is an urgency to securing the fabric of the national monument at Nos. 14 to 17 
Moore Street and that the MSAG confirms its support for the OPW to carry out this process as 
soon as possible; 

- that the MSAG recognises that the Hammerson plan is a significant and welcome advance 
on the previous plan for the area with the potential to develop a positive vision for the inter-
related elements of the market, the national monument and the Hammerson site and that Ham-
merson are to be commended for their recognition of the importance of this area in Irish history, 
particularly in relation to the events of 1916; 

- that an expert group should be appointed to lead the urgent regeneration of the Moore 
Street market; and
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- that the MSAG be reconfigured to a smaller more-focussed group in order to move the 
process forward as soon as possible.

I would like to assure the Deputy that all of the recommendations in the report are being 
addressed.  

For my part, I have written to Dublin City Council to ask it to act on the recommendation 
for the expert group to lead the regeneration of the street market and I understand that it is now 
in the process of being set up. I will shortly be appointing a chair to the reconfigured Advisory 
Group after which I will be asking all of the constituent bodies for their nominations.  My De-
partment is also advancing arrangements for the development of the scoping document I have 
referred to.  Finally, officials in the Department are in contact with the Office of Public Works 
regarding the necessary works to the national monument at Nos. 14 to 17. 

I regard the Securing History 2 report as a significant milestone in the revitalisation of this 
crucial part of our capital city. The proposals put forward by Hammerson are sympathetic to 
and embrace the history and heritage of O’Connell Street and the Moore Street area and can 
be aligned with the objectives of protecting the national monument at Nos. 14 -17, opening it 
to the public and resonating the mercantile, social and political heritage of the area as a 1916 
commemorative quarter. I understand that a recent statement from the Moore Street Traders As-
sociation has expressed its members full backing for the proposals which it sees as providing an 
important opportunity for their businesses to become viable again. 

I welcome the prospect there now is for reviving the Moore Street area and its market and 
to give Dublin a national main street and historic area to be proud of.

15/10/2019WRAA01900Arts Funding

15/10/2019WRAA02000660. Deputy Mattie McGrath asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
if there has been a change in the funding arrangements or funding application process for Com-
haltas Ceoltóirí Éireann; and if she will make a statement on the matter. [42146/19]

15/10/2019WRAA02100Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): There 
are currently no plans to change the funding arrangements with respect to Comhaltas Ceoltóirí 
Éireann.  In the recognition of the importance of all forms of the traditional arts, my Department 
will continue to explore with all stakeholders how best to strengthen, preserve and develop this 
sector across the island of Ireland and beyond.

15/10/2019WRAA02200Compensation Schemes

15/10/2019WRAA02300661. Deputy Jackie Cahill asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht fur-
ther to Parliamentary Question No. 529 of 8 October 2019, each specified activity in question; 
if the 2004 agreement provided for a payment for designation to reflect its effect on land values 
or a payment for the management of that land; if so, the payment provided per hectare; and the 
annual budget allocated for each year that the agreement operated. [42172/19]

15/10/2019WRAA02400Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): The to-
tal list of Activities Requiring Consent (ARCs) is provided in the table.  The ARCs listed for a 
Natura 2000 site are determined by the habitats/species that a site is selected for e.g. ARC 23 is 
only listed in SPA sites selected for the conservation of Corncrake.  Therefore the numbers of 
ARCS for each site will vary considerably. 
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ARC-01 Reclamation, including infilling.
ARC-02 Stocking or re-stocking with fish.
ARC-03 Blasting, drilling, dredging or otherwise removing or disturbing fossils, rock, minerals, 

mud, sand,   gravel or other sediment.
ARC-04 All activities relating to turf cutting and/or peat extraction.
ARC-05 Cutting, uprooting or otherwise removing plants. [Consent is not required for harvesting 

of cultivated crops, or for grazing or mowing.]
ARC-06 Introduction, or re-introduction, of plants or animals not found in the area. [Consent is 

not required for the planting of crops on established reseeded grassland or cultivated 
land.]

ARC-07 All activities relating to turf cutting and/or peat extraction. [Consent is not required to 
continue domestic turf cutting from existing turf banks.]

ARC-08 Undertaking scientific research involving the collection and removal of biological mate-
rial. 

ARC-09 Construction or alteration of tracks, paths, roads, bridges, culverts or access routes.
ARC-10 Construction, removal or alteration of fences, stone walls, hedgerows, banks or any field 

boundary   other than temporary electric fencing. [Consent is not required for normal 
maintenance.]

ARC-11 Digging, ploughing, harrowing or otherwise disturbing soil or substrate. [Consent is 
not required   for these activities on established reseeded grassland or cultivated land 
provided it is greater than 50m from a river, stream, floodplain, wetland, lake, turlough or 
pond.]

ARC-12 Applying inorganic or organic fertiliser, including slurry and farmyard manure. [Consent 
is not   required for these activities on established reseeded grassland or cultivated land 
provided it is greater than 20m from a river, stream or floodplain; or greater than 50m 
from a wetland, lake, turlough or pond.]

ARC-13 Applying lime. [Consent is not required for this activity on established reseeded grass-
land or   cultivated land provided it is greater than 20m from a river, stream or floodplain; 
or greater than 50m from a wetland, lake, turlough or pond.]

ARC-14 Storage, burial, disposal or recovery of any materials. [Consent is not required for these 
activities on   established reseeded grassland or cultivated land provided it is greater 
than 20m from a river, stream or floodplain; or greater than 50m from a wetland, lake, 
turlough or pond.]

ARC-15 Burning, topping, clearing scrub or rough vegetation or reseeding. [Consent is not re-
quired for these   activities on established reseeded grassland or cultivated land provided 
it is greater than 20m from a river, stream or floodplain; or greater than 50m from a 
wetland, lake, turlough or pond.]

ARC-16 Modification of caves and/or their entrances.
ARC-17 Agricultural improvement of heath or bog.
ARC-18 Application of pesticides, including herbicides. [Consent is not required for these activi-

ties on   established reseeded grassland or cultivated land provided it is greater than 20m 
from a river, stream or floodplain; or greater than 50m from a wetland, lake, turlough or 
pond.]

ARC-19 Supplementary feeding of livestock. [Consent is not required for this activity on estab-
lished reseeded   grassland or cultivated land provided it is greater than 20m from a river, 
stream or floodplain; or greater than 50m from a wetland, lake, turlough or pond.]

ARC-20 Significant changes in livestock density (including introduction of grazing), changes in 
livestock   type or grazing season, other than on established reseeded grassland. [Consent 
is not required for changes of less than 20% in livestock density unless notice has been 
given that a lower percentage is applicable to a particular site.]

ARC-21 Grazing of livestock between 1st April and 31st October on traditional winterages.
ARC-22 Changing of agricultural use from hay meadow to any other use.
ARC-23 Mowing of grass crops. [Consent is not required unless notice has been given that 

mowing on   specified lands is likely to interfere with the breeding and reproduction of 
corncrakes during the period specified in the said notice.]
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ARC-24 Works on, or alterations to, the banks, bed or flow of a drain, watercourse or waterbody.
ARC-25 Drainage works including digging, deepening, widening or blocking a drain, watercourse 

or waterbody.
ARC-26 Entry of livestock or machinery into stretches of river containing, or upstream from, 

freshwater   pearl mussel.
ARC-27 Water abstraction, sinking of boreholes and wells.
ARC-28 Felling of trees or removing timber, including dead wood.
ARC-29 Planting of trees or multi-annual bioenergy crops.
ARC-30 Any activity intended to disturb birds, including by mechanical, air, gas, wind powered 

or audible   means.
ARC-31 Developing or consenting to the development or operation of commercial recreational/

visitor facilities or organised recreational activities.
ARC-32 Recreational use of an off-road vehicle.
ARC-33 Using or permitting the use of land for car parking where it may damage the vegetation, 

soil or   substrate.
ARC-34 Alteration, renovation or removal of buildings, ruins or other structures.
ARC-35 Undertaking active acoustic surveys in the marine environment.
ARC-36 Harvesting marine invertebrate species in intertidal areas.
ARC-37 Driving mechanically propelled vehicles in intertidal areas, except over prescribed access 

routes.
ARC-38 Lighting up caves, buildings or other places used by bats for roosts.

The 2004 agreement states “that a fair and proper level of compensation shall be paid for any 
costs or losses of income or value which result from restrictions on farming or other existing 
activities” and that “standard rates of compensation will be agreed where possible, calculated 
to provide reasonable support for landowners in implementing measures required to conserve 
particular habitats and species, and having regard to all compliance costs”.  Regulation 41 of 
the  European Communities (Birds and Natural Habitats) Regulations 2011 sets out, in section 
(1) (a) “Where the Minister refuses consent to an activity under Regulation 30, he or she shall, 
save for the reasons set out in paragraphs (5) and (6), pay to the owner or occupier or user as 
the case may be by way of compensation an amount equal to the loss suffered by the owner, 
occupier or user by the depreciation of an interest in the land to which he or she is entitled,” 
and that “Subject to subparagraph (b), the amount of compensation payable under paragraph 
(1) shall be determined by reference to the difference between the antecedent and subsequent 
value of the land or of an interest in the land consequent on the refusal, modification, variation, 
or revocation of consent”.

Rates for alterations to farming regimes to incentivise improved management of lands for 
biodiversity have been paid through the NPWS farm plan scheme since 2006.  Some bespoke 
plans calculated the actual cost of compliance while other plan types, typically for species, 
operated on the basis of standard rates.  These rates were not specified in the 2004 agreement.

Discussions are ongoing with the farming organisations with respect to reviewing the 2004 
agreement.

The annual budgetary allocations to the NPWS farm plan scheme are provided in the fol-
lowing table, although some of the allocation figures from 10 years and more ago are not avail-
able.  I am pleased to confirm that as a result of Budget 2020 , I am doubling the allocation to 
the Farm Plan Scheme in 2020 to €1m.

Year Budgetary allocation Actual expenditure
2006     - €1.12m
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Year Budgetary allocation Actual expenditure
2007     - €1.73m
2008     - €2.01m
2009     - €2.44m
2010 €5.10m €3.75m
2011 €5.38m €4.40m
2012 €5.14m €3.96m
2013 €4.44m €3.45m
2014 €3.14m €2.67m
2015 €1.58m €1.42m
2016 €0.93m €0.55m
2017 €0.69m €0.55m
2018 €0.51m €0.48m
2019 €0.55m  

15/10/2019WRAA02500Departmental Bodies

15/10/2019WRAA02600662. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the status of the creation of a national night-time culture steering committee in her Department; 
the membership of the committee; the expected frequency of meetings; the envisaged ongo-
ing relationship with the pilot night-time culture groups in Dublin and Cork; the need for the 
inclusion of balanced input from rural and smaller urban centres; the terms of reference of the 
work of the committee; the expected policy and legislative remit of the committee; the need for 
public consultation; and the expected timeline of the committee’s work. [42193/19]

15/10/2019WRAA02700Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): On April 
17th, I held a symposium to investigate the possibility of creative nightlife and cultural activ-
ity after hours as an alternative and complementary option to Ireland’s existing rich night time 
experience.  The issues which have been surfaced through this process are primarily impacting 
on creative and cultural activity in larger urban centres.  My Department has been working with 
key partners to develop an approach to support a sustainable and forward looking infrastructure 
to develop and sustain creativity and cultural events at night time.  The composition of the pilot 
groups is being finalised and will comprise members with local interests in entertainment, cul-
ture, business, the arts, policing, creative workers and officials from the relevant local authority.

With respect to the National Committee, it is my intention this will allow issues which 
require a response at national level to be brought promptly to the attention of the relevant  
Government Department or agency, who will have responsibility for any policy or legislative 
response.  The pilots will operate for a defined period before being subject to review.

15/10/2019WRAA02800Cultural Policy

15/10/2019WRAA02900663. Deputy Catherine Martin asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
the status of the planned national survey of venues for night-time cultural activity; the expected 
format of the survey; the methodology of the survey; if there is a need to include the views of 
venue users in the survey; the types of venues envisaged to be surveyed; and the expected time-
line for completion of the survey [42194/19]

15/10/2019WRAA03000Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): On April 
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17th, I held a symposium to investigate the possibility of creative nightlife and cultural activ-
ity after hours as an alternative and complementary option to Ireland’s existing rich night time 
experience.

My Department has been working with key partners to develop an approach to support a 
sustainable and forward looking infrastructure to facilitate the development of after hours cul-
tural events.

In addition to local pilot projects and a national forum to consider the matter of night time 
culture in a comprehensive way, I am finalising plans to engage with local authorities and arts 
groups with regard to a mapping exercise of existing venues and civic spaces which may be 
suitable for night time cultural events to identify both gaps and opportunities.  The exact meth-
odology and approach to this mapping exercise is also being finalised within my Department.

15/10/2019WRAA03100Departmental Correspondence

15/10/2019WRAA03200664. Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív asked the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht 
when a substantive reply will issue to correspondence (details supplied) which was followed 
by several reminders; the reason for the delay; and if she will make a statement on the matter. 
[42215/19]

15/10/2019WRAA03300Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy Josepha Madigan): My De-
partment’s officials have been on site with the landowner and are actively considering the re-
quest set out in the correspondence to which the Deputy refers.  This involves a full assessment 
of the circumstances on which the request is founded and would also require compliance with 
formal statutory procedures, including engagement with prescribed consultees. 

I am advised that the matter is being dealt with as speedily as possible and that the Depart-
ment will be in contact with the landowner as soon as there are any further developments. I 
understand that this is likely to happen over the next few weeks. 

15/10/2019WRAA03400An Foras Teanga

15/10/2019WRAA03500665. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta 
cén fáth nár chaith An Foras Teanga, de réir thuarascáil an Ard-Reachtaire Cuntas agus Ciste, 
ach €13.325m den €14.028m a chuir an Roinn ar fail dóibh do 2018; cá mhéad den airgead nár 
caitheadh a bhain le Foras na Gaeilge agus cá mhéad a bhain leis an mBord Ultaise; cé na tograí 
ar bhain an tearc-chaitheamh €700,000 leo; agus an ndéanfaidh sí ráiteas ina thaobh. [42227/19]

15/10/2019WRAA03600Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Is í an Chomhairle Aireachta Thuaidh Theas (CATT) a cheadaíonn na buiséid do 
na Forais Treasteorann uile, An Foras Teanga san áireamh. In éagmais CATT, tá an Foras Te-
anga ag feidhmiú faoi réir socraithe eatramhaigh ag leibhéal buiséid a ceadaíodh i 2016. 

I 2018, de bharr luaineachta sna rátaí malartaithe airgeadais, bhí róchaiteachas de €11,926 
ag Gníomhaireacht na hUltaise ar bhunsoláthar na heagraíochta.  Sa bhliain chéanna, chaith 
Foras na Gaeilge beagnach an leithdháileadh iomlán a bhí ceadaithe dóibh faoi ré an CATT, le 
suim de €175,650 fagtha gan a bheith tarraingthe anuas ag deireadh na bliana.

I 2018, bhí maoiniú teagmhasach breise ar fáil i bhfomhír D de Vóta na Roinne, faoina 
gcuirtear maoiniú ar fáil don Fhoras Teanga, le freastal ar thionscadail aonuaire, lena n-áirítear 
taispeántas a fhorbairt ag oifigí Ghníomhaireacht na hUltaise i Ráth Bhoth, reáchtáil Bhliain na 
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Gaeilge 2018 agus do chnapshuimeanna pinsin sa dá eagraíocht. Is sa bhreis ar an leithdháil-
eadh faoi réir an CATT a bhí an maoiniú seo ar fáil. 

Maidir le híocaíochtaí pinsin, is íocaíochtaí reachtúla iad seo agus is deacair caiteachas 
ar chnapshuimeanna pinsin a thuar go cruinn ag tús na bliana.  Níor tháinig an riachtanas le 
haghaidh cnapshuimeanna chun cinn ag an méid a bhíothas ag tuar le linn 2018.   Anuas air 
sin, bhí fochaiteachas ag an gClár Cholmcille agus ar fhorbairt taispeántas Ghníomhaireacht na 
hUltaise i Ráth Bhoth.

Ag eascairt as seo uile, bhí farasbarr de €702,897 fágtha sa bhfómhír ag deireadh na bli-
ana.  Aistríodh €500,000 de sin go dtí fomhír C9 de Vóta na Roinne le caitheamh ar sheirbhísí 
iompair oileáin agus chuaigh an fuílleach de €202,897 ar ais go dtí an státchiste.

15/10/2019WRAA03700Scéimeanna Rannach

15/10/2019WRAA03800666. D’fhiafraigh Deputy Éamon Ó Cuív den Aire Cultúir, Oidhreachta agus Gaeltachta 
cá mhéad a caitheadh gach bliain ar an scéim do mhúineadh na Gaeilge in ollscoileanna thar 
sáile ó bunaíodh an scéim; cén líon institiúidí a bhí páirteach gach bliain go dtí seo; an bhfuil sé 
i gceist athbhreithniú a dhéanamh ar an scéim chun na hathruithe atá tagtha ar theicneolaíocht 
chianfhoghlama ó shin agus athruithe eile a chur i gcuntas; cén líon mac léinn a tháinig go 
hÉirinn gach bliain le trí bliana anuas de thoradh na scéime; agus an ndéanfaidh sí ráiteas ina 
thaobh. [42229/19]

15/10/2019WRAA03900Minister of State at the Department of Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht (Deputy 
Seán Kyne): Mar go bhfuil réimse leathan faisnéise iarrtha ag an Teachta, tuigfidh sé nach féi-
dir í a chur le chéile laistigh den amscála atá ar fáil. Cuirfear freagra cuimsitheach díreach chuig 
an Teachta chomh luath agus is féidir agus i gcomhréir leis na Buan-Orduithe Dála.


